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1.1 

1.2 

INTRODUCTION 

. 
BACKGROUND 

As sub-consultants to Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick (SWK), ERM-Hong Kong, 
Limited (ERM) has been commissioned by the River Trade Terminal Company 
Limited (RTTC), the successful tenderer for the development of the River Trade 
Terminal (RTT) to be located in Tuen Mun Area 38 as their environmental 
consultants. Government and the Advisory Council on the Environment (ACE) 
have previously accepted the Environmental Assessment Impact (EIA) of the 
Reclamation and Servicing of Tuen Mun Area 38 for Special Industries, as well as the 
Expanded Development Study for the Tuen Mun Area 38 which included the impact 
of the RTT. ERM have now completed an environmental appraisal of the current 
design and general layout for the RTT (which does not differ Significantly from 
the layout originally assessed) as it is intended to be constructed. This appraisal 
has particular! y sought departure or differences arising from design 
development, which might adversely affect the EIA already accepted by 
Government and ACE. 

As described above, the purpose of this EIA is to build upon the results of the 
previously endorsed studies which include: 

• Expanded Development Study for the Tuen Mun Area 38 (EDS) which initially 
addressed and confirmed the engineering and environmental feasibility of the 
Tuen Mun Area 38 development including the RTT (1990); 

• Reclamation and Servicing of Tuen Mun Area 38 for Special Industries EIA (1994), 
hereafter referred to as the Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA, quantitatively assessed the 
special industrial area (SIA) and RTT developments as well as the 
reprovisioned Pillar Point long sea sewage outfall. The Tuen Mun Area 38 
EIA concluded that both the SIA and RTT had been appropriately located in 
an environmentally non-sensitive area and that the environmental impacts 
would be kept within established environmental standards and guidelines. 
The EIA study also extensively modelled the reprovisioned Pillar Point long 
sea sewage outfall and confirmed the significant environmental 
improvements in terms of impacts on the bathing beaches in the vicinity of 
Tuen Mun, when compared with the existing short outfall. This Tuen Mun 
Area 38 EIA was endorsed by Government in December 1994 and ACE in 
1995. 

EIASCOPE 

The purpose of this EIA study is to deal with any design changes subsequent to 
previous EDS and Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA. The EIA for the River Trade Terminal 
should identify environmental impacts and mitigation necessary to ensure that 
the RTT construction and operation are kept within established environmental 
standards and guidelines and the findings of the previous EIA. 

This EIA should also identify environmental improvements or benefits of the 
detailed RTT design brought about by involvement of environmental specialists 
in the RTT detailed design team; 
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1.3 

1.4 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

The first part of this EIA process for the RTT was the RTT Initial Environmental 
Impa~t Assessment (lElA) submitted as part of the tender submission in 
February 1996. ThisRTT lElA identified that the RTT layout was very similar to 
that quantitatively assessed in the previous endorsed studies, confirmed the 
previous studies conclusion with regard to the environmental acceptability of the 
RTT development and predicted no insurmountable or environmentally 
unacceptable impacts. 

Since that time there has been on-going environmental input into the RTT 
detailed design (construction methodology, design layout and operational 
design). 

It is important to note that the findings of this ElA are not intended to assess the 
overall environmental feasibility or acceptability of the RTT development at 
Tuen Mun as this has already been established and endorsed by Government 
and ACE previously in the Tuen Mun Area 38 ElA. This ElA will however, 
appraise the environmental consequence of any RTT detailed design proposals 
and identify mitigation if required to confer environmental acceptability of any 
such design changes. 

REQUIREMENTS OF THE EIA 

The EIA Study Team will meet these objectives by: 

• carrying out the necessary background studies to identify, collect and analyse 
existing information relevant to the EIA study; 

• carrying out any necessary environmental survey, site investigations and 
baseline monitoring work to achieve the objectives; 

• quantifying, by use of models or other predictive methods, the residual and 
cumulative environmental impacts (specifying whether these are transient, 
long term and/or irreversible) arising from the construction, operation (and 
decomrriissioning) of the project; 

• proposing practicable, effective and enforceable methods, measures and 
standards to effectively mitigate any significant environment impacts in the 
short and long term; and 

• outlining a programme by which the environmental impacts of the project can 
be assessed, monitored and audited. 

Consideration will'also be given to beneficial and adverse effects, short and long 
term effects, secondary and induced effects, cumulative effects, synergistic effects 
and transboundary effects. 
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STRUCTURE OF THE REPO RT 

Following this introductory section, this EIA is organised as follows: 

Section 1 
Section 2 
Section 3 
Section 4 
Section 5 
Section 6 
Section 7 
Section 8 
Section 9 

Introduction 
Project Description 
Water Quality 
Air Quality 
Noise 
Solid Waste Management 
Ecology (Both Aquatic and Terrestrial) 
Landfill Gas 
Visual 

Section 10 Conclusions 
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2.1 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

OBJECTIVES OF THE RIT 

Successive Hong Kong Government planning studies, commencing with the 
original Port and Airport Development Strategy (PADS) Study in 1989, have 
recognised the importance of river trade, to and from the Pearl River Delta of the 
People's Republicof China (PRC), to Hong Kong's economy and the rapid 
growth that is now an established feature of the trade. Subsequent to PADS, the 
1994 Freight Transport Study also identified problems associated with inefficient 
port operations, such as severe traffic congestion, as one of the six key issues 
encountered by the freight transport industry in Hong Kong. The RTT was 
therefore conceived as a means for dealing efficientl y with the trade by 
providing specifically designed facilities. 

The main objectives for the RTT are summarised as: 

• to provide an efficient and reliable common river trade user facility; 

• to make a major contribution to meeting the rapid growth of river trade; 

• to reduce waterway congestion in the Ma Wan Channel and in Hong Kong 
Harbour; and 

• to reduce road congestion on the Tuen Mun Highway and at border crossings. 

The river trade is spread widely over many small tributaries and channels in the 
Pearl River Delta with the result that it is carried in a diverse fleet largely made 
up of small vessels which have both shallow water and air drafts. In time, with 
the growth of trade, the rapidly increasing penetration of containerisation and 
the development of land infrastructure in China, improvements to the fleet of 
vessels can be expected with larger carriers being introduced where possible. 
However, this will take time and it can therefore be confidently assumed the 
growth of river trade will lead to increased numbers of vessels in the short term. 

Traditionally, river trade has been handled at a wide variety of waterfront 
facilities in Victoria Harbour which are often congested and do not lend 
themselves to containerisation or expansion. This results in a large number of 
small river vessels passing through the Ma Wan Channel to reach these facilities. 
The Ma Wan Channel is a narrow channel with a sharp bend, high tidal 
velocities and complex currents, which is further compounded by an increasing 
number of large ocean going vessels, and high speed ferries which pass through 
this channel. There is, therefore, growing concern about the capacity of this 
channel and the increasing risk of marine accidents, particularly due to the rise 
in the number of small, poorly disciplined river vessels using the channel. 

The RTT is strategically located at the mouth of the Pearl River Delta (PRD) and 
will effectively act as a port of entry for these small river trade vessels as shown 
in Figure 2.la. The RTT in Tuen Mun is designed to maximise the capacity of 
marine transport within the harbour of Hong Kong, to discourage the utilisation 
of Ma Wan Channel by large numbers of small river trade vessels and thereby 
reducing the risk of marine traffic accidents at the Ma Wan Channel. The RTT 
will be able to consolidate transhipment cargoes coming from the PRD by 
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2.2 

2.2.1 

2.2.2 

containerising a high proportion of transhipment breakbulk cargo and transport 
the cargo on to the main container port facilities which can be carried by sea in 
much larger and better controlled units than for the river trade, thereby reducing 
marine traffic in North West New Territory waters to the east of the RTT . 

The operation of the RTT is also expected to ease the congestion problem 
currently encountered by the road transport network in Hong Kong by the use of 
large barges, each of which is capable of carrying a load equivalent to that of 
about 100 container lorries. 

The main objectives for the RTT are summarised as follows: 

• to provide an efficient and reliable common river trade user facility; 

• to reduce waterway congestion in the Ma Wan Channel and in Hong Kong' 
Harbour; and 

• to reduce road congestion on the Tuen Mun Highway and at border croSSings. 

PROPOSED LAYOUT OF THE RIT 

Proposed Layout 

The detailed design layout of the proposed RTT is shown in Figure 2.2a. The 
detailed design layout is very similar to the conceptual RTT layout proposal in 
the EDS Study (1990) and the Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA (1994) as shown in Figure' 
2.2a with the only change in design being the incorporation of a shorter length of 
breakwater which improves the design in terms of water quality. 

Internal Terminal Layout 

The concept of the internal terminal layout is shown on Figure 2.2b and a brief 
description of the main components are as follows: 

Entrance for Containers - Gate 1 

The main components of Gate 1 include: 

• Gatehouse (60 x 20m) 
• IN lanes: 
• OUT lanes: 
• Dual Purpose IN/OUT lanes: 

Container Lorry Park 

1 through lane and 4 to 6 check lanes 
1 through lane and 6 to 8 check lanes 
2 check lanes 

The Container Lorry Park is located inside Gate 1, with echelon "drive through" 
parking bays for a total of 117 full size container tractor/trailer vehicles. 

Entrance for Container Freight Station (CFS) and Bulk Handling Berths - Gate 2 

• Gatehouse (60m x 20m) 
• IN lanes: 1 through lane and 4 check lanes 
• OUT lanes: 1 through lane and 5 check lanes 
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External Goods Vehicle Parking 

There are 27 parking spaces for goods vehicles and containers outside Gate 2. 
These are primarily intended for vehicles which do not have the correct 
documentation. 

Internal Goods Vehicle Parking 

Adjacent to Gate 2 is an internal traffic goods vehicle park with echelon back-in 
parking for 100 breakbulk trucks and full size container vehicles. 

For car parking there will be ample room adjacent to the CFS/Warehouse. 

Operational Container Berths 

A mixture of pontoon-based cranes, shore-based derrick cranes and shore-based 
mobile cranes are provided for loading and unloading operations at the berths. 

Container Stacks 

The 3 piers formed by the berth layout will be used for stacking containers using 
rubber tyred gantry (RTG) cranes. At this stage, the concept is to adopt the RTG 
stacks in a 6+1 configuration. Intermediate runways permit the transfer of RTG's 
from stack to stack. They also allow vehicles to exit or enter the stacks at their 
mid points. 

Break Bulk Area 

The break bulk area is at the west end of the lot where there is adequate 
protection to the relatively small vessels from westerly swells. The vessels at the 
quays will be serviced by either pontoon based cranes or similar but smaller land 
based cranes than deployed at the easterly berths which wiIl generally handle 
containers. Three transit sheds, which have a proposed total area of about 30,000 
m', are provided for stuffing operations. 

CFS/Warehouse 

This building wiIl be sited in the northwestern corner of the RTT. Its CFS 
function will be to serve all LCL containers arriving at the RTT for onward 
transhipment as breakbulk cargo on river vessels. It will also deal with 
consolidation of containerised cargo. . 

The ground floor of the building will house the CFS function over the maximum 
permitted plot area of 20,000 m'. Three upper floors will be used for transit 
cargo and warehousing, giving a total storage area of approximately 60,000 m'. 

Terminal Service Road 

A 4-lane (16m) road will connect all operational areas of the terminal. For 
maximum flexibility it will have no fixed kerbs but will be delineated by a 
combination of painted lines and portable kerb blocks which will also be used to 
separate the traffic flows. 
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2.3 

2.3.1 

2.3.2 

2.3.3 

The road can be reduced to 11m along the west seawall breakwater and east 
seawall, and to 7.3m adjacent to the Government Berths. 

Gover'!ment Build ings 

For which specifications have been provided will be constructed at the eastern 
end of the berth 

Fuelling Station, Waste Management Site and Workshops 

The RTT will also include a marine and land based fuelling station, a waste 
management site as well as permenant and temporary workshops. These are 
shown in Figure 2.2h. 

RTf CONSTRUCTION 

Entrusted Works 

The RTT construction scope and programme also includes the construction of 
Government entrusted works which includes the reprovisioned Pillar Point long 
sea sewage outfall and the box culvert located at the western end of the RTT site. 
The environmental acceptability of a reprovisioned outfall and culvert have been 
previously assessed in the Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA, accepted by Government and 
ACE. Government will subsequently be responsible for the environmental 
monitoring and operation of the reprovisioned outfall under the EPD Baseline and 
Performance Verification Monitoring of the Pillar Point Sewage Outfall Study. 

Construction Programme 

A construction programme is attached as Figure 2.3a. The construction 
programme has been divided into 2 phases to reflect the land grant 
requirements to have part of the terminal operational within 2 years. No work 
will start until' a dumping location is confirmed by Fill Management Committee 

\ ,and a permit for dredged material disposal is issued by EPD and after the 
V required one 0 month baseline environmental monitoring has been completed. 

Phased Development 

The phasing of the site is shown on Figure 2.3b.. Phase 1 development will 
combine both container and break bulk operations on site designed principally 
for dedicated container operations at the final development stage. The planning 
team will therefore have to optimise the break bulk operations to reduce the cost 
of the later change to a fully container orientated system. 

The planning team will also have to accommodate some Phase 2 construction 
operations within their development planning. In order to deal with 
construction issues in the most efficient way the contractor will liaise closely 
wi th the planning team. 

It is envisaged that the break bulk operation will be temporarily located on the 
west end of the Phase 1 site. A temporary demountable transit shed will be 
deployed for stuffing and unstuffing of containers. This shed will occupy the 
site intended for RTG stacks at the final development stage. 
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As detailed in the construction programme, Phase 2 will be the remaining part of 
the construction activities. Although most construction material supplies for 
Phase 2 can be made through Gate 2, a site road between 'Phase 1 and 2 will be an 
advantage during and after completion of the construction. ,During construction, 
it will allow movement of plant and personnel between the phases of the site 
without the necessity of entering the public highway. After construction of 
Phase 2, the break bulk facility will be relocated to the western half of the site. 
The site road through 'the central Phase 2 area will then be required for the 
operational interfacing of the container and break bulk operations. 
The temporary transit shed for Phase 2 will be reassembled. The other transit 
sheds will be planned and developed as cargo throughput increases. 
The central part of Phase 2 will be the last stage of the works to be completed. 
The replacement outfall and the breakwater construction will require the careful 
control of marine operations and navigation channels. Vehicles bringing 
construction material supplies will have to cross the cargo vehicles transmitting 
between Phase 1 and Phase 2 areas. The planners will have to develop marine 
and land traffic systems which minimise downtime and do not generate queues 
of vehicles or vessels. 

Dredging 

In order to minimise the dredging quantities, and in particular the quantities of 
contaminated mud, dredging will oniy be undertaken to achieve the minimum 
navigation depth and ensure the stability of marine structures such as quay 
walls, breakwaters and along the alignment of the replacement box culvert and 
reprovisioned outfall. The results of the site investigation has established that a 
total of around 3,300,000m' of marine mud will have to be removed of which 
200,000m' will be contaminated mud. Contaminated mud is to be disposed of at 
East Sha Chau, into the specially dredged site under strictly enforced and 
monitored conditions. 

Breakwater 

The EDS Report recommended the provision of a rock armoured embankment as 
the design for the breakwater. This is a standard design and has the advantage 
of destroying most of the wave energy rather than reflecting it in the manner of a 
vertical breakwater. 

The primary function of the breakwater is to protect the vessels it shelters from 
extreme typhoon events. Preliminary calculations show the main armour 
requirement as two layers of 6 tonne rock. Model testing has been undertaken 
and the optimum breakwater layout is shown in Figure 2.2a. Slightly larger rock 
may be required at the breakwater returns if they are exposed to the most critical 
wave directions. Alternatively special interlocking concrete armour units, such 
as accropodes, can be deployed. These units have been recently placed on the 
Macau Airport platform embankment. 

Filling 

Determining the source of the reclamation filling will primarily be the 
responsibility of the Contractor. For filling to levels below Mean High Water 
Springs, the most likely source is dredged sand. The dredged sand is likely to 
come from China. However, a maximum fines content of fill material of 20% has 
been specified in the RTT Contract documents as a mitigation measure to reduce 
water quality impacts. 
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2.3.7 

Table 2.3a 

Consolidation of underlying marine mud will be accelerated by the introduction 
of vertical band drains through the 50ft strata from an accessible level in the 
overlying filling. Further acceleration will be achieved by surcharging the 
reclamation above formulation levels. Settlements will be monitored and 
surcharge heights and durations revised in order to induce adequate long term 
consolidation before the paving is laid. 

Construction Phasing and Phase-Specific Activities 

The RTT construction will be carried out on 3 main fronts simultaneously and 
these during Phases 1 and 2 of the site shown in Figure 2.3b. The work is being 
undertaken in this fashion in order to meet the two specified completion dates, 
namely, having a cargo capacity of 2,100,000 tonnes within 36 months of award 
and a full terminal capacity of 8,500,000 tonnes by the project completion date 54 
months from award. 

The construction programme has therefore been divided into 2 phases, but it 
should be remembered that work will be carried out in three main areas of the 
site simultaneously in order to meet the required completion dates. The eastern 
Phase 1 contains only a 1-4m layer of marine mud so removal of mud or 
consolidation will not be a major issue. In contrast, the western portion of the 
site contains mud layers up to 14m thick and will require major treatment and 
consolidation time. The central portion is the site of the new sewage outfall and 
work in this area will not be undertaken until the outfall is well underway. 

Key parameters for each of the four main phases are presented in Table 2.3a 
below: 

Key Parameters for RIT Construction 

Parameter Phase 1 ""-

Area (ha) 22 

Dredging Required (m') 269,000 

Roekfill Required (m') 550,000 

Sandfill Required (m') 3,480,000 

Rate of Dredging (m' /month) 100,000 

Rate of Roekfilling (m' /week) 12,000 

Rate of Sandfilling (m' /week) 100,000 

Phase 1 

Phase 2 

43 

2,114,400 

1,140,000 

7,200,000 

100,000 

25,000 

80,000 

Breakwater 

5 

540,200 

500,000 

540,000 

100,000 

20,000 

50,000 

Sewage 
Outfall 

377,000 

200,000 

100,000 

10,000 

Relocation of the drainage channel which straddles the proposed entrance and 
dredging to allow construction of vertical seawalls are the first tasks to be 
undertaken. Construction of the seawalls will start when dredging is complete. 

The permanent sloping seawall on the eastern edge may be constructed by end 
tipping from road vehicles and the vertical seawalls and their foundations will 
be constructed by marine plant. Once a sufficient area is bounded then 
reclamation can be undertaken. It is expected that bottom dumped barges from 
China will be used as they will not have passage restricted by the Ma Wan 
Channel and the fill will be supplied by the contractors' own source. Following 
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reclamation, ground treatment, paving, drainage and E&M installations can be 
made. The buildings have been planned to start after the completion of ground 
treatment and these refer principally to offices for Customs, Fire Services and 
Immigration that are required before the site can become operational. At this 
stage'the option remains open for the consortium to operate this first phase using' 
either permanent or temporary buildings. This will be quantified upon 
submission of the Master Layout plan 1 year after the award of the franchise to 
build and operate the RTT. These events follow a largely sequential process and 
lead to a completion of Phase 1 by 31 July 1998. 

Phase 2 

In order to meet the project deadlines this Phase will need to proceed in parallel 
with the work for Phase 1. The first activity after approvals have been obtained 
will be dredging for the twin-cell box culvert requiring 600,000 m3 to be dredged. 
This culvert, which bounds the western edge of the site, is required to be 
complete by 30 September 1997. The trench will be backfilled upon completion 
of the dredging and construction of the culvert will then take place. 

The programme assumes that dredging in Phases 1 and 2 will be concurrent but 
filling will be sequential. 

When sufficient seawall is available to bound the site area, reclamation will 
commence. Reclamation will be completed shortly after the seawalls are 
complete. Ground treatment will then follow the reclamation. A minimum 6 
month period has been allowed for this phase because deep mud layers of up to 
14 m are present in the north west corner of Phase 2. 

Following completion of the ground treatment a 6 month period has been 
allowed for the paving, drainage and E&M works. 

After completion of the outfall dredging requiring 500,000m3 of sediment to be 
dredged, construction of the outfall itself will proceed largely independently. It 
is possible that this will be undertaken by a separate subcontractor experienced 
in this work. This is defined as a single activity in the programme but will 
include the establishment and operation of the casting yard, the provision of 
access between Phase 1 and 2 of the site, establishment of the launching area, the 
pipe pulling and placement and subsequent protection. This work will be 
completed by 30 May 1998 after which work in Phase 2 will concentrate on the 
seawalls and reclamation of that phase. ' 

The CFS and many of the permanent buildings will be finished along with Phase 
2. That is, it is anticipated that other than Government buildings the RTT will 
initially operate using temporary buildings until the bulk of the site is complete 
and room is available for the completion of the permanent buildings. All 
permanent buildings will be finished within the 54 month project timescale. 

RIT OPERATION 

Major operations for the RTT will include the following: 

• customs and immigration checks; 

• handling of breakbulk cargo with electrically operated derrick or gantry 
cranes and pontoon-based cranes; 
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• stuffing and unstuffing of containers; 

• loading and unloading of containers with a mixture pontoon-based cranes 
an~ shore-based derrick cranes or shore-based gantry cranes; 

• stacking and transfer of containers with rubber tyred gantry cranes; and 

• warehousing of cargo. 
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3.1 

WATER AND SEDIMENT QUALITY 

INTRODUCTION 

The RTT lElA indicated that no insurmountable water quality impacts would 
result from the conceptual design and RTT operation. During construction 
comprehensive mitigation measures to reduce water quality impacts to 
acceptable levels, as defined by statutory requirements, were also described. 
Overall, the lElA concluded that RTT construction and operation would not 
result in exceedance of statutory requirements of the Water Pollution Control 
Ordinance. 

As described in Section 1 the Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA quantitatively modelled 
both the construction and operation of the RTT and the reprovisioned Pillar 
Point outfall and confirmed their environmental acceptability. Therefore, the 
objectives of this EIA are to comparatively assess the implications of any design 
changes on water quality and evaluate the potential impacts to water quality. 
The assessment also included identification of mitigation measures to ensure 
compliance with water quality objectives and, where appropriate, baseline and 
impact water quality monitoring and audit requirements to ensure their efficacy. 
Environmental inputs into the detailed design have ensured that the final RTT 
layout represent an environmental improvement over the conceptual designs of 
the RTT described in lEIA(l). The detailed design will have a shorter breakwater 
and, thus, a semi-embayed western portion of the RTT harbour will be 
eliminated. The firtallayout has been designed to facilitate marine water 
movement and harbour flushing within the RTT. 

Following detailed discussion with the Environmental Protection Department 
(EPD) it has been decided that it would not be necessary re-run the hydraulic 
and water quality model (WAHMO) for this EIA as: 

• comprehensive and detailed water quality modelling (including RTT 
construction / operation sediment plume modelling, tidal flow modelling, 
and replacement outfall bacterial plume modelling) has been conducted in the 
previous Reclamation and Servicing of Tuen Mun Area 38 for Special 
Industries - EIA(2) (hereafter, referred to as the Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA); 

• no significant changes in RTT construction methods have been proposed from 
those determined to be acceptable in the Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA water quality 
modelling. The RTTC have also committed to carry out the RTT construction 
works in such a manner as to minimise adverse impacts on the water quali ty 
during their execution; 

• the replacement outfall's acceptability was already confirmed in the previous 
Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA; and 

• the change of the RTT final design layout (shorter breakwater) and the Pillar 
Point Sewage Treatment Works Outfall design (same outfall length but the 
nearest effluent discharge point located further away from the sensitive 

111 TM TL No 393. River Trade Terminal at Tuen Mun Area 38, Volume 2, Initial Environmental Impact Assessment, 
February 1996, Hong Kong River Trade Terminal Limited. 

(2) Reclamation and Servicing ofTuen Mun Area 38 for Special Industries· Environmental Impact Assessment Study: 
Main Report, ERM·Hong Kong, Ltd., December 1994. 
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3.2 

3.2.1 

Table 3.2a 

receivers near Tuen Mun) compared with that modelled in the Tuen Muen 
Area 38 EIA is anticipated to further improv~ the water quality compared to 
the conceptual design; 

Additionally, EPO will be commissioning a monitoring consultancy entitled' 
Baseline arid Performance Verification Monitoring of the Pillar Point Sewage 
Outfall in late 1996 to verify the performance of the outfall and also to consider 
the need and timing for any upgrade to sewage treatment. 

A~ a result of the above it has been agreed by the EPO that the comprehensive 
water quality component of this EIA should comprise a comparative assessment 
based on the results of the comprehensive water quality modelling of the Tuen 
Mun Area 38 EIA comparing the water quality of the final design layout of the 
RTT in relation to the conceptual design described in the Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA. 

GOVERNMENT LEGISLATION AND STANDARDS 

Marine Water 

The Water Pollution Control Ordinance (WPCO) is the legislation for the control 
of water pollution and water quality in Hong Kong. Under the WPCO, Hong 
Kong waters are divided into 10 Water Control Zones (WCZ). Each WCZ has a 
designated set of statutory Water Quality Objectives (WQO). The proposed RTT 
site falls within the North Western WCZ. The WQOs for the WCZ, which are 
presented in Table 3.2a, therefore, comprise the relevant evaluation criteria The 
parameters of particular concern are suspended solids (55), sediment oxygen 
demand, temperature, dissolved oxygen, Escherichia coli (E. coli), oxidised 
nitrogen, ammoniacal nitrogen, organic nitrogen, phosphates, sulphide, 
chlorophyll-a, and biochemical oxygen demand (BOD). 

Water Quality Objectives for North Western WCZ 

A. 

B. 

Water Quality Objective 

AESTHETIC APPEARANCE 

(a) There should be no objectionable odours or 
discolouration of the water. 

(b) Tarry residues, floating wood, articles made of 
glass, plastic, rubber or of any-other substances 
should be absent. 

(c) Mineral oil should not be visible on the surface. 
Surfactants should not give rise to a lasting foam. 

(d) There should be no recognisable sewage-derived 
debris. 

(e) Floating, submerged and semi-submerged objects 
of a size likely to interfere with the free movement 
of vessels, should be absent. 

(f) The water should not contain substances which 
settle to form objectionable deposits. 

BACTERIA 

(a) The level of Escherichia coli should not exceed 1,000 
per 100 ml, calculated as the geometric mean of all 
·samples collected in a calender year 

Part or parts of Zone 

Whole zone 

Whole zone 

Whole zone 

Whole zone 

Whole zone 

Whole zone 

Secondary Contact 
Recreation Subzones 
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Water Quality Objective 

(b) The level of Escherichia coli should be less than 1 per 
100 ml, calculated as the running median of the 
most recent 5 consecutive samples taken at intervals 
of between 7 and 21 days. 

(e) The level of Escherichia coli should not exceed 1,000 
per 100 m!, calculated as the geometric mean of the 
most recent 5 consecutive samples taken at intervals 
of between 7 and 21 days. 

(d) The level of Escherichia coli should not exceed 1,000 
per 100 ml, calculated as the geometric mean of all 
samples collected from March to October inclusive. 
Samples should be taken at least 3 times in one 
calender month at intervals of between 3 and 14 
days. 

C. COLOUR 

D. 

E. 

F. 

G. 

(a) Waste discharges should not cause the colour of 
water to exceed 30 Hazen units. 

(b) Waste discharges should not cause the colour of 
water to exceed 50 Hazen units. 

DISSOLVED OXYGEN 

(a) The level of dissolved oxygen should not fan below 
4 mg per litre for 90% of the sampling occasions 
during the whole year, values should be calculated 
as the annual water column average (arithmetic 
mean of at least 3 measurements at 1 m below 
surface, mid-depth and 1m above seabed). In 
addition, the concentration of dissolved oxygen 
should not be less than 2 mg per litre within 2 m of 
the seabed for 90% of the sampling occasions 
during the whole year. 

(b) Waste discharges shall not cause the level of 
dissolved ?xygen less than 4 mg per litre. 

pH 

(a) The pH of the water should be within the range of 
6.5 - 8.5 units. In addition, human activity should 
not cause the natural pH range to be extended by 
more than 0.2 unit. 

(b) Waste discharges should not cause the pH of the 
water to exceed the range of 6.5 - 8.5 units. 

TEMPERATURE 

Human activity should not cause the daily temperature 
range to change by more than 2.0 0c. 
SALlNITY 

Part or parts of Zone 

Tuen Mun (J\) and Tuen 
M un (8) Subzones and 
Water Gathering Ground 
Subzones 

Tuen Mun (C) Subzone 
and other inland waters 

Bathing Beach Subzones 

Tuen Mun (A) and Tuen 
Mun (8) Subzones and 
Water Gathering Ground 
Subzones 

Tuen Mun (C) Subzone 
and other inland waters 

Marine waters 

Tuen Mun (A), Tuen Mun 
(8) and Tuen Mun (C) 
Sub zones and Water 
Gathering Ground 
Subzones and other inland 
waters 

Marine waters excepting 
Bathing Beach Subzones 

Tune Mun (A), Tuen Mun 
(8) and Tuen Mun (C) 
Subzones and Water 
Gathering Ground 
Subzones 

Whole zone 

Human activity should not cause the salinity level to Whole zone 
change by more than 10%. 
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H. 

l. 

j. 

K. 

L. 

M. 

Water Quality Objective 

SUSPENDED SOLIDS 

(a) Waste discharges should neither cause the" 
suspended solids concentration to be raised more 
than 30% nor give rise to accumulation of 
suspended solids which may adversely affect 
aquatic communities. 

(b) Human activity should not cause the annual 
median of suspended solids to exceed 20 mg per 
litre, 

AMMONIA 

The un-ionized ammoniacal nitrogen level should not be 
more than 0.021 mg per litre, calculated as the annual 
average (arithmetic mean). 

NUTRIENTS 

(a) Nutrients should not be present in quantities 
sufficient to cause excessive or nuisance growth of 
algae or other aquatic plants. 

(b) Without limiting the generality of objective (a) 
above, the level of inorganic nitrogen should not 
exceed 0.3 mg per litre, expressed as annual water 
column average (arithmetic mean of at least 3 
measurements at 1 m below surface, mid-depth and 
1 m above seabed). 

(c) Without limiting the generality of objective (a) 
above, the level of inorganic nitrogen should not 
exceed 0.5 mg per litre, expressed as annual water 
column average (arithmetic mean of at least 3 
measurements at 1 m below surface, mid-depth and 
1 m above seabed). 

5-DA Y BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND 

(a) The 5-day biochemical oxygen demand should not 
exceed 5 mg per litre. 

(b) The 5-day biochemical oxygen demand should not 
exceed 5 mg per litre. 

CHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND 

(a) The chemical oxygen demand should not exceed 
15 mg per litre. 

(b) The chemical oxygen demand should not exceed 
30 mg per litre. 

TOXINS 

Part or parts of Zone 

Marine waters 

Tuen Mun (A), Tuen Mun 
(B) and Tuen Mun (C) 
Sub zones and Water 
Gathering Ground 
Subzones and other inland 
waters 

Whole zone 

Marine waters 

Castle Peak Bay Subzone 

Marine waters except 
Castle Peak Bay Subzone 

Tuen Mun (A), Tuen Mun 
(B) and Tuen Mun (C) 
Subzones and Water 
Gathering Ground 
Subzones 

Other inland waters 

Tuen Mun (A), Tuen Mun 
(B) and Tuen Mun (C) 
Subzones and Water 
Gathering Ground 
Subzones 

Other inland waters 

(a) Toxic substances in the water should not attain such Whole zone 
levels as to produce significant toxic, carcinogenic, 
mutagenic or teratogenic effects in humans, fish or 
any other aquatic organisms, with due regard to 
biologically cumulative effects in food chains and to 
interactions of toxic substances with each other. 
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N. 

Water,Quality Objective 

(b) Waste discharges sh<;lll not cause a risk to any 
beneficial use of the aquatic environment. 

PHENOL 

Phenols shall not be present in such quantities as to 
produce a specific odour, or in concentration greater than 
0.05 mg per litre as C6H,oH. 

Part or parts of Zone 

'Whole zone 

Bathing Beach Subzones 

O. TURBIDITY 

Waste discharges shall not reduce light transmission 
substantially from the normal level. 

Bathing Beach Subzones 

Note: Expressed normally as the arithmetic mean of at least 3 measurements at 1 m 
below surface, mid depth and 1 m above the seabed. However in water of a depth 
of 5 m or less, the mean shall be that of 2 measurements (1 m below surface and 1 
m above seabed), and in water of less than 3 m the 1 m below surface sample only 
shall apply. 

Marine Sediment 

Marine disposal of dredged materials is controlled under the Dumping at Sea 
Ordinance 1995, which has recently replaced the Dumping at Sea Act 1974 
(Overseas Territories) Order 1975 (App. III, p.DK1) in its application to Hong 
Kong. 

Dredged sediments destined for marine disposal are classified according to their 
level of contamination by seven toxic metals as stipulated in the EPD's Technical 
Circular (EPDTC) No. 1-1-92, Classification of Dredged Sediments for Marine 
Disposal. The seven metals are cadmium (Cd), chromium (Cr), copper (Cu), 
mercury (Hg), nickel (Ni), lead (Pb), and zinc (Zn). The contamination levels 
presented in the Technical Circular serve as criteria for determining the disposal 
requirements of marine dredged sediments. Definition of the classification is as 
follows: 

Class A 

Class B 

Class C 

Uncontaminated material, for which no special dredging, 
transport or disposal methods are required beyond those 
which would normally be applied for the purpose of ensuring 
compliance with EPD's Water Quality Objectives (WQO), or 
for protection of sensitive receptors near the dredging or 
disposal areas. 

Moderately contaminated material, which requires special care 
during dredging and transport, and which must be disposed of 
in a manner which minimizes the loss of pollutants either into 
solution or by resuspension. 

Seriously contaminated material, which must be dredged and 
transported with great care, which cannot be dumped in the 
gazetted marine disposal grounds and which must be 
effectively isolated from the environment upon final disposal. 

It should be noted that for sediments to be identified within a particular class, 
only the concentration of one metallic species need to be exceeded. In both cases 
of Class B and Class C contamination, the final determination of appropriate 
disposal options, routing and the allocation of a permit to dispose of material at 
the designated disposal site will be made by the EPD and Fill Management 
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Table 3.2b 

3.3 

3.3.1 

Committee (FMC) in accordance with Works Branch Technical Memorandum 
(WBTC) No. 22/92. 

EPD's criteria for the classification of dredged sediments destined for marine 
disposal are shown below in Table 3.2b. Permits from the EPD are required for 
marine disposal of such materials. 

Classification of Sediments by Metal Content (mglkg dry weight) 

Cd Cr Cu Hg Ni Ph Zn 

Class A 0.0-0.9 0-49 0-54 0.0-0.7 0-34 0-64 0-149 

Class B 1.0-1.4 50-79 55-64 0.S-0.9 35-39 65-74 150-199 

Class C 1.5 or more 80 or more 65 or more 1.0 or more 40 or more 75 or more 200 or more 

A new set of sediment quality criteria which may include organic pollutants and 
other toxic substances, a revised classification of contamination level for highly 
contaminated sediment which is not suitable for marine disposal, and a new set 
of regulatory guidelines for contaminated sediments are under development and 
may be promulgated by the EPD and the Civil Engineering Department (CED) in 
late 1996/early 1997. 

Fill materials will be deposited for the formation of the RTT reclamation. Since 
the fill material used during the reclamation works will meet the EPD's criteria 
for uncontaminated (Class A) material, impacts associated with fill operations 
will be limited to those associated with the release of suspended solids into the 
water column. 

BASELINE CONDITIONS 

Marine Water 

A large volume of water quality data has been collected in the previous 
Expanded Development Study for the Tuen Mun Area 38 (EDS) and Tuen Mun 
Area 38 ETA in the vicinity of the site. The EPD monitoring stations of most 
relevance are NM2 and NM3. A summary of the most recently published EPD 
monitoring data (for the year 1994) collected at these stations is presented in 
Table 3.3a. Although providing a good indication of water quality, these 
monitoring stations are located in the main flow channel of the Urmston Road as 
opposed to the near-shore area to be reclaimed for the RTT. 

The waters to the north of Lantau fall within the transition zone between oceanic 
and estuarine conditions. Silt and pollutant loads are brought into Hong Kong 
waters from the Pearl River creating seasonal variations in water quality. 

The water quality in the North Lantau area of the North Western Waters is also 
well documented by the EPD marine water quality monitoring programme. 
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Summary Statistics of 1994 Marine Water Quality in the Vicinity of the 
Proposed River Trade Terminal 

Parameter NM2 NM3 

Temperature (0C) Surface 23.6 (18.3 - 28.3) 23.5 (18.2 - 28.2) 

Bottom 24.8 (24.0 - 26.3) 22.8 (17.8 - 27.6) 

Salinity (ppt) Surface 26.2 (11.6 - 31.8) 25.3 (10.5 - 31.7) 

Bottom 26.8 (19.3 - 31.6) 29.7(27.1-32.5) 

DO (mg 101
) Surface 6.1 (5.0 -7.4) . 6.2 (49 - 7.6) 

Bottom 5.4 (5.1- 5.9) 5.6 (4.4 - 7.4) 

pH value 8.1 (7.9 - 8.3) 8.1 (7.8 - 8.4) 

Secchi disc (m) 0.8 (0.4 - 1.2) 0.9 (0.8 - 1.0) 

Turbidity (NTU) 12.4 (5.8 - 24.0) 20.0 (6.6 - 66.9) 

Suspended solids (mg 101
) 15.7 (6.1 - 27.0) 12.4 (5.0 - 19.0) 

Silica (as Si 0,) (mg 101
) 2.3 (1.0 - 6.0) 2.3 (1.0 - 6.0) 

BOD (mglol) 0.4 (0.3 - 0.5) 0.4 (0.2 - 0.9) 

Nitrite Nitrogen (mg 101
) 0.05 (0.01 - 0.09) 0.05 «0.01 - 0.09) 

Nitrate Nitrogen (mg 101
) 0.29 (0.17 - 0.68) 0.29 (0.18 - 0.69) 

Ammoniacal Nitrogen (mg 1"1) 0.11 (0.07 - 0.15) 0.10 (0.07 - 0.13) 

Total Inorganic N (mg 101
) 0.44 (0.31 - 0.84) 0.44 (0.33 - 0.85) 

Total N (mg 101
) 0.81 (0.55 - 1.29) 0.78 (0.56 - 1.19) 

Orthophosphate (mg 101
) 0.03 (0.02 - 0.04) 0.03 (0.02 - 0.04) 

Total P (mg 101
) 0.06 (0.04 - 0.09) 0.08 (0.05 - 0.11) 

Phaeo - pigment (~g j-1) 1.56 (0.80 - 1.90) 1.34 (0.77 - 2.00) 

Chlorophyll- a (~g 101
) 1.11 (0.30 - 2.20) 0.84 (0.23 - 2.95) 

E. coli (per 100 ml) 410 (135 - 2900) 365 (100 - 987) 

Faecal Coliform (per 100 ml) 644 (220 - 4700) 537 (129 - 1388) 

Note: 1. Except as specified, data presented are depth-averaged data. 
2. Data presented are annual arithmetic means except for E. coli data which are geometric 

means. 
3. Data enclosed in parentheses indicate the ranges. 

Source: Marine Water Quality in Hong Kong 1994, EPD (1995) 

NorthWestern Waters are well oxygenated in both surface and bottom layers, 
and as can be seen from the summary the mean E. coli levels are around 400 per 
100 ml reflecting bacterial loading from the Pearl River and the Tuen Mun 
Nullah. 

Reclamation and sewage outfall construction activities are likely to increase the 
. suspended solids concentration in the water in the immediate vicinity of the 
works. The level of suspended solids in the water varies with season and tide as 
well as flow and depth; the depth-averaged suspended solid concentration for 
the nearest routine EPD monitoring stations for 1994 was 15.7 mg r' (NM2) and 
12.4 mg 1-' (NM3). The currents in the Urmston Road area south of Area 38 are 
moving offshore with velocities as high as 1 m sol 

The data provided by the EPD's NM2 and NM3 monitoring stations were used to 
determine the WQO for SS concentration in this study. As directed in the 
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3.3.2 

previous study of the impacts of suspended solids(3
), the ambient value has been 

assumed to be the 90th percentile of reported concentrations and has been 
determined to be 21.2 mg I'). Therefore, since the WQO is defined as 130% of the 
ambient value, the WQO compliance threshold is set at 27.6 mg I') or about a 
6.4 mg I" elevation of 55 concentration above the ambient level. 

The DO concentrations in the 5tudy Area were found to range from 4.5 mg I" to 
7.7 mg I", with a mean value of 5.9 mg I" and a 10th percentilel') of 4.7 mg I". 

The ambient levels of 55 and DO of the Deep Bay Area(5
) were also employed to 

determine the WQO levels of 55 and DO for assessment of construction sediment 
plume impact within the Deep Bay area, The ambient level of 55 is 35.2 mg I" 
and the corresponding WQO compliance threshold is set at 45,8 mg I" or about 
10.6 mg I') elevation of 55 concentration above the ambient level. The ambient 
level of DO is 5.02 mg 1'1 at Deep Bay. 

Water quality at beaches along the shoreline of Castle Peak Road is generally 
poor (Butterfly, Castle Peak, Kadoorie and New Cafeteria beaches) and Old 
Cafeteria is ranked very poor(6) as a result of sewage discharge from the Pearl 
River and the 5ham Tseng and Tuen Mun nullahs. 

Marine Sediment 

A marine site investigation and a sediment quality studyl') were conducted by 
RTTC in June 1996 and a total of 89 vibrocore locations:at 100 metre intervals 
were taken as shown in Figure 3.3a. 

A laboratory analysis of the marine deposit samples was carried out in July 1996 
to determine the level of contamination of the deposits. Analysis of cadmium, 
chromium, copper, mercury, nickel, lead and zinc was conducted in accordance 
with the WBTC No. 22/92 'Marine Disposal of Dredged Mud' (6). 

In order to minimise potential construction stage impacts the RTT detailed 
design has aimed to minimise dredging activities as far as possible, in 
accordance with the recommendations of the Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA. The 
dredging will only be undertaken below seawalls, the major culvert and the 
sewage outfall, and in basin areas to allow sufficient draught for marine vessels; 
the majority of the marine sediments will be left in situ. 

From the analysis of the marine deposits, it has been estimated that a total of 
around 87,7'15 m' will be moderately contaminated (Class B) mud and about 
200,000 m' will be seriously contaminated (Class C) mud with high levels of 
cadmium, copper, lead and zinc from 17 of the 89 locations sampled. The total 
volume of uncontaminated marine deposits is estimated to be approximately 
3 million m'. The extent of dredging to remove the seriously contaminated 
sediment is shown in Figure 3.3b. 

'" 
'" 
'" 
'" 

EIA for Backfilling of Marine Borrow Areas at East Tung Lung Chau, November 1995, by ERM-Hong Kong Ltd., 
for Civil Engineering Department. 
This is equivalent to 90th percentile for a parameter, such as DO, which is potentially reduced as opposed to 
increased due to sediment disturbance impacts. 
Focused Envirorunentallmpact Assessment (ElA) Study: Laying a Secon~ 132 tV Submarine Cable Transmission Link 
from Lau Fau Shan fo ShEkou, ERM-Hong Kong 31 July 1996. 
Bacterial Water Quality of Bathing Beaches in Hong Kong. Hong Kong Environmental Protection Department, 
1994. 

l7l River Trade Terminal, Sediment Quality Report, Revision A. $cott Wilson Kirkpatrick, August 1996. 
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3.4 

3.5 

3.5.1 

The classification criteria set out in EPDTC No. 1-1-92 for dredged sediments 
have been adopted for the present assessment, as shown in Table 3.2b. The 
contamination class for all samples tested and the full testing results are given in 
the Sediment Quality Report(61. 

SENSITIVE RECEIVERS 

In order to evaluate the potential water quality impacts during the RTT 
construction, the proximity of Water Sensitive Receivers (WSR) to the 
reclamation site has been considered. These have been identified in accordance 
with the Hong Kong Planning Standards and Guidelines (HKPSG), which provides 
guidance for including environmental considerations in the planning of both 
public and private developments. 

WSRs with potential to be affected by the RTT construction works comprise local 
gazetted bathing beaches, nearby water intakes and more remote sensitive water 
bodies and include the following: . 

• Castle Peak Power Station (CPPS) Cooling Water Intake 1; 
• CPPS Cooling Water Intake 2; 
• the gazetted Butterfly Beach; 
• the gazetted Castle Peak Beach; 
• the gazetted Kadoorie Beach; 
• the gazetted Cafeteria Beaches (New and Old). 

The locations of these sensitive receivers are shown on Figure 3Aa. 

CONSTRUCTION PHASE 

Sources of Impact 

Based upon the findings of previous studies on the EDS, the Tuen Mun EIA Area 
38 and the construction activities proposed for the RTT, the major water quality 
impacts which may arise during the construction phase of the RTT will be from: 

• dredging (marine sediments) and filling (reclamation) activities leading to 
elevated suspended solids concentration; 

~ 

• sewage outfall construction activities, including the marine dredging required 
to form the outfall trench leading to elevated suspended solids concentration; 

• the impacts of the construction activities on the bacterial concentrations at 
nearby sensitive receivers and in the immediate vicinity of the RTT 
construction associated with sewage discharges from the old Pillar Point 
outfall; and 

• public dumping activities currently undergoing at the adjacent Area 38 SIA, 
which may elevate suspended solids in the surrounding waters. 

The fill material for RTT reclamation below water will be uncontaminated 
marine sand; a small stockpile of puliverished fuel ash (PFA) at the Site from the 
nearby CPPS (with unknown quantity) will be used for land formation above 
water. 
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Marine Sediment Dredging and Disposal 

The engineering design of the RTT has taken a minimal dredge approach to 
minimize the amount of marine mud dredged from the site prior to reclamation. 
Based upon the findings of the Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA,the RTT detailed design 
generally proposes to construct the seawalls prior to major filling activities, in 
order to minimize potential plumes generated during filling. Dredging will only 
be undertaken below seawalls, the major culvert and the sewage outfall, and the 
majority of the marine sediments will be left insitu (Figure 3.5a). Nevertheless, 
dredging activities for the RTT project are still estimated to generate 
approximately 3 million m3 of marine muds, of which 200,000 m3 is expected to 
be seriously contaminated (Class C), and which will thus require special 
handling and disposal. The potential impacts to water quality from dredging 
and disposal of marine muds will vary according to the dredging volumes, 
dredging methods and level of contamination, as well as the presence and 
proximity of water sensitive receivers to the dredge and disposal sites. These 
impacts may include: 

• release of previously bound organic and inorganic constituents such as heavy 
metals, PAHs, PCBs, ammonia sulphide, and nutrients into the water column, 
either via suspension or by disturbance as a result of dredging activities, 
disposal of muds, or depositing fill materials; 

• release of any organic and inorganic contaminants from pore water and 
leachate forced out of sediments as a result of compaction or settlement 
during site formation; 

• release of the same contaminants due to leakages and spillage as a result of 
poor handling and overflow from barges during dredging and transportation; 

• disturbance and release of previously deposited organic and inorganic 
contaminants (such as ammonia sulphide and heavy metals) from the sea bed 
in the disposal pits when new dredge spoil is introduced; and 

• suspension of solids in the water column during dredging activities and 
marine sediment dumping activities. 

All of the above can result in deterioration in the receiving marine water quality 
and may have adverse effects on water sensitive receivers. 

Physical Effects of Dredging 

Water quality impacts resulting from marine dredging are directly related to the 
increase in suspended solids (55) in the water column generated from dredging. 
Increased amounts of suspended solids in the water column will increase the 
turbidity of sea water and will lead to a reduction of light. The extent of physical 
impacts will depend on the amount of 55 generated, and currents acting as 
dispersal forces to 55. 

Physical impacts to sensitive receivers such as cooling water intakes and pump 
inlets are increased sediment and siltation, which can block filters, foul pipes, 
and wear down pumps. 

These physical impacts can be minimized by imposing controls on dredging, 
transportation and dumping operations of spoil (Section 3.5.3). 
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Chemical and Biochemical Effects of Dredging 

Material with a high oxygen demand can interact with conditions caused by high 
levels of 55, and increased algal growth in the upper water column promoted by 
additional nutrient availability, to cause substantial declines in DO. This decline 
may be exacerbated by increases in 55 in the water column leading to diminished 
photosynthesis in the lower water column, and thus reducing the rate of oxygen 
produced and nutrients consumed by algae in the lower water column. Under 
extreme conditions this can lead to eutrophication, as algae blooms in the surface 
layer die exerting additional BOD in the lower water layer leading to anoxia. 

The extent of those chemical effects listed above will depend on the contaminant 
levels of the marine sediments, nutrient content of the disturbed material, and 
the oxygen demand of the disposed material. 

Sediment consolidation rates and sediment entrainment from the natural seabed 
after disturbance, which effect the 55 concentrations present, will depend largely 
on the construction method employed. It is presently envisaged that the RTT 
reclamation fill material will be of marine origin and will be placed using 
hydraulic filling techniques. The dredging method for any seriously 
contaminated sediment will have to satisfy EPD. The contractor may propose a 
mechanical dredger with closed-form grabs, as this form of low impact dredger 
will minimize suspended solids losses. The amount of sediment dispersion 
during the construction period will also alter under different tidal and storm 
current conditions. 

Sediment Pore Water 

Although minimum dredging will be taken prior to RTT reclamation and the 
majority of marine sediment will be left undisturbed after dredging, disturbed 
marine sediment may still release contaminants into the water column. These 

. may be contained in pore water being forced out of the sediments left in place 
during site formation, sediment compaction and consolidation. Heavy metals 
such as mercury, cadmium and copper are strongly chemically associated with 
the clay fraction and organic material in the sediments and thus do not readily 
enter the sediment pore water. This was verified in the Tuen Mun Area 38 ErA 
and the sediment quality study of Central Reclamation Phase III (CRIll) ErN') 
which reported relatively low concentration of heavy metals in pore water. 
Thus, in view of the relatively low levels of contaminant in the pore waters and 
the dilution effect due to the tidal currents of the surrounding area, it is 
considered that the impact on the receiving waters will be minimal. 

Fill Activities 

The placement of fill during the reclamation of RTT will lead to impacts 
associated with increase in 55 within the water column. It is presently envisaged 
that clean marine sand will be used as fill material; biological and chemical 
oxygen demand of the filling sand should be minimal. Hence, the elevation of SS 
near the filling area is predicted to be the only major impact associated with sand 
filling activities. 

(III Central Reclamation Phase IIL Agreement No. CE 15/94: EnuirrmmentaI Impact Assessment, Atkins Haswell 
September 1996. 
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Configuration and Phasing of Reclamation 

The reclamation is proposed to be broadly divided into two phases, as shown in 
Figure 2.2a. The present phasing of reclamation is aimed at reducing the 
embayment potential and, thus, the deterioration of water quality within and 
near the construction site. Based upon the findings of the Tuen Mun Area 38 
ErA, the RTTC generally proposes to construct the seawalls prior to major filling 
activities, in order to minimize potential plumes generated during filling. 

Stormwater Discharge 

Based on the RTT - Drainage Impact Assessment (July 1996) two stormwater 
outfalls will be reprovided for which discharge from the western edge of the site 
through a storm culvert running along the length of the seawall and the other 
proposed outfall which will discharge from the eastern section of the site away 
from the RTT basin (Figure 3.5b). 

Any temporary embayment, if formed, should not receive any discharges from 
existing stormwater outfall areas (Areas 1 and 2, Figure 3.5b) as these will be 
adequately reprovided. 

During reclamation, the outfalls from the realigned Lung Mun Road would be 
diverted and the stormwater runoff discharged from the interface between the 
RTT and the Lung Mun Road outlets to the west of the temporary seawall at the 
western edge of the RTT reclamation. 

During reclamation, the existing outfalls from Catchment 1a (Figure 3.5c) and the 
Pillar Point STW will be installed with unlined temporary drainage channels 
before discharging to the sea outlets. These existing outfalls will be connected to 
the new drainage system as shown in Figure 3.5c. 

As these drainage outfalls will only carry stormwater the impact of stormwater 
discharge will be minimal. 

Interaction between the Existing / Reprovisioned Sewage Outfall and the RTT 
Reclamation 

The existing Pillar Point Sewage Outfall will be operating during the Phase 1 and 
Phase 2 construction. The outfall will be reprovisioned before the construction of 
the breakwater. Thus, there will be a: temporary period during the first RTT 
construction phases when sewage discharged from the existing outfall could 
affect water quality local to the RTT. 

General Construction Activities 

The Works will be primarily marine based and could, if uncontrolled, have the 
potential to cause water pollution. These could result from the accumulation of 
solid and liquid waste such as packaging and construction materials; sewage 
effluent from the construction workforce; discharge of construction vessel bilge 
water; and spillage of oil, diesel or solvents by vessels and vehicles involved 
with the construction. Any of these could lead to deterioration in water quality 
and potential impacts upon water sensitive receivers in the vicinity of the works. 
Increased nutrient levels resulting from polluted discharges and sewage effluent 
could also lead to a number of secondary water quality impacts including 
decreases in DO concentrations and localised increase in un-ionised ammonia 
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3.5.2 

(NH3) concentrations which could stimulate algal growth, and locally reduce 
oxygen levels. 

Impact Assessment 

Marine Mud Dredging and Sand Filling 

As mentioned in Section 3.1, detailed hydraulic modelling of the sediment plume 
dispersion of marine mud dredging and sand filling is not considered necessary 
in the context of the RTT EIA. This is because water quality impact during the 
construction of the RTT is already well-assessed during the of the Tuen Mun 
Area 38 EIN') Thus, following EPD discussion with the SS impact of dredging 
and filling activities is comparatively assessed with reference to the results of the 
water quality modelling reported in the Tuen Area 38 EIA('). 

The potential worst-case scenario for dredging and filling activities (with 20% 
fines content of fill) is based on the RTT construction programme (December 
1996 - January 1997) that would comprise the dredging at areas of Phase 1 and 
Phase 2, dredging under the location of the reprovisioned outfall, and filling at 
the area of Phase 1 being. carried out Simultaneously. However, the Contractor 
has already indicated that dredging of different phases are unlikely to take place 
simultaneously and thus this potential worst-case is likely to be conservative. 
This worst-case scenario is compared with the worst-case scenarios (Scenario 3 
and Scenario 4) of the dredging and filling activities assessed in the Tuen Mun 
Area 38 EIA(') as shown in Table 3.6a. 

Scenario 3: 

Scenario 4: 

Filling at Area 38 Special Industries Area (SIA) Phase I and 
RTT Phase 2, dredging at Pillar Point's new sewage outfall. 

Filling at Area 38 SIA Phase II and RTT Phase 1. These include 
dredging and filling activities associated with expediting the 
early placement of the RTT seawalls and dredging associated 
with the early provisioning of the replacement outfall 

19) Reclamation and Servicing ofTuen Mun Area 38 for Special Industries - Environmental Impact Assessment Study: 
Main Reporf, ERM-Hong Kong, Ltd., December 1994. 
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Table 3.6a Comparison between the RTT worst-case scenario with the worst-case scenarios 
ofTuen Mun'Area 38 EIA study. 

Activities Rate (mJ Loss Rate of dredged Loss rate of dredged 
per month) I fil1 material (%) I fill material (kg 5") 

Tuen Mun Area 38: Scenario 3 

Dredging (Pillar Point Outfall) 83,333 5% 0.79 

Filling (Area 38 SIA Phase I and 208,333 30% 15.08 
RTT Phase 2) 

Total 291,666 15.87 

Tuen Mun Area 38: Scenario 4 

Filllng (Area 38 SIA Phase II and 708,333 30% 52.0 
RTT Phase 1) 

Worst-case RTI 

Dredging (RTT Phase 1, Phase 2 300,000 5% 3.68 
and new outfall's dredging) 

Filling (RTT Phase 1) 440,000 20% 21.61 

Total 740,000 25.29 

Inclusion of Filling Activities 208,333 30% 15.08 
from Scenario 3 

948,333 40.37 

Note: The dry density of the marine mud and the fill is assumed to be 488 kg m-3. 

As shown in Table 3.6a, the generation rate of suspended solids of the RTT worst
case scenario is within the range of Scenario 3 and Scenario 4 of the EIA stud y of 
Tuen Mun Area 38(11). 

Even if a very conservative approach of including the filling activities for 
Scenario 3 for both the Area 38 SIA Stage I and RTT Phase 2 Works were taken 
for the RTT worst case scenario predicted in this Study (a total loss rate of 40.37 
kg,·l), it would still be below the worst case predicted in Scenario 4 (a total loss 
rate of 52.0 kg~l) as shown in Table 3.6a. Hence, the SS impact of the RTT worst
case scenario is predicted to be between the range of Scenario 3 and Scenario 4 
and will be no worse than that predicted for the worst-case scenario for the Tuen 
Mun Area 38 EIA. 

Once the dredging activities have been completed during the early stages of 
construction, any filling activities undertaken for the RTT will generally be 
conducted behind seawalls and hence are not expected to result in a large SS loss 
rate. 

Based on the modelling results of the Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA, the SS impact of 
the RTT worst-case scenario can be predicted conservativel y as follows: 

• At the maximum flood tide, the sediment plume will extend within the Deep 
Bay. The plume within the bay is diffuse with the majority of SS elevations in 
the range of 0 - 5 mg 1.1, and isolated spots in the range of 5 - 10 mg 1-'. The 
elevation of SS at Deep Bay is within the WQO limit (10.6 mg 1-1). 
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• The maximum ebb tide extent of the sediment plume is east to Ma Wan with 
the SS elevation in the range of 0- 5 mg I-I The plume will travel past Ma 
Wan to the north and to impact on the Kowloon side coastline to the east of 
Ma Wan. 

• During the dry season the suspended sediment plume is predicted to confine 
as a band between the north-west New Territories coastline and the outer 
edge of the deep water channel of the Urmston Road. During the wet season, 
the plume will spread further to the south and west. The plume in these areas 
is predicted to have elevation of SS not more than 5 mg 1-'. 

• High SS concentrations are predicted to be within the vicinity of the RTT 
construction site and off-shore of the Castle Peak Power Station (CPPS). The 
CPPS is considered as a sensitive receiver in that the SS levels within 5 km 
radius of the intakes (Castle Peak 1 and Castle Peak 2) have to be kept below 
150 mg 1-'. It is predicted that the maximum SS elevation above the ambient 
level (27.6 mgl-l) at Castle Peak 1 should be within 20 mg 1-' for all seasons. 
The sediment plume will not impact Castle Peak 2 as it is sheltered by the 
headland. As a whole, the SS levels at the cprs cooling water intakes is 
predicted to be lower than the 150 mg 1-' limit and, hence, the CPPS intakes 
will not be impacted by the RTT construction. 

• There will be no SS impact of RTT construction on the sensitive receivers of 
Butterfly Beach and Cafeteria Beach, as predicted in the Tuen Mun Area 38 
EIA. 

Disposal of Dredged Material 

The impacts from the generation and disposal of dredged material are a key 
concern for the project, particularly with regard to contaminated mud material. 
In general, when contaminated sediments are disturbed by dredging, the 
potential exists for toxic metals previously bound to the sediment particles to be 
mobilised into the water column. To minimise the potential impacts on water 
quality, seriously contaminated sediments must be dredged with great care 
using a low impact mechanical closed-form grab dredger. Details of 
recommended ~tigation measures are discussed in Section 3.5.3. 

The proposed preliminary RTT construction sequence will proceed in two 
phases, with rates of dredging from each particular phase estimated as follows: 

• Phase 1 
• Phase 2 
• Sewage Outfall 
• Breakwater 

100,000 m3 per month 
100,000 m3 per month 
100,000 m3 per month 
100,000 m3 per month 

It is stressed that these rates are only indicative, based on a preliminary 
construction programme and, as discussed above, are likely to be conservative as 
the Contractor has indicated that it is unlikely for dredging at each phase to be 
carried out simultaneously with other phases. With reference to the worst-case 
scenario of RTT construction, a conservative estimation of the dumping rate is 
about 300,000 m3 per month with an average estimate of about 273,839 m3 per 
month of Class A uncontaminated mud, about 7,980 m3 per month of Class B 
moderately contaminated mud, and 18,182 m3 per month of Class C highly 
contaminated mud. 
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The potential environmental effects of the disposal of sediments to marine 
disposal sites will vary according to their level of contamination and physical 
and chemical nature. Other factors that may have a bearing on the significance 
of the impact may include: 

• actual rate of construction activity i.e. volumes of material dredged and 
dumped per day, and the types of dredging methods employed; 

• the phasing of the construction schedule and time required to complete each 
phase; 

• quantity of pollutants discharged into the Study Area from nullahs and 
stormwater drains; 

• dispersion, currents, and flushing characteristics of the receiving water body; 
and 

• the number, nature, and proximity of water sensitive receivers. 

As a worst-case situation, changes in sediment physical and chemical properties 
as a material passes through the marine water column may cause the material to 
dissipate such that a considerable proportion of it is suspended in the water 
column. The release of bound metals may also occur. However, the sediment 
quality study of the CRIn BIA'lO) has shown that only a small amount of heavy 
metals contained in seriously contaminated are present in sediment porewater. 
It is therefore considered that the release of heavy metals from dredged marine 
sediments during disposal is not a key concern. Mitigation measures are 

'suggested in Section 3.5.3 to minimize the impact of mud release and any 
associated heavy metal pollution during dredging. 

General Construction Activities 

The spill of oil and the accumulation of solid and liquid waste at the construction 
site are predicted to be significant only if the on-site treatment facilities of the 
spilled oil and wastes are uncontrolled and not monitored. In other words, it is 
considered unlikely that solid and liquid discharge from the construction site 
will have any impact on the water quality of the receiving waters provided that 
measures are implemented to control the waste generation and treat the runoff 
prior to discharge. Mitigation measures and site management practices are 
suggested in Section 3.5.3 to minimize the impact. 

Interaction between the Existing Outfall and the RTT Construction 

The existing outfall will still be operating during Phase 1 and Phase 2 
construction of RTT but will be reprovisioned before the constr}lction of the 
breakwater. Thus, there will be a temporary period during the fir~t RTT 
construction phases when sewage discharged from the existing outfall could 
affect water quality local to the RTT. However, early construction of seawalls 
proposed, prior to major reclamation activities, will prevent entrainment of such 
sewage within the RTT reclamation area. 

(10) Central Reclamation Phase III, Agreement No. CE 15/94: Environmental Impact Assessment. Atkins Haswell 
September 1996. 
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3.5.3 

Interaction between the Reprovisioned Outfall and the RTT Construction 

The PPSTW outfall will be reprovisioned before the breakwater construction of 
RTT and the new outfall will operate as soon as the construction is completed. 
As the discharge point and the diffuser (350 m in length) section of the outfall is 
further away from the site (approximately 150m) in contrast to the conceptual 
outfall design (500 m diffuser) the impact of the reprovisioried outfall during the 
construction of the RTT is predicted to be no worse than the bacterial modelling 
results reported in the Tuen Mun Area 38 ETA which confirmed the 
reprovisioned outfalls necessity and acceptability(ll): 

• The bacterial plume will travel beyond Shekou to the north and impact on the 
Kowloon coastline to the east of Ma Wan. The plume will remain within the 
deep water channel of the Urmston Road and has less impact on the coastline 
of the north-west New Territories due to the dilution of the bacterial plume. 
As the new outfall will discharge effluent directly into the deeper (at about 
-15 mPD) faster moving waters of the Urmston Road, the dilution effect of the 
plume will be stronger and the extent of the plume dispersion will be further 
in contrast to the situation of the existing outfall; 

• The plume that will intrude within Deep Bay will have E. coli lower than 1,000 
per 100 ml and is considered as a Significant improvement over the existing 
outfall condition; 

• No impact of the reprovisioned sewage outfall plume on the waters of the 
RTT construction area; and 

• No impact of the bacterial plume upon the sensitive receivers of Butterfly 
Beach or Cafeteria Beach is predicted. 

Mitigation Measures 

Dredging 

As identified in the Tuen Mun Area 38 ErA, potential water quality impacts 
resulting from sediment release during dredging, backfilling, transportation of 
material and dumping are of concern. Therefore, in addition to minimising 
dredging activities, via the use of closed-grab mechanical dredgers for all 
seriously contaminated Class C material, advanced seawall construction prior to 
major reclamation filling activities and the project phasing, the Contractor will 
employ comprehensive pollution avoidance measures during construction which 
will include, but not be limited to, the following: 

• mechanical grabs will be designed and maintained to avoid spillage and 
should seal tightly while being lifted; 

• cutterheads of suction dredgers will be suitable for the material being 
excavated and designed to minimise overbreak and sedimentation around the 
cutter; and 

• where suction hopper dredgers for dredging of uncontaminated marine mud 
are in use, overflow from the dredger and the operation of lean mixture 

(111 Reclamation and Servicing of Tuen Muo Area 38 for Special Industries· Environmental Impact Assessment Study: 
Main Report, ERM-Hong Kong, Ltd., December 1994. 
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overboard systems (ALMOB) will not be permitted, unless expressly 
approved by the Project Manager. 

Other mitigation measures to minimize the impact of SS include: 

• the use of containment structures such as silt curtains or screens around the 
dredging equipment, as appropriate, and consideration of works timing to 
limit sediment release to the water column; 

• if such equipment is utilised, the use of closed clamshell grab dredgers to 
remove seriously contaminated (Class C) material; and 

• the prohibition of stockpiling of any moderately or seriously contaminated 
(Class Band C) material, and careful control of stockpiling of any 
uncontaminated (Class A) material to prevent runoff, resuspension and odour 
nuisance. 

It should be noted that high current speed, in excess of 0.5 m S·I, will increase 
dispersion of sediment and potential contaminants, as well as reduce the overall 
efficacy of silt curtains as the means of controlling sediment loss during dredging 
operations. Currents generated from the vessels cruising near the operating 
dredgers can be controlled by limiting the speeds of the working vessels near or 
within the construction site. Other ships, boats or vessels should not be allowed 
to cruise near the vicinity of the construction site. Wind surging effect on 
currents are very considerable under strong monsoon winds, severe convective 
or frontal storms, or typhoons. No dredging should take place under such 
severe weather conditions. 

Marine Disposal of Dredged Materials and Sand Filling 

The following measures have been identified to minimise potential impacts on 
water quality arising during marine transportation of the dredged material and 
sand filling: 

• all vessels should be sized such that adequate clearance is maintained 
between vessels and the sea bed at all states of the tide to ensure that undue 
turbidity is not generated by turbulence from vessel movement or propeller 
wash; 

• all hopper barges and dredgers should be fitted with tight fitting seals to their 
bottom openings to prevent leakage of material; 

• loading of barges and hoppers should be controlled to prevent splashing of 
dredged or fill material to the surrounding water, and barges or hoppers 
should not be filled to a level which will cause the overflow of materials or 
polluted water during loading or transportation; and 

• the construction works should cause no visible foam, oil, grease, scum, litter 
or other objectionable matter to be present on the water within the site or 
dumping grounds. 

• all pipe leakages should be repaired promptly and plant should not be 
operated with leaking pipes; 
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• excess material will be cleaned from the decks and exposed fittings of barges 
and hopper dredgers before the vessel is moved; 

• adequate freeboard will be maintained on barges to ensure that decks are not 
washed by wave action; and 

• EPD may monitor any or allvessels transporting material to ensure that no 
dumping outside the approved location takes place and that no loss of 
material occurs during transportation. The Contractor will ensure that EPD is 
provided with reasonable assistance for this purpose. 

Additional provisions will be required where sediments are contaminated. The 
locations and depths of any areas of contaminated sediments should be indicated 
in the construction contract. The Contractor should be required to ensure that 
contaminated sediments are dredged, transported and placed in approved 
special dumping grounds in accordance with the EPDTC No. 1-1-92, WBTC No. 
22/92 and WBTC No. 6/92 and in accordance with dumping permit conditions 
provided by EPD / SMC. Typical mitigation measures to minimise the loss of 
contaminated material to the water column are listed below, and most are also 
applicable to the transportation of filling material. 

• use of new specialized water tight grabs to control sediment loss; 

• transport of contaminated mud to the marine disposal site should, wherever 
possible, be by split barge of not less than 750 m' capacity, well maintained 
and capable of rapid opening and discharge at the disposal site; 

• the dredged material should be placed in the pit by bottom dumping, at a 
location within the pit specified by the FMC; 

. • discharge should be undertaken rapidly and the hoppers should then 
immediately be closed, material adhering to the sides of the hopper should 
not be washed out of the hopper and the hopper should remain closed until 
the barge next return to the disposal site; 

• the dumping vessel should be stationary throughout the dumping operation; 

• the Contractor must be able to pOSition the dumping vessel to an accuracy of 
+/-10 m; 

• mOnitoring of the barge loading to ensure that loss of material does not take 
place during transportation; 

• the Contractor should only employ barges equipped with automatic self
monitoring and positioning device as specified by the DEP for dumping 
operation, and should co-operate with the facilitate the DEP to inspect the 
device and retrieve the record stored in the device on a regular basis; 

• The Contractor should follow procedures as outlined in the Guidance Note for 
Dumping and Additional Conditions on Disposal of Contaminated Marine Mud at 
East Sha Chau Contaminated Mud Disposal Pits; and 

• on site audit of the equipment and plant is essential to ensure it is used in the 
correct manner. 
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Final decision-making regarding the fate of dredged and excavated material lies 
with various departments in Government and will depend upon the volume and 
quality of the material, and other factors .• 

The Engineer should monitor all vessels transporting material from the project 
site to ensure that loss of material does not take place during transportation and 
that no dumping take place outside the approved locations. 

Ad hoc site inspections by Environmental Auditor, Engineer and Contractor 
shall be carried out if action / target level exceeds. 

Mitigation Measures for General Construction Activities 

All site construction runoff should be controlled and treated to prevent high 
levels of 55 entering surrounding waters. The following measures, which 
constitute good site practices, may be considered where applicable: 

• temporary ditches should be provided to facilitate runoff discharge into the 
appropriate watercourses, via a sediment trap / sediment retention basin, prior 
to discharge; 

• permanent drainage channels should also incorporate sediment basins or 
traps, and baffles to enhance deposition rates; 

• all traps (temporary or permanent) should also incorporate oil and grease 
removal facilities; 

• sediment traps must be regularly cleaned and maintained by the Contractor. 
Daily inspections of such facilities should be required of the Contractor; 

• concrete batching plants should be bounded to contain the surface water 
runoff; 

• water from concrete batching plants must also pass through sediment traps 
and settlement tanks prior to runoff into watercourses. These must be 
regularly cleaned and maintained by the Contractor; 

• collection of spent bentonite/other grouts in a separate slurry collection 
system for either cleaning and reuse/disposal to landfill; 

• maintenance and plant areas should be bounded and constructed on a hard 
standing with the provision of sediment traps and petrol interceptors; 

., all drainage facilities must be adequate for the controlled release of storm 
flows; 

• minimising of exposed soil areas to reduce the potential for increased siltation 
and contamination of runoff; 

• all chemical stores shall be contained (bounded) such that spills are not 
allowed to gain access to water bodies; and 

• chemical toilets will be required to handle the sewage from the on-site 
construction workforce. 
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3.5.4 

3.5.5 

Outfall Reprovisioning 

The Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA indicated the possibility of temporary discharge of 
sewage at the existing emergency bypass located only 20m from the seawall of 
the Pilla.r Point STW during the changeover from the existing to the 
reprovisioned outfall. However, such a condition is considered undesirable in 
terms of water quality. Thus the detailed design ~onsiders that at the time of 
decommissioning of the existing outfall and reconnection to the new 
reprovisioned outfall effluent flows would be temporarily diverted through the 
newl y extended emergency by-pass outfall to discharge some 700 m off-shore at 
a depth of approximately -19 mPD. This may be required for a period of 
approximately 4 - 5 hours (maximum) until the connection could be completed 
from the treatment works to the new reprovisioned pipes. Thus there would be 
no need for direct discharge from the seawall. 

Management of Marine Spoil Disposal 

The excavated material dredged during reclamation and seawall construction 
will be dumped off-site. The total amount of excavated material will be 
approximately 3 million m', with conservative estimates of about 273,839 m' per 
month of Class A uncontaminated mud, about 7,980 m' per month of Class B 
moderately contaminated mud, and about 18,182 m' per month of Class C highly 
contaminated mud. Based on the EPDTC No. 1-1-92 disposal should be as 
follows: 

• Open water disposal site at East of Ninepins or south Cheung Chau or marine 
borrow areas (MBAs), e.g. North Lantau and South Tsing Yi MBAs (for Class 
A and Class B mud only); and 

• Contaminated mud pits (CMPs), e.g. East Sha Chau CMFs (Class C seriously 
contaminated mud only). 

Hopper barges will be used to transport the dredged marine sediment to the 
designated dumping area. 

In all cases, the EPD will advise on the most appropriate disposal method for the 
material. Any environmental conditions to be imposed with the dumping 
licence and special disposal arrangements will be specified at this time. The 
FMC will finalise and stipulate the disposal allocation of any volume of 
contaminated sediment. Any further conditions relating to the management of 
the disposal area will also be specified at this time. 

For seriously contaminated sediments (Class C), special disposal arrangements 
comprising contained disposal in designated marine pits will be necessary. The 
only disposal site at present designated for the disposal of contaminated muds 
comprises the East Sha Chau CMPs. The Contractors should ensure that all 
dredging and disposal methods are in compliance with the environmental 
conditions imposedunder the terms and conditions of EPD's marine dumping 
permit. Specific dredging procedures, which are required to minimise any 
potential water quality impacts, should be included in the contract document. 

Construction EM&A 

Based on the results of this quantitative assessment of construction stage water 
quality impacts, it is recommended that that one month baseline monitoring 
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3.5.6 

should be undertaken before any construction works and that thereafter impact 
monitoring of water quality to be undertaken throughout the RTT construction 
period. In accordance with EPD protocols, the water quality monitoring will 
identify any indications of a deterioration of water quality, via a proactive 
approach, in order that there may be direct feedback into the RTT construction 
methodology to ensure that possible adverse impacts do not eventuate. Site
specific monitoring and audit protocols have been formulated and presented in 
the stand alone Environmental Monitoring and Audit (EM&A) Manual. The 
EM&A Manual includes the location of sensitive receivers, monitoring locations, 
parameters and frequencies, monitoring equipment and necessary programmes 
for baseline monitoring, impact and compliance monitoring, data management 
procedures, and reporting of monitoring results. 

Environmental audit specifications have been developed for the works, 
induding organisation and management structure, procedures to ensure 
compliance with mitigation measures, environmental quality performance limits 
in the form of Trigger Action and Target (TAT) levels, procedures for reviewing 
results and auditing compliance with specified performance limits, 
Event/ Action Plans, and detailed compliance, liaison, and consultation 
procedures. Appropriate control specification clauses have been recommended 
for inclusion in the EM&A Manual. 

Conclusion 

The key issues associated with the construction of RTT includes the elevation of 
suspended solids along Urmston Road, over Deep Bay and Ma Wan during 
dredging and filling activities; the marine disposal of dredged material; and the 
impact of the existing and reprovisioned outfall during the construction of RTT. 

As the water quality impact of these key issues have already been well-assessed 
in the previously endorsed Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA(l2), the EPD has considered 
that hydraulic and water quality modelling of the construction and operation of 
the RTT is not necessary. In this study, water quality impact of the RTT 
construction was therefore comparatively assessed with reference to the 
modelling results reported in the previously endorsed Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA. 

Impacts of 55 associated with the conservative worst-case RTT construction 
dredging and filling activities are predicted to be within the WQO limit (less 
than 6.4 mg I-I elevation) at the sensitive receivers of Butterfly Beach and 
Cafeteria Beach, and over the waters at Deep Bay (less than 10.6 mg 1'1 elevation). 
The levels of 55 at the cooling water intakes of the Castle Peak Power Station is 
predicted to be within the acceptable limit of 150 mg 1'1. Mitigation measures are 
suggested to minimize the release, dispersion and, thus, the impact near the 
vicinity of the construction site. 

Marine disposal of dredged mud should follow the procedures of Works Branch 
Technical Circular No. 22/92 for dumping permit application. As the sediment 
quality study(13) has shown that the marine sediment contains some Class C 
highly contaminated mud, the FMC will finalize the disposal allocation and 
contingent conditions after reviewing the Sediment Quality Report. The permit 
holder should take the responsibility to ensure that the permit conditions fully 
satisfy the Director of Environmental Protection. About 3 million m' of marine 

Ill) Reclamation and Servicing ofTuen MunArea 38 for Special Industries - Environmental Impact Assessment Study: 
Main Reporf, ERM-Hong Kong, Ltd., December 1994. 

(13) River Trade Terminal, Sediment Quality Report. Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick, August 1996. 
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3.6 

3.6.1 

mud will be dredged from the site and transported to the disposal site. 
Mitigation measures properly implemented will minimize the environmental 
impact during transportation and marine disposal of dredged material to 
acceptable levels. 

The construction of the RTT will begin before the reprovision of the existing 
outfall of the PPSTW. Before reprovision of the outfall, the elevation of bacteria 
at the Butterfly Beach and within Deep Bay appear to have no direct relationship 
with the RTT construction. After outfall reprovision, significant improvement of 
water quality at Butterfly Beach and Deep Bay water is predicted. The 
reprovision of PPSTW outfall has been designed such that no seawall discharge 
occurs during outfall changeover, and timed to be undertaken over a very short 
duration to (4-5 hours maximum) to minimise adverse water quality impact of 
the discharge from the outfall emergency by-pass, and the RTT contract should 
specify such an arrangement. This would comprise the recommended mitigation 
measure necessary to protect local water quality during this changeover period. 

Based on the results of this comparative assessment of water quality impacts, it is 
recommended that a water quality monitoring and audit programme be 
conducted during the reclamation works to detect any deterioration in water 
quality in a proa<;tive manner. The stand alone Environmental Monitoring and 
Audit (EM&A) Manual has been prepared to provide guidelines to monitor any 
variation of water quality during construction and to control proper 
implementation of mitigation measures. 

OPERATION PHASE 

Sources of Impact 

Reprovisioned Outfall 

As described in Section 2, the RTT construction also includes the construction of a 
long replacement outfall for the existing Pillar Point outfall as shown in Figure 
3.6a. This replacement outfall will be approximately twice the existing outfall 
length at around 2,070 m. This replacement outfall will discharge into the faster 
moving (>lm/s) waters of the main Urmstom Road channel at approximately-
15 mPD which is deeper than the existing outfall discharge depth as well as 
providing a specified effluent dilution factor of 1:85. 

The PPSTW outfall will be reprovisioned before the breakwater construction of 
RTT and will begin operation as soon as construction is completed. The location 
of this detailed designed reprovisioned outfall is shown in Figure 3.6a. This 
detailed design is very similar to the conceptual reprovisioned outfall proposed 
and modelled in the Tuen Mun Area 38 ErA, as shown in Figure 3.6a. The only 
changes comprise a diffuser configuration of the detailed design (from 500m in 
length to 350m) to minimise damage to the diffusers from marine traffic which 
results in the relocation of the closest outfall discharge point relative to the shore 
to approximately 300 m further out to sea. Additionally, a minor revision has 
been made to the detailed design reprovisioned outfall orientation intended to 
avoid the need for underwater blasting. This detailed design change will 
minimise construction impacts, in particular to marine mammals, including the 
Chinese White Dolphin (Sousa chinesis). The impact of the reprovisioned outfall 
during the construction of the RTT is anticipated to be no worse than the 
bacterial modelling results reported in the Tuen Mun Area 38 ErA {14}: 

(H) Reclamation and Servicing ofTuen Mun Area 38 for Special Industries· Environmental Impact Assessment Study: 
Main Report, ERM-Hong Kong, Ltd., December 1994. 
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• The bacterial plume will travel beyond Shekou to the north and impact on the 
Kowloon' coastline to the east of Ma Wan. The plume will remain within the 
deep water channel of the Urmston Road and has less impact on the coastline 
of the north-west New Territories due to the dilution of the bacterial plume. 
As the new outfall will discharge effluent directly into the deeper (at about 
- 15 mPD) faster moving waters of the Urmston Road, the dilution effect of the 

. plume will be stronger and the extent of the plume dispersion will be further 
in contrast to the situation of the existing outfall. 

• The plume that will intrude within Deep Bay will have E. coli lower than 1,000 
per 100 ml and is considered as a Significant improvement over the existing 
outfall condition. 

• No impact of the bacterial plume upon the sensitive receivers of Butterfly 
Beach or Cafeteria Beach is predicted. 

Sewage may also be discharged from the emergency by-pass if the new outfall is 
blocked or overflowed. The discharge point of the proposed new emergency by
pass will be located about 700 m off-shore with depth of about -14 mPD 
compared to the existing emergency outfall which is approximately 20 m from 
the sewage treatment works seawall. Provided that the emergency by-pass 
operates infrequently and during emergency conditions, any sewage discharge 
from the by-pass should not produce any long-term water quality impact to local 
or far-field waters. 

RTT Configuration Comparison 

In contrast to the conceptual layout of RTT assessed in the previous Tuen Mun 
Area 38 EIA study, the final RTT layout has been designed with a shorter 
breakwater. This will eliminate the semi-enclosed water body within the 
western portion of the RTT, enhance water movement and tidal flushing within 
the harbour of RTT. Accumulation of any solid and liquid waste within the 
harbour is not expected, provided zero polluted discharge can be ensured during 
the RTT operation. 

Comparison with tidal flow modelling for Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA indicates that 
as the RTT will be located at the small bay (between the CPPS and PPSTW) off 
Siu Lang Shui, the operation of RTT will not affect the main tidal currents along 
Urmston Road. 

Discharge Impacts 

Stormwater discharged from the RTT should be the only direct discharge from 
the site during normal operation of RTT. As reported in the RTT Drainage 
Impact Assessment Report(lS), flows through the stormwater drainage system on 
the southern side of mountain ridge near the Site are mostly natural stormwater 
runoff and thus no pollution problems will eventuate. In the light of the EPD's 
general policy "to prohibit any form of discharge in embayment / enclosed water 
bodies," the locations of catchment outfalls have been designed and located 
through discussion between the RTT engineering and environmental teams to 
avoid any direct discharge of stormwater into the enclosed waters of the RTT 
(Figure 3.6b). 

(IS) River Trade Terminal at Tuen Mun Area 38, Draft Drainage Impact Assessment Report, Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick, 
July 1996. 
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3.6.2 

In general the RTT operation will not impact on water quality as it will comprise 
primarily c6ntainer handling activities and this handling should not involve any 
liquid discharge. However, water pollution is still possible from the following 
RTT sources during RTT operation, shown on Figure 2.1a. 

• oil spillage from the marine and inland· filling stations, and from the berthing 
vessels and on-site vehicles; 

• liquid or solid discharge from the waste management site; and 

• liquid discharge from the temporary / permanent workshops on-site. 

In accordance to the RTT agreement, the RTT operator should provide 
appropriate mitigation measures, anti-oil pollution equipment and dispersants 
to prevent and cope with oil pollution, trade effluent Or foul or contaminated 
water or cooling water or solid wastes from the RTT. Appropriate mitigation 
measures and equipment are described in Section 3.6.2. 

Maintenance Dredging 

According to the RTT agreement, the RTT operator should dredge and maintain 
the sea-bed fronting the Site in order to suit the operational requirements of 
vessels servicing the lot. Existing seabed levels are generally significantly below 
design navigation levels which will result in local and infrequent maintenance 
dredging programmes. However, occasional dredging within the inner basins is 
necessary to ensure safe navigation within the area of the RTT. Although 
potential detrimental effects to water quality will be similar to the dredging 
during the RTT construction (namely the elevation of SS and release of potential 
contaminants from sediments as a result of dredging), the scale of dredging is 
expected to be much lower than the· construction phase and the impact is 
predicted to be retained over local waters only. 

Mitigation Measures 

Sewage Outfall Impacts 

The impacts associated with the reprovisioned outfall are considered to be no 
worse than the predictions in the Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA(16) This is because: 

• the reprovisioned outfall is approximately the same as the conceptual design 
studied in the Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA but with a 350 m diffuser length as 
opposed to the 500 m conceptual design diffuser length. Thus the effluent 
will be discharged further away from the shore and will be subjected to the 
stronger tidal dispersion along the Urmston Road than the existing outfall 
which is only approximately half the reprovisioned outfall length. The 
distance away from the sensitive receivers such as Butterfly Beach will also be 
greater. 

• The discharge point of the reprovisioned outfall will be located further away 
from the RTT, into the main flow of Urmston Road, and this will aid 
dispersion of the discharge, and prevent the possibility of effluent being 
circulated back into the RTT basin or onto the water sensitive receivers along 

(I,) Reclamation and Servicing ofTuen Muo Area 38 for Special Industries· Environmental Impact Assessment Study; 
Main Report, ERM-Hong Kong, Ltd., December 1994. 
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the Tuen Mun coastline which occurs with the existing outfall which is 
approximately half the length of the reprovisioned outfall. 

Discharge Impacts Prevention 

As discussed in Section 3.6.1, the detailed design has included the provision of 
mitigation measures to prevent potential pollution from the oil spillage and solid 
and liquid discharge from the site during the RTT operation to achieve a "zero 
discharge" condition. 

The mitigation measures to control inland and marine fuel filling stations 
include: 

• concrete slab paving will be used for ease of collection of spilt fuel and 
reduction of damage to paving; 

• all drainage from the two filling stations will pass through an oil interceptor 
to remove any fuel prior to discharge; and 

• the RTTe will make provision for marine fuel spill equipment at a readily 
accessible location and will develop fuel spill deployment procedures prior to 
any RTT fuel filling station operation. This may include oil containing booms, 
oil skimmers and absorbents and chemicals for containing and absorbing oil 
will also be available on site to tackle any fuel spillage from a berthed vessel. 

The mitigation measures at the waste collection area include: 

• concrete slab paving for ease of washing and collection of leachate; 

• shallow bund wall inside the shelter for storage of spilt leachate and 
collection to a trap; 

• washing water and leachate fed into foul sewage system of adjacent toilet 
block; and 

• interceptor to stormwater drainage system only to external areas of waste 
collection area. 

The mitigation measures at the temporary and permanent workshops include: 

• concrete slab paving for ease of collection spilt oils; and 

• oil interceptor to drainage of workshop area. 

Assuming the RTT ensures that 'zero' polluted discharge occurs from the 
operational site, the effluent standards of Technical Memorandum(l7) which 
applies to all effluents discharged into marine or freshwater bodies and the 
WQOs of the marine water near the sitewill therefore be complied with in full. 
The stormwater drain located along the western edge of the RTT will discharge 
at the southern end of the western RTT seawall. However, with all potential RTT 
polluted effluents being collected and diverted for treatment off-site, this will 
purely discharge stormwater into the surrounding North Western wez and, 

[111 Technical Memorandum Standards for Effluents Discharged into Drainage and Sewerage Systems, Inland and 
Coastal Waters, Environmental Protection Department,January 1991. 
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3.6.3 

3.6.4 

----------- ---~---

thus, associated impacts are not envisaged. Additionally, as described in Section 
3.6.1 the location of catchment outfalls have been situated in accordance with 
EPD's general policy "to prohibit any form of discharge in embayment/ enclosed 
water bodies" as can be seen in Figure 3.6b. 

Operatio.nal EM&A 

No water quality will be required for the RTT operational phase. The operation 
stage of the reprovisioned outfall will be monitored as part of the forthcoming 
EPD Baseline and Performance Verification Monitoring of the Pillar Point Sewage 
Outfall Study which is scheduled to commence in late 1996. 

Conclusion 

The key issues identified during the operation of the RTT will be the impact from 
the reprovisioned PPSTW outfall, on-site solid and liquid discharge, oil spillage, 
and the local and far field water movement in relation to the final RTT layout. 

The final RTT layout has a shorter breakwater, thus a semi-enclosed area of RTT 
basin is eliminated. The final layout facilitates the tidal flushing and water 
movement within the RTT harbour whilst this design also minimises the 
potential of any solid or liquid waste accumulation within the RTT harbour. As 
the RTT will be located at the small bay (between the CPPS and PPSTW) off Siu 
Lang Shui, the operation of RTT will have no effect on the main tidal currents or 
local or far field water movement along Urmston Road. The assessment 
indicates that the operation of the RTT will not impact on water quality as RTT 
operations will primarily comprise the handling of containers. In terms of 
potential water quality impact sources, however, there will be a land and marine 
fuel filling station, temporary and permanent workshops and a solid waste 
management site, although the detailed design of these facilities have included 
water pollution control measures. Thus these facilities will not impact on marine 
water quality and will fully comply with the required EPD Water Pollution 
Control Ordinance discharge licence. In addition, in the light of the EPD's 
general policy "to prohibit any form of discharge in embayments/enclosed water 
bodies" the detailed stormwater drainage design has located stormwater 
drainage outfalls to avoid any direct discharge to the RTT basin waters, which 
will be beneficial in terms of water quality. 

During the operational stage, sewage generated by the RTT facility and the 
vessels berthing at the RTT could lead to detrimental water quality impacts if 
released into the water column. However, provided 'zero' on-site polluted 
discharge is ensured by RTTC, the effluent standards of Technical 
Memorandum(!') which applies to all effluents discharged into marine or 
freshwater bodies will be complied with in full. 

Reprovisioned Outfall 

The previously accepted Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA comprised extensive water 
quality modelling of the reprovisioned Pillar Point outfall which confirmed the 
acceptability of the reprovisioned outfall. Comparative assessment undertaken 
as part of the EIA of the RTT indicated that the minor detailed design differences 
with regard to diffuser configuration still achieves the required 1:85 effluent 

IIi) Technical Memorandum Standards for Effluents Discharged into Drainage and Sewerage Systems, Inland and 
Coastal Waters, Environmental Protection Department, January 1991. 
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dilution factor and the diffuser location will also lead to discharge further from 
the existing Tuen Mun shoreline. The detailed design is therefore in accordance 
with the endorsed findings of the Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA with regard to 
reprovisioned outfall acceptability. Overall the assessment undertaken 
concludes that the reprovisioned outfall will lead to an improvement over the 
existing shorter outfall condition as the outfall will be in compliance with WQOs 
at WSRs and will no longer be responsible for bacterial pollution of the adjacent 
gazetted Tuen Mun bathing beaches. 
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Coordinates are related to Hong Kong Metric Grid (1980). 

All bed contours in metres above Hong Kong Chart Datum (m.e.O.). 

All Dimensions are in metres unless otherwise shown. 

Existing levels shown are approximate. 

LEGEND 

Lot Boundary 

Mud Sampling 

The actuaiiocatioos of sampling are to be agreed by the engineer. 

Vertical profile samples to be taken, samples Should be continuous, 
and 100mm long sub-samples should be taken for testing. The top 
Jevel should be the seabed, O,9m down, 1.9m down, 2.9m down and 
then ever 3.0m unUl the dredge depth is reached. 

Each sample should be sealed in a polythene bag and labelled with 
the date, station, number, sample length, diameter and depth together 
with a full description of the sample using the methods descibed in 
Geoguide 3 - "Guide to Rock and Soil Description" - Geotechnical 
Control Office, 1988. 

9. Samples should be stored in chilled conditions. 

10. When, for logistical reasons, analysis cannot be initiated immediately, 
the sample must be either frozen or pretreated in a manner 
appropriate for the analaliticaJ parameter in question in order to 
prevent degradation of the sample. 

11. Schedule of concentration test in mg/kg (dry weight) shall be 
determined. 

(i) Cadium 

(ii) Chromium 

(iii) Copper 

(iv) Mercury 

(v) Nickel 

(vi) Lead 

(vii) Zinc 

12. Analysis for organic micropoJlutants may be required in area where 
contamination by such compounds is suspected. 

(i) lributyl tin (TBT) 

(ii) polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAH's) 

(iii) polychlOrinated biohenyis (PCB's) 
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Mud Sampling 

Seriously contaminated mud 

Dredge level (mPD) required to remove seriously 
contaminated mud 
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4.1 

4.2 

Table 4.2a 

4.3 

AIR QUALITY IMPACTS 

INTRODUCTION 

In terms of air quality, the Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA focused on the air pollution 
arising from the SIA construction and operation. Therefore, as part of this EIA 
for the RTT, a quantitative assessment of the air quality impact associated with 
the construction and operation of RTT was undertaken. Air Sensitive Receivers 
(ASRs) were identified and worst case impacts on these receivers have been 
modelled and presented. Dust impact upon the ASRs was considered to be the 
key concern during construction phase. For the operational phase, emissions 
from the land and marine traffic comprise pollutant sources. The benefits in 
terms of air quality for the RTT due to the reduction in marine traffic were also 
addressed. 

GOVERNMENT LEGISLATION AND STANDARDS 

The principal legislation for the management of air quality is the Air Pollution 
Control Ordinance (APCO) (Cap 311). The whole of the Hong Kong Territory is 
covered by the Hong Kong Air Quality Objectives (HKAQOs) which stipulate 
the statutory limits of some typical air pollutants and the maximum allowable 
numbers of exceedence over specific periods. The HKAQOs are shown in Table 
4.2abelow. 

Hong Kong Air Quality Objectives 

Pollutant 

Total Suspended Particulates (TSP) 

Respirable Suspended Particulates (v) (RSP) 

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO,) 

Carbon Monoxide (CO) 

Note: 

Concentration in micrograms per cubic metre (i) 

Averaging Time 

1 Hour 8 Hours 24 Hours 1 Year 
(ii) (iii) (iii) (iv) 

260 80 

180 55 

.300 150 80 

30,000 . 10,000 

(i) 
(ti) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 

Measured at 298K (2S'Q and 101.325 kPa (one atmosphere). 
Not to be exceeded more than three times per year. 
Not to be exceeded more than once per year. 
Arithmetic means. 
Respirable suspended particulates means suspended particles in air with a nominal 
aerodynamic diameter of 10 micrometres and smaller. 

The Environmental Protection Department (EPD) also recommends a maximum 
level of 500 pg/m3 for 1-hr TSP at ASRs for construction dust impact assessment 
criterion .. 

BACKGROUND CONDITIONS 

The existing air quality of the site is defined as generally good, although this has 
been temporarily affected by the ongOing SIA R~clamation Works located to the 
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4.4 

Table 4.4a 

4.5 

4.5.1 

west of the RTT site. Other potential air sources in the area include industrial 
emissions from China Cement Works and Castle Peak Power Station located 
around 1,500 m away as well as vehicle emissions from Lung Mun Road. 

Future conditions of the Study Area is likely to change with the operation of 
Centralised Incineration Facilities ( around 700 m away) and Shiu Wing Steel 
Mill (around 1,000 m away) and other associated facilities. In addition, traffic 
generated by the additional facilities will also affect the air quality of the area. 

AIR SENSITIVE RECEIVERS 

Representative Air Sensitive Receivers (ASR) have been identified, through site 
inspection and review of landuse plans, in accordance with the criteria set out in 
the Hong Kong Planning Standards and Guidelines (HKPSG) and the Air Pollution 
Control Ordinance (APCO). 

The site is located well away from residential developments and recreational 
area of Tuen Mun Town. The only identified ASR is the adjacent industrial site 
located at 10 m from northwest site boundary (Area 40 Industrial Area) and is 
shown in Figure 4.4a. 

Air quality monitoring data taken from the Foothill Bypass, Tuen Mun Road/Wong 
Chu Road Interchange and Other Junction Improvement Works - EIA showed that the 
area has been temporarily affected by the SIA reclamation works. The data from 
this study was not considered to be suitable as a representative of the 
background air quality conditions and therefore the EPD air quality data was 
used. 

At present, there is no fixed air quality monitoring station in the Tuen Mun area. 
The ambient air quality of Hong Kong was used to provide an indication of air 
quality of the RTT site. The annual averages of pollutants in Hong Kong for the 
year 1995 have been used as the baseline levels for this Study and are 
summarized in Table 4.4a. 

Air Quality of Hong.Kong in 1995 

Pollutant 

so, 

NO, 

co 

0 3 

T5P 

R5P 

CONSTRUCTION PHASE 

Potential Sources of Impact 

Concentration (uglm3
) 

20 

57 

1,220 

26 

96 

60 

The major air quality impact arising from the construction of RTT will be from 
activities that generate dust. Pollutants such as S02 and N02 will be emitted 
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4.5.2 

Table 4.5a 

from diesel-powered mechanical plant. Since the number of such plant used on 
site will be limited, the gaseous emissions are expected to be minor and therefore 
not expected to exceed the AQO for these gases. 

The potential dust generating activities of the RTT site are described as follows: 

Dredging and Reclamation 

Dredging works are required prior to the construction of seawalls. However, as 
the moisture content of dredged materials will be high, dust emission from this 
activity is expected to be low. 

Rock and sand filling will also be undertaken during the reclamation phases. It 
is expected that barges will be used to transfer marine sand to the site as fill 
material during reclamation. When the reclamation works are carried out below 
sea level, dust emissions from the site will be minimal. As the reclamation height 
reaches above sea level, dust emissions from the site are expected to increase. 
The increase in emissions will be generated from activities such as dropping 
materials onto receiving surfaces. However, due to the high moisture content of 
the marine sand expected to be used as fill material, dust generation from 
reclamation is also expected to be limited. 

Stockpiling and Surcharging 

Once the reclamation for each phase is completed, large volumes of surcharge 
materials will be transferred and stockpiled onto them. Wind erosion over the 
exposed stockpiles and surcharges is expected to be a major source of dust 
emissions. 

Truck Movement on Unpaved Haul Road 

It is expected that the filling materials will be delivered to the site by barges. 
Bulldozers will also be employed to handle the surcharge materials. It is likely 
that haulage of truck within the site will be minimized. 

Assessment Methodology 

The Fugitive Dust Model (FDM) has been used in this Stud y to predict the likel y 
dust impacts at ASRs from the construction of RTT. Potential dust impacts in 
term of TSP level were modelled for both the hourly and daily averages at 
ground level. Particulate emission rates for the identified dusty sources were 
determined based on the USEP A publication Compilation of Air Pollution Emission 
Factors (AP-42! 5th edition 1995, as shown in Table 4.5a. 

Dust Emission Factors 

Activity 

Material handling 

Bulldozing 

Wind erosion 

Emission Rate 

0.00518 gls 

0.5 gls 

2]xl0" gl sl m' 

Remarks 

Moisture content: 50% 

Silt content: 7% 
Moisture content: 8% 

Ref: Compilation of Air Pollution Emission Factors (AP-42) 5th edition 1995, 
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4.5.3 

Table 4.5c 

4.5.4 

An average dust density of 2,500 kg/m3 and particle size distribution based on 
AP-42 for each activity were assumed in the model. A worst case daytime 
meterological data of stability class D and wind speed of 1 m/s were employed 
for the model run. 

As discussed in Section 2.3, the construction of RTT will be carried out in two 
phases. The areas nearest to the existing seashore will be reclaimed in Phase 1 
and will be the worst dusty period. Air quality impact of Phase 1 was modelled 
and it is assumed that all the dust generating activities of material handling, 
bulldozing and wind erosion will be carried out in parallel. 

Evaluation of Impacts 

Concentrations of dust at the ASR as well as the site boundary have been 
modelled and their location are shown in Figure 4.4a. Both the I-hr and 24-hr 
averaged TSP concentrations for the worst case dusty period have been 
modelled and are given in Table 4.5c . 

Predicted Unmitigated TSP Levels at ASRs and Site Boundary 

ASR Location Predicted TSP Concentration (f.lglml )(1) 

I-hr 24-hr 

Al Area 40 Industrial Area 211 133 

A2 Northwest boundary 247 149 

A3 North boundary 414 240 
Note: (1) These results include the background level of 96 Jlg m-3 

Modelling results have predicted that the dust criteria will be satisfied at the ASR 
as well as the site boundary during the worst case periqd. Highest I-hr TSP of 
414 /hgl m3 and 24-hr TSP of 240/hgl m' have been predicted at the north 
boundary near Lung Mun Road (A3) . 

Mitigation Measures for Construction Activities 

The following dust suppression measures are recommended to be incorporated 
in the Contract Specifications as good construction practice and implemented to 
minimise dust impact arising from the works.' . 

• Water sprays should be used during the handling of fill material at the site 
where dust is likely to be created. 

• The heights from which excavated materials are dropped should be 
controlled to a minimum practical height to minimize the fugitive dust arising 
from unloading. 

• Stockpiles of aggregate and spoil should be enclosed or covered and water 
applied in dry or windy condition; 

• Effective water sprays should be used on site at potential dust emission 
sources such as unpaved areas. 

• Wheel washing facilities should be provided at exits of the sites. 
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EM&A 

It has been recommended that a construction stage monitoring station be set up 
at the Area 40 Industrial Area only during the first phase of the RTT construction 
works. Quarterly reviews of this monitoring should be conducted to assess the 
need for continual dust monitoring. Regular audits of the site should also be 
carried out to minimise the dust emissions from construction ~ctivities. 

OPERATIONAL PHASE 

Potential Sources of Impacts 

The RTT will be used as a 'transfer station' for cargo handling vessels. Small PRC 
vessels will unload their cargoes at the terminal and the containers will be 
consolidated into a large vessel shuttling between the RTT and container 
terminals in K wai Chung. 

Emissions such as NO" CO, and RSP are expected from vessels and vehicles and 
will be the major air pollutants during the operation of RTT. The diesel-powered 
plants operating inside the RTT will also generate pollutants. However, since 
the number of plant and the duration of their operation are limited, gaseous 
emissions from the plants are expected to be minor. 

Marine traffic volume for the two scenarios, without RTT and with RTT, are 
presented in Table 4.7a. An estimated total of 509 vehicles (in and out) will be 
generated during the peak hour of RTT operation as shown in Table 4.7b, based 
on Appendix B of the Traffic Impact Assessment submitted as part of the Tender(!9) 

Marine Traffic Volume 

Vessel Capacity N umber per year 

WithoutRTI WithRTI 

Breakbulk lOOt 7,000 

Container 500t 18,200 

Marine Shuttle Lighter 100TEU 6,400 

Source: TM IL No 393 River Trade Terminal at Tuen Mun Area 38, Volume 3 - Traffic 
Assessment, Section 2.3. 

Peak Hour Vehicle Traffic 

Peak Hour Traffic Flow (In and Out) 

peu/hr Veh/hr 

Goods Vehide 625 226 

Private Cars/Taxi 236 236 

Public Transport 142 48 

Total 557 509 

(II) TM TL No 393 River Trade Terminal at Tuen MunArea 38, Volume 3 - Traffic Assessment. Hong Kong River Trade 
Terminal Limited. 
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4.7.2 

Table 4.7c 

4.7.3 

Table 4.7d 

Assessment Methodology 

Diesel engines are typically used for cargo carrying vessels. However, the 
relative lack of standardisation makes it difficult to derive standard emission 
factors of vessels. The marine freight will be conveyed by vessel. In Hong Kong, 
engine size of an average vessel is about a few kilowatts. Estimations of emission 
factors have been made in accordance with Compliance of Air Pollutant Emission 
Factors, 4th edition developed by USEPA, and are shown in Table 4.7c. 

The distance between RTT and Kwai Chung Container Terminals is about 25 km. 
For this assessment, it is assumed that the vessel would be moving at a speed of 
about 6 knots and required 2 hours for the freight transport. 

Without the RTT, the cargo will be transported on land by container trucks. It is 
estimated that the handling capacity of one container truck is equivalent to 1/50 
of the carrying capacity of an RTT vessel. Fleet average emissions factors of 
trucks for the year 1996, based on EURO 2 Model, are listed in Table 4.7c. 

Emission Factors of Freight Transport 

Pollutant 

RSP 

co 

NOx 

Emission Factor 

Tug boat (gls) 

0.121 

0.Q208 

0.338 

Container Truck (g/km) 

1.421 

8.404 

11.951 

Source: Compliance of Air Pollutant Emission Factors, 4th edition, USEPA 

Evaluation of Impacts 

With the operation of the RTT, traffic from Tuen Mun Road will be reduced. In 
general, freight movement by water is more efficient than movement by road in 
terms of emissions per freight tonne moved. Table 4.7d shows the benefit of using 
shuttle barge as the medium of trans pod:. 

Estimates of Amount of Pollutant Generated 

Pollutant Amount of Pollutant Generated Benefit 
-.::(t.:.on::;n.:.e::;i..:.y::;ea::;,.:...) _____________ (tonne I yea,) 

RSP 

CO 

NO. 

Marine Traffic 

11.2 

1.9 

31.1 

Land Traffic 

22.7 

134.5 

191.2 

-11.5 

-132.6 

-160.1 

With the shuttle barge, the amount of NO, and CO could be reduced by 160 
tonnes and 130 tonnes per annum respectively. The RSP generated will also be . 
reduced by 50%.lt should also be noted that the emissions of vessels generally 
occurred in situations where dispersal is rapid and similar sources are not 
concentrated in close proximity to each other, as is typically the case with road 
transport. Therefore, marine traffic is a better means of transport in terms of air 
quality. 
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4.8 

4.8.1 

4.8.2 

Air quality impacts of the traffic related to the RTT has been assessed in the 
Expanded Deve!opment Study of Tuen Mun Area 38(20), Reclamation and Servicing of 
Tuen Mun Area 38 for Special Industries - EIA(21) and Foothill Bypass, Tuen Mun 
Road/Wong Chu Road Interchange and Other Junction Improvement Works EIA(22) and 
the AQO will be satisfied at the ASRs. 

The proposed RTT arrangement will reduce road traffic by carrying freight by 
water and hence reduce the emissions per its air quality impact. It is estimated 
that about 500 vehicle/hour and 18 vessel! day (less than 1 vessel/hour) will be 
generated with the RTT operation. However, with the introduction of the 
Foothills Bypass, vehicles will bypass the Lung Mun Road and the Tuen Mun 
Town Centre and therefore, it is unlikely that air quality of the ASRs will be 
impacted by the proposed RTT operation. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Construction Phase 

The RTT site is located well away from residential developments and the 
recreational areas of Tuen Mun Town. The only identified ASR is the adjacent 
industrial site located at 10 m from northwest site boundary (Area 40 Industrial 
Area). Fugitive dust was expected to be the key pollutant during construction of 
the RTT and an EPD approved dust dispersion model (FDM) was employed to 
predict the impact upon the ASR located in the adjacent industrial site. 

As marine plant will be employed for the reclamation and the scale of works is 
small, dust impacts exceeding the criteria were not predicted at the ASR or the 
site boundary. Major dust generating activities will be material handling, 
bulldozing and wind erosion over surcharge materials. Dust suppression 
measures and EM&A of dust emissions are to be adopted, as good site practice, 
to reduce the dust emission from the site during RTT construction. 

Operational Phase 

This quantitative RTT assessment indicates that freight carried by barge is a 
. better mode of transportation than road transportation in terms of air quality. 
The proposed RTT arrangement will reduce road traffic by carrying freight by 
water and the function of the RTT in consolidating the container loads of 
approximately 10 small PRD river trade vessels on to one large barge will reduce 
the numbers of marine vessels trafficking the water east of the RTT to Kwai 
Chung by approximately 10%. The amount of nitrogen oxides generated would 
be reduced by 160 tonnes per annum; while the amount of carbon monoxide and 
particulate matter would be reduced by 130 and 23 tonnes per annum, 
respectively. As the pollutant generated from both the marine and land traffic 
are expected to be low, the air quality of the ASR will satisfy the AQO and 
further mitigation measures are therefore not required. 

11111 Expanded Development Study of Tuen MunArea 38· Final Report, October 1990. Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & ERL 
(Asia) Ltd. 

(111 Reclamation and Servicing of Tuen Mun Area 38 for Special Industries - EIA. December 1994. ERM Hong Kong 
Ltd. 

Pl) Foothill Bypass, Tuen Mun Road/Wong Chu Road Interchange and Other Junction Improvement Works Draft 
EIA. 1996. ERM Hong Kong Ltd. 
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5.1 

5.2 

5.2.1 

NOISE 

INTRODUCTION 

In terms of noise impact, the Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA focused on the noise arising 
from SIA construction and operation. Therefore, as part of this EIA for the RTT 
an assessment of noise impacts was conducted for construction and operational 
phases of the RTT. Potential noise sources during the construction phase of the 
RTT are mainly due to equipment used for filling, dredging, construction of 
seawalls, land based percussive piling and construction of buildings. For the 
operational phase, potential noise impacts are mainly due to equipment used for 
loading and unloading containers, ventilation plant in the Container Freight 
Station and traffic arriving and departing from the RTT facility. 

The assessment of the construction noise was carried out in accordance with the 
Noise Control Ordinance (NCO) and its subsidiary Technical Memoranda: 

• the Technical Memorandum on Noise from Construction Work other than Percussive 
Piling (March 1996), 

• the Technical Memorandum on Noise from Percussive Piling (July 1991), and 

• . the Technical Memorandum on Noise from Construction Work in Designated Areas 
(March 1996). 

For the operational phase, the noise assessment was carried out in accordance 
with: 

• the Hong Kong Planning Standards and Guidelines (HKPSG, April 1991) and 
• the Technical Memorandum for the Assessment of Noise from Places other than 

Domestic Premises, Public Places or Construction Sites (July 1991). 

GOVERNMENT LEGISLATION AND GUIDELINES 

Construction Phase 

Construction other than Percussive Piling 

In Hong Kong, the control of noise from construction other than percussive 
piling outside normal working hours is governed by the NCO and Technical 
Memorandum (TM1) on Noise from Construction Work other than Percussive Piling 
(March 1996). The TM1 establishes the permitted noise levels for construction 
work depending on working hours and the NSRs' Area Sensitivity Ratings. 
Normal working hours are defined as from 07:00 -19:00, Monday to Saturday. 

Construction during restricted hours (1900-0700) and general holidays requires a 
Construction Noise Permit (CNP) which requires the Acceptable Noise Levels 
(ANLs) to be met at the NSRs. 
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Table 5.2a 

Table 5.2b 

5.2.2 

Noise Criteria for Constnlction other than Percussive Piling during Restricted 
Hours 

Time Period ANL, dB(A) 

Area Sensitivity Rating A B C 

All days during the evening (1900-2300) and general 60 65 70 
holidays (including Sundays) during the day and evening 
(0700-2300) 

All days during the night-time (2300-0700) 45 50 55 

Although the NCO currently does not provide noise criteria for construction 
activities during normal working hours, a limit of LA"l.(30 min) 75 dB is proposed in 
the Practice Note for Professional Persons, PN2/93 issued by the Professional 
Persons Environmental Consultative Committee (ProPECC) in June 1993. This 
limit has been applied on major construction projects recently, and is now 
generally accepted in Hong Kong, and will therefore be adopted in this study. 

Percussive Piling 

For percussive piling, the control of noise is required during normal and 
restricted working hours. The noise criteria during normal working hours are 
specified in the "Technical Memorandum (TM2) on Noise from Percussive Piling 
Guly 1991)"and are summarised in Table S.2b below. Percussive piling is 
prohibited during restricted hours. 

Noise Criteria for Percussive Pilling during Normal Hours 

NSR Window Type or Means of Ventilation 

NSR with no windows or other openings 

NSR with central air conditioning system 

ANL, dB(A) 

100 

90 

NSR with windows or other openings but without 85 
central air conditioning system 

The noise criteria for percussive piling are dependent on the NSRs' window type 
and means of ventilation rather than the Area Sensitivity Rating. For this 
assessment, it has been assumed that the potentially affected NSRs have 
windows but without central air conditioning system, and hence a criterion of 
LA,q.(30mirn) 85 dB during normal working hours applies. 

The TM2 also states that LA,q.(30 min) 10 dB should be subtracted from the ANL 
given in Table S.2b for hospitals, medical clinics, educational institutions, courts 
of law or other NSRs which are considered by the Authority to be particularly 
sensitive to noise. However, none of the potentially affected NSRs in the vicinity 
of the proposed RTT would be classified as such and hence this additional 
requirement is not relevant for this study. 

Operational Phase 

Noise Criteria for On-Site Operations 

Potential noise sources from on-site operations of the proposed RTT will be 
equipment used for loading and unloading containers and ventilation plant in 
the Container Freight Station. 
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Table 5.2e 

5.3 

The criteria for operational noise are specified in the Technical Memorandum for 
the Assessment of Noise from Places other than Domestic Premises, Public Places ~r 
Construction Sites (July 1991). The HKPSG requires the criteria to be 5 dB below 
the ANLs for "fixed" noise sources. 

It should be noted that the Area Sensitivity Rating of the identified nearby NSRs 
is likely to fall into the Category 'A' or 'B" (see Section 5.4), and their 
corresponding noise criteria are given in Table 5.2c below. However, the 
Sensitivity Rating of these NSRs will be subject to approval by Noise Control 
Authority (EPD) on application for a CNP. 

Noise Criteria for On-Site Operations of RTT, LAe,13am,,,, dB 

Time Period 

Daytime (07:00 - 19:00) and 
Evening (19:00-23:00) 

Night-time (23:00 - 07:00) 

Area Sensitivity Rating lA' Area Sensitivity Rating 'B' 

55 60 

45 50 

Noise Criteria for Traffic Associated with the RTT 

Traffic entering and leaving the proposed RTT has the potential to increase the 
traffic noise at the nearby NSRs along the Lung Mun Road. The HKPSG requires 
traffic noise levels at affected NSRs to be within LAID.lp,,' hou,) 70 dB. Although this 
criterion is not achieved in many existing areas of Hong Kong, it is enforced for 
new noise sensitive developments and for new developments generating 
increased traffic flows that could impact existing receivers. 

Where the existing traffic noise levels at the NSRs are already above LAW.lp,,'hom) 
70 dB, traffic noise levels generated from the new developments should not 
increase the total traffic noise levels by more than LAw.lp,,' hou,) 1 dB in order to 
prevent exceedence of the 'noise insulation criterion' specified in paragraph 6 of 
the UK Calculation of Road Traffic Noise (CRTN) methodology. 

BASELINE NOISE ENVIRONMENT 

Existing Conditions 

San Shek Wan, Melody Garden, Butterfly Estate, Siu Hei Court, Wu King Estate 
and Siu Shan Court are identified to be the nearest NSRs to the northeast of the 
RTT, but they are over 1.5km distant from the site. The existing noise 
environment in the vicinity of these NSRs is the typical of the urban environment 
which is predominated by road traffic. 

The areasurrounding the RTT is mainly occupied by industrial land uses which 
include: Castle Peak Power Station and China Cement Facility located to the 
west of the site; the Area 40 industrial area located to the east and the Pillar Point 
Landfill to the north of the site. The main roads in the region are Lung Mun 
Road and Lung Kwu Tan Road which are immediately to the north of the RTT 
site. 

The existing noise environment near the RTT site is therefore dominated by the 
industrial and road traffic noise sources. 
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5.4 

Table 5.4a 

Fllture Conditions 

The future noise environment in areas near the RTT may be affected by new 
developments of the Special Industrial Area (SIA) immediate to its western site 
boundary and widening of the existing Lung Mun Road and the introduction of 
Foothills Bypass.<23) 

NOISE SENSITIVE RECEIVERS 

NSRs, as defined by the HKPSG and NCO, have been identified from the 
government topographical maps, previous environmental studies in the area and 
site visits. The approximate distances from nearby NSRs to various construction 
sites of the proposed RTT are given in Table 5.4a and the locations of the NSRs 
are shown in Figure 5.4a. 

An Area Sensitivity Rating 'A' has been assigned to NSRs at the northwest of the 
RTT as they are located in a rural area. An Area Sensitivity Rating 'B' has been 
designated to the NSRs in Tuen Mun New Town Area (northeast of the RTT) as 
these NSRs are located in urban fringe areas and are affected by traffic noise 
from Lung Mun Road. 

Although the Pillar Point Refugee Camp will be the nearest NSR to the RTT, it 
will be phased out prior to the construction of the RTT and hence has not been 
considered in"this assessment. 

Noise Sensitive Receivers 

NSRName 

NSRs fa the northeast of the R'IT 

1. San Shek Wan 

2. Melody Garden 

3. Butterfly Estate 

4. Siu Hei Court 

5. Wu King Estate 

6. Siu Shan Court 

NSRS to the northwest of the R'IT 

Approximate Separation between 
NSR and the RIT Site (m) 

1,800 - 2,900 

1,700 - 2,750 

1,900 - 3,000 

2,200 - 3,300 

2,200 - 3,250 

2,100- 3,150 

7. Lung Tsai 2,250-3,500 

8. Tuk Mei Chung 

9. NamLong 

10. Pak Long 

] J fb@ Po KOng 

2,250 - 3,500 

2,750 - 3,750 

2,900 - 4,000 

? 609-3 750 

Area Sensitivity 
Rating 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B· 

B 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

It should also be noted that the natural topography of the surrounding area will 
offer screening of the RTT from the NSRs. The NSRs to the northeast will be 
screened from the western site of the RTT and the whole of the site will be 
screened from NSRs to the northwest. 

Foothills Bypass, Tuen Mun Road/Wong Chu Road Interchange and Other Road JunctiOns Improvement Works-
EIA for TOO, ERM-Hong Kong Ltd, 1996. ' 
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5.5 

5.5.1 

5.5.2 

5.6 

5.6.1 

POTENTIAL SOURCES OF IMPACTS 

Construction Phase 

Potential sources of noise impact from the RTT construction will be equipment 
used for filling, dredging, construction of seawalls, percussive piling and 
construction of buildings. As the transportation of materials will be mainl y by 
sea, and the number of construction vehicles moving on and off the site will be 
very limited, the potential impacts from the RTT construction vehicles should be 
minimal. 

Operational Phase 

For the operational phase of the RTT, potential noise impacts will be due to the 
equipment used for loading and unloading containers, ventilation plant in the 
Container Freight Station and traffic entering and leaving the RTT. 

The RTT will be used as a 'transfer station' for small cargo handling vessels from 
the People's Republic of China (PRC). These vessels will unload their cargoes at 
the terminal and the containers will be consolidated into a larger vessel shuttling 
between the RTT and the container terminals in Kwai Chung. This will result in 
a reduction in marine traffic and therefore the noise from the existing shipping 
en-route to Kwai Chung. 

CONSTRUCTION PHASE 

Assessment Methodology 

The methodology for assessing noise from construction of the proposed RTT is 
based on the Technical Memorandum (TM1) on Noise from Construction Work other 
than Percussive Piling and Technical Memorandum (TM2) on Noise from Percussive 
Piling. In general, the procedures are as follows: 

• calculate the total sound power level from equipment used at each 
construction site; 

• identify NSRs and their distances to the construction sites; 

• calculate noise attenuation due to distance from the NSRs to each construction 
site; 

• consider the potential screening effect of natural topography; 

• calcula:te noise levels from each construction site and the total noise level from 
all construction sites at the NSRs; 

• assess the predicted noise levels at the NSRs against the relevant criteria; and 

• where necessary, recommend possible mitigation measures to reduce noise 
levels at the NSRs to comply with the criteria. 

Noise levels from each construction activity and their combined noise levels 
were calculated for each NSR in order to quantify the impacts from individual 
construction activities. This allows the predominant noise source to be identified 
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[ 
and hence effective noise control measures to be implemented where necessary [ to reduce the noise levels to be within the criteria. 

Equipment used for percussive piling and other construction activities and their [ total sound power levels (SWL) are given in Table 5.6a below. 

Table 5.6a Total SWLs of Equipment Used for RTT Construction, dB (A) [ 
Equipment TM Reference Quantity ResultantS TotaISWL, 

Reference SWL,dB(A) WL, dB(A) dB(A) [ Number 

Percussive Piling 

Diesel Hammer N/A 132 2 135 135 C Driving Steel Pile Rig 

Dredging of Marine Sediment 

D Crab Dredger CNP 063 112 2 115 119 

Barge CNP 061 106 6 114 

[ Tugboat CNP221 110 2 113 

Seawall Construction 

[ Crab Dredger CNP063 112 1 112 119 

Barge CNP 061 104 3 109 

[ Tugboat CNP 221 110 1 110 

Mobile Crane (Barge CNP 048 112 3 117 
Mounter) [ 
Placement of Marine Fill 

Bottom Dump Barge CNP061 104 5 111 111 [ 
Placement of Land Sourced Fill 

Barge CNP061 104 1 104 118 [ 
Bulldozer CNP030 115 2 118 

Compaction 0 Mechanical CNP050 105 2 108 108 
Compactor 

Building Construction Plant [ 
Inventory 

Hand Tool CNP029 105 5 112 127 [ 
Compressor CNP002 100 4 106 

Generator CNP 102 100 3 105 

[ 
Tower Crane CNP 049 95 2 98 

Bar Bender CNP021 90 4 93 

[ Hoist (Passenger) CNP 123 104 2 107 

Hoist (Material) CNP 123 104 2 107 

L Saw CNP 202 114 4 120 

Concrete Pump CNP047 109 2 112 

L 
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5.6.2 

Table 5.6b 

Equipment TM Reference Quantity ResultantS Total SWL, 
Reference SWL,dB(A) WL,dB(A) dB(A) 
Number 

Poker Vibrator CNP 170 112 10 122 

Lorry CNP 141 112 10 122 

Impact Assessment 

The predicted noise levels at nearby NSRs from the construction activities other 
than the percussive piling are given in Table S.6b. Calculations are considered 
conservative (i.e. worst case) as the standard formula employed in the 
calculations for hemispherical radiation only takes into account of noise 
attenuation due to distance, atmospheric absorption, and ground effects. As a 
result, the standard formula tends to over-predict noise levels particularly over 
the large distances involved in the present study. In accordance with the TM, the 
noise reduction due to the screening has also been considered for the 
surroundlng topography between the RTT site and the NSRs; appropriate 
reduction corrections have been incorporated in the calculations such a 10 dB for 
full screening for NSRs located to the northwest of the RTT. 

Calculated Noise Levels from Construction other than Percussive Piling, LA, •. (5 

mins)dB 

NSR Calculated Noise Level, dB(A) 

Construction of Other Construction Overall Noise Level 
Buildings Activities 

NSRs to the northeast of the RIT 

SanShekWan 57 51 58 

Melody Garden 57 51 58 

Butterfly Estate 56 50 57 

Siu Hei Court 55 50 56 

Wu King Estate 55 50 56 

Siu Shan Court 56 SO 57 

NSRS to the northwest of the RIT 

Lung Tsai 42 39 44 

Tuk Mei Chung 42 39 44 

NamLong 42 38 43 

Pak Long 41 37 42 

Sha Po Kong 41 38 43 

Table S.6b indicates that the total predicted noise levels for all construction 
activities are between 56 and 58 dB at the NSRs to the northeast, and between 42 
and 44 dB at the NSRs to the northwest. 

These levels can comply with the daytime 75 dB ProPECC guideline and the 
NCO's daytime and evening (0700-2300 hours) noise criteria of 60 dB and 65 dB 
for the NSRs to the northwest and northeast of the RTT, respectively. In other 
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Table 5.6c 

words, the daytime and evening construction activities will not cause noise 
impacts upon the nearby NSRs. 

As the NCO nighttime noise criteria are stringent and are 15 dB lower than the 
corresponding daytime/evening criteria, the predicted levels can only meet the 
NCO criteria at the NSRs to the northwest. There are predicted exceedances of 6-
7 dB at the NSRs to the northeast. These exceedances imply that noise mitigation 
measures will be necessary for the noise from the nighttime construction works 
to meet the NCO criteria. 

However, a construction noise permit must be obtained from EPD for carrying 
out any construction works during the evening and nighttime restricted hours 
(1900-2300 and 2300-0700). Details of the noise mitigation measures for noise 
compliance must be demonstrated in the application of the CNP. Recommended 
noise mitigation measures for the nighttime restricted hours working are 
presented in Section 5.6.3. 

For land-based percussive piling activities, the predicted noise levels are 
presented in Table 5.6c below. 

Calculated Noise Levels from Land-Based Percussive Piling, LA, •. (5mi",)dB 

NSR 

NSRS to the northeast of the RIT 

SanShekWan 

Melody Garden 

Butterfly Estate 

Siu Hei Court 

Wu King Estate 

Siu Shan Court 

NSRS to the northwest of the RIT 

Lung Tsai 

Tuk Mei Chung 

Nam Long 

Pak Long 

Sha Po Kong 

Calculated Noise Level, dB(A) 

65 

65 

64 

63 

63 

64 

60 

60 

60 

59 

60 

Table 5.6c indicates that the predicted noise levels of the percussive piling range 
from 59 to 66 dB, which are well below the 85 dB criterion for normal working 
hours. However, a CNP must be from EPD before carrying out any percussive 
piling, and it will specify the permitted time periods for the percussive piling 
activity. 

It should be noted that percussive piling is prohibited outside normal daytime 
working hours. 
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Mitigation Measures 

Good Site Practice 

Good site practice and noise management can reduce the construction noise 
impacts on nearby NSRs. The following measures should be followed during 
each phase of construction: 

• only well-maintained plant should be operated on-site and plant should be 
serviced regularly during the construction programme; 

• machines and plant (such as trucks) that may be in intermittent use should be 
shut down between work periods or should be throttled down to a minimum; 

• plant known to emit noise strongly in one direction, should, where possible, 
be orientated so that the noise is directed away from the nearby NSRs; 

• silencers or mufflers on construction equipment should be utilised and should 
be properly maintained during the construction programme; 

• mobile plant should be sited as far away from the NSRs as possible. 

The noise benefits of these techniques are difficult to quantify, and whilst they 
would provide some attenuation, they cannot be assumed to guarantee a high 
level of noise mitigation. It should be noted that noise barriers, being commonly 
used for construction noise mitigation, is not recommended here because it is 
likely that the effectiveness of the noise barriers will be compromised by the 
substantial separation distances between the site and the NSRs. Rather than 
using noise barriers, it was considered that reducing the number of equipment in 
the plant team would be more effective in mitigating the noise levels. 

Recommended Noise Mitigation Measures During Nighttime Restricted Hours 

It is recommended that the number of equipment to be used for the construction 
activities should be reduced by half, and concreting activities which will deploy 
the concrete pumps, lorries and poker vibrators should be restricted, in order to 
mitigate the noise exceedances. These noise mitigation measures would reduce 
the overall noise emissions by 9 dB from the building construction, and 3 dB 
from other construction activities. The resultant noise levels with these 
measures at the NSRs to the northeast of the RTT are given in Table 5.6d below. It 
should be noted that the nighttime noise exceedances are only predicted at these 
NSRs. 
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Table 5.6d 

5.7 

5.7.1 

Predicted Noise Levels with Noise Mitigation Measures LA,q(5mi",)dB 

NSR Calculated Noise Level, dB(A) 

Construction of Other Construction Overall Noise Level 
Buildings Activities 

San shek Wan 48 48 51 

Melody Garden 48 48 51 

Butterfly Estate 47 47 50 

Siu Hei Court 46 47 50 

Wu King Estate' 46 47 50 

Siu Shan Court 47 47 50 

The above indicates that the noise exceedances can be mitigated at the majority 
of the NSRs with the exception of 1 dB exceedance at San Shek Wan and Melody 
Garden, both of these NSRs will be the nearest to the RTT. jt is understood that 
the construction schedule for the RTT will be tight, and the construction works 
will be undertaken around the clock. It is expected that further reducing the 
construction equipment in order to mitigate the residual impact will not be 
effective, and will not be practicable due to the tight construction schedule. In 
fact, the actual noise levels should be lower than the predictions as the TM 
method for the construction noise predktions does not take into account the 
atmospheric absorption and ground effect which can contribute to a few more 
dB noise attenuation, for a separation distance between a noise source and a 
receiver over a kilometre. Therefore, further noise mitigation measures in 
addition to the above should not be required~ 

It was recommended that noise monitoring and audit should be carried out at 
nighttime during the construction phase of the RTT. The recommended 
monitoring station is to be located at either San Shek Wan or Melody Garden. It 
should also be noted that a CNP must be obtained from EPD and demonstrated 
that these noise levels can be achieved before carrying out these construction 
works during the evening and nighttime (1900-0700 hours). 

OPERATIONAL PHASE 

Assessment Methodology 

On-Site Operational Noise 

At the time of the Study, a well defined equipment inventory was not available 
and therefore precise predictions of the operational noise levels cannot be made. 
The assessment has therefore defined the maximum allowable sound power 
level that would meet the noise criteria at the NSRs. When details of the plant 
inventory are known, the total equipment sound power can then be checked 
against this reference to determine compliance with the HKPSG noise criteria. If 
noise problems are identified, a noise control strategy would then be defined. 
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The noise predictions were preformed using procedures specified in the 
CONCAWE 4/81 (24) at a number of representative NSRs nearest to the RTT. The 
procedures are summarised as follows: 

• determine the distances between the nearest NSRs and the RTT (both shortest 
and longest separation distances were considered); 

• calculate noise attenuation due to distance attenuation, atmospheric 
absorption, ground effects, meteorological effects, source height effects, 
barrier effects from topographical screening and in-plant screening. 

• calculate the allowable sound power level by the following equation: 

SWL = SPL - D + L k 

where: 

SPL is the noise criteria, as given in Table 5.2c above, at the NSR in terms of 
LAeq( 30min)' dB; 
SWL is the allowable total sound power level of the cargo handling 
equipment, dB; 
D is the directivity index (assume to be zero); 
k is the aforementioned attenuation due to propagation, screening, etc. 

Impact Assessment 

On-Site Operational Noise 

The predicted total sound power levels of the equipment that will meet the 
HKPSG noise criteria at the NSRs are presented in Table 5.7a below. The total 
sound power level has been calculated from two separate noise contributions 
from the east and west sections of the site. .. 

lltl CONCA WE 4/81. 'The Propagation of Noise from Petroleum and Petrochemical Complexes to Neighbouring 
Communities". ' 
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Table 5.7a Predicted Noise Levels for On-Site Operational Noise, dB(A) 

NSR Calculated Noise Level, dB(A) 

ANL-S, d, k1, k2, k3+k4 k6+k7 SWL Total SWL, 
dB (m) dB dB +kS, ,dB f dB"" dB 

dB 

NSRs nearest to the northeast o/the RIT 

SanShekWan 50 1800 76 1.8 -3 0 122 132 
2900 80 2.9 -3 5 132 

Melody Garden 50 1700 76 1.7 -3 0 121 132 
2750 80 2.8 -3 5 132 

Siu Hei Court 50 2200 78 2.2 -3 0 124 134 
3300 81 3.3 -3 5 134 

NSR nearest to the northwest of the RIT 

Lung Tsai 45 2250 78 2.3 -3 10 129 136 
3500 82 3.5 -3 10 134 

ANL-S is the HKPSG criteria, the criterion above is for nighttime (2300-0700) which is more 
stringent; 
d are distances measured between the NSR and the nearest and further sections of the RTT ; 
k are the attenuation factors (Reference source: CONCAWE) 
kl is the distance attenuation ~ 10log4nd2 ; 

k2 is the atmospheric absorption = 1 dB/km; 
k3 is the ground effects ; 
k4 is the meteorological effects i 
kS is the source height effects; 
k6 is the natural screening effects provided By the natural topography; 
k7 is the in-plant screening. 
>I- the calculation of the SWL also included a 3 dB correction which takes into account the facade 
reflection effect. 

Table 5.7a above indicates that the allowable total sound power level of the cargo 
handling equipment varies, depending on the locations of the NSRs. A 
maximum sound power of 132 dB can be generated by the RTT operational 
activities with respect to the NSRs to the northeast of the RTT, and 136 dB for the 
NSRs to the northwest. 

The sound power limit is recommended as a guideline for the procurement of 
the equipment and to ensure predicted noise levels are within nighttime noise 
criteria. 

It should be noted that the difference in the noise limiting requirements within 
the RTT should be taken into account during the detailed layout design of the 
RTT , and for determining the locations of the equipment. It is recommended 
that the actual noise emissions should be assessed once the inventory of the 
equipment is defined so that any potential noise problems can be identified in 
advance and mitigation measures designed as appropriate. 

Traffic Noise Generated by the RTT 

Existing traffic volumes during morning and afternoon peak hours at various 
intersections of Lung Mun Road in Tuen Mun New Town Area were surveyed 
on Thursday 18 January 1996, and the results were provided in a traffic irppact 
assessment report for the RTT development(25). As part of the traffic assessment 

Volume 3 of the Traffic Impact Assessment Report ''TM n No 393 River Trade Terminal atTuen Mun Area 38, 
February 1996". 
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5.7.3 

5.8 

5.8.1 

for the proposed RTT, future traffic volumes on Lung Mun Road in the area 
were also provided for the year 2011. 

A comparison of existing and future traffic data indicates that although future 
traffic volume generated by Tuen Mun New Town Area will increase slightly 
due to the population growth in the area, the future traffic volume along Lung 
Mun Road will be sunstantially reduced. This is due to the introduction of the 
Foothills Bypass, which allows traffic to bypass Lung Mun Road near the Tuen 
Mun Town Area. 

It should be noted that, without the RTT, the cargo would otherwise be 
transported on land by container trucks. It is estimated that the cargo handling 
capacity of a RTT vessel is equivalent to 100 container trucks which will 
substantially reduce the number of container trucks using the roads in the Tuen 
Munarea. 

It was estimated that there would be approximately 500 light and heavy vehicles 
entering and leaving Container Gate 1 and Breakbulk Gate 2 of the proposed 
RTT during the peak hour in the year 2011. However, these vehicles will mainly 
be using the Foothills Bypass and hence bypassing the nearby NSRs in Tuen 
Mun New Town Area. 

Mitigation Measures 

On-Site Operational Noise 

The requirement for the total sound power level of the cargo handling 
equipment should be limited to 132 dB and should be used as the noise 
specification for equipment procurement. The actual noise emissions should be 
assessed once the equipment inventory and deployment in the site are defined. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Construction Phase 

Construction other than Percussive Piling 

The construction noise assessment showed that construction activities from the 
proposed RTT will be within all applicable daytime and evening noise criteria. 
Nighttime construction activities can be undertaken provided suitable mitigation 
measures are incorporated. These measures include reducing the amount of 
equipment in use, especially restricting concreting activities. 

It should be noted that a CNP must be obtained from EPD before carrying out 
any construction works during the evening and nighttime (1900-2300 and 2300-
0700 hours, respectively). Details and the extent of the construction activities as 
well as any mitigation measures for the compliance with the NCO, are needed to 
be provided in the application of the CNP. 

Land Based Percussive Piling 

Although the construction noise assessment predicted noise emissions from land 
based percussive piling to be within the NCO criteria, a CNP must be obtained 
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5.8.2 

from the EPD prior to the undertaking of the percussive piling, and it will 
specify the permitted time period for the actual piling operation. However, it 
should be noted that the percussive piling is prohibited outside normal working 
hours (0700-1900 hours). 

Operational Phase 

On-Site Operations 

Accepting that provided that the total sound power of the cargo handling 
equipment of the RTT will be limited to 132 dB(A), noise levels at NSRs to the 
northwest and northeast of the site will comply with the HKPSG criteria. 

Traffic Generated by the RTT 

The RTT will substantially reduce the actual number of container trucks using 
the roads in the area for the cargo handling by transporting freight by water. 
The traffic generated by the RTT operation will mainly use the Foothills Bypass 
which was taken on board by a separate ErA study, and therefore not increase 
traffic noise exposure of the nearby NSRs. 
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6.1 

6.2 

6.2.1 

6.2.2 

6.2.3 

SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT 

INTRODUCTION 

This ErA for the RTT has identified the potential waste arisings from the 
construction and operation of the RTT and the associated environmental 
impacts. Additionally, in line with Government's stated policy to minimise 
waste generation and maximise recycling, the options for waste minimisation, 
recycling, treatment, storage, collection, transport and disposal for waste arisings 
from the RTT have also been examined. Procedures for waste reduction and 
management are considered and mitigation measures for minimising the impacts 
of the wastes have been recommended for the implementation by the RTT 
operator. 

GOVERNMENT LEGISLATION AND STANDARDS 

General 

The following legislation covers, or has some bearing upon, the handling, 
treatment and disposal of wastes in Hong Kong: 

• Waste Disposal Ordinance (Cap 354); 
• Waste Disposal (Chemical Waste) (General) Regulation (Cap 354); 
• Crown Land Ordinance (Cap 28); and 
• Public Health and Municipal Services Ordinance (Cap 132) - Public Cleansing and 

Prevention of Nuisances (Urban Council) and (Regional Council) By-laws. 

Waste Disposal Ordinance 

The Waste Disposal Ordinance (WDO) prohibits the unauthorised disposal of 
wastes, with waste defined as any substance or article which is abandoned. 
Construction waste is not directly defined in the WDO but is considered to fall 
within the category of "trade waste". Trade waste is defined as waste from any 
trade, manufacturer or business, or any waste building, or civil engineering 
materials, but does not include animal waste. 

Under the WDO, wastes can only be disposed of at a licensed site. A breach of 
these regulations can lead to the imposition of a fine and/ or a prison sentence. 
The WDO also provides for the issuing of licences for the collection and 
transport of wastes. Licences are not, however, currently issued for the 
collection and transport of construction and/or trade wastes. 

Waste Disposal (Chemical Waste) (General) Regulation (Cap 354) 

Chemical wastes as defined under the Waste Disposal (Chemical Waste) (General) 
Regulation includes any substance being scrap material, or unwanted substances 
specified under Schedule 1 of the Regulation, if such substance or chemical occurs 
in such a form, quantity or concentration so as to cause pollution or constitute.a 
danger to health or risk of pollution to the environment. 
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6.2.4 

6.2.5 

A person should not produce, or cause to be produced, chemical wastes unless 
. he is registered with the Environmental Protection Department (EPD). Any 

person who contravenes this requirement commits an offence and is liable, upon 
conviction for a first offence, to a fine of up to HK$200,000 and to imprisonment 
for up to 6 months. The current fee for registration is HK$240. 

Producers of chemical wastes must treat their wastes utilising on-site plant 
licensed by EPD or have a licensed collector take the wastes to a licensed facility. 
For each consignment of wastes, the waste producer, collector and disposer of 
the wastes must sign all relevant parts of a computerised trip ticket The transfer 
of wastes from cradle to grave can therefore be traced. 

The Regulation prescribes the storage facilities to be provided on site including 
labelling and warning signs. To minimise the risks of pollution and danger to 
human health or life, the waste producer is required to prepare and make 
available written procedures to be observed in the case of emergencies due to 
spillage, leakage or accidents arising from the storage of chemical wastes. He 
must also provide employees with training in such procedures. 

Crown Land Ordinance 

Construction wastes which are wholly inert may be taken to public dumps. 
Public dumps usually form part of land reclamation schemes and are operated 
by the Civil Engineering Department The Crown Land Ordinance requires that 
dumping licences are obtained by individuals or companies who deliver suitable 
construction wastes to public dumps. The licences are issued by the CED under 
delegated authority from the Director of Lands. 

Individual licences and windscreen stickers are issued for each vehicle involved. 
Under the licence conditions public dumps will accept only inert building debris, 
soil, rock and broken concrete. There is no size limitation on the rock and broken 
concrete, and a small amount of timber mixed with inert material is permissible. 
The material should, however, be free from marine mud, household refuse, 
plastic, metal, industrial and chemical waste, animal and vegetable matter and 
other material considered unsuitable by the dump supervisor. 

Public Cleansing and Prevention of Nuisances By-laws 

These By-laws provide a further control on the illegal tipping of wastes on 
unauthorised (unlicensed) sites. The illegal dumping of wastes can lead to fines 
of up to HK$ 10,000 and imprisonment for up to 6 months. 

Additional Guidelines 

Other 'guideline' documents which detail how the Contractor should comply 
with the regulations are as follows: 

• Waste Disposal Plan for Hong Kong (December 1989), Planning, Environment and 
Lands Branch Government Secretariat. 

• Environmental Guidelines for Planning In Hong Kong (1990), Hong Kong Planning 
and Standards Guidelines, Hong Kong Government. 

• New Disposal Arrangements for Construction Waste (1992), Environmental 
Protection Department & Civil Engineering Department. 
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6.3 

6.4 

6.4.1 

6.4.2 

• Code oj Practice on the Packaging, Labelling and Storage ajChemical Wastes (1992), 
Environmental Protection Department. 

SENSITIVE RECEIVERS AND BASELINE CONDITIONS 

The sensitive receivers for the RTT with respect to waste management, have been 
identified in Sections 3, 4 and 5 which relate to water, air and noise impacts 
respectively. These receivers may be affected by the storage, handling, 
collection, transport and disposal of waste generated by the construction and 
operation of the RTT. Baseline conditions have also been described in the 
previous sections. 

CONSTRUCTION IMPACT 

General 

The construction of the RTT will involve the following construction works for: 

• dredging; 
• quaywall construction; 
• reclamation; 

I 

• reclamation surcharging; 
• . seawall construction; 
• services; 
• surface works; and 
• terminal buildings. 

Potential Sources of Impact 

General 

Construction activities will result in the generation of a variety of wastes which 
can be divided into distinct categories based on their contents, as follows: 

• excavated inert material, 
• construction and demolition waste; 
• chemical waste; and 
• general refuse. 

The volumes and nature of each of these waste types arising from the 
construction of the RTT are identified below. 

Excavated Materials 

Excavated material is defined as inert virgin or reclamation fill material removed 
from the ground and sub-surface. The material arising at the RTT will comprise 
of mainly recently placed reclamation fill material. 

The RTT development will generate small amounts of excavated materials, 
primarily as a result of foundation construction. It is likely that these materials 
will be reused on site. 
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Construction Waste 

Construction waste comprises unwanted materials generated during 
construction, including rejected structures and materials, materials which have 
been over ordered or are surplus to requirements and materials used and 
discarded. Construction waste will arise from a number of different activities 
carried out by the Contractor during construction and maintenance activities, 
and may in,clude: 

• wood from formwork; 
• equipment and vehicle maintenance parts; 
• materials and equipment wrappings; 
• unusable cement/ grouting mixes; and 
• damaged 'or contamipated construction materials. 

It is expected that the volume of construction waste generated by the RTT 
construction activities will not differ significantly from other similar projects, 
which suggest a level of approximately 20 cubic metres per month. 

At the completion of the construction works any noise enclosures erected to 
reduce noise emanating from construction activities will be dismantled, 
producing a small amount of additional construction waste. 

Chemical Waste 

Chemical Waste, as defined under the Waste Disposal (Chemical Waste) (Genera/) 
Regulation, includes any substance being scrap material, or unwanted substances 
specified under Schedule 1 of the Regulation. A complete list of such substances is 
provided under the Regulation, however substances likely to be generated by 
construction activities will for the most part arise from the maintenance of 
equipment. These may include, but need not be limited to the following: 

• scrap batteries or spent acid/alkali from their maintenance; 
• . used engine oil from oil changing; 
• hydraulic fluids; 
• used air, oil and fuel filters from machinery; 
• spent mineral oils/ cleaning fluids from mechanical machining, including 

materials used in tunnel boring; and 
• spent solvents/solutions, which may be halogenated, from equipment 

cleaning activities. 

Chemical waste will arise primarily from vehicle maintenance. Estimates 
suggest that monthly arisings at the RTT site will be in the order of a few litres of 
used lubricating oils, a few batteries, and small amounts of all other chemical 
wastes. 

General Refuse . 

The presence of a construction site with large numbers of workers and site offices 
and canteens will result in the generation of a variety of general refuse materials 
requiring disposal. General refuse may include food wastes and packaging, 
waste paper, and packaging from construction materials. 
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6.4.3 

6.4.4 

The RTT construction site is expected to have approximately five hundred 
workers. Estimates based on these figures suggest that the general refuse 
produced by RTT construction will be in the order of two to three hundred 
kilograms per day. 

Assessment Methodology 

The assessment of environmental impacts from waste generation is based on 
three factors: 

• the type of waste generated; 
• the amount of principal waste types generated; and 
• the proposed recycling, storage, transport, treatment and disposal methods, 

and the impacts of these methods. 

Prediction and Evaluation of Impacts 

The nature and amount of the waste arisings from the construction of the RTT 
and the potential environmental impacts from waste handling, storage, transport 
and disposal are discussed in detail below under the headings of each waste 
type. 

Excavated Materials 

There will only be small volumes of excavated material generated by the RTT 
construction and these are likely to be reused on site. If excavated materials 
require disposal off-site they will be transported to a reclamation fill or public 
dump site. The potential water, air and noise impacts from the construction 
excavation works are covered in Section 3, 4 and 5 respectively. 

Construction Waste 

The storage, handling, transport and disposal of construction wastes have the 
potential to create similar visual, water, dust and noise impacts as the storage 
and disposal of excavated materials. 

The disposal of construction wastes is unlikely to raise any long term concerns 
because of the inert nature of most construction w.astes. To conserve void space 
at landfill sites, construction waste must not be disposed of at a landfill site if it 
contains more than 20% inert material by volume. It is therefore good practice 
to segregate wastes at construction sites before disposing of inert materials at 
public dumps for reclamation works and putrescible materials at a controlled 
landfill site. The production of construction wastes should be minimised by the 
careful control of ordering procedures to avoid the purchase of surplus 
materials. 

The avoidance of over ordering and the segregation of materials will 
reduce/minimise waste arisings requiring landfill disposal which will also assist 
in minimising costs should landfill charges be introduced. 

Construction/demolition wastes currently form approximately 35% of the 
annual take-up of the limited landfill void available in Hong Kong, although this 
proportion has varied widely over recent years. Therefore, it is important to 
minimise, wherever possible, the wastes being delivered to landfill. 
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Chemical Waste 

Chemical wastes may pose serious environmental and health and safety hazards 
if nQt stored and disposed of in an appropriate manner as outlined in the Waste 
Disposal (Chemical Waste) (General) Regulation and the Code of Practice on the 
Packaging, Labelling and Storage of Chemical Wastes. These hazards include: 

• toxic effects to workers; 
• adverse effects on air, water and land from spills or leakage; 
• fire hazards; and 
• disruption of sewage treatment works if waste enters the sewage system. 

Chemical wastes will arise principally as a result of maintenance activities. It is 
difficult to quantify the amount of chemical waste which will arise from the 
construction activities since it will be highly dependent on the Contractor's on
site maintenance intentions and the numbers of plant and vehicles utilised. 
However, it is anticipated that volumes will be relatively small. 

General Refuse 

The storage of general refuse has the potential to give rise to a variety of adverse 
environmental impacts. These include odour if waste is not collected frequently 
(eg. daily), windblown litter, water quality impacts if wast~ enters water bodies, 
and visual impact. The site may also attract insects, vermin and other animals if 
the waste storage area is not well maintained and cleaned regularly. In addition, 
disposal of wastes, at sites other than approved landfills, can also lead to similar 
adverse impacts at those sites. 

Marine Dredged Sediments 

As described on Section 3 a minimal dredge solution has been developed to 
reduce the total dredging requirements. Based on the RTT site investigations 
undertaken, it has been estimated that a total of around 3,300,OOOm' of mud will 
have to be removed of which 200,OOOm' will be seriously contaminated. It is 
recommended the seriously contaminated (Class C) mud will be disposed of at 
East Sha Chau CMPs. The disposal will be controlled by the permit conditions 
issued by DEP under the Dumping at Sea Ordinance. Environmental impacts 
arising from marine dredged sediments are discussed in Section 3. 

The environmental impacts from the various waste types, with the exception of 
marine dredged sediments are summarised in Table 6.4b. 
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Summary o/Waste Management Impacts 

Waste Type 

Excavated materials' 

Construction Waste 

Chemical waste 

General refuse 

Marine Dredged 
Material 

Mitigation Measures 

Introduction 

General Evaluation 

The small volumes of excavated materials generated will be reused on 
site. There will be minimal environmental impact arising from the 
excavation and handling of excavated materials. 

An estimated 20 m3 of construction waste may arise per month at the 
RTT site. 

At the RTT site, monthly arisings of a few litres of used engine oils are 
expected from maintenance of plant and equipment. Storage, 
handling, transport and disposal must be in accordance with the Code 
of Practice on the Packaging, Labelling and Storage of Chemical Wastes. 
Provided that this occurs, and chemical wastes are disposed of at a 
licensed facility, the activities should be in compliance will all relevant 
regulations and there will be minimal environmental impact. 

200-300 kg per day of general refuse are expected to be generated. If 
good practice is adhered to and all feasible avoidance, reuse and 
recycling opporhmities are taken, there should be minimal 
environmental impact. 

A total of 3,300,OOOm3 of mud of which 200,OOOm3 will be seriously 
contaminated. This issue has been dealt with in Section 3. 

This section sets out recycling storage, transportation and disposal measures 
which are recommended to avoid or minimise potential adverse impacts 
associated with waste arisings from the construction of the RTT under the 
headings of each waste type. The Contractor should incorporate these 
recommendations into a comprehensive on-site waste management plan. Such 
management plans should incorporate site specific factors, such as the 
designation of areas for the segregation and temporary storage of reusable and 
recyclable materials. 

Waste Management Hierarchy 

Various options within waste management can be categorised in terms of 
preference from an environmental viewpoint. The options considered to be 
more preferable have the least impacts and are more sustainable in a long term 
context. Hence, the hierarchy is as follows: 

• avoidance and minimisation, ie not generating waste through changing or 
. improving processes; 

• reuse of materials, thus avoiding disposal (generally with only limited 
reprocessing); 

• recovery and recycling, thus avoiding disposal (although reprocessing may be 
required); and 

• treatment and disposal, according to relevant laws, guidelines and good 
practice. 

The Waste Disposal Authority should be consulted by the Contractor on the final 
disposal of wastes. 
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This hierarchy should be used to evaluate waste management options, thus 
allowing maximum waste reduction and often reducing costs. For example, by 
reducing or eliminating over-ordering of construction materials, waste is 
avoided and costs are reduced both in terms of purchasing materials and in 
disposing of wastes. 

Excavated Inert Materials 

Excavated materials are not considered likely to cause adverse impacts, since 
they will be reused on site. As such, mitigation measures are not considered 
necessary. 

Any uncontaminated inert materials which cannot be reused on site may be 
delivered to public dumps and fill sites. Excavated materials should be 
segregated from other wastes to avoid contamination thereby ensuring 
acceptability at fill sites or public dumps and avoiding the need for disposal at 
landfill. 

The volumes of materials which may arise at the RTT are very small and 
therefore it is anticipated that no disposal difficulties will occur: 
Construction Waste 

It has been estimated that approximately 600m3 of construction wastes will arise 
through the construction of RTT. In order to minimise waste arisings and keep 
environmental impacts within acceptable levels, the mitigation measures 
described below should be adopted. 

Careful planning and good site management can minimise over ordering and 
waste of materials such as concrete, mortars and cement grouts. The design of 
formwork should maximise the use of standard wooden panels so that high 
reuse levels can be achieved. Alternatives such as steel formwork or plastic 
facing should be considered to increase the potential for reuse. 

The requirements for the handling and disposal of bentonite slurries should 
follow the Practice Note For Professional Persons, Construction Site Drainage 
Professional Persons Consultative Committee, 1994 (ProPECC PN 1/94). 

The Contractor should recycle as much as possible of the construction waste 
on-site. Proper segregation of wastes on site will.increase the feasibility of 
recycling certain components of the waste stream by recycling contractors. 
Concrete and masonry can be ground up and used as fill and steel reinforcing 
bar can be used by scrap steel mills. Different areas can be deSignated for the 
storage and processing of the various materials which may be recycled 
depending on site specific conditions. 

In accordance with the New Disposal Arrangements for Construction Waste, 
Environmental Protection Department and Civil Engineering Department, 1992, 
disposal of construction waste can either be at a specified landfill, or at a public 
dumps, with the lalter being the preferred option. Construction wastes should 
be segregated from other wastes to avoid contamination thereby ensuring 
acceptability at public dumps and avoiding the need for disposal at landfill. 

If landfill disposal has to be used, the wastes will most likely be delivered to the 
SENT and NENT Landfill. 
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Chemical Waste 

Chemical waste that is produced, as defined by Schedule 1 of the Waste Disposal 
(Chemical Waste) (Genera/) Regulation 1992, should be handled in accordance with 
the Code of Practice on the Packaging, Labelling and Storage of Chemical Wastes as 
follows. 

Containers used for the storage of chemical wastes should: 

• be suitable for the substance they are holding, resistant to corrosion, 
maintained in a good condition, and securely closed; 

• have a capacity of less than 450 I unless the specifications have been approved 
by the EPD; and 

• display a label in English and Chinese in accordance with instructions 
prescribed in Schedule 2 of the Regulations. 

The storage area for chemical wastes should: 

• be clearly labelled and used solely for the storage of chemical waste; 

• be enclosed on at least 3 sides; 

• have an impermeable floor and bunding, of capacity to accommodate 110% of 
the volume of the largest container or 20% by volume of the chemical waste 
stored in that area, whichever is the greatest; 

• have adequate ventilation; 

• be covered to prevent rainfall entering (water collected within the bund must 
be tested and disposed as chemical waste if necessary); and 

• be arranged such as to separate incompatible materials. 

Disposal of chemical waste should: 

• be via a licensed waste collector; and 

• be to a facility licensed to receive chemical wast(!, such as the Chemical Waste 
Treatment Facility which also offers both a chemical waste collection service 
and can supply the necessary storage containers; or 

• be to a reuser or recycler of the waste, under approval from the EPD. 

The Centre for Environmental Technology operates a Waste Exchange Scheme 
which can assist in finding receivers or buyers for waste materials. 

General Refuse 

General refuse generated on-site should be stored in enclosed bins or compaction 
units separate from construction and chemical wastes. A reputable waste 
collector should be employed by the Contractor to remove general refuse from 
the site, separately from construction and chemical wastes, on a daily or every 
second day basis to minimise odour, pest and litter impacts. The burning of 
refuse on construction sites is prohibited by law. 
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General refuse is generated largely by food service activities on site, so reusable 
rather than disposable dishware should be used if feasible. Aluminium cans are 
often recovered from the waste stream by individual collectors if they are 
segregated or easily accessible, so separate, labelled bins should be provided if 
feasible. 

Office wastes can be reduced through recycling of paper if volumes are large 
enough to warrant collection. Participation in a local collection scheme should 
be considered if one is available. 

Summary 

This section describes waste management requirements and provides practical 
actions which can be taken to minimise the impacts arising as a result of the 
generation, storage, handling, transport and disposal of wastes. 

Waste reduction is best achieved at the planning and design stage, as well as by 
ensuring that processes are run in the most efficient way. Good management 
and control can prevent the generation of significant amounts of waste. For 
unavoidable wastes, reuse, recycling and optimal disposal are most practical 
when segregation occurs on the construction site, as follows: 

• excavated material (inert) suitable for reuse or fill; 
• construction waste (inert) for disposal at public dump; 
• construction waste (non inert) for landfill; 
• chemical waste; and 
• general refuse. 

The criteria for sorting solid waste is described in the New Disposal Arrangements 
for Construction Waste. Waste containing in excess of 20% by volume of inerts 
should be segregated from waste with a larger proportion of putrescible 
material. 

Proper storage and site practices will minimise the damage or contamination of 
construction materials. On site measures may be implemented which promote 
the proper disposal of wastes once off-site. For example having separate skips 
for inert wastes (rubble, sand, stone, etc) and non-inert wastes (wood, organics, 
etc) would help ensure that the former are taken to public dumps, while the 
latter are properly disposed of at controlled landfills. Since waste brought to 
public dumps will not attract a charge, while those brought to landfill may be 
charged, separating waste may also help to reduce waste disposal costs, should 
landfill charging be introduced. 

Specifically, it is recommended that: 

• wastes should be handled and stored in a manner which ensures that they are 
held securely without loss or leakage thereby minimising the potential for 
·pollution; 

• only reputable waste collectors authorised to collect the specific category of 
waste concerned should be employed; 

• removal of demolition wastes should coincide with the demolition work; 
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6.5 

6.5.1 

6.5.2 

• appropriate measures should be employed to minimise windblown litter and 
dust during transportation by either covering trucks or transporting wastes in 
enclosed containers; 

• the necessary waste disposal permits should be obtained from the appropriate 
authorities, if they are required, in accordance with the Waste Disposal 
Ordinance (Cap 354), Waste Disposal (Chemical Waste) (General) Regulation (Cap 
354) and the Crown Land Ordinance (Cap 28); 

• collection of general refuse should be carried out frequently, preferably daily; 

• waste should only be disposed of at licensed sites and site staff and the civil 
engineering Contractor should develop procedures to ensure that illegal 
disposal of wastes does not occur; 

• waste storage areas should be well maintained and cleaned regular! y; and 

• records should be maintained of the quantities of wastes generated, recycled 
and disposed, determined by weighing each load or by another method. 

Training and instruction of construction staff should be given at the site to 
increase awareness and draw attention to waste management issues and the 
need to minimise waste generation. The training requirements should be 
included in the site waste management plan. 

OPERATIONAL IMPACTS 

General 

This section describes the likely waste streams arising from the operation of the 
RTT and details the waste management mitigation measures which are 
recommended. 

Potential Sources of Impact 

General 

The facilities and activities which may generate wastes during operation of the 
RTT include: 

• RTT offices, canteen and staff; 
• unpacking and packing of containers; 
• servicing of marine vessels; 
• maintenance of building services at the RTT, such as ventilation and lifts; 
• maintenance of the plant and equipment at the RTT; and 
• any renovation or modification to the RTT. 

Waste arisings will be generated typically consist of general refuse, industrial 
waste and chemical waste, although some construction wastes may arise from 
renovation or modification works. 

A waste management area has been designated for the storage and handling of 
wastes at the RTT. It is envisaged that waste containers units will be located 
within the waste management area. 
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6.5.3 

6.5.4 

General Refuse 

General refuse will be generated by the servicing of marine vessels and the 
offices, canteens and staff at the RTT. Based on similar operations to that of the 
RTT, the general refuse is likely to be composed of food waste, wood, plastic, 
office wastes, paper, old tins/containers, cleaning materials and miscellaneous 
other wastes produced during daily activities. 

Industrial Waste 

The main source of industrial waste will arise from the unpacking and repacking 
of containerised goods. Damaged or contaminated goods may also require 
disposal. In addition industrial waste, such as waste metals and tyres, will be 
generated from the maintenance workshop and the maintenance and upkeep of 
the plant and equipment at the RTT. 

Chemical Waste 

Chemical wastes will be generated from the maintenance of plant and equipment 
at the maintenance workshop. These may include, but need not be limited to the 
following: 

• aste oils and solvents; 
• scrap batteries or spent acid/alkali from their maintenance; and 
• spent solvents/solutions, which may be halogenated, from equipment 

cleaning activities. 

Chemical wastes may also arise from the disposal of damaged or contaminated 
goods. 

Assessment Methodology 

The assessment of environmental impacts from waste generation is based on 
three factors: 

• the type of waste generated; 
• the amount of principal waste types generated; and 
• the proposed recycling, storage, transport, treatment and disposal methods, 

and the impacts of these methods, 

Prediction and Evaluation of Impacts 

General Refuse 

The RTT may generate approximately 15 m3 of general refuse per day from the 
offices, canteen and staff at the RTT of which a significant proportion will be 
paper. 

The volumes of waste arisings from marine vessels cannot easily be determined. 
However, it is estimated that 20kg per vessel per visit, may arise. If 120 vessels 
per day are using the RTT facility then a total of 2,400kg/day of marine vessel 
waste will be generated. At a waste density of 0.lt/m3 the total volume of waste 
from marine vessels will be 24m3 / day. 
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A sewage collection point will be available at the RTT for the discharge of 
sewage from the marine vessels using the RTT. The collection point will be 
located next to the marine fuelling point. This will be a pumped system 
connected directly to the general sewer. 

There are a variety of impacts associated with the storage and handling of waste 
which can largely be controlled by good practice. Litter may accumulate on or 
near to the RTT site if waste is not properly collected, stored, handled, 
transported and disposed of in accordance with good management practice. 

Contaminated water or leachate may arise if the waste is not properly stored in 
the enclosed bins or the waste management area or if it is not entirely emptied 
during collections. The future use of waste compaction units may also create 
leachate and, therefore, when installed will require that provisions should be 
made for its collection, storage and treatment. 

Pests and vermin may be attracted to the waste if the waste is not properly 
contained, and if the storage area is not regularly cleaned and well maintained. 
Odour problems may be caused if the waste management area is not properly 
cleaned and emptied frequently. Other impacts may occur if wastes other than 
the approved types are allowed to be deposited at the waste management area 
(such as chemical or hazardous wastes). 

Industrial waste 

The main source of industrial waste will be from the unpacking and repacking of 
containerised goods. It has been estimated from a review of similar operations 
that approximatel y 20 to 30m3 

/ day of waste may be generated, dependent upon 
the quantities of materials being handled at the RTT. 

A total of up to 10 large waste tyres/month from major items of plant such as 
front loaders and up to 100 tyres/month from transport vehicles such as trailers 
and buses will be created. The waste tyres will be taken to landfill for disposal 
or may be retreaded, if they remain in a suitable condition. 

It is anticipated that the maintenance workshop will generate less than 1m3 of 
ferrous and non-ferrous scrap per month. Non-chemical industrial waste 
arisings during maintenance activities in the workshop will usually be limited to 
cleaning wastes, such as rags and empty detergent containers. . 

Maintenance of the RTT or renovation work may generate more Significant 
amounts of waste, on an irregular basis, depending on particular needs and 
projects. 

Industrial wastes have the potential to create similar environmental impacts to 
general refuse as described above, particularly if they have a high organiC 
content. 

Chemical waste 

Chemical waste may be generated from plant and equipment maintenance. It is 
anticipated that the workshop will generate the following chemical wastes as: 

• waste oils (6m3 / month) and solvents; and 
• waste battery liquids (40l/month) and other equipment containing chemicals. 
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6.5.5 

It is considered that no unacceptable environmental impacts will occur provided 
that chemical wastes are handled in accordance with the Waste Disposal (Chemical 
Waste) (Genera/) Regulation and delivered to a facility licensed to receive chemical 
wastes. 

Mitigation Measures 

General 

This Section sets out the recycling, treatment, storage, transportation and 
disposal options which may be implemented to avoid or minimise potential 
adverse impacts associated with waste arisings from the operation of the RTT 
under the headings of each waste type. These options should be considered and 
the recommendations incorporated into a comprehensive on-site waste 
management plan. Such waste management plans should incorporate site 
specific factors, such as the designation of areas for the segregation and 
temporary storage of reusable and recyclable mat!!rials. 

Waste Management Hierarchy 

The waste management strategy for the RTT operation should follow the waste 
management hierarchy as discussed below. 

• Waste Avoidance and Minimisation To mitigate the potential adverse impacts 
due to the generation of solid waste, waste reduction measures should be 
used where feasible, particularly if this will lead to reduced costs and 
increased efficiency for the RTT. Such measures may include eliminating 
unnecessary waste from maintenance processes and eliminating or reducing 
transport packaging where the operator has direct control. . 

• Recycling and Reuse For the remaining solid waste, recyclable and reusable 
portions should be separated out where practical. Recyclable wastes (eg 
paper and scrap metals) should be separated and stored until collected by a 
recycling contractor. Segregated materials should be stored in tidy, dry 
conditions to prevent intermingling and contamination of materials. 

• Treatment and Disposal All wastes which cannot feasibly be recycled or 
reused, should be disposed of to landfill, or if chemical or other dangerous 
wastes, to the Chemical Waste Treatment Facility (CWTF), as follows: 

• general refuse and industrial waste should be transported by a reputable 
private waste collector and disposed of at the WENT Landfill; and 

• chemical waste as defined by Schedule 1 of the Waste Disposal (Chemical 
Waste) (General) Regulation, should be stored in accordance with approved 
methods defined in the Regulations and the chemical waste, transported 
by a party licensed to transport chemical wastes by the EPD and disposed 
of at a facility licensed to receive chemical wastes by EPD. 

Based on the above principles, mitigation measures for the three operational 
waste types are given below. 
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General Refuse 

Considerable scope exists to take waste reduction and management into account 
at the detailed design stage of the RTT, particularly within the waste 
management area, by providing spaces or facilities for the segregation and 
storage of recyclable materials. 

Waste collection bins will be strategically located around the site for the . 
collection of wastes. The bins will be emptied daily by a refuse collection vehicle 
which may discharge the waste into a compaction unit located in the waste 
management area or take the waste directly to a landfill for disposal. The 
containerised waste held in the compaction unit or stored in the waste 
management area should be transported daily for landfill disposal. In the initial 
stages of operation the waste collection bins may be emptied by a reputable 
waste collector for direct disposal at landfill without passing through the waste 
management area. 

The arisings of general refuse at the RTT may contain recyclable elements. 
Aluminium, paper and paperboard may be present in quantities large enough to 
warrant the provision of separate bins for their collection, the contents of which 
could be collected by or sold to recycling contractors. It may also be feasible to 
segregate organic materials, in particular food waste, for use as a composting 
medium. Organic materials have a high water content and may generate 
leachates and strong odours and therefore should be stored in sealed containers 
and collected daily. 

General refuse from the RTT would most likely be taken directly to the WENT 
landfill by private contractors 

Industrial Waste 

Scrap metals can be recycled, depending upon the types of metals, the volumes 
arising and the ease of separation from other material types. Aluminium, copper 
and brass have relatively high values and if separated, a recycling contractor will 
probably be willing to collect and pay for the metals. Scrap iron and steel are of 
lower value and must be accumulated in larger volumes before collection 
becomes worthwhile. 

Other industrial wastes should be handled, transported, collected and disposed 
in the same way as that for general refuse described above. 

Chemical Waste 

Under the Waste Disposal (Chemical Waste) (General) Regulation, chemical waste 
producers should register with EPD. Chemical wastes should be transported by 
a registered chemical wastes collector to a facility licensed to receive chemical 
wastes. 

Chemical waste should be stored in appropriately safe and resistant containers, 
labelled, and in an appropriate store area, in accordance with the Waste Disposal 
(Chemical Waste)(General) Regulation, as discussed in Section 6.4.5. Enviropace, the 
operator of the CWTF, supplies approved containers for chemical waste which 
can be replaced with each collection. 
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6.6 

6.6.1 

6.6.2 

Oils and solvents can be recycled, or reused as fuel, depending upon their 
chemical nature and level of contamination. Transportation of used oils and 
other chemicals for reuse, recycling or disposal requires a chemical waste licence 
from the EPO. Other recycling options may be arranged, for instance through 
the Waste Exchange Scheme operated by the Centre for Environmental 
Technology. 

Specifically, the chemical waste streams should be handled as follows. 

• The maintenance workshop should utilise effective means of capturing waste 
oils and lubricants during maintenance. Such materials should be handled as 
chemical waste and delivered to a licensed facility for recycling or disposal. 

• Waste batteries and other components containing or contaminated with 
chemical should be disposed of by a registered chemical waste contractor. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Constntction Wastes 

With the exception of marine sediments to be dredged, which have been 
minimised through engineering design, it is likely that only small quantities of 
excavated materials and construction chemical and general waste will be 
generated by the construction of the RTT. However, mitigation measures 
relating to good practice have been recommended to ensure that adverse impacts 
are prevented and that the opportunities for waste minimisation and recycling 
are taken. 

Operation Wastes 

The level of general refuse produced by the RTT operation is not expected to be 
unduly high, but measures will be taken to avoid and recycle wastes. Chemical 
waste arisings from maintenance activities will be limited to plant and 
equipment maintenance. 

Mitigation will include ad hoc auditing of each waste stream should be carried 
out periodically by the RTT contractor or operator, as appropriate, during the 
construction and operation of the RTT. The audit should determine if wastes are 
being managed in accordance with approved procedures and the site waste 
management plan and if waste reduction targets are being achieved and could be 
improved. The audits should look at all aspects of waste management including 
waste generation, storage, recycling, treatment, transport, and disposal. 

Presuming that the re.commendations put forward in this report are 
conscientiously acted upon, no waste related regulatory non-compliances should 
occur as a result of the storage, handling, collection, transport, and disposal of 
wastes arising from the construction and operation of the RTT. 
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7.1 

7.2 

ECOLOGY 

INTRODUCTION 

This section presents an assessment of the potential ecological impacts arising 
from the construction and operation of the River Trade Terminal (RTT) in Area 
38, Tuen Mun. Key issues of concern are: 

• Benthic Fauna; 
• Commercial Fisheries; 
• Chinese White Dolphin (Sousa chinensis); and 
• Terrestrial Ecology and Littoral Habitats. 

The previously endorsed Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA did not include consideration 
of impacts of RTT construction or operation on marine benthos, commercial 
fisheries or Chinese White Dolphins. Therefore, this EIA for the RTT has 
included an assessment of these possible impacts. A review of the terrestrial 
ecology has also been conducted, based on previous studies. 

STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS AND EVALUATION CRITERIA 

Legislative and regulatory controls which apply to marine species include: 

• The Animals and Plants (Protection of Endangered Species) Ordinance (Cap.IS7) 
1988, which for the marine environment of Hong Kong includes the 
protection of all cetaceans and sea turtles; 

• The Wild Animals Protection Ordinance (Cap. 170) 1980 which protects all 
cetaceans; 

• The Fisheries Protection Ordinance (Cap.171), 1987, which provides for the 
conservation of fish and other aquatic life and regulates fishing practices; 

• The Convention on the International Trade in Endangered Species of Flora and Fauna 
(CITES), which lists the Chinese White Dolphin (Sousa chinensis) in Appendix 
One; 

• The specific water quality (55) criterion for the Ma Wan mariculture zone in Hong 
Kong set by Agriculture and Fisheries Department (AFD) which states that 55 
levels should not exceed 50 mg 1-1 or exceed by 100% the highest level 
recorded at the area during the five years prior to commencement of works in 
the vicinity. 

There are no regulatory criteria to evaluate the impact of developments upon 
ecological resources. Therefore, for the purposes of this report, two means of 
evaluating such impacts have been defined. The first considers the conservation 
significance of individual species and communities and is based on a number of 
factors induding rarity, ecological importance and in the case of communities, 
diversity, The second criteria is the commercial value of the community or 
species in question. 
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7.3 

7.3.1 

7.3.2 

Table 7.3a 

EXISTING ECOLOGICAL CONDITIONS 

The environment in Hong Kong's western waters is largely influenced by the 
seasonal fluctuations in fresh water discharge from the Pearl River and is 
predominantly estuarine in nature. The communities in the north western waters 
differ from those found in the eastern waters, which are predominantl y 
influenced by marine waters. 

Benthic Environment 

The ecology of southern Deep Bay, the shoreline of the Urmston Road, the 
eastern part of Brothers-Ma Wan Channels, North Lantau and Sha Chau consists 
of semi-tropical marine and estuarine biota. Coastal waters in the area lie in the 
transition zone between the predominantly marine waters of Hong Kong and 
estuarine waters dominated by the freshwater discharge from the Pearl River. 

The marine ecological resources in the general area surrounding the proposed 
RTT are mainly concentrated along the Urmston Road Channel. The RTT site 
itself consists of the ongoing Area 38 SIA Reclamation to the west and the 
existing sloping concrete seawall of the existing Pillar Point Sewage Treatment 
Works. 

The benthic biota of the Area 38 natural shoreline consists primarily of soft, 
muddy bottom species, but the diversity is typically less than that reported in 
more open marine conditions south of Lantau, Lamma, and Hong Kong Island, 
and east of Hong Kong and the New Territories. The biota is dominated by 
urchins, the snail Turritella, worms and crabs and is similar to that found in the 
vicinity of Castle Peak Power Station and from more easterly areas of Deep Bay. 
Various species of jellyfish, crabs, shrimps and fish can also be found. 

Commercial Fisheries 

Commercial fisheries productivity for Hong Kong waters can be generally be 
divided into eastern and western waters. A preliminary estimate of fisheries 
production in the waters around the RTT has been derived from data being 
collected in the ongOing AFD - Study of Fisheries Resources and Fishing Operations 
in Hong Kong Waters. Data collected from two stations in the area (Il6 and Il7) 
were used to generate a preliminary estimate of productivity (measured in 
g m·2) and are summarised in Table 7.3a. 

Fisheries Productivity of RIT Waters 

Station Dale of Trawls (1996) Area Surveyed Catch 

T16 27 February, 30 April, 23 May 7650m' 5901g 

T17 6 March, 30 April, 23 May 7650m' 12156g 

T2 4 March, 27 April, 20 May 7650m' 18548& 

The current estimates of productivity (for the period March to May 1996) is 1.59 
g m·2 for trammel net station Il7 (near Sha Chau), and 0.77 g m·2 for trammel net 
station Il6 (near the Brothers Islands). This is relatively low when compared to a 
typical station from the eastern waters of Hong Kong, station T2, which has the 
highest productivity with a productivity estimate of 2.43 g m" (Figure 7.3a). 
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7.3.3 

7.3.4 

7.4 

7.4.1 

Chinese White Dolphin (Sousa chinensis) 

More than twelve species of marine mammal occur in Hong Kong waters, 
however, only the Chinese White Dolphin (Sousa chinensis) occurs in the waters 
to the north of Lantau and west of Tuen Mun. Research is currently being 
carried out on this species by the PhD research students of the Swire Institute of 
Marine Science at the University of Hong Kong (SWIMS) and by Dr Thomas 
Jefferson of the Ocean Park Conservation Foundation, funded by AFD. 
However, precise estimates of population are still uncertain but abundance 
estimates are known to number greater than 80 (1) and reach approximately 195 
(2) animals in the North Lantau region. 

The ongoing surveys conducted in the north Lantau area report sightings of 
Sousa chinensis in the general vicinity of the RTT site (Figure 7.3b) (3) However, 
these surveys have found that Sousa tend to concentrate further to the west of the 
RTT around the proposed marine park at Sha Chau and Lung Kwu Chau, the 
Urmston Road and the north east of the Chek Lap'Kok airport platform. 

The dietary preference of Sousa chinellsis and the importance of the area for the 
survival of the species is not known. Hong Kong waters comprise only part of 
their potential range within the Pearl River delta, however, the apparent rarity of 
this species confers a high level of conservation importance to its presence in the 
area. 

Terrestrial Ecology and Littoral Habitats 

An ecological review conducted for the Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA has indicated 
that the area consists of non-pristine areas greatly affected by human activity. 
Within the Study Area, no terrestrial fauna or flora have been identified as rare 
or endangered. The present ecology has thus been altered materially from its 
natural state and thus the conservation significance is considered low due to 
degradation as a result of the adjacent industrial land uses, including a cement 
works, power station and a steel mill. 

POTENTIAL IMPACTS FROM RTT CONSTRUCTION 

Benthic Community 

As described in previous reports, (Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA and the RTT - lElA) 
no unacceptable residual impacts on the benthic environment are expected due 
to the construction of the RTT facility. Sessile organisms living below the area 
due to be reclaimed will be either removed by dredging or buried. The species 
richness (as measured by the number of species present) and abundance (as 
measured by the number of individual organisms present) in the area are both 
low, and the species present are typical of soft bottom communities in Hong 
Kong. Therefore, the impacts arising from the construction of the RTT are not 
considered unacceptable. 

l'l 

Based on the current size of the photo-identification catalogue kept by the Swire Institute of Marine Science of the 
University of Hong Kong 
Dr Thomas Jefferson (1996). Population Ecology of the Indo-Pacific Hump-back Dolphin (Sousa Chinensis) in Hong 
Kong: A Progress Report through June 1996. Presented. at the Colloquium entitled" Development of a 
Management Strategy for Chinese White Dolphin", Hong Kong. July 1996. 
Dr Thomas Jefferson (1996). Population Ecology of the Indo-Pacinc: Hump-bac:k Dolphin (Sousa Chinensis) in Hong 
Kong: A Progress Report through June 1996. Presented at the Colloquium entitled" Development of a 
Management Strategy for Chinese White Dolphin", Hong Kong. July 1996. 
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7.4.3 

7.4.4 

Commercial Fisheries 

Impacts on fisheries due to the construction of the RTT could arise both as a 
result of increased SS levels from dredging and reclamation associated with the 
project, and due to the loss of available habitat (and thus the loss of available 
fishing grounds). There are no fisheries data available for the RTT site itself 
therefore, data from the two nearby stations (116 south east of the Brothers 
Islands, and 117 to the east of Sha Chau and Lung Kwu Chau, shown on Figure 
7.3a), have been used to generate an estimate of productivity for the waters 
around the RTT. It is emphasised that this calculation of abundance is only an 
estimate, as data from these two sites are only available from March to May 1996. 
Therefore, any variations in abundance due to seasonal changes, or long term 
natural population fluctuations cannot be represented. 

The productivity of the area, as measured by g m", is relatively low when 
compared to eastern waters. The present estimate of productivity for the area 
(the mean of 116 and 117) is 1.18 g m", as opposed to 2.43 g m" for station T2 
which is located at the mouth of Tolo Harbour in the eastern waters. Therefore, 
the proposed RTT which has an estimated area of 64.3 ha, would represent an 
estimated instantaneous productivity of 1.18 g m·'. This number, however, may 
be an overestimate, as the proximity to the marine trafficked Urmston Road 
makes this area less conducive to fishing than the two mOnitoring stations used 
to generate this estimate. 

Chinese White Dolphin (Sousa chinensis) 

Sousa have been sighted in the general vicinity of the RTT site during the 
ongoing AFD Dolphin Survey, however they tend to be concentrated further 
west of the RTT site and south of the busy Urmston Road waterway. 
Nevertheless, based on a precautionary principle, it is assumed that construction 
impacts of the RTT might affect Sousa in the area. 

The greatest potential impact to Sousa arising from RTT construction activities is 
expected to be from underwater noise. Dolphins generate sounds to locate prey, 
assess an area for danger, and to locate members of the same species. Many of 
these sounds are very high frequency (ultrasound) and are thus less prone to 
human noise pollution (4). Dolphin communications, however, are mostly in the 
lower frequencies, and are very susceptible to under-water noise pollution and 
masking of sound. Since dolphins are highly social animals which need sound to 
integrate behaviour, especially in murky waters, industrial noises can have 
profound adverse effects on social structure, co-ordinate activities, and efficiency 
of feeding, reproducing, and rearing of young. The varied wide frequency-band 
noises from dredgers and shipping associated with the RTT construction may be 
of particular concern. 

Terrestrial Ecology and Littoral Habitats 

As described in Section 1 the purpose of this ErA for the RTT was to build upon 
the endorsed results of previous relevant studies undertaken. Field visits to 
Tuen Mun Area 38 were undertaken as part of the ecological assessment in the 
Tuen Mun Area 38 ErA, and it was determined that the relative quality of the 
terrestrial ecology and littoral habitat, which would be directly lost as a result of 

'" Richardson, W.J., c.R. Greene Jr., C.L Malme, Denis H. Thomson, S.E. Moore, and B.Wursig. 1990. Effects of Noise 
on Marine Mammals. Final Report to Minerals Management Service, Atlantic OCS Region.. 381 Eldon St., VA 22070 
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SIA and RTT developments, was low. It was noted that the areas to be lost had 
already suffered damage to their terrestrial ecological potential and potential for 
nursery and spawning of marine biota. 

The Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA terrestrial ecological field review indicated that the 
RTT area consists of non-pristine areas greatly affected by human and industrial 
activity. Within the RTT site area, no terrestrial fauna or flora were identified as 
rare or endangered. The field visits concluded that the terrestrial ecology had 
thus been altered materially from its natural state and thus the conservation 
significance in the context of Hong Kong as a whole was considered low due to 
degradation as a result of the adjacent industrial land uses, including a cement 
works, power station and a steel mill. 

The Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA therefore concluded that the proposed development 
works would have minimal impact on the terrestrial and littoral ecology of the 
RTT area. 

In order to verify these findings, field visits were made to the RTT site in January 
1996 and July 1996. These visits confirmed the littoral and terrestrial habitat 
conclusions of the Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA and in fact indicated that further 
ecological degradation of the terrestrial and littoral habitats had occurred 
between the time of the Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA and the present day. It is, 
therefore, concluded that, with regard to the terrestrial and littoral habitat loss, 
the endorsed findings of the Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA are still valid. 

CONSTRUCTION STAGE MITIGATION MEASURES 

As stated previously, no unacceptable impacts are expected to either benthic or 
fisheries resources and therefore no mitigation measures are required. 
Mitigation measures are, however, suggested to minimise the potential impacts 
of RTT construction on Sousa that may be present in the vicinity. As with other 
projects in the area (the Airport Authority Hong Kong (AAHK) Aviation Fuel 
Receiving Facility (AFRF) at Sha Chau) it is suggested that a 500 m "exclusion 
zone" be established during the construction of the RTT. This area would be 
defined as an area 500 m in any direction from the marine construction activity 
(500 m any direction). This area should be visually monitored by trained staff 
before the commencement of each marine based construction activity. If Sousa 
are sighted in this "exclusion zone" work should be delayed until such time as 
the Sousa have left the area. This should reduce the chances of damage to the 
dolphin auditory systems and reduce stress on the animals ariSing from the 
sudden exposure of Sousa to noise. If Sousa are sighted in the "exclusion zone" 
after the works have commenced, no action will be needed, as it is assumed that 
the Sousa are not being adversely affected by the noise. The sole exception to this 
would be if marine based percussive piling were employed. If, during marine 
based percussive piling, Sousa were sighted in the "exclusion zone': it is 
suggested that work should cease until such time as the Sousa had moved 
beyond the 500 m zone. This zone could be effectively reduced, if other 
mitigation measures, such as a bubble curtain which has been used to mitigate 
percussive piling noise from the AAHK AFRF, were employed. However, there 
is no marine based percussive piling planned during construction activities for 
theRTT. 
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7.6 

7.6.1 

7.6.2 

7.6.3 

Additionally, Contractors should ensure that their marine plant machinery 
employed are well maintained, and that silenced marine construction plant are 
employed wherever practicable. 

Finally, as described in Section 3, a minor revision has been made to the detailed 
design of the reprovisioned Pillar Point outfall in order to prevent any need for 
underwater blasting which would be beneficial in terms of Sousa. 

OPERATIONAL IMPACTS OF RIT 

Benthic Community 

No unacceptable residual impacts on the benthic environment are expected to 
arise from the operation of the RTT. Once construction of the RTT has been 
completed, there will be an estimated length of 3000m of seawall available for 
colonisation by benthic organisms. 

Discharges from the replacement Pillar Point sewage outfall may change the 
species composition of the recolonising community. Impacts of the outfall on 
benthic communities will be addressed in the forthCOming EPD study entitled 
Baseline and Performance Verification Monitoring of the Pillar Point Sewage Outfall. 

Commercial Fisheries 

Results show that unacceptable impacts to fisheries ariSing from the operation of 
the RTT are avoided. The RTT may in fact reduce the marine traffic in the area, 
allowing fishing operations to continue with less risk of marine collisions. 

Potential for the bioaccumulation of potentially toxic substances by 
commercially important fisheries species will result in human exposures. It is 
not anticipated that tissue burdens will be elevated due to the replacement of the 
outfall, although this will be comprehensively addressed by the outfall 
monitoring programme in the forthCOming EPD study entitled Baseline and 
Performance Verification Monitoring of the Pillar Point Sewage Outfall. 

Chinese White Dolphin (Sousa chinensis) (5) 

Sousa may increase their use of the waters surrounding the reprovisioned outfall, 
due to the predicted increase in abundance of prey species resulting from the 
outfall. 

It should, however, be noted that the reprovisioned outfall will replace the 
existing outfall and that no additional impacts are expected. The implications of 
any increased use of the waters surrounding the repro visioned outfall on Sousa 
will be addressed in detail in the forthcoming EPD study entitled Baseline and 
Performance Verification Monitoring of the Pillar Point Sewage Outfall to be 
commenced in late 1996. 

'" North Lantau Development Report - Topic Report TR22, June 1993, Matt MacDonald Hong Kong Ltd. 
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7.7 

7.8 

7.8.1 

7.8.2 

7.8.3 

OPERATION STAGE MITIGATION MEASURES 

No measures are proposed to mitigate operational impacts to terrestrial ecology, 
benthos or fisheries in the area, as no unacceptable residual impacts arising from 
the project are expected. 

The operational stage of the reprovised outfall will be closely monitored and 
included as part of the forthcoming EPD study entitled Baseline and Performance 
Verification Monitoring of the Pillar Point Sewage Outfall to be commenced in late 
1996. 

Regardless of whether Sousa presently feed in the vicinity of the proposed Pillar 
Point sewage outfall, it is possible that they will be attracted to the replacement 
outfall discharge area as the sewage discharge will attract small fish which are 
likely to comprise Sousa's preferred prey. 

Impacts could arise from increased use of the waters surrounding the 
reprovisioned outfall and the need for upgrading of the Pillar Point STW to 
achieve a higher standard of treatment before discharge will be verified as part 
of the forthcoming Baseline and Performance Verification Monitoring of the Pillar 
Point Sewage Outfall to be commenced in late 1996. 

CONCLUSION 

Benthos 

No unacceptable residual impacts are expected to arise from either the 
construction or operation of the RTT. Benthic organisms present at the site are 
typical of that found at other soft bottom environments in Hong Kong. 

Commercial Fisheries 

The results show that unacceptable impacts to commercial fisheries are avoided 
during the construction or operation of the RTT. The loss to fisheries production, 
has been estimated by consideration of data from the ongoing AFD - Study of 
Fisheries Resources and Fishing Operations in Hong Kong Waters to be 1.18 g m-' 
which represents an instantaneous productivity o~ the RTT area and is relatively 
low compared with fisheries located in eastern waters. 

Chinese White Dolphin (Sousa chinensis) 

Sousa have been sighted in the general vicinity of the RTT site during the 
ongoing AFD Dolphin Survey, however they tend to be concentrated further 
west of the RTT site and south of the busy Urmston Road waterway. 
Nevertheless, based on a precautionary principle, it is assumed that construction 
impacts of the RTT might affect Sousa in the area and therefore construction 
stage mitigation measures have been recommended to protect Sousa including 
the use of a 500 m "exclusion zone" closely monitored by a trained observer. This 
500 m area in any direction from the construction activity should be visually 
monitored by a trained observer before the commencement of each marine based 
construction activity. If Sousa are sighted in the "exclusion zone", work should 
be delayed until such time as the Sousa have left the area. Additionally, a minor 
revision has been made to the detailed design of the reprovisioned Pillar Point 
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'outfall in order to prevent any need for underwater blasting which will be 
beneficial in terms of Sousa. Finally, marine based piling has been avoided for 
the construction phase to minimise adverse impacts to Sousa. 

In terms of operational impacts to Sousa the RTT itself will provide a positive 
impact by reducing the marine traffic in areas comprising Sousa habitat. Sousa 
may increase their use of the waters surrounding the reprovisioned outfall, due 
to the predicted increase inabundance of prey species resulting from the outfall. 
The operational impacts and the need for any additional measures will be closely 
monitored as part of the forthcoming EPD study entitled Baseline and Performance 
Verification Monitoring of the Pillar Point Sewage Outfall Study which is scheduled 
to commence in late 1996. 

Terrestrial Ecology and Littoral Habitats 

The purpose of this ErA for the RTT was to build upon the endorsed results of 
previous relevant studies undertaken. Field visits to Tuen Mun Area 38 were 
undertaken as part of the ecological assessment in the Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA, 
and it was determined that the relative quality of the terrestrial ecology and 
littoral habitat, which would be directly lost as a result of SIA arid RTT 
developments, was low. It was noted that the areas to be lost had already 
suffered damage to their terrestrial ecological potential and potential for nursery 
and spawning of marine biota. 

The Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA terrestrial ecological field review indicated that the 
RTT area consists of non-pristine areas greatly affected by human and industrial 
activity. Within the RTT site area, no terrestrial fauna or flora were identified as 
rare or endangered. The field visits concluded that the terrestrial ecology had 
thus been i)ltered materially from its natural state and thus the conservation 
significance in the context of Hong Kong as a whole was considered low due to 
degradation as a result of the adjacent industrial land uses, including a cement 
works, power station and a steel mill. 

The Tuen MunArea 38 EIA therefore concluded that the proposed development 
works would have minimal impact on the terrestrial and littoral ecology of the 
RTT area. 

In order to verify these findings, field visits were made to the RTT site in January 
1996 and July 1996. These visits confirmed the littoral and terrestrial habitat 
conclusions of the Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA and in fact indicated that further 
ecological degradation of the terrestrial and littoral habitats had occurred 
between the time of the Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA and the present day. It is, 
therefore, concluded that, with regard to the terrestrial and littoral habitat loss, 
the endorsed findings of the Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA are still valid. 
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FIGURE 7.3b - SIGHTINGS OF SOUSA CHINENSIS IN THE 
NORTH LANJAU AREA 
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8.1 

8.1.1 

8.1.2 

LANDFILL GAS AND LEACHATE QUALITATIVE RISK ASSESSMENT 

INTRODUCTION 

General 

There are a number of risks associated with any development close to a landfill 
site relating to the generation and migration of landfill gas and leachate. The 
landfill gas assessment provides a preliminary qualitative risk assessment on 
these potential hazards to the RTT site, based upon the available information 
from the previous North West New Territory Landfill Restoration Study and the 
Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA, and recommends appropriate measures to ensure the 
safety of the construction and subsequent of operation of the development. 

The RTT site is located adjacent to Lung Mun Road, in an area between an 
operating· landfill, Pillar Point Valley Landfill, (PPVL) and a closed landfill Siu 
Lang Shui Landfill (SLSL), outside the 250 m consultation zones of both landfill 
sites. It was considered, however, that there may still be some potential risk due 
to landfill gas migration as both landfills are actively generating landfill gas. 
The locations of the RTT, SLSL and PPVL are shown on Figure B.la. 

The initial EIA recommended that the Detailed EIA should determine whether 
there are any pathways, either natural or man-made, through which landfill gas 
or leachate could migrate and reach the RTT site. Pathways may include 
permeable ground materials and utility or drainage conduits. Such 
investigations need to include assessment of the potential for leachate flow as 
leachate may convey landfill gas to the RTT site and could impact the 
development directly. 

Previous Studies Undertaken At the Site 

A number of previous studies have been undertaken or are ongoing at the SLSL 
and the PPVL. The various reports from these studies have been used as 
reference documents for this assessment and are listed below. 

• Mouchel Asia Ltd./ERM Hong Kong Ltd, "Restoration of North-west New 
Territories Landfills - Contract Arrangements, Technical Notes 1 - 6", 1995 -
1996. 

• Inchcape Testing Services, "North-west New Territories Landfills - Further 
Environmental Monitoring, Monthly Report", July 1996. 

• Inchcape Testing Services, "North-west New Territories Landfills - Further 
Environmental Monitoring, Monthly Report", June 1996. 

• Inchcape Testing Services, "North-west New Territories Landfills - Further 
Environmental Monitoring, Monthly Report", May 1996. 

• Inchcape Testing Services, "North-west New Territories Landfills - Further 
Environmental Monitoring, Interim Report", April 1996. 

• Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick Ltd, "Restoration of North-west New Territories 
Landfills, Pre-Tender Environmental Monitoring", June 1996. 
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• Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick Ltd, "Restoration of North-west New Territories 
Landfills, Initial Environmental Impact Assessment - Final Report", April 
1995. 

• Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick Ltd, "Restoration of North-west New Territories 
Landfills, Design Memorandum", November 1995. 

• Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick Ltd, "Restoration of North-west New Territories 
Landfills, Final Report", August 1995. 

• Inchcape Testing Services Ltd, "Restoration of North-west New Territories 
Landfills, Part 1 - Contract Arrangements: Further Environmental 
Monitoring, First Round Monitoring Report", October 1995. 

• Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick Ltd, "Restoration of North-west New Territories 
Landfills, Hazard Assessment", March 1993. 

• Geotechnical & Concrete Engineering (HK) Ltd, "Contract No. GC/91/11 -
Site Investigation Term Contract - New Territories West Works Order No. 
PW7/2/36.131B : Investigation of Siu Lang Shui Landfill", July 1993. 

• Lam Geotechnics Ltd, "CED Contract No. GE/93/08, Ground Investigation
New Territories West Term Contract. Work Order No. GE/93/08.52A: 
Restoration of North West New Territories Landfills Study - Further Site 
Investigation and Environmental Monitoring Field Work Report", March 
1995. 

• Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick Ltd, "Restoration of North-west New Territories 
Landfills, Pre-Tender Site Investigation and Monitoring Programme", June 
1995. 

The reports produced by Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick in their studies of the North
west New Territories landfills are collectively described and referenced in this 
report as the "Feasibility Study". 

Scope of this Study 

The Landfill Gas and Leachate Qualitative Risk Assessment Study included the 
following tasks: 

• review of background information and studies related to Siu Lang Shui 
Landfill (SLSL) and Pillar Point Valley Landfill (PPVL); 

• identification of the sources, nature and likely quantities/concentrations of 
hazardous emissions which have the potential to affect the development; 

• identification of viable pathways through the ground, underground cavities, 
utilities or groundwater and the conditions of these pathways through which 
the hazardous emissions must pass if they are to reach the RTT; 

• identification of elements of the RTT which are sensitive to the effects of the 
hazardous emissions; 
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8.2.1 

8.2.2 

8.3 

8.3.1 

• qualitative assessment on the degree of risk which the hazardous emissions 
may pose to the target for each of the source-pathway-target combinations; 
and 

• proposal of suitable types of protection measures to mitigate the identified 
gas andlor leachate hazards to an acceptable level. 

POTENTIAL LANDHLL GAS AND LEACHATE HAZARDS ASSOCIATED WITH 

DEVELOPMENTS CLOSE TO LANDFILL SITES 

Landfill Gas 

Landfill gas is generated through microbial decomposition of biodegradable 
matter in the wastes and is a flammable, phytotoxic and asphyxiating mixture of 
mainly methane and carbon dioxide. It also contains traces of higher organic 
compounds which are odorous and which may cause adverse health effects if 
present in high enough concentrations. When mixed with air, landfill gas can 
form flammable mixtures if the methane concentration falls within the lower and 
upper explosive limits (LEL and UEL, approximately 5%-15% v Iv). In confined 
spaces and given a source of ignition, such as an electrical spark, an explosion 
can result. 

Leachate 

Leachate is the contaminated water which drains from a landfill site and, 
although its composition can vary significantly with the type and age of the 
deposited waste, it is typically highly polluting due to high conc,entrations of 
organic compounds and inorganics such as metals, chlorides, sulphates and 
ammonium compounds. Leachate can contaminate and be transported in 
groundwater and surface water. In terms of potential hazards associated with 
developments, leachate can have adverse effects on concrete, cause corrosion of 
steel and give rise to offensive odours. In certain circumstances, landfill gas may 
be transported in solution in leachate or may be generated from the anaerobic 
degradation of organic compounds in the leachate. 

NATURE AND LOCATION OF THE S/U LANG SHUI AND PILLAR POINT VALLEY 

LANDFILLS 

Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

Landfill History 

Siu Lang Shui landfill is located south of the Castle Peak Firing R,!nge, adjacent 
to Lung Mun Road (See Figure 8.Ia). SLSL occupies an area of about 12 hectares, 
is approximately rectangular in shape and set in a valley. The site was 
operational from November 1978 to December 1983 and approximately 1.2 
million tonnes of domestic and industrial wastes were deposited during this 
period. The wastes were capped with a layer of soil, varying from 2 metres to 6 
metres of compacted gravelly silty sand. Vegetation, consisting mostly of trees 
was planted and these currently stand up to 6 m tall. No specific afteruse has yet 
been proposed for SLSL. 
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Geology and Hydrogeolo:?'J 

The landfill was formed in the coastal flood plain of a small valley, and infilling 
directly abutted the steep valley sides. Two streams draining the hillsides were 
culverted prior to overlying with waste. The waste depth over the culvert is 
estimated to be 15 metres. The underlying parent material in the valley base is 
alluvium, with clay, silt, sand and gravel over the upper portion of the plain, and 
marine sand covering the lower portion up to the coastal area. The alluvium is 
replaced by sedimentary and volcanic rocks as the valley narrows upstream. 
Bedrock of the hill slopes comprises fine to medium grained granite on the east, 
and medium grained granite on the west. Groundwater flow in the vicinity of 
the landfill is southwards, down the valley, towards the coastlin~. 

Landfill Gas Generation and Control 

Landfill Gas Generation 

Landfill gas is currently being generated at SLSL. Mathematical modelling of 
landfill gas generation predicted that peak production occurred in 1983. The 
estimated landfill gas generation at SLSL in 1993 was 285m3 /hr. However, it is 
considered that generation rates will be now be much lower than this level. 
Positive gas pressure between 40 and 240 Pa have been observed within the 
waste. 

Existing Landfill Gas Control Measures 

There is an existing landfill gas management system comprising passive gas 
vents linked to gravel areas. On-site, vertical vent pipes were installed at 
regular intervals in the refuse, and extended and modified as tipping progressed. 
The final restoration involved the placement of clean gravel at the top of each 
refuse platform with interconnecting gas vent pipes within them. Apart from 
these vents, no specific measures were implemented to prevent gas migration 
off-site, however in certain areas where the existing PVC liner is not damaged, 
gas movement will potentially be hindered. 

Figure 8.3a illustrates locations of the existing gas vent stacks and monitoring 
points following the initial restoration of the landfill. 

Proposed Gas Control Measures 

As significant volumes of landfill gas are being generated, control measures are 
required. The priorities for landfill gas control at SLSL, as recommended in the 
Feasibility Study are as follows: 

• detailed inspection of existing gas vent pipes, and repair or replace any which 
are damaged or blocked; 

• establish the effectiveness of existing membrane liners and rock face coatings 
in controlling off-site gas migration; 

• design and installation of additional perimeter gas migration control if 
necessary. This can be accomplished by extending the venting trench around 
the boundary of the site; 
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• design and installation of a venting trench and membrane barrier to prevent 
gas migration from the southern boundary; 

• install landfill gas protection measures for buildings and other structures on 
site as part of the afteruse development; 

• place a new capping gravel layer at the southern end of the eastern landfill 
boundary, designed to link in with perimeter gas control measures; and 

• construct, at appropriate intervals, gas wells through the trench into 
underlying natural strata and which are linked in with the venting trench. 

Leachate Generation and Control 

Leachate Generation 

In work undertaken to date, nine drill holes have been installed within the 
landfill and beyond the southern boundary of the site, and four surface water 
monitoring stations have been established upslope and downslope of the site, 
and along the stream to the south-west of the landfill. The Feasibility Study 
estimated that leachate production ranges widel y from about 70m3 / day to 
200m3 

/ day. The average leachate arisings after the completion of the restoration 
works under the North-west New Territories Landfills Restoration Contract has 
been estimated to be in the order of 100m3 

/ day, based upon the maximum 
infiltration rate which is likely to specified for the capping materials of the 
landfill. 

Existing Leachate Control Measures 

The site was engineered as a partially lined containment landfill, with leachate 
collection systems being located in two separate areas at the southeast and 
southwest portions of the site where the filtration tanks and soakaway pits are 
also situated. The standards of engineering applied at that time are however 
unlikely to be to those that would be applied today and therefore the 
performance of the liner must be presumed to be doubtful. Leachate may 
therefore be entering the culvert under the wastes and also contaminating the 
groundwater beneath the site. 

Contaminated groundwater has been observed discharging from a 750 mm pipe 
which was constructed to direct groundwater discharge onto the beach at the 
south of the site. In addition leachate is spilling from the filtration tanks into the 
stream at the south-western corner of the site. 

Proposed Leachate Control Measures 

The Feasibility Study proposed the following leachate control measures to be 
included in the restoration of SLSL: 

• rehabilitation of leachate collection tanks; 

• routing of leachate discharging from the tanks to a single leachate holding 
facility; 

• interception of contaminated groundwater underlying the site and diversion 
to the leachate facility; 
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8.3.2 

• construction of works to pump the leachate from SLSL to the leachate 
treatment facility at PPVL; and 

• routine monitoring of flow and quality of leachate into and out of the leachate 
holding facility. 

The exact nature of the restoration works, which will include the landfill gas and 
leachate control measures, will be subject to the design of the restoration 
contractor selected by EPD to undertake the works. It is understood that the 
restoration works have been targeted for completion in 1998. The restoration 
works will be required to meet the highest of standards in accordance with a 
Performance Specification covering the design, construction and aftercare of the 
works. 

Pillar Point Valley Landfill 

Landfill History 

PPVL is an operational landfill, covering an area of approximately 53 hectares, 
which has been in operation since 1983. The capacity of the landfill is estimated 
to be 13 million tonnes and the landfilling will be completed in mid-1997. 

PPVL accepts a range of industrial, domestic and construction wastes at a rate of 
about 2000 tonnes! day. It is estimated that the biodegradable waste content is 
approximately 40% of the total wastes deposited. 

Geology and Hydrogeology 

Details on the underlying geology and hydrogeology of PPVL were obtained 
from the Feasibility Study. 

The landfill area and its surrounds are underlain by granitic bedrock which, in 
places is intruded by quartz-phyllite dykes. In many areas, the surface granitic 
deposit is completely decomposed granite comprising silty coarse sand. The 
valley floor comprises superficial deposits of clay, silt, sand and gravel. Soils are 
predominantly silty sand and gravel, down to a proven maximum depth of 
approximately 4.5m. 

A stream which originally flowed through the centre of the valley was diverted 
prior to landfilling. Some contaminated surface water is pumped from the 
eastern catchwater channel into the leachate collection works. 

Groundwater flow is considered to be controlled by topography and is 
predominantly southwards, discharging into the sea off Pillar Point. Shallow 
groundwater in the area can be considered as an extension to the surface water 
system. 

Landfill Gas Generation and Control 

Landfill Gas Generation 

Two models were used in the Feasibility Study to predict landfill gas yields 
based on data from the analyses of the waste composition. The Oxford 
University model predicted a production rate of 19,000m3!hr in 1995 while the 
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Hofstetter Model predicted a rate of 3,500m3 /hr. Gas pumping trials from two 
locations yielded approximately 230 and 225m3/hr. 

Existing Gas Control Measures 

The containment engineering at the site for leachate and groundwater control 
comprising of the spraying of bitumen-coated concrete on the side walls and the 
installation of basal PVC and HDPE liners, which more recently have extended 
some way up the sidewall, could be regarded, in part, to be gas control 
measures. However, gas extraction wells, gas vents or gas barriers have not been 
installed. 

A number of drillholes have been installed by CED within the wastes to monitor 
landfill gas pressure and composition. In addition a combination of three 
drillholes and three probes have been placed around the southern boundary of 
the site to monitor offsite gas migration and groundwater quality. Figure 8.3b 
shows the locations of the existing drillholes. . 

The monitoring of the probes and drillholes at the southern boundary has 
revealed only trace concentrations of methane gas but there is some evidence of 
elevated carbon dioxide concentrations and depleted oxygen levels. 

Proposed Landfill Gas Control Measures 

The Feasibility Study recommended the following priorities for landfill gas 
control: 

• the installation of an impermeable capping layer consisting of a flexible 
membrane liner and associated drainage and soil layers; 

• measures to ensure the continued protection of existing and future buildings 
and structures to the south of the landfill; 

• installation venting wells within the waste to reduce high gas pressures and 
encourage controlled venting of landfill gas; 

• establish effectiveness of existing membrane liner and bitumen-coated" 
sprayed concrete rock face in controlling offsite migration through the 
installation of gas monitoring probes around the site boundary; 

• installation, if necessary, of additional perimeter landfill gas migration control 
measures, comprising of either an active pumped system or a combination of 
passive gas barriers; 

• design and install gas protection measures for final cap, restoration and 
afteruse. 

Leachate Generation and Control 

Leachate Generation 

The Feasibility Study estimated the average leachate flows to be about 
130m3 

/ day. The average rate of leachate arisings after the completion of the 
restoration works under the Pillar Point Valley Landfill Restoration Contract has 
been estimated to be in the order of 120m3/day, based upon the likely maximum 
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8.4 

8.4.1 

permitted infiltration rates on the capping materials for the landfill under the 
Restoration Contract. 

Existing Leachate Control Measures 

The PPVL has been designed and operated as an engineered containment site 
with separate leachate and groundwater collection systems. The base of the site 
has a rudimentary composite liner comprising of a 30m width of 0.6mm PVC 
membrane overlain by 600mm of compacted completely decomposed granite. 

A 300mm granular drainage layer has been placed over the liner to feed leachate 
to collection drains set in the compacted decomposed granite. 

The valley sides have been sealed with bitumen-coated sprayed concrete. A 
drainage layer has been placed against the valley walls to direct leachate to 
collection drains. 

In the more recently engineered parts of the landfill a 2.0mm thick HDPE liner 
has been used to seal the base and lower slopes of the landfill. 

Leachate and groundwaters are collected in separate systems but the collected 
groundwater has been diverted tp the leachate collection sewer which has led to 
an approximately threefold increase in leachate volumes and a dilution of 
leachate strength. This contaminated water is then fed to the Pillar Point Sewage 
Treatment Works (PPSTW) for primary treatment before passing into marine 
waters. 

Proposed Leachate Control Measures 

The Feasibility Study proposed that a leachate treatment plant is constructed, the 
design of which would be based on the results of a one year monitoring 
programme. The Study also proposed that the landfill should be capped and an 
effective drainage system be installed. 

The restoration works have been targeted for completion in 1999. The exact 
nature of the works will again be' subject to the design of the restoration 
contractor selected by EPD to undertake the works. 

THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT 

General 

The proposed layout for the RTT::is shown in Figure 2.1a. The main components 
of the RTT include: . 

• Road container entrance; 
• container lorry park; 
• entrance for container freight station and bulk handling berths; 
• internal and external goods vehicle parking; 
• operational container berths; 
• container stacking areas; 
• break bulk area for container packing and unpacking; 
• CFS warehouse; 
• terminal service road; and 
• Government buildings. 
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8.4.2 

8.4.3 

A detailed description of the RTT is provided in Section 2. 

Proximity of the Development to the Landfill 

The relative locations of the SLSL, the PPVL and the RTT are shown in 
Figure S.la. The RTT is located approximately 290m beyond the estimated waste 
boundary of PPVL and 350m beyond the estimated waste boundary of SLSL. As 
such the RTT does not fall within EPD's recommended 250m consultation for 
landfill gas hazards investigation. However, under certain circumstances 
landfill gas and leachate hazards can impact upon developments at distances 
greater than 250m and EPD have requested that these hazards are assessed for 
the RTT. The landfill boundaries and 250m consultation zone around SLSL and 
PPVL are shown in Figures SAa and BAb respectively. 

Utility Services 

General 

After the completion of the RTT and various works occurring in the vicinity, 
there are likely to be various utility conduits which could act as pathways for 
landfill gas to travel between the landfills and the RTT site. For the purposes of 
landfill gas risk assessment, such conduits are divided into two categories, as 
follows: 

• Open void conduits such as: foul-water/soil pipes, culverts, cable trunking, 
ventilation ducting, inspection chambers and manholes, soakaways and 
drains, air conditioning cooling water supply, service tunnels, land drainage 
pipes, box-outs and substructure cavities. 

• In-filled conduits such as: electricity supply cables, gas supply pipes, fresh 
water supply mains, salt water flushing mains, TV cables, computer / 
communications system cables, process pipework, hydrants/fire systems, 
landscape irrigation pipework, street lighting cables, and lightning 
protection/earth rods. 

These two broad categories of pathway require different assessment 
considerations, as the potential modes of gas transport may differ between them. 

ERM are continuing to seek information from the utility companies on the utility 
services which may link the RTT with the SLSL or PPVL. Some information has 
been made available through the consultant's work on the North-west New 
Territories Landfills - Contract Arrangements Study. 

S iu Lang Shui 

The utility services which pass close to the SLSL alongside the Lung Mun Road 
include: . 

• Water Services Department - 700mm watermain; 
• Hongkong Telecom - telephone duct; 
• China Light & Power -llkv cable, 132kv cable, P.L. cables, L.T. cables. 

The connections, if any, of these services with the RTT are not as yet determined. 
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8.5 

8.5.1 

Pillar Point Valley Landfill 

No information is available, as yet, on the utility services which may connect 
PPVL with the RTT. 

MONITORING DATA REvrEW 

S;u Lang Shu; Landfill 

General 

Monitoring commenced at SLSL in June 1993 as part of the Feasibility Study. 
Initial monitoring occurred between June and November 1993. A further 
monitoring period known as the "Pre-Tender Monitoring"began in December 
1994 and continued until August 1995. Additional monitoring, from October 
1995 to June 1996, was carried out under the ongoing North-west New 
Territories Landfills - Contract Arrangements Study and these data have also 
been reviewed. MOnitoring data up to June 1996 have been reviewed in this 
assessment. 

Landfill Gas Monitoring 

MonitOring Facilities 

In work undertaken to date at SLSL landfill, seventeen drillholes have been 
installed around the periphery of the landfill. Gas monitoring standpipes have 
also been installed through the capping layer into the landfilled wastes. DP220, 
DP221, DP223 and DP224 are located off-site along the southern boundary and 
are of most interest in this Study. Monitoring of the drillholes DH201, DH203 
and DH204, also located at the southern boundary, began in December 1994. 

Monitoring Schedules 

In the Pre-Tender Monitoring and in the ongoing Further Environmental 
Monitoring all the landfill gas monitoring paints have been monitored using 
portable instruments on a monthly basis. In addition one landfill gas sample has 
been taken from each site each month for confirmatory laboratory analysis. The 
frequency of the laboratory analyses have now been reduced to quarterly. The 
following measurements have been recorded during the monitoring: 

i) Field temperature; 
atmospheric pressure 
relative pressure 
methane concentration 
oxygen concentration 
carbon dioxide concentration 

ii) Laboratory methane concentration 
oxygen concentration 
carbon dioxide concentration 
hydrogen concentration 
carbon monoxide concentration 
nitrogen concentration 
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Monitoring Results 

The monitoring results for the Pre-Tender Monitoring and the Further 
Environmental Monitoring are provided in Annex B. The monitoring undertaken 
during the Pre-Tender Monitoring and the Further Environmental Monitoring 
has found no methane in the off-site mOnitoring probes DP220, DH201, DP221 
and only very low levels in DH203A and DP223 located at the southern 
boundary of the landfill. The only off-site drillholes where Significant methane 
concentrations have been detected are drillholes DH204 and DP224 located at the 
south-eastern corner of the landfill boundary. The maximum concentrations 
found at these two drillholes throughout the monitoring period are 7.9% v Iv in 
DH204 in December 1995 and 12.S% v Iv in DP224 in June 1995. Elevated 
concentrations of carbon dioxide were observed in all of these off-site probes, 
except DP220 with the highest concentrations being found in each probe ranging 
from 10.5% v Iv in probe DH201 to 25.1 % v Iv in probe DP223. Only a trace 
concentration of 0.1 % carbon dioxide was found in probe DP220 in December 
1994 and May 1996. 

High concentrations of methane and carbon dioxide have been observed in the 
on-site monitoring probes DH207, DP217, DP219, DP212A, DH209, DH20S and 
DH205 which are located in the northern half of the site. The highest 
concentration of methane found was 64.3% v Iv in probe DP217 in December 
1994. The highest concentration of carbon dioxide recorded was 36.4% in probe 
DH20S in August 1995. Carbon dioxide concentrations have also remained 
consistently high around 30% v Iv in DH207. 

The probes located in the southern part of the landfill recorded much lower 
methane and carbon dioxide concentrations. The carbon dioxide concentrations 
in each of these probes have consistently been found to be moderately high. For 
example the carbon dioxide concentrations for probes DP214 and DP215 have 
remained around 10% v Iv in the latest monitoring. 

These results indicate that the northern part of the landfill is the most active in 
terms of landfill gas generation and that the southern part of the landfill is 
relatively inactive. 

Leachate Monitoring 

Monitoring Facilities 

In work undertaken during the lElA, leachate at SLSL was monitored via two 
drillholes, labelled DH205 (began in May 1993) and DH207 (testing began in June 
1993), two tanks, labelled L206 and L207, and the sump, labelled sump (testing 
from all began in July 1993). Surface sampling was undertaken at six stations, 
L201, L202, L203, L204, L205, which were located on the eastern bank of the 
stream in the south-western corner of the site, and the Pipe discharge point on 
the beach to the south of the site. 

On the recommendations of the Feasibility Study Working Paper 3 : Leachate 
Management, monitoring was extended to nine drill holes within the landfill and 
beyond the southern boundary of the site, labelled DH201, DH203, DH204, 
DH205, A251, A252, A253, A254 and A255 (testing from all began in December 
1994). Four surface water mOnitoring stations were established upslope and 
downslope of the site, and along the stream to the south-west of the landfill, 
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labelled SW201 to SW204, inclusive (testing from each began in December 1994). 
The monitoring points are shown in Figure 8.3a. 

DH205, A254 and A255 are located within the land filled wastes and therefore 
any water samples taken are assumed to be leachate samples. These drillholes 
have been monitored together with surface leachate monitoring points L206 and 
L207, located at the leachate holding tanks at the south-western and south
eastern corners of the landfill respectively, during the Pre-Tender Monitoring. 

In the Further Environmental MOnitoring sampling was continued, but with a 
reduction in the sampling frequencies and the extent of the determinants 
analysed. 

Monitoring Schedules 

Leachate levels and flows are being monitored on a monthly basis during the 
Pre-Tender Monitoring and Further Environmental Monitoring at SLSL. 

During the Pre-Tender Monitoring the leachate monitoring points L206 and L207 
(leachate holding tanks located at the south-western and south-eastern corners of 
the site respectively) at SLSL have been sampled and analysed in accordance 
with an extensive analyses suite on a monthly basis. The drillholes located within 
the landfills have been sampled and analysed in accordance with the same 
analyses suite on a quarterly basis. 

The monitoring frequencies for the Further Environmental Monitoring were 
reduced after the initial three month period when the same monitoring analyses 
suites and frequencies as the Pre-Tender Monitoring were carried out. In the 
Further Environmental Monitoring liquid levels continued to monitored on a 
monthly basis and samples taken on a monthly or quarterly basis dependent on 
the monitoring point. However, a smaller analyses suite was used. 

Monitoring Results 

Leachate levels within SLSL have varied as follows:-

Monitoring Point 

DH205 
A254 
A255 

Observed Levels (below drillhole top) 

18.25-26.50m 
13.41-18.lOm 
31.50-33.92m 

The leachate depths are measured from the top of the drillhole to the leachate. 
The leachate quality within the site has been found to vary greatly by location in 
the lElA, the Pre-Tender MOnitoring and in the Further Environmental 
Monitoring. 

Leachate Quality 

A summary of leachate quality analytical data from SLSL is presented in 
Table 8.5a below. The analytical results for the SLSL have been obtained from the 
Further Environmental Monitoring (October 1995 - June 1996). 
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Table 8.5a 

8.5.2 

Leachate and Groundwater Quality 

Location COD/mgll NH3-N/mgll 

DH205 14,000-17,000 7,100-8,200 

A254 2,500-3,200 2,300-2,700 

A255 5,600 4,600 

DH201 26-940 5-1300 

DH204 210-1900 480-3200 

A251 410-1400 600-860 

L207 280-1,100 490-1,500 

L206 480-860 520-1,100 

Leachate Volumes 

With respect to leachate volumes, a best estimate for average leachate arisings 
after completion of the restoration work under the North-west New Territories 
Landfills Contract at SLSL is 75m3/day, based upon the likely maximum 
permitted infiltration rate for the capping materials for the landfill under the 
Restoration Contract. 

Groundwater Contamination 

In the Pre-Tender and Further Environmental Monitoring high levels of leachate 
contamination, as shown in the Table above, have been found in groundwater 
drillholes in DH201located at the south-western boundary, DH204located at the 
eastern boundary and A251located at the northern boundary. 

Surface Water Contamination 

SW201 is located upstream of the landfill and shows no evidence of 
contamination by leachate. However, at SW204located in the stream at the 
south-western corner of the site high levels of COD (23-430mg/I) and NH3-N 
(15-59mg/I) have been recorded during the Pre-Tender Monitoring and Further 
Environmental Monitoring. 

Pillar Point Valley Landfill 

Landfill Gas Monitoring 

Monitoring Facilities 

Landfill gas was monitored during the Pre-Tender Monitoring in four drillholes, 
of which, DHI06, A151 and A152 are on-site and DHI03 is off-site. Drillholes 
DHI06 and A151 are located at the southern boundary of the site, as shown in 
Figure 8.5b. 

Monitoring Schedule 

The landfill gas monitoring drillholes were monitored on a monthly basis 
throughout the Pre-Tender Monitoring Period. In addition an enhanced weekly 
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and daily monitoring programme was undertaken at selected locations in order 
to identify any effects which weather may have on landfill gas emissions. 

Monitoring Results 

In the off-site drillhole DH103 methane was only detected once in January 1995 
when a low concentration of 4% LEL was recorded. Carbon dioxide 
concentrations varied between 1.3 and 5.2% v Iv. 

The monitoring of the on-site drillholes recorded high concentrations of methane 
and carbon dioxide, with methane concentrations being generally in the range of 
55-65% v Iv and carbon dioxide concentrations ranging from 25-40% v Iv. The 
methane and carbon dioxide concentrations suddenly lowered in drillhole 
DH106 in May 1995 to 19.9% v Iv methane and 13% v Iv carbon dioxide. These 
concentrations fell further in August 1995 to 2.1 % v /v methane and 3.1 % v /v 
carbon dioxide. Daily monitoring undertaken in July and August 1995 at 
drillhole DH106 gave a range of concentrations of methane from 0.09% to 10.8% 
v Iv and carbon dioxide from 0.1 % to 7.4% v Iv. 

Leachate Monitoring 

Leachate Monitoring Facilities 

Groundwater /Ieachate has been monitored in each of the drillholes DH106, 
A151 and A152 and DH103. In addition groundwater /Ieachate has been 
monitored from groundwater /Ieachate manhole mOnitoring points GWMH and 
Sewer MH respectively. 

Leachate Monitoring Schedules 

A number of samples were taken over the nine month monitoring period. The 
results of this monitoring are described below and presented in Annex B. 

Flow rates at the PPVL sewer manhole were monitored on a daily basis during 
the wet season. 

Monitoring Results 

Liquid Levels 

Leachate/ groundwater level monitoring results showed minor seasonal 
fluctuations at monitoring wells DH103 and A152, although levels varied by less 
than 1.3m. Leachate levels at drillhole A151 showed a marked seasonal increase 
of 6.3m between July and September 1995. MOnitoring well DH106 was 
generally dry, except for the wet season months of May and June 1995. 

Leachate Flow 

In the Final Report of the Feasibility Study the leachate arisings at PPVL were 
estimated to be in the order of an average of 130m3/day which would be about 
half the wet season daily flow. If the infiltration rate of 80mm/year, as is likely 
to be specified in the Pillar Point Valley Landfill Restoration Contract 
Specification, is applied to the landfill area, which covers 53 ha, then an average 
daily flow of around 120m3 I day will be generated. This average flow does not 
include leachate arisings through the lowering of leachate levels to meet any 
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Table 8.5b 

8.6 

8.6.1 

performance requirement which may be specified in the PPVL Restoration 
Contract. 

Leachate/Groundwater Quality 

A summary of leachate quality analytical data for PPVL from the Pre-Tender 
Monitoring (December 1994 - August 1995) is provided in Table B.5b below. 

Leachate and Groundwater Quality 

Location COD/mgll NH3-N/mgll 

A151 2300-7000 490-980 

A152 860-1500 990-1600 

SewerMH 660-860 540-920 

DH103 13-28 <0.1-<0.3 

GWMH 390-480 600-610 

The groundwater drillhole downstream of the landfill shows no evidence of 
pollution by leachate. The Feasibility Study gave the possible explanation that 
contaminated groundwater passes into the groundwater collection pipeline and 
seeps into the stream before reaching the groundwater mOnitoring drill hole. 

Upstream and downstream measurements of the catchwater channels show that 
there are elevated levels of chloride, conductivity, organic and ammonia in the 
downstream samples. 

QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF RISK TO THE RTT FROM LANDFILL GAS AND LEACHATE 

ARISING FROM THE SLSL AND PPVL 

Landfill Gas and Leachate Hazards - Assessment Criteria and Methodology 

The risk due to landfill gas and leachate may be evaluated based upon the 
following three criteria: 

• the rate of gas and leachate generation by the sburce landfill; 

• the nature of and length of potential pathways through which gas and 
leachate can migrate, such as geological strata, utility services and leachate 
flow for landfill gas and groundwater and surface water flow for leachate; 
and 

• the level of vulnerability of the target to landfill gas and leachate. 

A high rate of gas generation, a short or highly permeable pathway, or a highly 
vulnerable target can cause the gas risk to be assessed as high. Targets which 
include enclosed spaces where gas can accumulate, or where there are potential 
sources of ignition, are considered to be vulnerable. Leachate flow may occur to 
areas beneath or near to targets, and landfill gas may be generated or released 
from the leachate depending upon decomposition and pressure conditions. 
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8.6.2 

In general, landfill gas is considered to be a potential danger if the distance 
between the source and the target is 250 m or less, although landfill gas can 
migrate much further than this given certain conditions. As stated in 
Environmental Guidelines for Planning in Hong Kong (EPD, Planning Department, 
1991), any developments dose to landfills should have controls and precautions 
determined in consultation with EPD. 

A similar assessment procedure may be applied to evaluate the potential hazards 
from leachate. A high rate of leachate generation, a strongly contaminated 
leachate, a short or highly permeable pathway, or a highly vulnerable target can 
cause the leachate risk to be assessed as high. Targets may include building 
foundations, surface waters, drainage systems, sewers and water treatment 
systems. Leachate flow may occur in groundwater or surface waters and can 
have adverse effects on concrete, cause corrosion of steel and give rise to 
offensive odours. 

Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

Source 

SLSL contains 1.2 million tonnes of waste and is actively generating landfill gas 
at an estimated rate of approximately 200m3/hour. Landfill gas monitoring in 
the northern part of the site, where the landfilled wastes are deepest, has found 
high methane and carbon dioxide concentrations of up to 65% and 37% 
respectively. The landfill gas concentrations of methane and carbon dioxide 
have been found to be much lower in the southern areas of the site where waste 
depths are much shallower. Landfill gas is allowed to vent to atmosphere 
through the capping medium and a system of passive gas vents which will 
prevent the build up gas pressures within the site which could lead to an 
increased potential for lateral gas migration into the surrounding strata. The 
partial lining may also assist in preventing any lateral landfill gas migration. 

Little or no methane was found in five of the seven monitoring drillholes located 
off-site during the Pre-Tender and Further Environmental Monitoring. 
However, elevated carbon dioxide concentrations as high as 10% in all the 
southern boundary off-site drillholess and reaching 25% in drillhole DP223 were 
observed. These elevated concentrations may have arisen through the oxidation 
of methane as it migrates within the geological strata. 

Leachate generation has been estimated between 70 and 200m3 
/ day. The 

monitoring has revealed that the highest concentrations of leachate are found in 
the northern part of the site in the vicinity of drillhole DH205 where COD 
concentrations ranged from 14,000 to 17,000mg/1 and NH3-N concentrations 
varied between 7,100 and 8,200mg/1. Evidence of groundwater contamination 
has been found in the drillholes DH201 and DH204, with NH3-N concentrations 
ranging from 5-1300mg/1 and 480-3200mg/1 respectively, located off-site in the 
area of the southern boundary. 

The restoration works which will be undertaken under the Restoration of the 
North-west new Territories Contract, which are likely to comprise of the works 
outlined in Section 8.3.2, will greatly reduce the potential for off-site landfill gas 
and leachate migration. These works are scheduled for completion in early 1998 
which will coincide with the construction works of Phase I and be ahead of the 
operation of the RTT which is due to commence in mid 1998. 
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Pathway 

The geology between SLSL and the RTT provides a potential pathway for 
migration of landfill gas through fractures, joints and intergranular movement. 
However, the RTT development is located at an elevation well below the basal 
level of the waste within the landfill thereby significantly reducing the geological 
cross-sectional area through which landfill gas could migrate. In addition, there 
is a high water table which further limits the cross-sectional area available for 
gas migration. If these natural barriers are considered together with the distance 
between the SLSL and the RTT of 350m it can be concluded that this an 
extremely unlikely pathway. 

The risk, if any, posed to the RTT from the SLSL lies in the passage of landfill gas 
through the geological strata into the utility services which pass along the Lung 
Mun Road and may connect with the RTT development. However, the tortuous 
nature of this pa'thway and the long distances between the SLSL and the RTT 
mean that the risks to the RTT from this pathway are considered to be low. 
Additional confidence can be obtained from the review of the monitoring data 
which shows that little methane gas migration is migrating into the strata 
surrounding the landfill. 

The direction of groundwater flow is down the valley towards the coastline and 
not in the direction of the RTT. It is therefore concluded that there will be no 
landfill gas impacts on the RTT from the transport of leachate within 
groundwater, no adverse affects on the foundations of the RTT from leachate and 
no odour problems associated with leachate seepage and migration at the RTT. 

Targets 

The RTT is considered to present only a low risk target. The limited number of 
buildings and the absence of below ground structures within Phase I of the RTT 
mean that there is little risk of landfill gas ingress. The design of Phase II has not 
yet commenced and therefore it is not yet known whether below ground 
structures will be required within the buildings, in particular the container 
freight station, of Phase II. Standard connection systems for the utilities which 
may contain some natural ventilation and standard concrete foundations and 
rafting for buildings will give further protection to the RTT against possible 
landfill gas ingress. 

Preliminary Qualitative Risk Assessment 

A preliminary qualitative risk assessment for the RTT is presented in Table B.6.a. 
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Table 8.6a 

8.6.3 

Source - Pathway - Target Analysis for Landfill Gas Risks to the RTT from 
SLSL 

A. Source B. Pathway C. Target Assessment 
of Risk 

Landfill gas Geological strata. Fractured RTT development. V Low 
(SLSL) bedrock. Distance 350m. Limited Ground level buildings. 
(minoT souTce) thickness of unsaturated strata (Low sensitivity target) 

due to position of groundwater 
table. 
(long/indirect pathway) 

Landfill gas Utilities via geological strata. RTT development V Low 
(minor source) (long/indirect pathway) (Low sensitivity target) 

Landfill Geological strata. Groundwater RTT development V Low/None 
leachate flow not in direction of the RTT. (MediumjIow sensitivity 
(minor souTce) (long/indirect pathway) target) 

Pillar Point Valley Landfill 

Source 

PPVL will contain 13 million tonnes of waste upon completion in 1997 and may 
not yet have reached its peak production of landfill gas. The modelling of 
landfill gas generation by different consultants has predicted widely varying 
rates, but it is likely that the site is generating landfill gas at a rate in excess of 
1,000m3 /hour. Landfill gas monitoring in drillholes within the landfill, has 
found high methane and carbon dioxide concentrations of up to 65% and 40% 
respectively. Landfill gas is currently allowed to vent to atmosphere through 
the capping medium where placed, but no passive or active landfill gas control 
system has been installed. The partial lining of the walls of the landfill may assist 
in preventing any lateral landfill gas migration. 

Monitoring of the off-site monitoring drillhole DH103 found little or no methane 
during the Pre-Tender Monitoring. However, slightly elevated carbon dioxide 
concentrations as high as 5.2% v Iv were recorded. These elevated 
concentrations may have arisen through the oxidation of methane as it migrates 
through the geological strata in the presence of oxygen. . 

Leachate generation has been estimated to be at an average rate of 130m3 I day 
throughout the year, although the volumes would be significantly higher during 
the wet season. The monitoring has revealed that the highest concentrations of 
leachate are found in the northern part of the site in the vicinity of drillhole A151 
where COD concentrations ranged from 2,300 to 7,000mg/l and NH3-N 
concentrations varied between 490- 980mg/l. Samples taken from sampling 
point GWMH show contamination of groundwater by leachate with 
NH3-N concentrations being recorded as high as 610mg/l. However, drillhole 
DH103 located downstream of the site shows no evidence of contamination of 
groundwater. It is likely that the partial engineering and the leachate collection 
system and the groundwater collection system are combining to prevent more 
widespread groundwater contamination from occurring beyond the site. It is 
therefore concluded that there will be no landfill gas impacts on the RTT from 
the transport of leachate within groundwater, no adverse affects on the 
foundations of the RTT from leachate and no odour problems associated with 
leachate seepage and migration at the RTT. 
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The restoration works which will be undertaken under the Pillar Point Valley 
Restoration Contract, which are likely to comprise of the works outlined in 
Section 8.3.3, will greatly reduce the potential for off-site landfill gas and leachate 
migration. These works are scheduled for completion in 1999 which will be after 
the date of the commencement of the operation of Phase I of the RTT which is 
scheduled for mid 1998. 

Pathway 

The site's geology provides a potential pathway for migration of landfill gas 
through fractures, joints and inter granular movement. However, the RTT 
development is located at an elevation well below the basal level of the waste 
within the landfill thereby significantly reducing the geological cross-sectional 
area through which landfill gas could migrate. In addition, there is a high water 
table which further limits the cross-sectional area available for gas migration. If 
these natural barriers are considered together with the distance between the 
PPVL and the RTT of 290m it can be concluded that this a very unlikely 
pathway. 

The risk, if any, posed to the RTT from the SLSL lies in the passage of landfill gas 
through the geological strata into the utility services which pass along the Lung 
Mun Road and may connect with the RTT development. However, the 
complicated nature of this pathway and the long distances between the PPVL 
and Lung Mun Road and the PPVL and the RTT mean that the risks to the RTT 
from this pathway are low. Additional confidence can be obtained from the 
review of the monitoring data which shows that only extremely low 
concentrations of methane gas have been recorded in DH103 which is located 
between PPVL and the RTT: 

The natural flo~ of groundwater from PPVL is down the valley towards the 
coastline in the general direction of the RTT. However, the groundwater 
monitoring results from drillhole DH103 show that leachate contamination has 
not occurred down the hydraulic gradient form the landfill. It is therefore 
extremely unlikely that landfill gas will be transported to the RTT via this 
pathway 

Targets 

The RTT is considered to present only a low risk target for the reasons described 
in Section 8.6.2 above. 

Preliminary Qualitative Risk Assessment 

A preliminary qualitative risk assessment for the RTT from PPVL is presented in 
Table 8.6b below. 
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Table 8.6b 

8.7 

8.7.1 

8.7.2 

SOllrce - Pathway - Target Analysis for Landfill Gas Risks to the RTT from 
PPVL . 

A. Source 

Landfill gas 
(PPVL) 
(minor source) 

Landfill gas 
(minoT SOUTce) 

Landfill 
leachate 
(minor souTce) 

B. Pathway 

Geological strata. Fractured 
bedrock. Distance 290m. 
Limited thickness of strata can 
act as pathway due to high 
groundwater table 
(long/indirect pathway) 

Utilities via geological strata. 
Lung Mun Road considerable 
distance from landfill. No 
landfill gas migration in 
direction of RTT detected. 
(long/indirect pathway) 

Geological strata. No 
groundwater contamination 
observed down hydraulic 
gradient from PPVL. 
(long/indirect pathway) 

MITIGATION MEASURES 

Construction Phase 

C. Target 

RTT development 
Ground floor buildings. 
(Low sensitivity target> 

RTT development 
(Low sensitivity target) 

RTT development· 
(Low sensitivity target) 

Assessment 
of Risk 

V Low 

V Low 

V Low/None 

It is unlikely that any mitigation measures will be required due to the low levels 
of risks (as discussed above) and the open nature of the RTT construction site. 
This will be confirmed upon receipt of the additional information which has 
been requested with respect to the utility services. 

Operational Phase 

Due to the distance between the RTT site and both the PPVL and 5L5L, 
mitigation is considered necessary only if a utility related pathway exits directly 
between the vicinity of the landfill and the RTT site. If a potential utility 
pathways is identified, from any additional information along the utility 
service(s) in the area obtained, mOnitoring of conduit air spaces at a number of 
pOints of the RTT site should be undertaken using appropriately calibrated 
portable gas detection equipment. If methane or elevated levels of carbon 
dioxide are detected then the protection measures discussed below should be 
considered. 

Protection measures applied to service conduits should not generally be 
considered in isolation, as it is important that an integrated approach is adopted 
for the protection of the building (or development). However, due to the 
distance of the landfills from the RTT site, the focus here will be on service 
conduits. The following protection features can be used for the protection of 
service conduits or the protection of buildings from gas entry via service 
conduits: 

• barriers; 
• vents; and 
• location of the service outside the (potentially) gas-contaminated ground. 
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8.8 

Gas barriers are most readily applied to service trenches at a point between the 
source of the'gas and building (or development) itself; preferably as close as is 
practical to the building. The barrier should be engineered to have a permeability 
at least three orders of magnitude lower than the service trench backfill. This 
may be achieved using either clay (or clay rich soil) or soil-bentonite mixtures. 

Gas vents may be used to serve two purposes: to provide additional protection 
to open conduits such as sewers; or to reduce accumulation of gas on the landfill 
side of a cut-off barrier. In the former case, a simple stack built into an 
inspection chamber venting to atmosphere at least 3 m above ground level 
would be adequate. In the latter case, typical practice would be to lay a high 
permeability gas drainage layer adjacent to the cut-off barrier and vent to 
atmosphere through stacks. 

In some' cases it is possible to route service entries into a building above ground 
. level, thereby effectively providing an 'atmospheric break-leg' and eliminating 

the risk of gas entry to the building interior. This.practice is routinely adopted 
for Town Gas entry pipes and may be extended to cover electricity supply and 
other types of cable. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The RTT's site geology could provide a potential pathway for migration of 
landfill gas. However, due to the distance between the RTT and both the SLSL 
(350 m) and the PPVL (290 m) when considered with the high water table and 
relative elevation of the base of the waste, makes this an extremely unlikely gas 
migration pathway. 

The groundwater regime at SLSL is such that leachate flows away from the RTT 
thereby preventing any leachate impacts upon the RTT. It is also extremely 
unlikely that there would be any impacts upon the RTT from leachate generated 
at PPVL because of the effective operation of the existing leachate management 
controls at the landfill. The restoration works and associated management and 
maintenance controls will be improved with the implementation of the Pillar 
Point Valley Landfill Restoration Contract which is scheduled for completion in 
1999. 

It is therefore considered unlikely that any mitigation measures will be required 
for the construction phase due to the distance and open nature of the RTT 
construction site. 

For the operational phase, due to the distance between the RTT and both 
landfills, mitigation measures would only be considered necessary in cases 
where a utility related pathway exists directly between one of the landfills and 
the RTT site. The risks of landfill gas migration to the RTT from either SLSL or 
PPVL are assessed to be very low. The only potential pathway for landfill gas to 
impact upon the construction or operation of the RTT is through the migration of 
landfill gas within a utility service connection from the vicinity of SLSL or PPVL 
to the RTT. Due to the large separation distance between the proposed RTT and 
both landfill sites, "above ground pathways" will not pose air quality impacts on 
theRTT. 
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A review of additional utilities information will be conducted when it becomes 
available and 'may recommend some short term monitoring of landfill gas, 
Mitigation measures are unlikely to be recommended unless landfill gas 
migration is found to be occurring within the utility services, 
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9.1 

9.2 

9.2.1 

VISUAL 

INTRODUCTION 

The proposed RTT shown in Figure 2.1a, will be constructed on reclaimed land at 
Pillar Point (Mong Hau Shek) in front of the Pillar Point Sewage Treatment 
Works, and to the west of the existing factories and shipyards. The site will be 
accessed from the upgraded Lung Mun Road. To the west it is proposed that a 
Special Industries Area will be constructed. 

The Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA included no consideration of the visual impact of the 
RTT construction or operation. Therefore the Visual Impact Assessment (VIA) as 
part of the EIA of the RTT was to identify the most affected views and 
recommend mitigation measures which should be incorporated into the detailed 
design and construction stages of the project. The aim will be for 
implementation of the project to take place with potential visual impacts 
minimised. 

ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS AND LEGISLATION, AND ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY 

Environmental Standards and Legislation 

In Hong Kong, there are currently no specific elements of legislation which 
govern visual impact or offer guidelines on visual assessment methodology. The 
Government has, however, published the following policy and guidance which 
is relevant to visual issues: 

The 1990 Government White Paper on "Pollution in Hong Kong - A Time to Act" 
offers general policy objectives on avoiding environmental problems by 
considering all environmental impacts in the early stages of the development 
process. The Hong Kong Environmental Protection Department's (EPD) Advice 
Note 2/92 offers guidelines on the environmental impact process for major 
private sector projects. This recognises visual impact as an issue of concern. 

The "Environmental Guidelines for Planning in Hong Kong" (containing extracts 
from the Hong Kong Planning Standards and Guidelines) make no specific 
reference to visual impacts in their "Guidelines on environmental matters which 
should be considered in planning and development activities in Hong Kong". 

Chapter 10: Conservation of the Hong Kong Planning Standards and Guidelines 
(HKPSG) states the objective of retaining significant landscapes. Statutory land 
use zoning categories afford a varying degree of protection to sucl:J landscapes. 
It also refers to the need to assess environmental impacts of developments, but 
does not specify a methodology. 

The Environment Impact Assessment Bill, introduced in draft form in January 
1996, will (if passed) make environmental impact assessment part of the 
statutory development process. It includes a definition that an environmental 
impact is a change that a proposed development may cause on the environment 
affecting the well-being of people, flora, fauna and ecosystems. Specific 
reference is made to visual impact. The Bill, however, does not recommend 
minimum standards to assess environmental impacts. 
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9.2.2 

9.2.3 

These general statements offer little specific guidance on standards for 
evaluation or methodologies for assessing visual impacts. Therefore, an 
assessment methodology has been developed based on current best practice in 
the United Kingdom developed jointly by the Institute of Environmental 
Assessment and The Landscape Institute. For this Study, it has been specifically 
adapted to Hong Kong's particular context and environmental planning 
objectives for urban and rural landscapes as well as the requirements of the Brief. 

Assessment Methodology 

The methodology developed for this VIA comprises four stages: a baseline study, 
impact assessment, a mitigation measures study, and the assessment of residual 
landscape and visual impacts. 

Baseline Study 

The overall visual envelope (zone of visual influence) is identified. The existing 
visual resources within the visual envelope are described and assessed to 
establish the baseline condition. Sensitive viewpoints are identified. The 
characteristics of the proposed RTT which would affect the baseline condition 
and sensitive viewpoints are described. 

Impact Assessment 

An assessment is undertaken of the likely changes to the baseline condition, as 
well as impacts on the sensitive viewpoints arising from construction and 
operation of the RTT. The most affected views are identified, with an indication 
of the impacts of the RTT if no mitigation measures were implemented, 
illustrated by photomontage shown in Figure 9.2a. 

Mitigation Measures Study 

This evaluation identifies design features which should be incorporated into the 
proposed development to reduce the extent of the predicted changes to the 
baseline condition as well as the most affected views. 

Assessment of the Residual Landscape and Visual Impacts 

This assessment describes the visual impacts of the RTT, if all mitigation 
measures are implemented. The assessment of visual impact is based on a 
viewpoint analysis approach and relies on a balance between objective and 
subjective professional opinion. 

Definition of Technical Terms 

For the purpose of this study, the following technical terms are defined as 
follows: 

Visual impact is a change to the appearance of the landscape and its subsequent 
effect on sensitive viewpoints. 

Sensitive Viewpoints are considered to have varying degrees of "sensitivity" to 
changes in the view based on the land use at each viewpoint. The Environmental 
Guidelines for Planning in Hong Kong define sensitive users as "land uses 
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9.3 

9.3.1 

9.3.2 

which, by virtue of the nature of the activities thereon, are susceptible to the 
influence of residuals or physical changes generated by polluting uses". It 
should be noted that, unlike the "harder" environmental impacts, visual impact 
does not usually result in direct physical changes to the users of an area, as 
would possible damage to health from air or noise pollution. 

Highly Sensitive Viewpoints are views from high rise or low rise residential 
developments and buildings which are considered highly sensitive as the users 
(the residents) would be particularly aware of any visual changes. Residents are 
likely to care about the views from their homes as this is where they are likely to 
spend their leisure time. In addition, residents are likely to have a financial 
interest in the property (either ownership or rental) and a change in the 
appearance of the surroundings could have a significant financial implication on 
property values leading to public objections. 

Moderately Sensitive Viewpoints are views from commercial developments, 
schools, public open spaces including beaches and scenic transport corridors 
which are considered moderately sensitive. In the case of schools and offices, 
while users may be at these viewpoints regularly, they are primarily there for 
another reason i.e. for study or work. In the case of open spaces, beaches and 
certain transport corridors, these are likely to be visited for shorter periods of 
time and there would be an element of control or choice in their use. A change in 
the view from these land uses would have a less Significant impact. 

Low Sensitivity Viewpoints are views from industrial areas and most transport 
corridors which are considered to have low senSitivity. In industrial areas, user 
expectations of visual quality are low; the users are there primarily for another 
reason i.e. to work. Users of certain transport corridors are subject to changes in 
a view for a relative short period of time. A change in the view would therefore 
have an insignificant effect on the overall quality of life from such view points. 

BASELINE STUDY 

Study Area 

The Study Area for the EIA encompasses the headlands of Siu Lang Shui and 
Pillar Point, and to the east of the proposed site; Butterfly Beach and the 
residential areas to the southwest of Tuen Mun shown in Figure 9.3a. 

The new residential development of Tung Chung on Lantau Island, being 
constructed adjacent to the new airport development, and the North Lantau 
Expressway and Airport Railway, are also included within the visual envelope 
shown in Figure 9.3b. 

Existing Visual Resources 

The eastern section of the Study Area, includes the upper floors of the highrise 
residential blocks of Melody Garden and Richland Garden.to the southwest of 
Tuen Mun. All have associated commercial and school developments. The area 
has an urban character, and is set against the backdrop of Castle Peak. The 
urban area is defined to the south by the coastline. The residential blocks 
command open views of the sea and the existing view is shown in Figure 9.3c. 
The residential development of Pearl Island does not fall within the Study Area 
as the RTT will not be visible from this location. 
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9.3.3 

To the west of the Tuen Mun urban area, at the foot of Castle Peak, lies Butterfly 
Beach and Butterfly Beach Park. This is a popular recreation facility and is 
highly accessible to the residents of Tuen Mun and is shown in Figure 9.3c. 

At the western end of Butterfly Beach, at the headland adjacent to the proposed 
site, the sea has been reclaimed to house several factories, shipyards, god owns, 
and a sewage treatment works. This reclamation juts out beyond the natural 
coastline so that the large scale buildings, cranes and shipping activity are highly 
visible from Butterfly Beach and the southwestern residential areas of Tuen Muo. 

To the north of the Study Area the landform rises steeply as a series of ridges and 
small valleys to a summit at 240m above sea level. Within the valleys several 
borrow areas have been completed and reinstated with vegetation. The hills are 
covered with a variety of vegetation, including low and tall scrub, grassland, and 
plantation woodland. Large portions of the hillside show signs of man-made 
cuts, restabilised using concrete, and large areas of bare rock have been exposed 
and is shown in Figure 9.3c. 

The Tuen Mun Outline Zoning Plan (OZP) identifies the hillsides to the north as 
Green Belt. The aim of a Green Belt zoning is to define the limit'of development 
on the fringes of the existing and proposed urban areas, with the aim of 
conserving natural features and, where possible, enhancing its. landscape and 
amenity value. This area of Green Belt contributes substantially to the amenity 
of the coast of the western New Territories. 

The western part of the study area includes the cement works jutting out from 
the coast at Siu Lang Shui. From here the chimneys of Castle Peak Power Station. 
can be clearly seen and is shown in Figure 9.3d. 

The Chek Lap Kok Airport site on the northern side of Lantau Island, and the 
future residential development of Tung Chung, presently under construction; lie 
to the south of the study area across the sea channel shown in Figure 9.3e. 

Sensitive Viewpoints 

As stated in Section 9.2, the "sensitivity" of each viewpoint is based on the land 
use at each location. In addition to this general classification of sensitivity, also 
of importance are: 

• the distance between the viewpoint and the development, 

• the number of people at each of the viewpoints, 

• the number of times people will look at the view while at this viewpoint, 

• what the viewer will be doing at the time (for example, sleeping, morning 
exercises) , 

• light,. air and general weather conditions will affect the view (hazy conditions, 
which prevail in Hong Kong during the summer months, reduce contrasts 
within the visual environment), 

• the size of the development in relation to the overall view (the impact will be 
less significant if part of a wide or panoramic view), 
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• the overall quality of the existing view; this will be influenced by the extent 
and type of existing man-made development 

Having established the sensitivity of the viewpoints to the new development (a 
factual exercise), the overall visual impact can be assessed. This is based on 
objective professional experience, with consideration of the following: 

• Visual obstruction; the extent to which the development will block a view. 

• Visual intrusion; the incompatibility of the development within the existing 
view. This is created by the introduction of contrasting and incongruous 
forms, textures and colours, 

• Visual quality; a judgement of the effect of the development on the existing 
visual quality of the area. 

The following sensitive viewpoints have been identified within the visual 
envelope: 

Highly Sensitive Viewpoints 

• Residents of Melody Garden (upper floors only); 
• Residents of Richland Garden (upper floors only); 
• Residents of the Residential Developments of Tung Chung on North Lantau. 

Moderately Sensitive Viewpoints 

• Users of Butterfly Beach; 

Low Sensitivity Receivers 

• Workers at the Pillar Point factories and shipyards; 
• Workers at the proposed Special Industries Area; 
• Motorists on Lung Mun Road; 
• Passengers on the Tuen Mun ferry; 
• Boats using the channel. 
• Passengers on the North Lantau Expressway and Airport Railway. 

Project Description 

The proposed RTT will be constructed mainly on reclamation at 5mPD, and on 
existing land at its connection with Lung Mun Road, between the sewage 
treatment works and the godowns of Pillar Point From Pillar Point the 
reclamation will extend westwards to the cement works at Siu Lang Shui. The 
reclamation extends into the sea a distance of 950 meters. The reclamation will 
be surrounded by sea walls and breakwaters shown in Figure 2.1a. 

The completed project will include ancillary structures such as small scale 
buildings, cranes and lighting masts at heights of up to 40mPD, During 
operation the area will be used for storing shipping containers. In general the 
RTT will cover a large surface area, but will be relatively low in height At night 
time the area will be lit by powerful floodlights at a height of 35 meters above the 
reclamation level of 5mPD. The light source will be a sodium lamp emitting a 
yellow light. Reflectors will be fitted to the lights to eliminate any horizontal 
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9.4 

9.4.1 

phasing, and the lights from the high towers will be directed towards the south 
to southwest (out to sea). 

ASSESSMENT OF VISUAL IMPACTS 

This section summarises the broad impacts of the RTT and the key visual 
impacts. As it is assumed that mitigation measures will be adopted in whole or 
part, the residual impacts.are considered in more detail in Section 9.6 of this 
Report. 

Construction Phase 

Construction activity will fall into two stages; reclamation of the site platform, 
and construction of the terminal area. The total construction period is 3 years. 
Construction activity tends to be visually untidy and cluttered, and will be 
visible from all sensitive viewpoints. However, the level of impact will be 
reduced as the construction of the reclamation and the terminal will cause very 
little disturbance to existing landforms. Construction operations will be at grade 
and will result in the removal of the existing vegetation along Lung Mun Road. 

From the viewpoint of the highly rated sensitive receivers of Melody Garden and 
Richland Garden the RTT construction will only be visible from the upper floors. 
The construction activity will be almost 2 kilometers away from the residential 
blocks and will form a minor component of the sensitive receivers' overall view 
out towards Lantau Island. 

Viewed from Lantau Island, the light from floodlit night time work will be 
visible. The impact of construction during daytime working hours will be of no 
significance due to the distance from the site. 

To the users of Butterfly Beach, the construction activity will be moderately 
visible, however this impact will be reduced as the site is partly concealed from 
the beach by the natural curve of the headland and by the existing factory 
buildings at Pillar Point. 

Work will be highly visible for the workers of the factories and shipyards at 
Pillar Point, due to their proximity to the construction works and because of the 
introduction of such a large man-made element into their surroundings. 
However, the existing character of this area of coastline is already very 
industrial, thereby reducing the comparative impact. 

Due to the removal of the existing vegetation along Lung Mun Road, the 
construction works and the construction traffic coming and going from the site, 
will be highly visible to motorists using this road, although the impact will be 
low. 

Commuters using the Tun Mun ferry, and boats in the channel, will be able to 
view the full extent of the construction against the sea, creating a contrast of high 
visual impact. 

In summary, the predicted changes to the baseline condition and subsequent 
effects on views from sensitive viewpoints are as follows: 
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• Construction work rated highly visible can be seen from the intensively used 
recreation facility of Butterfly Beach, and othfrwise from the low sensitivity 
viewpoints of the ferries and marine traffic; 

• A small stretch of existing coastline will be directl y lost through RTT 
reclamation; 

• Existing trees and shrubs within the existing RTT reclamation site will be 
removed. It should be noted that this reclamation is relatively new and the 
vegetation young. This area only comprises 5% of the whole RTT site with the 
remaining 95% being on future reclamation; and 

• Construction during hours of darkness using low floodlights, extends the 
visual impact to sensitive receivers further afield. 

Operation Phase 

. Once construction of the RTT is complete and it is opened and operational, the 
main visual impacts will relate to its finished appearance, and to the activity 
generated by operations and is shown in Figure 9.4a. 

Viewed from the sea from the south and east, the main impacts will relate to the 
appearance of the sea walls, and to the visibility of the cranes and stacks of 
containers. The design and scale of the buildings within the site will also have 
an impact visually. Although the RTT covers a large area, it is relatively low in 
height; this means that the visual impact is greatly reduced when viewed from a 
distance. This case applies to the sensitive viewpoints of the upper floors of 
Melody Garden, Richland Garden, and Butterfly Beach. From these viewpoints, 
the visual impact is further reduced as the RTT forms only a small component of 
their overall view, and because the existing character of this piece of coastline is 
already quite industrial, including the factories and shipyards of Pillar Point, and 
the sewage treatment works beyond. 

The proximity of the RTT to Lung Mun Road, and the removal of the existing 
roadside vegetation, will mean that the treatment of this edge of the site will be 
critical to the degree of visual impact experienced by motorists using this road. 

When completed, the RTT will operate 24 hours a day. At night time, the visual 
impact of the high mast floodlights will be moderate from all of the sensitive 
viewpoints, and will extend the visual envelope to receivers on the north coast of 
Lantau. The lighting masts up to 40mPD in height will constitute the biggest 
change to the existing view. However the light towers will generally be directed 
towards the south to southwest along the lines of the container stacks (out to 
sea), and reflectors fitted to the lights will eliminate any glare that would be 
perceived by the sensitive receivers. The visual impact of the lights is further 
reduced by the sensitive receivers' comparative distance from the source. 

In summary, following the construction phase, the subsequent effects on views 
from sensitive viewpoints are as follows: 

• The stacked containers and tall cranes are rated highly visible; 
• The sea walls and breakwaters likewise are rated highly visible; and 
• The high mast floodlights will be highly visible throughout the night. 
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9.5 

9.5.1 

9.5.2 

MITIGATION MEASURES 

A number of design features should be included into the detailed design of the 
proposed scheme to mitigate the predicted changes to the baseline condition and 
the subsequent impacts on sensitive viewpoints. 

Construction Phase 

• The site boundary along Lung Mun Road should be enclosed by hoardings to 
reduce the impact of construction activity on sensitive receivers; 

• Heights of storage materials and stock piles should be maintained at low 
levels and should not exceed the surcharge levels of the reclamation filling 
currently specified as + 13mPD; and 

• Where possible, planting to screen the permanent works should be 
undertaken during the construction stage, to assist in mitigating construction 
impacts. 

Operation Phase 

The mitigation measures proposed for implementation during the operation 
phase, aim to mitigate the following visual impacts; 

• Soften the appearance of the sea walls; 
• Partially screen the activity within the RTT; 
• Reduce the surface glare of the terminal's hard surface area; 

Appearance of the Sea Walls 

Due to the severe wave climate during typhoons, the southern sea wall and the 
outer face of the breakwater will be armoured with precast concrete accropode 
units. In time marine growth will auotrnatically soften the appearance of the 
outer face of the breakwaters. The sea walls to the east of the RTT will be the 
energy absorbing rip rap type, constructed using natural stone which will better 
integrate them with the naturally rocky coastline shown in Figure 9.5a. 

Soften and Screen the RTT using Trees and Screen Planting 

Screen planting will be incorporated wherever possible to soften the appearance 
of the sea walls and partially screen the cranes, containers, and buildings of the 
RTT. This will improve the distant views of the RTT from the south and east to a 
certain extent, but will be most effective in screening views from the closer 
sensitive receivers of Lung Mun Road, the Pillar Point factories and shipyards, 
and the future Special Industries Area. Plant material that is well adapted to the 
extreme site conditions experienced on coastal sites will be used. This is shown 
in Figure 9.5a. 

Appearance of the RTT 

The surface of the RTT platform will be finished in bitumen which is a non 
reflective, dark coloured material. This is important for the reduction of the 
surface glare and hence the visibility of the hard surface area. Planting will also 
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9.6 

9.6.1 

9.6.2 

be incorporated within the site to soften its appearance. Proposed planting will 
take sightline restrictions into account. 

ASSESSMENT OF RESIDUAL VrSUAL IMPACTS 

If the mitigation measures described in Section 9.5 are adopted, the following 
residual visual impacts are anticipated. 

Residual Visual Impacts During Construction 

During the reclamation and construction period of 3 years, the works will be 
visible from the moderately and low sensitive receivers in close proximity to the 
site. However there are no highly sensitive receivers within 2 kilometers of the 
site. Taking into account the distance of the more sensitive receivers from the 
site; visual impact is predicted to be low during the construction period. As the 
site projects a long way out from the natural coasHine into the sea, effective 
mitigation measures are not possible to the south, west and east. 

Residual Visual Impact During Operation 

The change to the baseline condition of the visual resource after completion is 
considered to be moderate. The level of impact will vary from the sensitive 
viewpoints and would be dependant on the criteria outlined in Section 9.2.3. 

Based on this criteria, the sensitive receivers most affected by the proposed RTT 
would be the upper floor residents of Melody Garden and Richland Garden. For 
these people the RTT will appear as a low lying, linear, man-made feature, of 
which the most significant impact will be that of the floodlights at night-time. 
However when considered in relation to their distance from the RTT, with the 
factories in the foreground, and in relation to their overall view; the visual 
impact can be considered to be of low significance. This would also apply to the 
users of Butterfly Beach, in whose case the impact would be further reduced, as 
they are only in the area for short periods of time and at their own choice. 

The sensitive viewpoints affected to a lesser extent, would be those of the people 
using ferries, and from ships. However this impact is considered to be of low 
significance as the surrounding area is generally quite industrial with Castle 
Peak Power Station to the west and Tuen Mun to the east, and these people will 
only experience this impact for a short period 6f time. 

Sensitive viewpoints also affected to a lesser extent will be those of the Pillar 
Point factory workers, the Special Industries Area workers, and motorists on 
Lung Mun Road. All of these sensitive receivers come within close proximity of 
the site, however the overall impact on them is considered to be low, as the 
workers would be there for a purpose other than to observe the view, and their 
working environment would already be considered to be of low visual quality; 
while the duration of the view for motorists is considered to be insignificant. 

The sensitive viewpoints least affected would be the residential developments of 
Tung Chung, the North Lantau Expressway, and the Airport Railway on north 
Lantau. From these viewpoints the RTT would only be visible at night when 
floodlit. When viewed from such a distance and in the context of the wider view, 
alongside the lights of Tuen Mun, this impact is considered to be minimal. 
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9.7 CONCLllSIONS 

The VIA has identified the potentially affected views and recommended suitable 
mitigation measures to be incorporated into the detailed design and construction 
stages of the project. The VIA has lead to the following conclusions: 

• The change to the baseline condition of the visual resource is moderate at 
night, to low during the day; 

• Due to the distance of the highly sensitive viewpoints from the source of 
visual impact; the impact is deemed to be moderate at night time and low 
during the day, affecting upper floors only; 

• The proposed development should incorporate design features recommended 
in Section 9.5; 

• The detailed design of the terminal platform, sea walls and breakwaters 
should take particular account of their appearance; and 

• Control of the construction practices, is required to minimise visual impacts. 
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10.1 

10.1.1 

10.1.2 

OVERALL CONCLUSIONS 

As described in Section 1, this EIA of the RTT does not assess the overall 
environmental feasibility or acceptability of the RTT development at Tuen Mun 
as this has previously been established and endorsed by Government and the 
ACE in the Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA. This EIA aims to appraise environmental 
consequences associated with differences between the RTT conceptual and RTT 
detailed design, and also identifies any mitigation recommendations required to 
ensure the environmental acceptability of any detailed design changes. 
Additionally, this EIA aimed to identify any environmental benefits and 
improvements arising from the detailed design. The issues assessed are as 
follows: 

WATER QUALITY 

Construction Phase 

In this study, water quality impact of the RTT construction was therefore 
comparatively assessed with reference to the modelling results reported in the 
previously endorsed Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA. The results indicated that although 
the water sensitive receivers comprising gazetted Tuen Mun beaches, waters of 
Deep Bay and cooling water intakes for the Castle Peak Power Station were not 
adversely impacted, adjacent waters will be protected by the implementation of 
dredging and reclamation mitigation controls to minimise these potential 
impacts. The assessment also concluded that one month baseline monitoring 
should be undertaken before any construction works and that thereafter impact 
monitoring of water quality to be undertaken throughout the RTT construction 
period. In accordance with EPD protocols, the water quality monitoring will 
identify any indications of a deterioration of water quality, via a proactive 
approach, in order that there may be direct feedback into the RTT construction 
methodology to ensure that possible adverse impacts do not eventuate. 
Therefore, with appropriate mitigation the residual water quality impacts 
during the construction phase will comply with the statutory WQOs. Marine 
sediment arisings and contamination status have been identified and appropriate 
recommendations made to prevent water quality impacts from dredging and 
disposal. . 

Operation Phase 

The assessment indicates that the operation of the RTT will not impact on water 
quality as RTT operations will primarily comprise the handling of containers. In 
terms of potential water quality impact sources, however, there will be a land 
and marine fuel filling station, temporary and permanent workshops and a solid 
waste management site, although the detailed design of these facilities have 
included water pollution control measures. Thus these facilities will not impact 
on marine water quality and will fully comply with the required EPD Water 
Pollution Control Ordinance discharge licence. In addition, in the light of the 
EPD's general policy "to prohibit any form of discharge in embaymentsl enclosed 
water bodies" the detailed stormwater drainage design has located stormwater 
drainage outfalls to avoid any direct discharge to the RTT basin waters, which 
will be beneficial in terms of water quality. 
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10.2.1 

Reprovisioned Outfall 

The RTT construction includes the construction of a long replacement outfall for 
the existing Pillar Point outfall. This replacement outfall will be approximately 
twice the existing outfall length at around 2,070 m and will discharge into the 
faster moving (>lm/s) waters of the main Urmstom Road channel at 
approximately -15 mPD which is deeper than the existing outfall discharge depth 
as well as providing a specified effluent dilution factor of 1:85. 

The detailed design of the reprovisioned outfall is very si~lar to the conceptual 
reprovisioned outfall proposed and modelled in the Tuen Mun Area 38 ErA. The 
only changes comprise a diffuser configuration of the detailed design to 
minimise damage to the diffusers from marine traffic which results in the 
relocation of the closest outfall discharge pOint relative to the shore to 
approximately 300 m further out to sea. Additionally, a minor revision has been 
made to the detailed design reprovisioned outfall orientation intended to avoid 
the need for underwater blasting. This detailed design change will minimise 
construction impacts, in particular to marine mammals, including the Chinese 
White Dolphin (Sousa chinesis). 

The previously accepted Tuen Mun Area 38 ErA comprised extensive water 
quality modelling of the reprovisioned Pillar Point outfall which confirmed the 
acceptability of the reprovisioned outfall. Comparative assessment undertaken 
as part of the EIA of the RTT indicated that the minor detailed design differences 
with regard to diffuser configuration still achieves the required 1:85 effluent 
dilution factor and the diffuser location will also lead to discharge further from 
the existing Tuen Mun shoreline. The detailed design is therefore in accordance 
with the endorsed findings of the Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA with regard to 
reprovisioned outfall acceptability. Overall the assessment undertaken 
concludes that the reprovisioned outfall will lead to an improvement over the 
existing shorter outfall condition as the outfall will be in compliance with WQOs 
at WSRs and will no longer be responsible for bacterial pollution of the adjacent 
gazetted Tuen Mun bathing beaches. 

No water quality will be required for the RTT operational phase, however, the 
operation stage of the reprovisioned outfall will be monitored as part of the 
forthcoming EPD Baseline and Performance Verification Monitoring of the Pillar Point 
Sewage Outfall Study which is scheduled to commence in late 1996. 

Overall- Consideration 

Based on the assessment it is concluded that RTT will not lead to exceedance of 
statutory water quality standards, either during RTT construction or operation. 

AIR QUALITY 

Construction Phase 

Fugitive dust was expected to be the key pollutant during construction of the 
RTT and an EPD approved dust dispersion model (POM) was employed to 
predict the impact upon the ASR located in the adjacent industrial site (Area 40 
Industrial Area). 
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10.2.2 

10.3 

10.3.1 

10.3.2 

As marine plant will be employed for the reclamation and the scale of works is 
small, dust impacts exceeding the criteria were not predicted at the ASR or the 
site boundary. Dust suppression measures and EM&A of dust emissions have 
been recommended, as good site practice, to reduce the dust emission from the 
site during RTT construction. 

Operational Phase 

This quantitative RTT assessment indicates that freight carried by barge is a 
better mode of transportation than road transportation in terms of air quality. 
The proposed RTT arrangement will reduce road traffic by carrying freight by 
water and the function of the RTT in consolidating the container loads of 
approximately 10 small PRO river trade vessels on to one large barge will reduce 
the numbers of marine vessels trafficking the water east of the RTT to Kwai 
Chung by approximately 10%. The amount of nitrogen oxides generated would 
be reduced by 160 tonnes pet annum; while the amount of carbon monoxide and 
particulate matter would be reduced by 130 and 23 tonnes per annum, 
respectively. As the pollutant generated from both the marine and land traffic 
are expected to be low, the air quality of the ASR will satisfy the AQO and 
further mitigation measures are therefore not required. 

NOISE 

Constnlction Phase 

The construction noise assessment showed that construction activities from the 
proposed RTT will be within all applicable daytime and evening noise criteria. 
Nighttime construction activities can be undertaken provided suitable mitigation 
measures are incorporated. These measures include reducing the amount of 
equipment in use, especially restricting concreting activities. It was also 
recommended that environmental noise mOnitoring and audit also should be 
carried out at nighttime during the construction phase of the RTT. The 
monitoring station was recommended to be located at either San Shek Wan or 
Melody Garden. 

It should be noted that a CNP must be obtained from EPD before carrying out 
any construction works during the evening and nighttime (1900-2300 and 2300-
0700 hours, respectively). Details and the extent of the construction activities as 
well as any mitigation measures for the compliance with the NCO, are needed to 
be provided in the application of the CNP. 

Although the construction noise assessment predicted noise emissions from 
percussive piling to be within the NCO criteria, a CNP must be obtained from 
the EPD prior to the undertaking of the percussive piling, and it will specify the 
permitted time period for the actual piling operation. However, it should be 
noted that the percussive piling is prohibited outside normal working hours 
(0700-1900 hours). 

Operational Phase 

Accepting that provided that the total sound power of the cargo handling 
equipment of the RTT will be limited to 132 dB(A), noise levels at NSRs to the 
northwest and northeast of the site will comply with the HKPSG criteria. 
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10.4 

10.4.1 

10.4.2 

10.5 

10.5.1 

The RTT will substantially reduce the actual number of container trucks using 
the roads in the area for the cargo handling by transporting freight by water. 
The traffic generated by the RTT operation will mainly use the Foothills Bypass 
which was taken on board by a separate EIA study, and therefore not increase 
traffic noise exposure of the nearby NSRs. 

WASTE MANAGEMENT 

Construction Phase 

With the exception of marine sediments to be dredged it is likely that only small 
quantities of excavated materials and construction chemical and general waste 
will be generated by the construction of the RTT. However, mitigation measures 
relating to good practice have been recommended to ensure that adverse impacts 
are prevented and that the opportunities for waste minimisation and recycling 
are taken. 

Operation Phase 

The level of general refuse produced by the RTT operation is not expected to be 
unduly high, but all feasible measures should be taken to avoid and recycle 
wastes. Chemical waste arisings from maintenance activities will be limited to 
plant and equipment maintenance. 

It is recommended that ad hoc auditing of each waste stream should be carried 
out periodically by the RTT contractor or operator, as appropriate, during the 
construction and operation of the RTT. The audit should determine if wastes are 
being managed in accordance with approved procedures and the site waste 
management plan and if waste reduction targets are being achieved and could be 
improved. The audits should look at all aspects of waste management including 
waste generation, storage, recycling, treatment, transport, and disposal. 

Presuming that the recommendations put forward in this report are 
conscientiously acted upon, no waste related regulatory non-compliances should 
occur as a result of the storage, handling, collection, transport, and disposal of 
wastes arising from the construction and operation of the RTT. 

ECOLOGY 

Constrnction/Operation Phase 

Benthic Environment 

The results indicated that no unacceptable residual impacts are expected to arise 
from either the constr'uction or operation of the RTT. Benthic organisms present 
at the site are typical of that found at other soft bottom environments in Hong 
Kong. 

Commercial Fisheries 

The results show that unacceptable impacts to commercial fisheries are avoided 
during the construction or operation of the RTT. The loss to fisheries production, 
has been estimated by consideration of data from the ongoing AFD - Study of 
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Fisheries Resources and Fishing Operations in Hong Kong Waters to be 1.18 g m·' 
which represents an instantaneous productivity of the RTT area and is relativel y 
low compared with fisheries located in eastern waters. 

Chinese White Dolphin (Sousa chinensis) 

Sousa have been sighted in the general vicinity of the RTT site during the 
ongoing AFD Dolphin Survey, however they tend to be concentrated further 
west of the RTT site and south of the busy Urmston Road waterway. 
Nevertheless, based on a precautionary principle, it is assumed that construction 
impacts of the RTT might affect Sousa in the area and therefore construction 
stage mitigation measures have been recommended to protect Sousa including 
the use of a 500 m "exclusion zone" closely monitored by a trained observer. This 
500 m area in any direction from the construction activity should be visually 
monitored by a trained observer before the commencement of each marine based 
construction activity. If Sousa are sighted in the "exclusion zone", work should 
be delayed until such time as the Sousa have left the area. A minor revision has 
been made to the detailed design of the reprovisioned Pillar Point outfall in 
order to prevent any need for underwater blasting which will be beneficial in 
terms of Sousa. Finally, marine based piling has been avoided for the 
construction phase to minimise adverse impacts to Sousa. 

In terms of operational impacts to Sousa the RTT itself will provide a positive 
impact by reducing the marine traffic in areas comprising Sousa habitat. Sousa 
may increase their use of the waters surrounding the reprovisioned outfall, due 
to the predicted increase in abundance of prey species resulting from the outfall. 
It should be noted, however, that the reprovisioned outfall will replace the 
existing outfall and that no additional impacts are expected. The operational 
impacts and the need for any additional measures will be closely monitored as 
part of the forthCOming EPD study entitled Baseline aIJd Performance Verification 
Monitoring of the Pillar Point Sewage Outfall Study which is scheduled to 
commence in late 1996. 

Terrestrial Ecology 

The Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA terrestrial ecological field review indicated that the 
RTT area consists of non-pristine areas greatly affected by human and industrial 
activity. Within the RTT site area, no terrestrial fauna or flora were identified as 
rare or endangered. RTT field visits confirmed the Tuen Mun Area 38 EIA 
findings and concluded that the terrestrial ecology has been altered materially 
from its natural state and thus the conservation significance in the context of 
Hong Kong as a whole was considered low due to degradation as a result of the 
adjacent industrial land uses, including a cement works, power station and a 
steel mill. 

LANDFILL GAS 

Construction/Operation Phase 

The RTT's site geology could provide a potential pathway for migration of 
landfill gas. However, due to the distance between the RTT and both the SLSL 
(350 m) and the PPVL (290 m) when considered with the high water table and 
relative elevation of the base of the waste, makes this an extremely unlikely gas 
migration pathway. 
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[t is therefore considered unlikely that any mitigation measures will be required 
for the construction phase due to the distance and open nature of the RTT 
construction site. This will be confirmed upon receipt of additional information 
which has been requested on utility services. 

For the operational phase, due to the distance between the RTT and both 
landfills, mitigation measures would only be considered necessary in cases 
where a utility related pathway exists directly between one of the landfills and 
the RTT site. If such utility pathways are identified, from any additional 
information along the utility service(s) in the area obtained, monitoring of 
conduit air spaces at a number of points of the RTT site should be undertaken 
using appropriately calibrated portable gas detection equipment. 

A review of additional utilities information will be conducted when it becomes 
available and may recommend some short term monitoring of landfill gas. 
Mitigation measures are unlikely to be recommended unless landfill gas 
migration is found to be occurring within the utility services. 

VISUAL 

Construction Phase 

The predicted changes to the baseline condition and subsequent effects on views 
from sensitive viewpoints are as follows: 

• Construction work rated highly visible can be seen from the intensively used 
recreation facility of Butterfly Beach, and otherwise from the low sensitivity 
viewpoints of the ferries and marine traffic; 

• A small stretch of existing coastline will be directly lost through RTT 
reclamation; 

• Existing trees and shrubs within the existing RTT reclamation site will be 
removed. It should be noted that this reclamation is relatively new and the 
vegetation young. This area only comprises 5% of the whole RTT site with the 
remaining 95% being on future reclamation; and 

• Construction during hours of darkness using low floodlights, extends the 
visual impact to sensitive receivers further afield. 

There are no highly sensitive receivers within 2 kIn of the site. Taking into 
account the distance of the more sensitive receivers from the site; visual impact is 
predicted to be low during the construction period. 

Operation Phase 

Following the construction phase, the subsequent effects on views from sensitive 
viewpoints are as follows: 

• The stacked containers and tall cranes are rated highly visible; 
• The sea walls and breakwaters likewise are rated highly visible; and 
• The high mast floodlights will be highly visible throughout the night. 
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The sensitive receivers most affected by the proposed RTT would be the 
residents 6f the upper floors of Melody Garden and Richland Garden. For these 
people the RTT will appear as a low lying, linear, man-made feature, of which 
the most significant impact will be that of the floodlights at night-time. However 
when 'Considered in relation to their distance from the RTT, with the factories in 
the foreground, and in relation to their overall view; the visual impact can be 
considered to be of low significance. 

OVERALL CONCLUSIONS 

The River Trade Terminal Company Limited, the project proponent, has 
committed to implement all mitigation measures detailed in this EIA for the RTT 
and thus it may be concluded that the environmental impacts from either RTT 
construction or operation will be kept within established standards and 
guidelines. 
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Annex B 

Monitoring Results for the 
Pre-Tender Monitoring and 
the Further Environmental 
Monitoring for the PPVL and 
SLSL 
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§flOUNDWATJ;!!ILEACHATElSURFACE WATER ANALYSIS RESUTLTS FOR RESTORATION OF THE NORTH-WEST NEW TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Sampling Site: Siu Lang Shui 

Top Level of Well: 8.36 mPD 
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These testing parameters are accerdited under Hong Kong Laboratory Accredited Scheme (HOKLAS). 

7.2 

Sample Localion : DH201 

Bottom Level of Well: -1.40 mPD 
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For those non-accerdited parameters. HKPQ shall follow the same ONoe procedures in the analysis works as required by HOKLAS . 

•• : The water depth measured from the top at bore hole to water surface in the bore hole. 
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Sample Location: DH203 

Bottom Level 01 Well: 1.54 mPD 
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These testing parameters are accerdited undar Hong Kong Laboratory Accrediled Scheme (HOKLAS). 
For those non-accerdited parameters, HKPC shall follow the same ONOC procedures in the analysis works as required by HOKLAS . 

•• : The water depth measured from the top of bore hole to water surface in the bore hole, 
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Sampling Site: Siu Lang Shui 

Top lovel'!f Woll : 6.76 mPD 

Analyical Parameters 
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These testing parameters are accerdited under Hong Kong Laboralory Accredited Scheme (HOKLAS). 

Sample Location: DH204 

Bollom Level of Well: -1.20 mPD 

Sampling Dale 
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For Ihose non-accerdlted parameters, HKPC shall follow the same ONOC procedures In the analysis works AS required by HOKLAS. 

: The water depth measured from the top of bore hole to water surface in the bore hole. 
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Sampling Site: Siu Lang Shui 

Top Level of Well: 37.19 mPD 

INumb. Analyical Parameters 

liB -:f;)~!T"'_l.tF.lJbb.A!'!AbY§!§ 

:rW<;t.~~~ L~'y~!.1 2-1:.,-. -- ... - ~ 
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1Ur, 

t!.,!ic Carb~n_IT.QgU~9lbl 
al O~yg~n_~~and' (gQQlJ!!l.9!~J 
~Io~~~~!cal ~xy'g!.~, ~~mand (BC 

:::alcium (mg 
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·ffiS~!R~~~~·l~~ ___ . 
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_ •. ~ick~.t'!!2!!:L 
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~?_ ~us~!lded S~~~J~9!L 
~! .§~~leabJe Solids (!!!g/L: 

__ ~2~ Oil & Grease (mg/l) 
~ __ -i3~o'HBoron(~:"g~IL~) __ 
__ ~.--:.~! ~~~f!l_ (!!!D!~! _ 
__ ~3~ Mecu~~9!!:l 

11 ___ ~33 !,g (mg/L) 
.... _Cyanide (mg!~ 

~1!!l.!?U!:.._~ __ 
."~id. (mg!IJ. 

,tal Surfaclants (~ 
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Sample Location: DH205 

Bottom level of Well: 5.16 mPD 

Sampling Data 

4Q. 
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These testing parameters are accerdited under Hong Kong Lcboralory Accredited Scheme (HOKLAS). 
For those non-accerdiled parameters, HKPC shall follow the same ONOe procedures In the analysis works as required by HOKLAS. 

: The water depth measured from the top of bore hole to water su~ac8ln the bore hole. 
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I\Number 

Sampling Site: S;u Lang Shu; 

Top Level of Well: 24.57 mPD 

Analyical Parameters 

liB l'~!U'_!lJ'l.)bL"'N!\b.,!,§!§ 

Sample Location: A251 

Bol1om Level of Well: 4.57 mPD 

Sampling Date 

.----'.I~al~~JI?'!t:! (fO)," ·1 __ ';!,~41 __ '~nl __ !.'!c!l~1 14.111 14.2~1 14.5~ '14.691_' _',-4.70 
_~ '!!'~!!!:!..f.~",!.!!!!!eJ.lj~) -- -- -- - - - __ . ~ 

11 ___ '3 pH - 7.4 -- -- 7.02 

--1~9~ 

=~ j~!~~!9~nJ9 Ca~!?~!l_{!ogL(~g!y -- ~~I? ___ - _ - _ __=_::. 95 200 - -1 ___ _ 
.:I? C:he~iS~~9!,yg~r...Q~~~n9_(~QQ} (m9/L).~_ .. __ ____ :-.-:: . ___ 1400 ___ -:.:: _. __ .. ~_-:¥ ___ ~1_0 ~2.0 -- __ _ 

4~Temperalure (0G) - :.... ---~3 - . -- -- :":-':-~~9.6 30.' 

11 

.. __ ~7_ .s=~~y~j~~~~~~~al O!'C:Y9~f!._D~rfI~r!~j!?9.9.JJf!'I9{~) __ =-=- ___ ~~. - -_ - -____ ~o t~ I-==~-:= 
___ ~6 .. AIT!~5~f!!f~'-N!!ro9~r_l'T!9-N/~) -- I!QO - -. 6Q.9 7501_ 

~_ T~N...l'T!g NIL} - 810 -_ -- 640 820 --
I Nitrogen _~~a-N'l) < 0.3 <0.3 <0.3 _1- --

.. _. _ __ Lie l'!!9 PILI 1.4 1.5 2.4 
-12 Sodium !mg/l) 560 370 480 
·,3 Potassium (m ILl 180 130 150 
*1_1 Calci~m~ IL) 150 120 25 ---
~ ~9!"!~:.!!:!!!Ltm9!Y 3~ 27 31 
_.:_~ ~ .~h!!?~!~!J~a!Ll ___ 5~9 43~. 500 1 __ "",::,::, 

11 ____ ..:.12 ~uleh~mgft,) ~.1 < 5 25 
• ~~ ~alir!!~ (as CaCO.Jjm9!L) 3800 3000 -_ _ 3600 

Iron (~g/L) 190 25 
~.anganese (mgJl\ 4 0.5 

11 __ ~'I?Ln.<:..!,!,g!H 6.6 0.35 
... .c~peer.!,!,g!L) 2.2 C 

~ickel (mall) 0.27 0.' 
II--~~~ Chro'!'!~iii1mg!y - 2.7 - -

-25. ~ead .(mg/L) - - 1.9 - -
II_~ Cad'!'ium l,!,gllJ -- 0.03 

*27 ~usp-end~~ Sol~ds ~gf~ - - 3000 - -
~~ §enleable Sol~ds (mg{tf - 25~ - -

29 Oil & Greas~L) -- 17 -
30 Boion (ffig/[j: -- . 2.4 -
"31 ~ar!u~!Ll 4 - -

Jg/L) - 1 ----=- < 0.1 -
- < t -

-- < 0.1 - ---- --
-- --

_~!-~l~i 34 YY~~~~.J!!!g! 
~_~~~~!J~91h _ 

__ .. ~~~ Sl;Ilph.i~~ (mg/l) ... ___ .. 
II ._._ 31. T,~t~,' S,U,.IJ~c~a,n~s. {~9/~. ~_~ __ " 

_. _ ~8 !=,Goli (~q.JJ oqm~) . 

. <0 
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<. 

< 
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These testing parameters are accerdiled under Hong Kong Laboratory Accrediled Scheme (HOKLAS). 
For those non-accerdited parameters, HKPC shalJ follow the same ONOC procedures in the analysis warns as required by HOKLAS. 

_. : The water depth measured from the top of bore hole to water surface in the bore hole. 
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Sampling Site: Siu Lang Shui 

Top Level of Well: 35.60 mPD 

Number Analyical Par~meters 

11 6-- " §1lIT!;'JLE!J6bJl.NAbY§!§ 

1tYi97iJ 

R
·5~'i! 

.,~ Ammon 

(COD) (mgIL,*,==," 
I Oxv~en Demand (BODJJ.mg/l 

i TK~O" 'd',zed NIlrog~rl al XI 

~g!~ 
____ !!!.l.'!'g/!l 
Calcium 

1I __ -;",,'·'I}A~g~~~,-,,;..,·· .. 
_ --.-.:.~ ~ ~~I~~!~!!J~9/~) _ 
___ ~! Sulrh.teJ!!!glL)=~~ 
. _._ • .!~ ~!~~Ji!,::y" (~~_~~~9JJ!!!a{l 
___ .~.~ J~~~Jf!l.9!.Y __ 
__ ~.'!_ "1!.n.9~nes!.i.~9!! 

I ___ '~t ?!~c (mgIL) 
"22 C 

(,!,g/L) 
(m\ 

_1 ?I!>! It 1!l5=:L:QY!lS 

19.3~ _l':!~ate~ !9.3~ 

~
-- --= 

-- --
-- --
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Sample Location: A252 

Bottom Level of Well: 15.60 mPD 

Sampling Dale 

04i"95 06/95 O?/95 

No water No waler 
- - -

-- -- --

"'23~ 
·24 ( 

*25 [ 
*26 - lm\!iL --I -I -I 

~d Solids (mgJL) -- -

~-

Ie--
II--

Ie--
Oil 
eO! 
Ba( 

~Sol~mg 
ElSe (mal _~,L) " "I ==1" 8 -I =-1 ==1 _ I~I --I ~I 

("g 

:yanlde" (mg/Y.. 
henol (mg/L) 

_ ~de(mg/L __ 
371 Total Sur1actants (mg/L) 

These testing parameters are accerdited under Hong Kong Laboratory Accredited Scheme (HOKLAS). 
For those non-accerdited parameters, HKPC shall follow the same aAJQC procedures in the analysis works as required by HOKLAS: 

: The waler depth measured from the top of bore hole to waler sur1ace in the bore hole. 
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Sampling Site: Siu lang Shui 

Top Level of Well: 25,93 mPD 

IINumber Analyical Parameters 

liB §\!!TE BfUL 

Rate (Us) 
No ~aler No water 

(TOC) (, 
Demand (COD) (mail) 

:al Oxyg~n Demand (B"O"D'J"'(m"gO;!1l"L 
_______ ~2gen (rna=. ------
TKN.(mg-N/l) .... _ ........ . 

_____ -.:J I~~i!LQ)(.id~.~ Nilroaen (mo-N) 

~ 
J!!!9iY..... 

\I~----' ~ 1 ~~9!!'!~!~rrL~9/~ 
•• ~ ':;hloridl 

........ '~. Aika.ifoi'ly ,a,'C. aCOJ (m~/L)_. 
. __ .,_~10 Iron {m\,l/9 _ ________ .... 
__ .~ ~.!.~ll~.!!~l'!l.2L!:}_ 
__ ·~1 ?i~~9t!: 
.. _._:2~ Copperj,!! ... _, 

11 

__ " __ ·23 Ni~k~1 (~EJ/L). __ 
"24 Chr5?!!!!!:!!!!.i~ 

d (mg/l) 
fulg(lJ. 
d Solids (mJl!!l 

__ Ie Soli<!U~ 
Oil & Grease (mg/L) 

__ • on n (mg/L 
·311 Barium (~~ 

ug/l 

3-~AILl!Ti" ___ 3i_~~!...! 
35 Phenol (n 
36 Sulphide (mg/l II===U Total Surtactants (mg/L 

6 E.Coli (No., 

-'-I 

. .. -'1-
1 --I --I' --I --._-- --- --:.:.:. ._---_ .. -..:::.. ---.-~-:: ----= 

. -_.- ._ .... _- .. _--_ .. - ----
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These testing parameters are accerdited under Hong Kong Laboratory Accredited Scheme (HOKLAS). 

Samplo Location: A253 

Bottom Lovel of Well: 15.93 mPD 

Sampling Dato 

~~95 06195 

o water No water 
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-- --- --- --- _._.,._-
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For those non-;-accerdited parameters. HKPC shall follow the same OA/OC procedu~es in the analysis warns as required by HOKLAS. 

: The water depth measured from the top of bore hole to water surface In the bore hole. 
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Sampling Sile : Siu Lang Shui 

Top Level of Well: 39.81 mPD 

Analyical Parameters 

IB ~~ITE B FULL AfI!!lLYS!§ 

II ~ IYI·ter L. 
y Rate (Us) 

,H 
remperalure (0C) _ 
rotal Organic Carbon (!OClif!!9[hL 
"'-- ~~al Oxyg~_'lI2!~!.~~_(~QQl--'r!'!9/!:-.L 

(BOD~9ih 
I! Nilro9!..n (mg-!"Jj~ 

__ ~"TKN 
_." [Tolal 9xidized Njlr!!g~nJ!:!!a-

Sample Location: A254 

Bottom level 01 Well: 14.81 mPD 

Sampling Date 

05/95 I O§/~ L 0?1l'S -_I 

17.3~ 13.41 

8.0 
38:8 

. 1300 

~7~ 

--------

~ ~ 17.67 

7.& 
39. 

-- 1500 -- -- 2200 -
.:...- 850 -- -- 1100 --
-- 43 -- -- 51 --

~ 

7.7: 

6000 
-340 

_ 2' 

-"-

200 
920 .. 

~ 

--

1agnes!~rnl'T!9!~) -- 19 -- -- 20.7 - --=--
;hloride (mgiL)' - - 1600 - - 1800 - - - - 2400--= 

___ ;u!Eh~te ('!l.2!l) -- <: 5 - <5 -- 120 --
-,8!Aikalin':ty (as CaCO,) (mall - 13000 - 13000 - 14000 - - --

ron (mQiL) -- 200 -- - 78 - - 24 -
~.!!l..9.anese !!!!9fl) -- 3.1 -- -- 1.2 -- 3.3 -

~~~~inc (niiillJ - 5.1 - - -
n -22 C0E!~) - 1.2 -
"I-I---;;';'23J'jTckelJ!!!B!!,) - - 0.3 -- --

-24 C~~~ium (m9!:Y - - 11 --
-25 lead (mgll;.L - 1.7 - -

f= 
:m~ 

W!-) 
e Solids (mg/l) 
lase (mgll 

Joron rTi/[f 
~ariurrrJ!!!9 __ 

~!Y..t~ll!!l 
~ gJr!lg!l) 
~ .CY~~I,.'l~;;'~'tm:;;.g:;r!y, 

__ ~35,"Ph~Ei..I!!!Il!Y_ 
36 S!::!.'E!hide (mg/l: ._ 
-7 Total Surlact~rlts (~9/l) 

.-=r- 5 

==:=J~ 

~
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-- < -== < 0.-
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These testing parameters are accerdited under Hong Kong Laboratory Accredlled Scheme (HOKLAS). 
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For those non-accerdited parameters, HKPC shall follow the same ONQC procedures in the analysis works as required by HOKLAS . 

.. : The water depth measured from the top of bore hole to water surface in the bore hole. 
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Sampling Site: Siu Lang Shui Sample Location: A255 

Top Level of Well: 45.70 mPD Bottom Level of Well: 10,70 mPD 

N~m_~er [_ _ _ ~nalYiCal parameter_~~~ J 
---- -' -

Sampling Date 
.-

'2/94. '--- 0 '/95 .J 02/91; 1 9M·5.-J 04m I os/'!'> ] o61'!'> LQ7/,!,> I o~/,!,> I 09/95 

-B---~H!!IE B f:!'!bL AN~bY'§!§ 

----,~- Water ~~vel L'!l .. 32,66 32.82 33,6 33.92 No water 33.81 33.14 No water 32.4 
2 Water Flow Rate (Us) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - --

'3. p~ -- 6.0 -- - - -
4 Te~.E!:~alure (oG) -- 33 - - -
S I-I~~al O!9!!!!!? Carbo~CU~9lU -- 6000 - - - - -

'6 g~~Il!L~~! Qxyg~n_Q~I!l~~~ .lC9!?). (,!,!g/L) -- 6900 -- -- -- -- -- -
--- --.j 

5-:~ay Bioc!lemical Oxyg~!l Dema[!~OD.J.lrngl!J - 6200' -- -- - - -- --
'8 "t'rT!fIlOnical t:!!!~~gen (mq-NiCf -- 4300 -
'9 T~,!,g-N/L) -- 4300 -

"0 Total Oxidized Nitrogen (m -NIL -- < 0.3 - -- . - -
11 Orthophosphate (mg- P/L 22 - - - --

"2 Sod\um (mg/L - 3000 - -- -- -
"3 PotassiumrmgfL -- '200 - - --
"4 Calcium mall) - 39 - -- - -
',5 Ma9.,Q!siu!!!..iI'!!Q/L) 20 - - -- -- -- --
"6 Chtorid~g/L) - 3100 - --
"7 Suloh,'e (mg/Y- - <5 - -
"6 Alk.lioiliY!as CaCOJ (mg/l -- 19000 -- - -- - --
"9 Iron tmg/l) -- 430 - - -- - --
'20 ~anese (mall -- 7 - - -- -- -- -
'2' Zinc(iiiQ)[f 5 -- -- - - -- -
'22 Cop~~r (m.l1/L) - ,.4 - - - -
'23 ~ickel (m!il!H -- 0.4 -- -- - --
'24 Chromium (mgl!.) - 8 -- - -- --
'25 Lead (mg/l) 1.5 -- -- - - --
'26 Cadmium mg/L - 0.02 - - -- - -- -
'27 Suspended Solids mg/L) 6600 -- - -- -- -
26 Settleable Solids (m JL -- 6200 - --
29 oTl & Grease m /L - 42 -
30 Boron m IL -- 14 - -- - --

'31 B~rium (~9J~) -- ;, -- - -- -- -- --
~2 ~!:~~ry.(u9/L) - 1.1 -- -- - --.- - ():,' -
,3 AIlJmll/l) -- - -- - -- --
34 Cy~~i~e ll'!l9/Y -- < , - -- --- --
~~ ~_~en~l_ t~g/~J 

< 0.1 -- -- -- - -- -
3. Su!e!!!de (mall - g~6 -- - -- -
37 Total Surfactants (m IL -- 7.8 -- -- - --
36 E,Go!LillQdl oomLl - < , - - - -

: These testing paramelers are accerdited under Hong Kong Laboratory Accredited Scheme (HOKLAS). 
For those non-accerdited parameters, HKPC shall follow the same QA/QC procedures in the analysis works Il$ required by HOKLAS. 

: Tne water depth measured from the lOP of bore hole to water 5urlace In the bore hole, 
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~B 

Sampling Site: Siu Lang Shui 

Analyical Parameters 1- - --._-
62/94_ t_ q1/~_1 

§!JIICB.)J'bQ,!'li\bY~!~ 

Samplo location: L206 

Sampling Date 

2 WarerFlowAale (lJs - -- -- - -- -- 1 -- - ~ ---- __ '1w;,-erLeVel-lni)".--.-- .---.---.- --. --,. ... --P=:...--:.:::----=-=.----- - . -I -- -----=-=' 
I---=.:.§ plr'-'- _86 ___ 8.~ __ 8~4 8.3 7.&, 7.621 8.3~1 '" 

_4 Te_,,!!p"~ra!~(e rg,l 23.~ __ 2.!.:~ __ , ~:~ 21 A 23.2 26.8 
T~lal Organic CarbQ!UIOCU!!l9/L 150 210 250 340 260 300 

~ Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) {mgiIT ------..so ---S-SOr-----ijOOr--700 1500 950 910 3 
-I ~~. Bioc~mical <?~Ygen Demand (BOD mQ/L 49 49 39 48 150 79 86 

Ammonical N~~~-N/L 490 620 730 810 2300 1 tOO 800 2 
~ . .:f~fJ~tr'!lg-N7L) 500 620 740 810 2400 1200 870 29m 4~ot -t 
"0 Total Oxidized Nilro~ (rna-NIL) < 0.3 < 0.3 <0.3 <0.3 <0,3 0,03 72 9.8 B.7r ""1 
11 Orthopho~ateTrnQ-p/[j' 1.6 2.3 0.06 4,3 14 6.1 4.3 1 - . ~ 

·12. Sodium (~/l) 30~ 390 470 600 1300 ·720 700 ~ 
. Polassium (m IL) 150 200 230 280 590 38 
.9'!llcium(~L~J 51 14 19 21 25 ~~ 
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These tesling parameters are accerdited under Hong Kon.9 Laboratory Accredited Scheme (HOKLAS). 
For those non-accerdited parameters, HKPC shall f9ltow the same QAJOC procedures In the analysis walks as required by HOKLAS . 

.. : The waler depth measured from the top of bore hole to waler surface in the bore hole, 
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B SUITE B FUbL ANALYSIS 
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: These testing parameters are accredited under Hong Kong Laboratory Accredited Scheme (HOKLAS). 

Sample Location: L207 
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For those non-accredited parameters, HKPC shall follow the same CA/OC procedures in the analysis work as required by HOKLAS, 

: The water depth measured from the top of borehole to water surface in the bore hole, 

: The lIowrate for L207 srarted to be measured from January, 
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Sampling Site: Siu Lang Shui Sample Location: SW201 

Ir 

Number Analyical Parameters Sampling Date 

\' , '1194 \ O!IV 02/95 0'!l95 0./95 05/95 06/95 0?L95 08/95- \~OW95-
rB SUITE B FULL ANALYSIS 

1I_~_!_~~erleveU~)·· -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --J I 
11 ___ .:2:CIWat~wRate (~ 11.9: 17.92 12.67 10.5 19.38 17 19 150 65.14 
1I ____ ·3~,p!1 7.2 7.1 7.5 7.5 7.40 7.26 8.39 7.77 7.4~1 
1I ___ ~ .• ~I~~ature (0C) 17.5 16.4 13.5 19.0 18.9 27.9 29.6 28.1 28.1 
1I ___ .5:;-,Jotal Organic Carbon (TOC) ~2!L < O.~ < 0.3 1 2 1 1 4 2 < 1 
_~_*6 C~mical OXY9!.n Demand (COD) (me!l) < 7 < 7 <7 <7 <7 18 <7 <7 7.1 

1I ____ ·.:7,r;:5-day Bio~~emical Oxygen Demand (BOD mg/L <5 <5 <5 <5 <3 <3 <5 <5 < 5 
*8 _A~~,:!ical Nitrogen (mg-N/l <o.~~ ~?Ol <0.01 0.03 <0.01 <0.01 0.2 0.14 0.1 ~ 

~·::::::::~_~:~~J!?:~,1~_~ ... :~!9~"."~ __ , _ WI' ()o,17 _ _9,09 0.06 0.06 0.03 0.06 0.25 0.14 0.14 
~~~~,-,n",ul;!~!!.J~!'l;l n!'-/ <0.3 __ ~~ «f~-----:<C).3--~----0]6 --0.37 --0.14 <0.31 

__ 7.c"~,.Qr1hoe~~e!"!~!e (~~) <~.2 __ <_o:~ ___ <_o...:.~ < 0.2 <0.2 <0.2 <0.2 <0.2 < 0.2 
_ .. _·~2. SO~!~f!!J'!1~/y ~:3 ______ '~~ ___ ~:4 11 !?~ 10 12 11 7.21_~_ 

._ .. ":.'~ r'?tos~i~.f!I(~Q/~). __ ._.__ . ___ ~_._2.2 ._ ... ~.8. ':C.. ~'-? 2.~ 2.C. 4 o~i 1.8 
_~ S:alc!!!.'!!.l!!!'a/L) 4.4 4.4 3.~ 4.0 4.9 4,1 0.4 2:(; '2 -

~ ·'5. M~!,!~sium (~9/L) < 1 ..: 1 <1 1-1 0.99 1 1.8 <1 <, 
___ '_'~ f..hloride (mgfL 11 11 8.2 10 g 11 13 6.7 7.1 
__ '_'1 '§~~,!!~~g/Y '.~. ____ 13 6.~ 14 12 14 17 1~ 6.6 ~ 

.:J':l ~1~aq~~!YJ~sCaCQJJ.f!!gt~) 1.1._ 1C~. _~ 1,. 12 12 '! 7 j 
:J~ .I~on (mg!L) < 9:~ < o:~.. < o.~ < 0.6 <0.6 0.014 <0.6 <0.6 < 0.6 
·2Q ~ar'!9f lese.lrn91L) < O.c~~ < O:Q! <0.01---7~.04 <O.O! <0.04 <0.04 0.01 ~ < 0.04 --
:g!. Zinc ('!!9lY 9·0~ 0.1 0.03 < 0.03 <0.03 <0.03 <0.03 <0.Q3 0.08 
~~?. 99I?P.!:!:..img!y < ~.og < 0.02 <0.02 <0.02 <0.02 <0.02 <0.02 <0.02 < 0.02 
·23 Nic~el(ffio/tl < 0.03 < 0.03 <0.03 . <0.03 <0.03 <0.03 <0.03 <0.03 < 0.03 

1/---i·2".'*'chro!!'ium <'!l.'aLY < 0.02 < 0.02 <0.02 < 0.02 <0.02 <0.02 <0.02 0.1 < 0.02 
~~ .~eadlmg[!:) < 0.04~g~ <0.04 <0.04 <0.04 <0.04 <0.04 <0.04 < 0.04 
*26 Cadmium ('!l..9/L) < 0,01 < 0.01 <0.01 <O.Of. <0.01 <0,01 <0.01 <0.01 < 0.01 

1 ___ '2;;.7~.§uspended Solids ImoJU 9 - - 8 14 

These testing parameters are accerdited under Hong Kong Laboratory Accredited Scheme (HOKLAS). 
For those non-accerdited parameters, HKPC shall follow the same OAjOC procedures in the analysis works as required by HOKLAS. 

: The water depth measured from the top of bore hole to water surface in the bore hole. 
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Gf!()U!'!!2W!HEfl\LEI;~HAT!;\§Ilf!FACE WATER I;!'!A!'y§l2-flESL!TLTS FOR RESTORATION OF THE NORTH-WEST NEW TEflRrTOR!!;S LA.!'!!2E!LL§ 

Sampling Sito :. Siu lang Shui Sample Location: SW204 
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: These testing parameters are accerdited under Hong Kong Laboratory Accredit~d Scheme (HOKLAS). 
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For those non-accerdited parameters, HKPC shall follow the same ONOC procedures in the analysis works as required by HOKLAS . 

.. : The waler depth. measured from the lap of bore hole to waler surface In the bore hole. 
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2.2,,-------------0----_ 
2 

1.8 

I.. 

1.4 

1.2 

0.8 

0.' 

0.4 ~ 

I 
.' 

Fo 

NOle: Please nole lhallhe sample coJJecled on 12/94 conlained sea water. 
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Leachate, Ground Water & Surface Water Monitoring Results 
for 

Ma Tso Lung Landfill 
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GflQ!J!'!RWAT£mLEAC!:!A.T~§!J!lEAC~Wi\TEf!.A~i\!.Y§!~.!l£§!!TLTS FO!H!!;§IQf\ATION OF THE NORTH-WESL~£W TERBITOf!!£ > LA!'IDEI~LS 

Sampling Site: Mii Tso lung Sample Location: DH301 

Top Level of Well: 48.61 mPD Bottom Level of Well: 32.86 mPD 
... 0 

Number Analyical 'Parameters Sampling Dale 

.. 1 g/1l4 01/[15 I .Q2/95 0,!!95 I o'!/~ 0~9? I 0,!/95 I 07795 oJ Q'!l~ "1 09/[15 

B SULTE B FULL ANALYSIS 

.-
1, .,!!?Jer Level {m}*· 6.36 7.03 7.27 7.69 7.3 7.87 7.97 5.95 7.32 

2 '!Y~~~~ Flow Rate {!:!~l - - -- - -- - - - -
.. -3 

~Ij. -- 6.1 - 8.03 - -- 7.90 --._-_ .. 
27.7 4 Te'!!Eerature j0C) -- - - 24.8 -- - 29.2 

5 Total Organic CarbQ!!JT....Q9J.rn.g/l - 6200 -- 3600 - -- 2600 --
'6 Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) (mg/!:) - 13000 8600 - -- 6900 -
'7 5 da~ Biochefllical Qxyge!l Demand (BQQJ~a!L) - 5900 - 3500 - -- 2700 --
'6 Ammonical Nitrogen (mg" NIU -- 9900 -- - 6900 -- 8200 
'9 TKN Jrno-Nilf . -- 10000 -- 9600 -- 6500 --

-~ ]o!al Oxldized Nitrogef!..irn9 NIL -- <0.3 - -- <0.3 - <0.3 -----j, ,Orthophosphate (mg-PJt5" -- 57 - 95 - - ., -----,-,. Sodjum (mg/L - 3200 3000 -- 2500 --
---.~~ _~otassium (~~fL) -- 990 - 1100 -- -- 750 --

'1. Calcium (m"g"'L -- 17 13 66 
'15 Magnesium (mg/L 14 20 - 5 -
'16 Ch!~~~'T!g{L'- 3900 -- 4900 - -- 5000 
'17 SL:!~~!.!!J~9/Y -- 71 -- -- 44 -- -- 190 --
'16 _~kalin!~Jas CaCOli'!!s/L) -- 36000 -- -- 34000 -- -- 31000 -- ---~."" 

'19 .Ir~~ (rT'!atY -- 2. -- - • - - 5.' -- .----_ ... 
0.15 '20 .Ma~~anesl!J~g/L) 

-== 
-- - 0.08 - 0.1 ------ 0.77 '21 ?i!:!Elr'!!9!Y - -- 0.35 -- - 0.23 -

'22 .. c:<!PE~,!,9!L) -- 0.12 -- - 0.04 - 0.1 --
'23 Nic~.I(~9/L) - 0.18 - 0.3 - - 0.4 ---. ~·24 qhro~h:!~ (m9(~) - . - -- -- -40 -- - • -- -- 13 --

... -25 .- .•. . 
0.22 Lead (mg/L). _ .. - - O,HI -- -- 0.3 -

- < 0:01 
. 

0.02 <0.01 '26 C~~~i~~.lm9/~) - -- - --
---·27 .~!E!.nded .§olids (m[lU --·'--646 , - - 720 - -- ,.0 ------
--.. ~~ .~,ettl~~~g/l) -- 760 - -- 590 -- 36 --

Oil & Grease mg/L -- .6 -- - 21 - 17 --
30 Boron m /L -- 4.6 - - 7.2 7.2 -

'31 Barium mg/L -- 3.5 -- <I - • 1 -
32 Mecurv :ug/L -- 4.0 20. - - 35 -
33 AlIJ'!'9/L - < 0.1 <0.1 -- . <0.1 -
34 Cyanide (mg/L - 0.11 - 0.05 - -- 0.04 --
35 Phenol (mg/L) -- .91 - 47 -- -- '2 
36 Sulpid~m~g/L - ,. 9 -- - 2.6 -
37 Total Surtactants m /L - 2.2 - 3 .• 6.5 
38 E.Co!LL~QJl OOrnL) - <1 -- ° 

<I - 15 

These testing parameters are accerdited under Hong Kong Laboratory Accredited Scheme (HOKLAS). 
For those non-accerdited parameters, HKPC shall follow the S8me QNOC procedures in the analysis works as required by HOKLAS. 

: The water depth measured from the top of bote hole to water surface in the bore hole. 
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GROLJNOWATER\lEACHATE\SURFACE WATER ANALYSIS RESUT"TS .fOR RE~TORATIQ!'tQFJHE;.NQfIT!:I:-WE;ST. NE;W .T.ERRITORIES .LANDFlllS 

Sampling Site: Ma Tso Lung Samplo Location: OH302 

Top level of Well: 47.32 mPD Bottom Level of Wen: 27.32 mPD 

Numb Analyical Parameters 

\B !'>!l!J~bhAt:lALYS!!,> 

___ W~~r Level (~_ 
___ .? V'!'~~~LfJ9.~_B.~~J~ 

___ '~PJ:l '" 
4 T !!!,p'e~atufe ee, 

-Hr,. 

s T atal Organic Carbon (TOC) (rT'!9lY 
-=:~ Ct}e'!lic~9!!l Demand (COD) (mg!!:) - -, 

~ 

7.9 
35.4 

-':"'7 5-da:t..!!ioc!l.!~J£aJ Oxyg~n O~!n~OO.JJ!!!g!!:) -:1 
~8 P._f!!~onical Nitrogen (mg-N/L) - --~~ 
'9 TKN (mg NIL) - -:1 

--.... c;" T_"'-. n .. ;...I;~d N~!!!lrn9 NIL) - -I 
____ P!}!!~~g-P/l}_ 
dium (mg/L) 

'!!'l.i.'!'1Iill. 
, (mg/L)_ .. 

Ilr~~j'!'9 

!!!D, 
(",9 

--'-21 ziriCliTi97q 

gil, 

'l)-

II 'R"lan 
___ '?~ C:"f'P..!!J,!,9/~L 

• .,"" Mi"t",./ (mg/L) 
___ nium \mglL,. 
Lead(mg/~ 

11115!!!; 
:! Solids (mg/l; 

290il&1 
-0 Boron mILl 
!B~~~B~ 

__ ~ _~~!:!.~L!: 
33 !'Il!!n~ 
~~ c;y!!!~!J~g! 
~ f_~!.~2~9! 

. .!I11ll& 

~!::!1e!2!..l'!1~ ___ _ 
Total Surfactanls (mglL) 

~~ E-:-C oU.lliQ1!QQOlJ 

< 

24 --'-7 
~l00Q 

< 0.1 

< 

<. 
-< 0:' 

...5. 

~ 

~ 

....=.::.i 
-=J 

These testing parameters are accerdited under Hong Kong Laboratory Accredited Scheme (HOKLAS). 

~,25 

--I 

Sampling Date 

8.33 
--I 

7: 

"C 
QU 

2300 
1100 
-= 
-29' 

260 

< 
2. 
<0.1 
0.03 
0-:5 

~p 

9.35 

__ I 

For those non-accerdited parameters, HKPC shall follow the same OA/QC procedures in the analysis works 8$ required by HOKLAS. 

: The water depth measured from the top of bore hole to waler surface In the bore holo. 
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gRQlJNQWATER\bEACHAT~SUBFAgE ~ATER ANe,!,YSIS R.s§lJJLTS FO!LR.ESTORATION OF THE NORTH- WEST NEW TERRITORIES LAr-{DFILLS 

Sampling Site: Ma Tso Lung Sample Location: DH303 

Top level of Well: 41.94 mPD BaHam level of Well: 27.05 mPD 

Number Analyical Parameters Sampling Date 

liB 
.12/94 .. 1/95 .... 1 . 02/95 1 O~m· 04/95 U5/95 

~t,J!T~_~tF.t,Jb~ .. ~~!\b' ~!9 

~
wat~!.~~~.(m}:.:_ 

I! ___ -;~ W~!~~.fIOW _Rate llj~J 
... _._ ... P ... _ .. _-_.-_.-

- lp.e~~ll!r~U~q ________ _ 
___ . . . ___ ~L.Qrg~~!£ Co..f!:?~~ {ICC} _ (rT!9/~ __ 

II. ___ ~~ .~~~!!!!~al Oxyg~~~~!!L .. ~_n~J~QQU~g/~ 
~?_ ~-=-~~~!!.~mical O~yg~n_Q~rr!~~~@~. 
':.f! l~~!!!.q!!!£~t~j!!29!!!J~:_-
_~ Tffi1<nIl::.N/L) .. 
~~_~ .T~!~~1:!~!2g!~Jrng_ Nil 

" Or1h has hale (mg-PJL) 
*12 Sodium (mgIL' 

-. 
-~.~~~-
'Poole (mg! 

Alkalin~ CaCOJ ( 
Ir0!1~.lI 

~I Zinc 
___ *~~ Co~ ___ _ 

·_2~ N!5:kel (m~ 
'24 Chromium (mg/b 
'25 Load (mllill-
~~ .f:admium (mg/l) 

-27 Suspended Solids ( _ 

II 
28 ~enl.e. able Solids (mg/L) 

___ 29 Oil &. Grease (mg, 

11--':1 Ag (mg/Lf 
, 3~_1 Cyanide (me 
,---,,;'- ~P_~~~U~g7~f 

_ S~Ip'idtl~9!~ 

~~~-~,,~~"':l~~~;i~~j~ 

-~:~? 

--

--.:!O.2; 

_1.~ 
-.2~ 

3300 
-5800 
-580--
<0. --. 

160 
56 

·1 

~ 

o 
'0 

'0 
- <0 

2100 
2000 

---ss 
8. 
l' 

<0 
-0:42 

~ 

_!!l.8 

These lesling parameters are accerdited under Hong Kong Laboratory Accredited Scheme (HOKU\S). 

1.05 ~2~~ 

7.86 

8800 
4200 

70m 
7300 
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32 
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30 

-~ 

For those non-accerdited parameters, HKPC shall follow the same ONOC procedures In the analysis works as reql,llred by HOKLAS. 

: The waler depth measured from the top of bore hole to water surface in the bore hole. 

...l!:_ 

.L 
27.4 

-.J6OQ. 
.400 
1900 
37C~ 

~ 

1700 
250 

15000 

<1C 

<0 
---0. 
<i 
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46 
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9RQ!,JNRW!\I§flIbEACHAT~§!,JflFACLWATER ";Ni\!,Y.§!S R§§UTLTS FOB.RESTORATION OF THE NORTH- WEST NEW TERRITOB!~S U\NQE!LLS 

Sampling Site: Ma Tso Lung 

Top level of Well: 28.11 mPD 

AnalyicaJ Parameters 

~B §!,JlTE B fUbL ,4,Ni\bYS!§ 

Sample Location: DH304 

Bottom Level of Well: 8.61 mPD 

Sampling Oate 

:-1~i"" -=01/95 _I 0?1<>s 03/95 04/95 Q§I!15::=J:::]W95 O? 195 

-_. ---'-3Iwa'~r.le¥e.'.(m)~_~ __ . " ____________ . __ .. _____ "_."' ~3A2~· __ ?~21. . ___ ~:~ __ 5....:~~ __ ~:57. __ ~.~2 .. __ ~:~ __ 5.:.~8 ~ __ ~.031_. _____ ~1 
_~. VY~le~_flo~R~Us) . -- -- -- -- -- -- --
·3~ ~1 ~ ~ 

Terr!2!rature LG) 22.7 21.4 25.2 
.Total Organic Calbon (TOC) !!!!9!!J 3 3 2 

----=.;: 9.5 39 12 
-- <5 <3 

Igen (I 

Ht Tot. ,g-N/l 

gil 
nem 

-"1~·· ,Magnesium (mg/l 
.....:J~ £h~~ide (m9! 
_~17 _~~!E~ate (mg, .. __ _ 

"18 !,:~~!"lj~~~asCaC9,) (mgll) 
!~on ,meL 

e (mg/l 
:.g!J~lnc (m! 

II=-- I~ckel (~al ___ _ 
:!!!"£.'"!lj~...@.9!'Y. 
ead (mgll) 
.. !r:!!g!~ 

j Solids {mg/er 
e Solids (mg/l 

Oil & Grease (mg/l 
30 Boron m L 

"31 Barium (mg/l) 
32 Mecu 
33Am/L 

.2~ 9'anld!J!!! IL 
35 f!lenol (mg/Lt 
36 SuI ide m Il 
37 IOlal Surfacla!'l.!!J!! 

_._~~ ~~9.!t {~..Q.·L~ QQm.,} 

----='-"1f-'.---'!5.. •.7 
6.5 8.4 
33 60 

< 0.2 <0.2 
-- 110 70 

.CC:I- ::~I - ~~I- ~I- 1:1-~ 
-=-+-----;401--= 

0.46 
0.09 

< 0.02 
< 0.03 

< 

< 
o 
< 

< O. 
--0.0: 
<0 
<0 

--0: 
<0.03 

'"1"6i 
T4i 
--;: 
< 

< 
< 

<I 

o~~~1 
These testing parameters are accerdited under Hong Kong Laboratory Accredited Scheme (HOKLAS). 
For those non-accerdited parameters, HKPC shall follow the same ONCe procedures in the analysis worl<s as required by HOKLAS. 

: The waler depth measured from the top of bore hole to water surface in the bore hole. 
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Leachate, Ground Water & Surface Water Monitoring Results 
for 

. Pillar Point Valley Landfill 
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GRQ\,lJ'iQWi\TEf!\LEACtl!lTE\SUBFACE "Y!\J.E!:l ANALYSHLf!ESl,tTLTS FOliJ:!ESTORATION OF THE NORTH-"YEST NEW TER!!ITOB!ES LAf>!QFILLS 

Sampling Sile : Pillar Point Valley Sample location: A151 

Top Level of Well: 143.13 mPD Bottom Level of Well: 123.10 mPD 

Sampling Date 
'~"~~~~l ~~~~~~~~."--'-

N. umber Analyical Parameters 

___ '<I~LLJ>'/95 Ln/90 Q'!l~5 04/~ o~m Q6/90 07/95 -=C=;;~/9§ L Og/95 
A ~HJ!I!U<.£lJbL A!'!!\LYS!§ 

12.271 No water 14.~~ 12.51 14.6 15.57 13.54 14.0~ 9.27 

!I~ -~. w;i:~ ~~~~~s5 _ 
II" "'3 pH 7.8 - -- - - - 1.39 

[
1t==:;4 Ten:!eerature rq 32.8 - - - - - 36.51 

5 T olal O~anjc Carbon (fOC) {1l!9!L 1200 - - - - - - - - - - 540 
*6 Chemical Ox~gen Demand (COD) (mg!l 7000 - - - - - - - - 2300 

----ry 5:'da~oc~~mJcaIOxygef!.Demand (BO~..9Il) 450 - -- -- - -- -- -- 3101 
·8~~momcaINltr~n (mg-N/L) 490 "-- - -- - - - -- - 980 

II "9 TKN!!"!lg -NilI' 520 - - - - - - - 1000 
*10 TOlalOxidizedNitrogen{m -NIl 0.3 - -- -- -- -- - - 2.7 
~tQ~hophos hate (mg P/l) .7.1 - -- - - 6.4 

II "'2 Sodium mg/L) 480 - - - - ,500 
·13 Potassium (m /L) 250 - -- - - - -- 630 
·,4 Calcium (m IL) 200 - - - 100 

If ·,5 Ma nesium (m Il) 34 -- -- -- -- - - 72 
*16 C~lorid!..irr!9!L 660 - - - 2200 
-1I S~Ip'hate (mQ!l) 15 -- -- - -- -- - <5 
*18tA.ika~ni~YJas CaC0J..J!!!9!L 260 - - -- - -- - 5300 
:.19 !ron!f!lg/ld 200 - - -- - -- -- 10 
-20 ~~~g~~~se (mg/L) 6 -- -- - - - - -- 0.6 
~.H Zin~ii)"· 12 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1.8 

____ .• ~~ Cop2.rJmijl~ 1.6 -- - - -- - -- 1 
_m • ~2~ Ni~k.e~9!q 0.32 - -- -- -- - 0.1 

-24 C~romium Ill! IL) 0.46 - - - 0.2 
*25 Lead mg/L 1.6 - - 0.2 

P
*2~ fadmium (m9l!:) . 0.15 - - - - -- - - <0.0I. 
*27 SU~p':ended Solids mg/L} - - - --
28 Settleable Solids (r11gl!J. - - - - - - -
~~ .QiI & Grease (m9!.Y. 

I 30 !3oron (mg/l) 
i *31 Barium (mgitr 

~~. ~ecurYJ~r/b~ 
33 AO (mo/LL_ .. ______ . ___ .. __ .. _ , ___ ,_, _ ... 
34 Cyonido (maIL) __ ... _. ___ _ 

_ . _ . __ ~~ Fhenl?!. (I"!lg/~) _ 
__ ~~ __ S~lei~~~glY 

~r.LT2!~r Su!1actan1s l~.slL) 
_~~J£!QQljjNo./100mU 

These testing parameters are accerdited under Hong Kong Laboratory Accredited Scheme (HOKLAS). 
For those non-accerdjted parameters. HKPC shall follow the same aNOC procedures in the analysis worl<s 8S required by HOKLAS. 

-- : The water depth measured from the top of bore holes to water surface in the bore hole. 

r:-"']- r---J' '-,--
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§RQ!dNDWAl!;mbEACHATE\SUB.FACE WATER..ANALYS!2.BESUTLTS FOR RESTORATION OF THE NORTH-~EST fl!EW TERRITORIES LAN!!E!LLS 

Sampling Site: Pillar Point Valley Sample Location; A152 

Top Level of Well: 45.08 mPD Bottom Level of Well: 25.08 mPD 

Number Analyical Parameters Sampling Date 

Iii 
.. '.. .. ._,... _._.~_, ... " ... '_ .. I.~'~/94 ~ 1 __ O'/~~J.."0~~:;'.J_.03.L~~.-.L 04/05 05/95 L~6I~~._1~7/~.~L~~~~~ .... L_()~/~~_1 

S UITE_A.fULl, !\N.f\~ Y§ I~ 

__ -(lyva~!~J~~U~J~ 
II··--·--.~ I ~!~~_E!2~.~~~!JY~)_ 

J!!!!~rature eel _ 
T alai Organic Carbon (TOC) (m9t!: 

"ygen Demand (COD) (m9/~~ 
5-day Bioch~mical OXY9!.n De!lla~Qllirr!9l!: 

itrogen (mg-N, 
Kif(m 
I~~IO d Nitrogen (mg-N/L) 

:}late 
(mglL) 

·"IPotassium (mg& 
__ ._~~~ f~f.l!!'!l_~gf~_ 

~ ·,5 ~~a!!~sium (mg/L) 

!lliI! ., -., !!!!l1 
__ .... las C!COJ.J!!!S!' 

_:Q!U.,!!9{1 
• _H __ ' (lTi!l!l) 

_.1!!!~_lm.gl!: 

"23 N~~~~!J!!!9 
~1 Chromium m I!:L 

~~d (mg(l) 
__ ~~!!!~~~9L1:: __ _ 

ed S~Kls (mg/L) 
_ e Solids (m9lll. 

~il & Grease (~ 
30 Boron (mg/L) 

"31 Barium (mg/L_ 
32 Mecu'l'Jl!l1i!J. 
33 Ag (mg/!L-, 

. (mg/l 

~9& 
~ -- ~ 
~7.1 Total Surfactant> (mg/l) 
__ ~1I ~A~Q!Lll'!Ql!.QQfIlL~ 

12.411 12.281 12.281 13.501 12.941 12.271 12.491 12.211 12.22 

~l _ =u _ ~~I-_ =sa H :~I . =~I ,~~~I -:=1- -:~I 
~jjl _ ~1 __ ~l' _:~I_ ] _. =] j}~1 ';J ---

)001 -.,.1 --:.l 1700 

13U: -.~ .. -.,..-:t-- '40 .. , 

_.Q~29 
O. 

O. 
:-0: 

O. 
<J!:I_ 

20 
1900 

<5 

-=~ __ ~t-~'~40~0'r_-=~ __ ~ 

<0 ..... 

: These testing parameters are accerdited under Hong Kong Laboratory Accredited Scheme (HOKLAS). 
For those non-accerdiled parameters, HKPC shall follow the same ONOe procedures in the analysis works as required bY,HOKLAS. 

: The walerdepth measured from the lop of bore holes to walersurfoce in the bore hole. 
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§RQLLI'lQ'N~T£.R\LE"gt!AIE\§URFAgE "YATER ANALYSIS RESUTLTS FOR I:IESTORATION OF THE NORTH-WEST NEW TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Sampling Site: Pillar Point Valley Sample Location: Sewer MH 

Analyical Parameters Sampling Dale 

LQ!j95=:c:::<!?l95 J ~~!95 I 04/9S I 0~/9S 0~'9o=<i?'95 
B §~!TE B FULL ANAL YSI§. 

, Waler Level (m)" 
11----2"'Waler Flow R'ate {U"'s)'-_________ + ___ -_I 
11 ___ ''.'3

1 
pH-· - 7_8 -- 7.7 7.67 -- - 7.57 

4. J.~ . .r!£~!ature I"C - - 30.9t_----1---"'30"'.;;.6t_--3"'0".3:ct_------+------+--"'3200·,,2t_---t_---/ 
__ ~ :rot~IO!ganicCarbo~l!Q9J!!!9(Y -- 360 -- -- 220 -- 200 

_. -6 Chemic~1 O~en Demand (COO) CmJl!L 860 - - 800 790 - 660 
1I __ -;'",7j ,52 d,!y Biochemical Oxygen Demand (Bi':O~D',') "(m=-g=-iY"L1~~~~~-:=-c:-~~~~~~!.5~8~~~~=-=-=-~==~~==::J7~9t:====-t:==-==t:=~!4~9t:===-:=-t==~ 
___ -6 Ammonical Nitrogen (mg-N/L) - - 820 920 920 - 540 
_---'!! !~"J~9.::.N/!J - - 940C+-__ - = - .30 - - 580 
_~.Q }otaL Oxiclized N..jtr9g~!.!J!!!S-N/L) -- < 0.3 - <0.3 - -- 0.34 
____ ~'. 9nhop'~?sp~<!!~ (~9 PILl -- 4.Sf-__ -_- 4.5 - - 2.8 
___ -~g _~C?di~f!l.(f!l.9!~)_ -- 959;;+-___ -_-_1 1000 1100 -- - 650 

11 __ --.·-;:13;~p,"'ot~!!~!"!l.J~9!L) 4~0t_--_. - - 480 - - 260 
___ -l.~ Ca~ciul!!lf'!!9!L) -- 48 -- 53 54 -- 17 

11~=~·+'5m.~~~~!um (m9ll1 -- 33 -- 27 27 - - 21 
I~ -'6 Ch!orid~lY - - 960 - - 840 1100 680 
___ -U Sule..hatej!P.g!'y -- S.2 -- -- <5 - - 22 
___ .,~ A!kal!!lJ!~aCO,~91L) - 4900 4700 -- - 3000 
__ ..:]~ !r~~J'!'g!~,.._;c=-.-----_-----+----+.-__,c9" .. '~I__----.-- - 11 - -- 7.2 
. ___ ---.:-~~ M~~9~r'!~~.(~9!y ___________ I ____ -_- ___ O.:!~+ ___ -_ -----t_-"""'3t_---I------I--,,3=:·,,'t_----I-
__ ~~ .~jnc (~il~!:) - 0.1 - -- 0.05 - - 0;07 
___ '_22 C~.e.!Um9lY - - 0.03 - - 0.02 - 0.1 

11-_-i·~,,=3'INick.1 (moit) - 0.08 - - - - 0.07 - - - 0.' 
1I __ -;-·2:c401ChromiumJ.!:!!gIL) - 0.08 -- -- 0.06 - 0.2 

-25 Lead (mg;U -- <0,04 <0.04 <0.04 
---~~ Cadmiu·~gj;;L)'r-== ________ --I ___ -_-_I__-~<~o"".Oj - '<0.01 -- <0.01 
___ ·~ISuspendedSol~s(m,n"~g"/~LL_ ________ t_----t_---~2.4~t_----~--+_----t_--'.'39~-------r~--+--_'.'56:ct_-----1_---1 

" ___ 2~8,+Senleable Solids (I"!!9!L) - - 9 - 11 - - 18 
1I".-__ -o2"9+:0,,,n & GreaseTm~;Lf· -- < 10 -- <10 <10 

30 'Boron (mg/l) 2,3 - - 1.6 - 1.2 
---"'3,' B~rium (mg/L) - 1 <1 - 1 

32 Mecury(uQ/L) - - 1 1 - - < 1 
__ 33 ~ /L - < 0.1 <0.1 - <0.1 

11 ___ 3iC4,.!-iC;ty,.anK:le (mg/L - <1 - -- <0.01 - <0.01 
35 Phenoi(mg/L - < 0.1 -- - <0.1 - <0.1 
36 -Suleide (mg/Y -- < 0.1 <0.1 -- <0.1 

1I---_"o;-;;-370"'T'='otal Surfactants (m IL) - 2.2 - 1.4 - - 1.2 
. 38 ECoh{NQ1!Q9m~} _ _._ -- 1S0 -- -- 400 - 3800 

• : These testirg parameters are accerdited under Hong Kong Laboratory Accredited Scheme (HOKLAS). 
For those non-accerdited p,,:rameters, HKPC shall follow the same QAJQC procedures in the analysi:ii works as required by HOKLAS . 

.. : The water depth measured from the top of bore holes to water surface in the bore hole. 
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GRQ!.l!'lQW~TER\LE,o,g!:!t.TE\SURFACE W~TER A!'l,o,LY§1§.llESUTLTS FOR RESTORATION OF THE NORTH-WEST NEW TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Sampling Site: Pillar Point Valley 

1f-----;;2~ Oil & Greas~~91l) 
:30 .~oron (mg/L) 

11---'·':;'3'"1' ~!,:riu~.1r'!!9fl} 
32Me~url'J~il!!ol 
33 ~g/L) 

11----;;34 Cyanide l!!'J!!~} 
35 Phenollmgl~f 
36 Su!e!~e (mgtl) 
37 Total Suriaclants (m ILl 
~~ E,ColU.~QhoomJJ 

8.1~ 

26.5 

1500 

1600 

83 
34 

1600 

. 

• : These testing parameters are 8ccerdited under Hong KoO'J laboratory Accredited Scheme (HOKLAS). 

Sample Location: M2 

For those non-accerdiled parameters, HKPC shall follow the same ONOe procedures in the analysis works as requIred by' HOKLAS . 

•• : The water depth measured from the top of bore holes 10 water surface in the bore hole. 

'--



J r-J r--1 L1 CJ C1 CJ ~ Cl ,---, 
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GflOUNDWA IEfl\LEA<;:!-lf\ TE\S\JFlFACE_ WAllOFI ANALYSIS _Fl"'!? L!T~n; J'QFI_FlESIQR!lI!91>LQE.JJ:!~NQBIH=-WI':!?.LN!;wJ.ERB!JQ!JIE:;L!d'\NQEI~~~ 

Sampling Site: Pillar Point Valley 

Number Analyical Parameters 

liB §!!!JJ;JU!!!blH:!ALY.§IS 

~
waler Level (m) 

2" Waler Flow Rate 
·3jiF-----

____ 4 T~mp.e~!~(~_rc:l 
" Total Org~nic Carbon (TOG) ( 

Oxygen Demand (COD) (mg/L) 

---~--~ fl\m~I?!~!~~' f\!1!~~91!~j~_9_=~!~ 
___ ~~ T~~J"'9=NjL) __ _ 
~ T~!~~~~!~~.!'!~~9!!l 

11 
__ -'-'- Q~~ge ~~E' 

"1:" ... . ". ._-_. 

"3 
~ Calcium (mg/l) 
*15 Ma nesium (~L) 
"16 C,!lloride (mg/hL 
*17 SU.lphate (mgt.~ 

___ *1~ ~J~ali~!!ll~aCO.) (mg/l 
..... '~C?!!..L"!l.9!Y

~~~~~lI~e~~Jn 

7.T 

~~L 

1000 

970 

1000 

70 
35 

-.J~ 

--

Sample Location: Ml0 

Sampling Date 

--

-- --

~!~2j",J/~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~f-~~~f-~~~f-~~~ ~~U"!li!~) 
__ ~ic~!!l,!!g/tf· 
~~~ ChrE!!!~~~ (mg!!:) 

__ -'25 LeadJmg/Lt _____ . ____ . ------- ----::= ---- ----- -- -- --1 ____ 
1 . *26 ~ad'T'il!mJmp/LL .. _______ . ~ ___ . _.____ _ -

-27 Suspended Solids (moll). _____ . _ . _ __ "_ .. _-=- - __ ::: __ -=..:::. ___ _ 
11 ___ "2_6 .§~~~~~~Ie S!?!ids l~9!!J ,...- -- --

29 Oil & Grease (m9{l) 
-30 Boron{mg/U 
"""*31 Barium (m9/Y -:-
~2 Mecu~ (uQ/l) 

~ __ )~1!!2 aillOla! ! 
~8 E.cciiT·1 

: These testing parameters are accerdited under Hong Kong Lilboratory Accredited Scheme (HOKLAS), 
For those non-accerdited parameters, HKPC shall follow the same ONOC procedures In the analysis works as required by HOKLAS. 

-- : The water depth measured from the top of bore holes to walersurface in the bore hole. 

r-:-J L1 r----' 
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GfjQl!NDWA.TER\b.,"-AGH~TE\~BJRFAgE...\V"'J:_EB.!\N!\b.Y§!;U!E~UTLTS FORJ!E.f1.lQRA.I!9tt..QE.I!:!E NORTH-WEST t-lEW TEBBITOB!ES LAt:m.E!LLS 

l1 

Sampling Silo: Pillar Point Valley 

.. --.~.- -"-' -'-'--~-"-"~--"r'---

IINumber Analyical Parnmelets 

liB SUITE B FULL 

Waler Level 
. Waler Flow--;-----_.-
et:!. 
J!.fIIP.~!!lureJ~9 __ 

~_I TOlal Organic Carbon (TOC) (mg/L) 
'ygen Demand (<eQQLl!!>~/Y __ _ 

---.----~~ 
Itr1'!.llTlg.=~'-l __ _ 
rrotal Oxidize~t!"!!Y~9~~._ 

g-P/ll 
?~!~~j!:!!~L _____ _ 

_ __ . )~!~~\~f!L~!Y'g/~L 
ll~-~·~~ ~~!c!!!!!,!.!!!'!91.~1_ 
___ " L~ M~9!!!~~!!.-'~1~9l!:L 
~ Chlorid!J!!!9/ 
_~_E SulphatEl .(fI19 

*20 Mii~ 

~
ron 

--;21 iinc{F w _ 

_ ~~ .gq,per (mg/L) 

:~~ ~ 

; Sold. !!!'!l!!, 
etlleablo Solids (mall) 

oli-.fGre'8Se 
Boron 
Barium 
Mecury (ug/L 

,\lJ!!>1l!Y..... 
~~!!ide (~~ 

1 ___ v~.ISUIPi~~' 
37 To 

-~.;- EJ 

IL)_ 
!f1~.J1"! 

__ Qqrnl::t 

Jemaoo (BOD,) (mg/ll 
1100 

900 

~!!2Q. 

-69 
35" 

--

.: These testing parametelS are accerdited under Hong Kong Laboratory Accreditt!1d Scheme (HOKLAS). 

Samplo Location: MIl 

Sample dale 

05/95 06/95 07/95 

-~ 

--

For those non-accerdited parameters, HKPC shall follow the same ONOe procedures in the analysis works as required by HOKLAS . 

•• : The water depth measured from the lop 01 bore holes to watersurlace in the bore hole. 

11 r; r; CJ rJ CJ r-J c-J r-J rJ II rJ CJ 

--

--

CJ 11 rJ CJ ("J ':---" 



r; r; h· r--J r--J r-J c:-J LJ C"l r:J Ll rJ rl Cl CJ rJ rJ 

GROUNDWATER\LEACHATE\SURFACE WATER ANALYSIS RESUTLTS FOR RESTORATION OF THE NORTH-WEST NEW TERRITORIEl. LANDFILLS 

Sampling Site: Pillar Point Valley 

Analyical Parameters 

liB SUITE BFULLANALYSIS 

~~~t:f_ Lt:v~~ (~)~_ 
Nater Flow Rate (Us) 

--'~lpH 

"' 

5-day I 

U:, 
ie Carbon (fOC) (mJll!: 
xygen Demand (COD) ("!91~ 

mieal Oxygen Demand (BOD,) (mg/l 
__ . _______ ~~~_~.Jmg-N/L) 
TKtiJ"!9::.N.ill __ 
rotal Oxidized Nitrogen /rnn_ 

"' HSEdium (mg/l 
Jm (mg,_ 

~ (~gj 

.9& 

~20LM~g~_~~~.11!!9!~ .e.nc (m9!~ 

11 __ ~\~~e!!.l,,!~" ."" ~ick!!J!!t.al!:: 
__ ~hromi~'!!...~g!~) 

"25 lead (mg/~ 

)il & <: 
~oron 

iaffii 

;w~ 36 Su 

-~!~ 

i!!!ei.",l "'-,--,,, 
j Solids (mei!,l 
Solids (mgll) 
ie (mg/L) 

mg 

7.5 
28.2 

98~ 

-7' 

9119~_ 

~ 

These testing parameter.;, are accerdited under Hong Kong Laboratory Accredited Scheme (HOKLAS). 

Sample Location: M12 

Sample date 

_O~/~~_ 07/9~_ 

--

For those non-accerdiled parameters, HKPC shall follow the some QAJQC procedures In th. analysis works 85 required by HOKLAS. 

: The water depth measured from the top of bore holes to water surface in the bore hole. 

CJ ::-:l :--
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t. L . ___ _ L L. __ I.. . • L ..... L ..... _ l .. • • L_. __ . 

Gf!QIJ!,!Q'N!'-T~m!:EA~!::!i\_T£'lliIJBFA~5...'Nin~R A!'!Ab.Y§!§"'R~§IJ.TLTS FOR RESTORATION OF THE NORTH-WEST NEW TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Sampling Site: Pillar Point Valley Sample Localion : M13 

Number Analyical Parameters Sampling Date 

'2!~4_J_-'?mLLO~~5_~~5 04/95 T OS/9LU!llil5 01.l~5 06[95 09/~5 

B SUITE B FULL ANALYSIS 

=-! _wW~!~~L~':'~I.(m)" 
___ alerFlo R' o

-. __ ~~ r.i-( ___ " W .~te (l!~) 
___ < ___ : T~mperature InCI '1' __ TotalOrna \ -- -- -/ .6 Ch - - ~ ole Carbo JT - j-' - --'7 __ ~m"al Oxygen 0 n gg)Jm9/L) - --- .. 57 ::--=::·S- -_ 5-day B,o h _;-_~mand ICOD' -- _~7.1 ---'" . --s-/ *8 A- ~mlcalo-:!:"'\ __ :::1Jmg/L) -- ----- -- - 7.62 - / 

.... m!ll~nlcal Nlr __ ~sen Demanil -C' - - --- . - - I 'il~~~1~""-""""'C"'[_"""_" ~" .. :: -/ - --__ "" .. __ " "" .' / I I Q-N/L! -- ---=-=- ~ -- -\1QQ 940 

920 1000 

\ • c Q~~~hosph~ITm;;=-P/Lr 

I 
·,2 Sodium (mg/l) ·,3 -P~!~!um {!!Ig& 

___ .,~ _~!llciu!!!.~9l!:L 

. __ ~~_ M~9!!~sium ~9!~} 

1000 1100 

48 
'7 28 

70

1 ~-I ==1 1100 ___ ·1~ f::~!2.~tlI'!!9!~i IIUU -- -- ""U -- -- -- -- --

I '17 Su",hal. (m9iLL- . - - - - -
__ . ......:.!~ !,-'-kalinity~ CaCO .1.l'!!9/L) - • - - . - -
__ ~!~ 1!~f!(~9!L) -- - - -- -
__ *~ M!,_njJ~~~~lf!lq/L - - - - - - - - --

'2' Zin£J!!1Jl!LI • - - - - -
--.f. Cooo.r"lmg/L - - - - - --

"23 Nickel (1!!9/L) 
___ .-:~~ ~~r~~!~~!Um£!/~L 

~~5 L~!!,! Jmg/~L _ 
~g~ ~~,!~!~!1]J~9/q. __ 

___ ';;;27~r-;;Suspended S£lids J~9!~ 
.,g6 Settleable Solids (mg/l' 
29 Oil & Grease (mgll: 
~.c! Boron (mg/L) 

___ '",,'~1 Barium (mg/!:L 
32 :Mec~~!::) 

_ 33 t,9 (ms/L) 
__ '_4 C;:yanide (mg/H 

.'!~ !'.~~~E!.l,!!gM 
~6 ~ylp-!de (mg/l) 

___ --'.;371~'tai·~furtac~'!!~J.r.ng/L) 
38IE.CoUj~QJ!QQm!J 

These testirg parameters are accerdited under Hong Kong Laboratory Accredited Scheme (HOKLAS). 
For those non-accerdiled parameters, HKPC shall follow the same ONCe procedures in the analysis works as required by HOKLAS. 

: The waler depth measured from the top of bore holes 10 water surlace in the bore hole. 

r-: r---:' r; r-J r-J c-:J LJ c-l r-l 11 r-l r-J c:-J c-l r-l l1 :---J il ,-, , 



---, r-1 r-1 r-:; c--J II c-1 c-J II C"l rJ rJ II r1 CJ II r-1 II 

§flQ!l!'!QW!U!;;fl\LE!\(;!:!,.,r!;;\::!iJflfAgE vtATE!l A!'!"'hY::!HiJl~::!UTLTS !COR flESTORATlO!,/ OF THE NORTH-vtEST f'l~ Tl;B!!ITOflIES LANDFILLS 

Sampling Site: Pillar Point Valley Sample Location: S3A 

I-N~~:J- Analyle.1 Parameters ------ Sampling Date 

1
.__ ----- ~1?/~1 91~~ 02 95 _O~l9~ o~~~ Q~l95 0!3J!!5 Q?j~ o~~ O~!~L 

D C"IIiTC 0 ~I" I ANALYSIS' 

II ~w.ter Level (m»> 
_ 2 ~~!erFfow~~fe (U!1 

-3 pH 

.- 4 .~!!lP.~!~~~!X"c,:) c--,,"" 

7.12 
2Yi 

It 5 T ctal Or9anic Carbon (rOC) (mg/L . __ _ 

-~ ~~~~.b.~~~~~~~~oQ,) (mg/L) 1 7~~1 ==1 =.=1 ==1 ==1 ==1 ==1 ==1 ==1 _. __ .• ~ .~~~~~~~~!·!IJ!~9~~-.l~9.::!':JJ~ : 6e~_ --: --. --: --: --: --: --: --. 
~. .;~ ~!~~t6f.ffi~~!!!~9~nJ~9=N!~L -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ----
Ir __ ~l~l _c;Jrth~ho~E..h~!tUm9=f..ill 
__ ~~ ~29!!!!!l (mw~J __ 760 
__ >_'i! ~9~~!l!~_{f!'!g/~} _______ _ 
. ____ ~~~_ ~1!1'?1~!!lj~9/L) !7, 

==1- --1 

. __ ~~, M~9~~~!~~Jf!'!9!!:} -~~ 1 __ --== __ 1 __ -'--'--1-_ 
___ ~§ _~~!~~i~~lrn9!!-) 6~Q 1----:'-=-If-----=:=1!----=:::I----=:::I----=:::j----=:::I'----=:::I----=-c:-:j~ . ___ ~? ~~Ip~al.,_(~g/q_______ _ ___ _ -,::- --
. ___ .J~ ~L~~I![!ityj~.~!lg9J_{l}1g/~) . ____ . -- -- ---
_. __ .~_~ ~~~!l(~a!l) ____ .____ ____ --

". ___ -2~ ~~r'!9~D!~e.tl}1g!!:} - -
_____ -2_1.?i~c .(~g!y - .-
__ >_2~ c!'P.~!t,) 

-23 Nickel f!!1g/l) 
I ___ ~~" .C~!~~J!:!m (r.naf.l ) 
___ .g~ ll?a~ Jmg/l) 
___ >_2~ Ca'!~~'!l.J~a!q 

_____ -27 S~~~dedS~!~d~S-~lm~~~f~w~================t=====~t=====~~==~~~==~~~==~~t===~~t===~~t===~~t===~~c======3 . ___ 28 .§.ettleable Solids ~/n 
29 Oil & Grease (mgfll 
30 Boron {mall' 

C>;~~~~~~N 1 ==1 ==1 ==1 ==1 ==1' ==1 ==1 ==1 ==1 ~__ ;! ~~~~Llmfl!!,! . --. =-. h. --. --. --. --. h. h. 

'5 Phenol (mg~L 
36 S~ide(mg/l~)7<~~ 

11=--_-_-_--c_'''7''''T 0~1 Surlactar'!!!J!!ig/l' 
II. _~ 3~ g~£Q!LL~W QQmhl 

These testing parametel5 are accerdited under Hong Kong laboratofY Accredited Scheme (HOKLAS). 
For those non-accerdited parameters, HKPC shall follow the same ONOC procedures in the analysis works as required by HOKLAS . 

• - : The water depth measured from the top of bore holes to water surface in the bore hole. 

c:-:J . c-l :-



L.. ....... I:-.. C-. c.... ~ 

J,. ......... _~ r:.- :::..... c._~ 1\" .. .... E:._ !:.""_ ... ..,= .... -
Yf1Q~!,!QWf\T~fl\L~g'!-jAT£\§llf:lEi'!gLWAI~!LI\!iA.!"Y§!§J'!ES!lI!..T§.£OR REST.Qf:lATIQ!'l OF THU!QRTH-WESL!'!~ TEf!f:lITOf!!~:;LLA!,!QE!LLS 

Sampling Site: Pillar Point Valley Sample location: M6 

••• -,_."_. '''-''" _ "'-'-'.· __ "-O~"""""-_-=':_- _ •.• - .. . _. - -. . 

Number Analyical Parameters Sampling Dala 
-

!~/9:t Q'{ll5 I 0295 0395- I 04/95 05195 069;i °WS" 08/95 09195 

B SUITE B FULL ANALYSIS 

-------_._--, ~tl~~!u.!y~l (!Ill ~ -- -- - -- - -- -- --
2 Water Flow Rate (lds) -- - - --

'3 RH - -- -- 7.61 -- -- - ------
4 T e~~~ture (0G} -- - -- 30.9 -- -- -
5 Total O~~~ic c~~{T..Qlli~9fL) -- -- - -- -- - --'. Chemical OX~gen Demand (COO) (m.2[L) -- 830 - -- - -

'7 5-day Biochemical Oxygen Demard (BOO,) (mgIL) - - -
'6 Ammonical Nitrog~~ NIL} - -- -- 940 - --
'9 TKN(~-N/[f -- - - -- - --

"0 J~!,I Oxidi!!~-"~il!0ge!l_(l"!!g::!'il!:) -- - - - - -- - -
11 o.~hF?P..h~~p!,a~~.(~a:-f(!"J - -- -- - -- -- -- - -------_. 
"2 Sodium {mg/L} -- -- -- 100a - -- -- -
',3 %fcissiurri (m9[L) -- - -- - - -
"4 Calc!!!.!'!l-.l!!!9!!:) -- - 52 -- -- -
.''§ ~~9~~jl!!!~.J~gt!J - -- - 27 - -',. _~~!~ri~e J~~(~} -- -- -- 1000 - - ------- -_ . ____ ~.U Sulph~L..!.(mg/q .. -- - . _. -- -- -- -- - --

.~lk~li~ity (~c;:~.~O~)_('Tl~i~)~_· ___ ----=.=. --- - . .. -"8 -- - -- -- -- - -- --._--. _.- . ..... _.-._-- ---- . .- ---- . ----
"9 IronJmg/" -- -- -- - - -- -- -- --
.~ij . - .. __ . .- . 

M~~9a~!~e {m9!~) - -- -- - - -- -- -- --._-_. "21 .. .- . 
Zin!'J!!!s/Y - - - - -- -- -- --

'22 C"P~er (mgiY -- -- - - - -- - -
'23 "Nickel (mg/l) - - - -- -- -
'24 .Chr£l:!'n!um_~g{!:) -- - - -- - -- -
'25 Lead (,,!g/L) -- -- - - - -- -- -
'2. Cadt!liu~ (rT!9!~} - -- - -- - -- --_. 
'27 Suspended Solids (mgfli· -- - - - -- -- --~ 

28 Settleable SoJid~g/L) - -- -- - -- -
29 Oil &. Grease maiL -- - - -- -- -
30 Boron (m IL) -

'3, Barium (mg/L - - - -- -- - -
32 Mecury (ug/L) -- - - -
33 Ag mglL) -- - -- -- - --
34 C~anide (mg/L) - - - - - - - --
35 Phenol mg/L) - -- -- -
36 Sule!~!J!TIg/L -- - -- -
37 ~~tal Surfactants (!T'9/L) -- - -- - -- -- -
36 E.ColiJ!'I-.2l!OOmL -- - - - --

: These testing parameter.> are accerdited under Hong Kong laboratory Accredited Scheme (HOKLAS). 
For those non-accerdiledparameters, HKPC shall follow the same ONOe procedures In the analysJs wolks 8S required by HOKLAS. 

: The waterdeplh measured from the top ot bore holes to water s urface In the bore hole. 

--"l rI ~ l , r--; r-; rJ rJ r:-:J c-J c-J r-1 rJ r-J- r-1 c-J r-1 c-l r-:J r-:J r-1 r--



:-J LJ LJ r---,-,. " l ., r-l r-l r-J c::--:J ~ C"J r:J LJ r-:-J r-l LJ CJ r::-J c-J 

gflQ~f'![JWi\T£R\b£i\CHATE\SURFACE WATE[I At-ll'!bYSIS fl£~lJILTS FO!!l!ESTORATION OF THE NORTH-~EST f'!EW TERRITORiESLA_f'![JBLLS 

Sampling Site: Pillar Point Valley 

II Number Analyical Parameters 

II B SUITE B FULL ANALYSIS 

11 ___ .i-h~"ater Level (m)·· 

. ______ ' _'~".,",,",~,,-'Gl 
_ ~ J 1?~~!.2~g~r!!£~~~Q~L!!Dg/.b 
~ C!,!emical O~gen Demand (COD) (mg/L 
-7 5 d~~!oche!!!ical O~gen Demand (BOD,) (rr!gt~ 

II---~~ ~~~~~]~~ ~!!!..,!I 
'9T~~Jm9..::"!& 

----1Q TQ~~!Q~~jzed f':!!!!.29~ ..... 

11

-:= __ ::}~pJ~li~~~9iil--
'"14 CalcIum 

----··15 ~~anesTi _ 
_ .... ·n."!~ 

_.,.=-·<:":::-:=-_(~9· _ 
Alkalinitv (!:!...CaCOJltrn~!~ 

giL) 

- ·23 ~!ckel {rn~ 
·24 Chromium (mg/l) 

II "25 Lead (m~~ 
'--'-26 Cadmiu·m .t!n9tbL . 

11---

d So!ids (mel!: 
Solids (m]JL) 

il & Gr~e (mg/L) 
ng, 

I.~~~~~l~~ 
~g (mg/L) 

~J~ 
~ 

_. _. ____ (lllsI,) 
!E~~~~~ac~~tti'!!9!~ 

-.lgJ~U_ 11/95 02/95 

--

These testing parametelS are accerdited under Hong Kong Laboratory Accredited Scheme (HOKLAS). 

Samplo Location: GWMH 

Sampling Oalo 

-- --
- 7.07 

-- 30.0 
- 230 

390 
27 

- 600 
- 620 

-- <0 

------ -'-'! 

~=L . ~ 

~
.:.---<o 

-- <0 
-- O. 
-- <0 

-== <O~ 

--I - <10 

-=1--< 

.-LJlM~. 1 W~, 

7.05 
30. 

15 
480 

22 
61(j 

620 
<0.3 1.1 
660 
240 

-'4 
-30 

630 

=]---1 

31~~1 == -.9 --I 
25 ----
n 03 __ 

02 
u.l 
0.1 

<0.04 
<0.0· 
l' 
5 
<10 
0.6 

< 
<0.

<0.01 
< 
< 
o. 

For those non-accerdited parameters, HKPe shall follow the same ONOe procedures In the analysis worMs as required by HOKLAS. 

: The walerdepth measured from the top of bore holes to water surface in the bore hole. 

c::-:J :-:-l r--
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Sampling Site: Pill&r Point Valley 

Top Level of Well: 17.66 mPD 

Analyical Parameters INu~~j 
.. 102/95 03195 

1111 SU!I!:;.lI..fUkkANAkY§!§ 

T:::: ~ ~"~;.l!' LJ,£S,,-__ '_'_' '-' _. ______ -l-__ 6:;.3c:;r 
~ p"H------ 6.5 

4 Temperature ("C) 25.8 
5 Total Organic Carbon (TOe) (m JL <0.:1 

"6 Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) (mg/L) 

. 
1 

·1~ 

S-day Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BODJ (mg/L 

rKN 
TOlal j Nitrogen (mg 

gil) 

<u. 
< 

< 
2 

5.5 -. 

8.39 8,3f 

~
- --

-- --
-- ---- --
-- --

... "'=>I!"_V'_'" ". ,-

i~ C~JI?!ide lrng/~l 1 ~'I ___ _ 

11 

__ 17. S~lp~..!!~~g!~ 5~ ___ ._1 __ --=-" 
_.~ ~lkali!1J~y (as C~CO~g!Ll !~9_j---::.:1----== 

__ .. ~,~~ tr!?~Jl!l:J/!:) ~ ___ _ _= 

8.57 

Sample Location: DH103 

Bottom Level of Well: 6,66 mPD 

Sampling Dale 

8.4 8.39 

06/95 07/95 08 

8A e-:s 
1-

27.7 
'4 
13 
< 

< 

< 
2 

3: 
4 . 

--.. 
. __ ~20 Mang~nes! (moll] 0.07 _ .. __ ._ -- . __ 
__ . ...:~1 Zin~JmgllJ ._0:05 ____ . Q' __ .I __ -'= 

. ~~-=-~4 .~~~~j~fl!WL} -<o.o~ <0:021----=:.: 1·---i
····-···-~~~ ~:~f~~~~~)1:} <~~g~ <~o~~ 

r--: 

___ .~~ !:!:~~g/l) 0.12 <0.04 
-26 Cadmium (1l'!9/L} <0.01 <0.01 
-27 Suspended Solids (mgIL) 
26Ise1i~abl' SofidSTniQ)lf - - - - - - --

iii & Grease (mgJL) - -- -- • - - --
"Ion (moll) -- -- = 

·31IBarium(mg/L - - -- -- --I 
321.Mecu!}' (ugJL) - - - - - - -
33~Ag (mg/l) -- - -- - -

I (mg/l 

~~ 
(mgllc 

371 Total Surfactants (mg/l) 
31 

-- -- --

These testing parameters are accerdited under Hong Kong Laboratory Accredited Schema (HOKLAS). 

--

For those non-accerdited parameters, HKPC shall follow the same ONOe procedures in the analysis wor1<s as required by HOKLA.S . 

•• ; The water depth measured from the top of bore hole to water surface in the bore hole. 
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--, r-, , r--1 r-: r-J rJ c--l C"J rJ c::--l r:-l rJ c-J c-l C"J C"J .~ rJ 

GAOUNDWATE;RI~E;A.GtlJ\T!;\§!lREi\G~W!;T!;fI.1\N"'b.Y§!§"'R~§\JT'=T§J:~I,!J,![;.§TORATIQN of THE !'!.QRTH-W!;:ST N.!;w T!=R['IIT08!!=_S LA!'!.[1E!,=-L~ 

Sampling Site: Pillar Point Valley Sample location: DH106 

Top Level 01 Well: 114.86 mPD Bottom Level 01 Well: 82.15 mPD 

Number Analyical Parameters Sampling Date 

121~LJ QUOS 02/95 03/95 04/95 05/95 0§l95 07/95 O~95 O~U~_~ __ i 

A SUITE A FULL ANALYSIS 

__ :!yt~\erFEiyiI\ai~~SI --I --I --=1 --I --I --I --I --I --I ___ .~ P.!:! -- -- -- - - - - --
. ___ 4 .T~~~~~!:_~rc -- -- -- -- -.- -- -- -- --

~ I2taIOr9!!!!~~gL(!!l9!'Y -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
:~ gh~!!!.i£~~~~~d (CQQl{!!!g/Y __ _ 11-· ~_ p_=~.!y~j~~t'!!Lr'!11~l OXY.9~n Dem~~~QQlif!!9!!:L 
~~ f':~~onic~ilro9~~!!1~~L!:1 

II "9 !~"!J!"g-N/~ 
___ .. .!~ J ~Ial Oxidized 'NC"!!~::~'Cg'C!!l=-.. 7(,!,C'.g=-="t!t!J 

11 Orth,5£hosphate (mg-P/L) 
II ,.:; Sodium-Tm9i!J. 
i ._~ __ .-':'1 ~ p!?~~~~~!!l_{~9!~1 

~!j .9~l~~~9/~)~ 
~~ ~~g!1~si~t!Ul!!9.L~' 
~~. 911.2!!~<;;--1rngjY_ 

-~ S~Ip'~,!!g!1,l --I --I --I --I --I --I --I --I --I ____ :l~~i~~Ii'!i!yJ~a<:O()JJ'!!g/,l - -- - - - -~ ---
. ___ .~ 1!!J2U.1!!9lL)==, 
~~ J~~~ganese (R!9l!:l 

1 

·21 Zinc CI"!!9/l) 

-----~~~ ~~1fr~l¥ \ -=\ =~= ----I ~~\ -:\ ::\ -:\ =-1 =~l-I ---~~ Chrc~!!l..!-':!~T.9!l) .. - - . - -=-. - - .. - .. - .. - .. .. = I .===1 
:3~ Lead (~gll) - - ___ -.:: . 
~~ ~.~~t'!!!~f!l-.ir'!1g{~J___ -- --
-.:g ~u~~~8d Sol~~9{L) 

28 Sellieable Sol!!,Umg/L: 
g~ .f>!I-& G~~~~j~9!~} .. 

__ ~3~Oj~B~o~~!!.1~1. 
·31 Barium-';imgt~ 
~g ~~~~ryJ~gt!:} 
~~ ~9J~g/~) 
34 ~Y~!lE~lrr.9!Y 

1-_-,,35~IPhe~!..irr.gflJ.. 
~~ Sui ide (mglhL 
37 Total Surfactants !mg!L' 
~~Q]}OOf!!~T 

--1--=-= 

These testing parametelS are accerdiled under Hong Kong Laboratory Accredited Scheme (HOKLAS). 
For those non-accerdiled parameters, HKPC shall follow the sa.me OAJOC procedures in the analysis works as required by HOKLAS . 

•• : The water depth measured from the top of bore holes to water surface In the bore hole. 
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Landfill Gas Monitoring Results 
for 

Pillar Point Valley Landfill 
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'=~NQE!,=L qt,S ANf.\LYSI1U!!;.§Ul:LTS FOR RESTORATION OF THE NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Sampling Site: Pi!!!!f Point Val!ey Landfill Sample Location: DH106 
_.- -

Number Analyical Parameters Sampling/Measurement Date 

22_12.94 12.1.95 7.2.95 7.3.95 I 6.4.95 I 2.5.95 I 8.6.95 I 5.7.95 I 1.8.95 

'=~NDFILL GAS - FIELD MEASUREMENT 

1 .Melhane (% LEL) >100 >100 >100 >100 >100 >100 42 
2 Mel~!!ne (% v/v) 60.9 60.9 60.6 62.4 62.6 19.9 2.1 
3 CO,.!% v/v) 38.6 38.4 36.5 36.9 37.0 13.0 3.1 ----4 0,(% v/v) 0.4 . 0.1 0.4 0.2 0.2 13.9 Covored Covered 20.0 
5 ~~i.~~.~~!c Pr!~!!~!~j'!!~~~l to 1011 1004 1005 1003 1000 997 1003 _._----_. 

____ §. §~freS!Ule {~~scal"· 1966 100 70 30 29 Cap broke 0 
7 G~!..!~~eoralure,OC} 36.8 33.1 36.8 34.7 16.2 30.7 29.6 

L,\NQEILL GAS - LA~ORATORY TEST 
. 

-=-=----[ Meth~~~J% v/V) 0 
2 ./,lelhane Jeem v/v) 
3 CO&- vlv) 0 -.--
4 <::Q,.{ep_m v/vL -----
5 .Q,.{% vtv) 21.92 
6 rg;-:{el!.!!' vlV] -----
7 "!zJee...m v/v) 74.48 
8_ ~O (eem viv) 0 

~=2.~1;I2_(!?eT--YlY) 0 
.- -- --

'" : Absolute atmospheric pressure. -, . 
•• : PresslSe relalive to atmospheric pressure. 

C'J ,--
l 
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bANRf.!bb2A§.ANALYS!S RESUTLTS FOR RESTORATION OF THE NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Sampling Site: Pi!!!!r Point Vallgy Landfill Sample Location: A 15g 
.. .-

Number Analyical Parameters Sampling/Measurement Date 

22.12.94 =- 12.1.95 I 7.2.95 7.3.95 6.4.95 I 2.5.95 I 6.6.95 5.7.95 I 1.8.95 

LI\t'/DFILL GAS - FIELD MEASUREMENT 

I M~lhan. (% LE~ >100 .>100 >100 >100 >100 >100 > 100 >100 >100 
2 ,M-,,-'h~~ro viv) 63.3 63.3 63.5 64.5 64.3 63.6 61.6 63.3 69.5 

---~ 

3 CO, (% vLv) 35.1 34.0 33.6 33.5 31.6 32.5 32.6 26.0 24.3 
4 0, (% v/v) 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.2 0.9 0.3 
5 Barometric PresstJe (m Bar)· 1020 1014 1014 1012 1009 1005 ;95 1000 1003 

---~ 

6 §~~~~es!urajE~sc~IL 1192 76 15 134 74 15 11 12 19 
------.~ ---'-- -.-- -" ... - ------.-.... . ----- -

? ~~~ Te~p~~~tur~ r~) . - - - ~ - ~ 

.. -- __ .-·.0_ ... - ___ ,, ____ 
LI\NDI:!LL GAS - LABORATORY TEST 

1 /,1.lh~~~% vf:i.L 65.0 71.66 
-.~--

2 M~lha~~ee!" v/v) 
~---

3 £2L!ro vi'!) 31.0 27.36 
4 C()L(~p1!'..!'Lv) ------" 
5 0, (% v/V) 0.3 1.04 
6 Q,Jepm vi'!) 

. 
·7 ~L(eemvM 2.0 5.04 

6 -"O(e~~M 0.0 0 
9 H, (ppm v/v) - -- - -- -_.- L-, ____ - - Q.ll - 0 

• : Absolute atmospheric pressure. 
.... : PressLre relative to atmospheric pressure. 

.,' 

r--; l'l rJ ['j r-:J COOOJ rJ' C ... 'J' II r-J rJ c::-J Ll :--1 'LJ rJ 
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'=-ANPf'Jl,L~!\~ A!'!!\'=-YSIS IlESUTLTS FOR RESTORATION OF THE NORTH-WEST TERI}ITORIES LA!'!DFI,=-LS 

Sampling Site: pj!lar Point Val!gy Landfil! Sample Location: QH10;! 

~'~ •. -~--~' ~ 

Number Analyical Parameters Sampling/Measurement Date 

_~_~~~.,.. I 22.12.94 I 12.1.95 7.2.95 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.9S-l 8.~ 5.7.95 1.8.9U 

!ANRE!l,L~A§ . .:::_E!I,;'=-~_M~~§UF!!;'MENI 

_:==~: :M~i~~~e.JfoTIL)-- 0.0 I 
. ____ .? .Me!!,~'!"J'}'. vlv) 0.0 I 
____ ~. COL!'}'. v/v) 5.0 I 0.< I 0.< I o. , I "., I 
___ 4 0, (% vi'!) 13.8 ~~... • .. n ..... .. .~ ~ I 

__ ._~ ~ .. ro,,!etricPr.~,-,e ('!I Bor)' 10241 ,v"l ,v,vl 'v'v\-

~~~~~=J_ .~~;_f~e~~~~i·~!r-;~{~~}r~ 2o.~-I.o n : I ,,~ : I "";: 1-1 ----c.,.;" :: ~--

llL 0.01 0.01 0.01 4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 
4.5 4.6 1.3 5.2 

I ..... -. ...... ~ .......... ...... J 15.6 lE.7 19.9 14.0 
.. n-4 7 1 tl\fll::: "nil: 101 21 1009 998 1002 1005 

n 0 0 0 0 
IU ..... ",V.VI 'G.d~ I;:)I • .J~ 31.1 2 .9 30.5 30.2 

~ANDFILL GAS - LABORATORY TEST 

~~I I I 0 

==! I 12.47 

I I 13.58 

I -j 81.53 
v.vl I I 0 
~~ 0 

_. __ ~ ~~~ane (% v/vj v.V, I 
~ _~. ~~lho'!!Jel?!!' v/v) 1--1. 
__ ._~ f.9,.('Y. vt!~ 5.4 T 

4 CO, (eem V/V)--1. 
-----------~ Q&.V/v) 18.0 I-
---~ 2,_(p.p-'~.v/vl T 

~ 7 l'I,jpJ?m vlv) 57.0 I I 
___ 8 .fQJee..m vt!) n n , , , 

b __ ~~jP.~ vM v.v, 

... : Absolule almospheric pressure . 

.. : PresslXe relative 10 atmospheric pressure. 

., 
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~AN!lE!~~_GA§_ANt,LYSlS RESUTLTS FOR RESTORATION OF THE NORTH-WEST TERRITOR!SS LAN!lE!~LS 

Sampling Site: El!],u Poi!!t Valley Landfill Sample Location: A151 

~::'] 
-~--------------

Analyical Parameters Sampling/Measurement Date 

I 22.12.94 I 12.1.95 7.2.95 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 8.6.95 5.7.95 1.8.95 

l\NDFILL -GAS - FIELD MEASUREMENT 

I' M~lh~~'!J!,,-~~Ll >100 >100 >100 >100 > 100 >100 >100 > 100 
~ !.1~~~~n. (% v/v) 58.8 58.0 57.1 58.1 58.7 56.8 56.8 54.5 

f c:;(),j70 v!~) _____ 48.8 40.8 47.9 40.8 41.7 42.3 42.8 42.5 Cover 

()d70 vlv) 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.7 0.7 0.2 1.8 bL-
~ ~~ro!!!.!!lc Pres SLre J!!l Bar)" 1007 1002 1001 1000 997 993 984 988 rubbish 

~ .§~s Pre~su!!JPa~,!I)U 1108 89 50 -43 93 v6 15 50 
7 __ §'!."l"-rT1~.ralur.(OCI -

LAf'lDFILL GAS - LABORATORY TEST 

. M~lh~~!% v!~l 63.0 63.95 65.86 

~!.1~I~~~~j~e!'l v/v) 
I c::(),J~Lv) 36.0 38.89 34.39 
, CO, !~em v/v) 

5 (),..to/,,-~l~l 1.0 0 2.03 
6 . Q,je~m v/v) 
7 !'I,jl'~m v/Vl 2.0 1.74 6.82 
8 C:Q.Jeem v/v) 0.0 0 0 

~~ _!:h.,(g~'!l vi'!) 0.0 0 0 

~ . 
* : Absolute atmospheric ·pressure. 
.... : PreSSlJ'8 relative to atmospheric pressure. 

.( 
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DH 106· Composition of Landfill Gas (Ficld Measurcment) DH 1 03 . Composition of Landfill Gas (Field Measurement) 
CIlIlC. (%) Pillar Point Valley Landfill Gas Temper.iure (C) 

~I I~ 

Conc. (%) Pillar Point Valley Landfill Gas Temperalure (C) 
80 I , 35 

70 
, _,X 

X X··.·· .. )\(30 . ....... ~~~. r"' \. 70 

1'>;: ")(":"". ~ 
60 x k "'. ;x:; .................................... " .............. ,y 30 

." / gas temp. 
I 50 <.. 

w+ • • • ~ 20 
30 carbon dioxide 

20 " _ 10 

10 

o iI • .6!IY ~eil • II' 7: 0 
21.12.~4 11.1.1)5 7.2.95 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 8.6.95 5.7.95 1.8.95 

McasurCllclll Time (Dale) 

DH 106 .. Atmospheric Pressure & Gas Relative Pressure 
Pillar Point Valley Landtill 

./' ··X···· ga~ temp. 
// 

.// 
./ 

X 

60 

50 _k""'x..· 
<"'-'-'" ",,·X'''·'' . 

40 I "'X'"'''' 

25 

20 

15 
30 

20. OXjen. .• • ~ . . ... 
10 

5 iO 

o t t ite'hane t carbo~ dioxide t t ~ 0 

22.12.94 12.1.95 7.2.95 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 8.6.95 5.7.95 1.8.95 

Measurenent Time (Dale) 

DH 103 .. Atmospheric Pressure & Gas Relative Pressure 
Pillar Poim Valtey Landfill 

AlIll. Prl.!SSUfc (mb) Gas Pressure (pascal) Atm. Pn:s5ure (rub) Gas Pressure (pascal) 
IIl)O 2500 II 00 I iO 

1050 I 

iOOO ~ 'f .. 'f 'f .. Aim prrssII" ~ 
2000 

i050 5 

1500 
AIm. pressure • r=: 'f L.. 'f 'f 

1000 ~ I=-- • • 0 

1000 

t),o 
gas rt:lalive pressure gas reialivt! pressure .950 

500 
·5 

I • • • • .0 
t)U() 1.8.95 22.12.94 12.1.')5 7.2.95 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 8.6.95 5.7.95 

900 ' , -10 

22.12.94 12.1.95 7.2.95 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 8.6.95 5.7.95 1.8.95 

Measurelllent Time (Date) Measuremellt Tim!! (Dale 

', .. ~I ~ • I 



A 151 - Composition ofLandfili Gas (Field Measurement) 
Pillar Poinl Valley Landfill Com.:. (%) 

80 rl--~~---------------------------------------' 

70 

A 
, 
A 

60 + A A A *' mcmull; __ ~ __ 

50 t------ . 
40 I ----..--
30 

20 

to 

---+--- -. • • • 
!..:arboll dioxide 

"* • 

A 152 - Composition of Landfill Gas (Field Measurement) 
Pillar Point Valley Landfill 

COIlC. (%) 
80 

70 

60 ~*'**' ~ X methane K A ., 

50 

40 

30 .... ~ (,;arb~l dioxiJe ... 

20 

10 

o III • • .)I~eo. . • . ... - III O. · · .'S"yg'1:'. • • =-22.12.94 12.1.95 7.2.95 7.3.9 .4.95 2.5.95 8.6.95 5.7.95 1.8.95 22.12.94 12.1.95 7.2.95 7.3 .95 6.4.95 2.5.95 S.6.95 5.7.95 U.95 

Measurement Time (Dale) 
The monitoriug well was covt'rcd by rubbish in August 95 and tht:re was 110 monitoring data 

A 151 - Atmospheric Pressure & Gas Relative Pressure 
Pillar Point Valley Landfill 

Measurenent Time (Dale) 

AI52 - Atmospheric Pressure & Gas Relative Pressure 
Pillar Point Valley Lrndfill 

AIJll. Pressure (mb) Gas Pressure (pascal) Atm. Pressure (mb) 
I toO I 1200 I toO Gas Pressure (pascal) 

toOO 

1050 800 1050 

600 
• - J/I 

toOO ..--
'. I"T' 400 tOOU Ill. pressure 

950 L--.-!~:::::::b.."",., ..... ..e:p;:;;;:;;:::::=-=="=:::L--l 
200 

". rcJaliv' res~un! 

o 950 

1400 

1200 

tOOO 

800 

600 

400 

200 

o 9UU I I ·200 
22.12.94 12.1.95 7.2.95 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 8.6.95 5.7.95 1.8.95 

900 I ---...---- I -200 
Measurement Time (Dule) 22.12.94 12.1.95 7.2.95 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 8.6.95 5.7.95 1.8.95 

• "' he 11I'''lIh'llIl~ "dl '\01' ""~ICo..l 11)< fulltll,h 111 Au''',1 95 ;UIJ Ih~r~ "'~. nn Ill"nilnrinl: <.1414 Measurement Time (Dale) 

- r--: r; r; r; 
LlrJrlCJc::JrJdr::-J Ll Cl CJ rl rJ Ll rl r-
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DH204 . Composition of Landfill Gas (Field Measurement) 
CUIlC. (%) Siu Lang Shui Landfill Gas Temperalure (C) 

xu I 0.. I 35 

0/'·//··,,··,,""°······ 
7U 

I,U 

5U 

411 

311 

20 

/gas temp. 

······0. "'0" ,,0,,·0 

"". 30 

25 

20 

15 

JO 

10 t CO:I:Ji9Xide:>1 Q'lffi--d ;>(15 
IJ '~ ......... ~ mcthan t -- 0 

12.12,1)4 13.1.95 7.2.95 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 9.6.95 5.7.95 1.8.95 

Ml!asun:llelll Tim!! (Dale) 

DH204 . Atmospheric Pressure & Gas Relative Pressure 
Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

AI,Ill. Pr(S$un: (mll) Gas Pressure (pascal) 
lIUO 5 

gas rdalive pressure • ,..... .0 
105U 

-5 

Ll .J r-l C'J c-J r--: :-l c-J c-J 

DH207 . Composition of Landfill Gas (Field Measurement) 
Cune. (%) Siu Lang Simi Landfill Ga~ Tcmpt:ratun: (e) 
W35 

... 0·...... I 
7U ,'P'" "0 ...... ',.J 3U 

60 -k---*---*---'k-__ ",-.L ,/ 1 ./ IIll:lh;u,l[ 25 

50 [). ...7'---
'''''''''''' gas temp. ./ 1'\ 

·O·u'·0'OO 
40 

........... _.ailrholl dioxidt! 
30 .... .... 

20 

JO 

o 
22.12.94 

-II-
13.1.95 

-II-
7.2.95 

.xygcn • , .. - ........ _. -
7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 9.6.95 

Measuren~1U Time (Dati!) 

. .. 
5.7.95 

DH207 . Atmospheric Pressure & Gas Relative Pressure 
Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

211 

15 

JO 

5 

=-110 
U.95 

Aim. Pressure (mb) Gas Pressure (pascal) 
1100 I tOO 

80 
1050 

60 

T \ " /" 'f 'f " AIm. pressure" t t "\" - 'f " 'f Atm. Ifs;urc" ~ 411 - 'f ·10 1000 IUIIU 

-15 ..... .20 
Y;iO 

-20 o 
'Jon LI ______________________________ ...J 

22.11.'1-4 13.1.95 7.2.95 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 9.6.95 5.7.95 
~5 g' '~ 

1.8.95 22.12.94 13.1.95 7.2.95 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 9.6.95 5.7.95 1.8.95 

Mc;t)'urclllcnt Tillie (Oall:) Mt!:lsurclIll!nt Tim!! (D:ncl 

\1 « ~'j .. ; '1 ;':' ~'1 , 

:-
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DP219 - Composition of Landfill Gas (Field Measurement) 
COIlC. (%) 

Siu Lang Shui Landfill 
Mil 

71l 

W 

51l 

411 

31l I Illclhallt! 

20 ·1. rholl t.lioxit.lc 

III 

u. . . .mn. • . • • 
22.12.~4 13.1.95 7.2.~5 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 9.6.95 5.7.95 1.8.95 

IIOU 

Josn 

IIM)() 

l)jU 

Mcasul"cllcnt Timt! (Datt!) 

DP219 - Atmospheric Pressure & Gas Relative Pressure 
Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

Alln. Prcssun: (mh) Gas Pressure (pascal) 

1111. cssurc 

g'IS n:J;ui Vt.! pn:ssur 

40 

30 

20 

10 

o 

1)01} , ' ·to 
22 12.94 13.1.95 7.2.95 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 9.6.95 5.7.95 1.8.95 

tvka~urcmcn( Time (Dale) 

DP217 - Composition of Landfill Gas (Field Measurement) 
Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

,C~o~nc~,~(%~,)~ ________________________________________ , 
w," 
70 

Illt!lhanc 
60 

50 

40 

30 

carbon t.lioxioc 
20 

10 o. • . .W". "=. · ". • 22.12.94 13.1.95 7.2.95 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 9.6.95 5.7.95 1.8.95 

Mcasurenent Time (Date) 

DP217 - Atmospheric Pressure & Gas Retative hessure 
Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

Aim. Pressure (mb) Gas Pressure (pascal) 
1100 W 

60 

50 

as relative pressure 
\050 

r • .- \, i 1000 • \:. :::JI(:!! pr",s" rr • 40 

30 

950 
20 

10 

900 I I 0 

22.12.94 13.1.95 7.2.95 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 9.6.95' 5.7.95 1.8.95 

MeasurClIlcfl( Time (D, tel 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 



- r-: r-: r--; r-: II c-J CJ II r-1 r-J r-J rJ II CJ r-J II II c-:-:J II 

DP215 - Composition of Landfill Gas (Field Measurement) 
COIll:. (%) 

Xtl 

7t1 

60 

50 

4ll 

)0 

Si~ Lang Shui Landfill 

20 • c.bon dioxide • ... • •• • 10 

Il t=--.= •. .____-. -. , ... Ii,ygen A Illclhjlo!~ A -:t=..! A~ 
22.12.94 13.1.95 7.2.95 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 9.6.95 5.7.95 1.8.95 

Mcasurt:i1eIlL Time (Dale) 

DP215 - Atmospheric Pressure & Gas Relative Pressure 
Siu Lang SllOi Landfill 

AIm. Pn:ssun: (Ill\) Gas Pressure (pascal) 
1l0ll.. 20 

\ .,oIative pro"u,e ____ ..... Ii 0 I ( 
1050 ·20 

T \ 'f J 'f_ ·40 
1000 \ / 'f 'f ,. A'",,,!"."u,",, + ·60 

·80 

lJ50 ·100 

·120 

YOO ' , ·140 
22.12.9.\ 13.1.95 7.2.95 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 9.6.95 5.7.95 l.S.95 

Measurement Timl! (Dale) 

DP214 -Composition of Landfill Gas (Field Measurement) 

80 
Cone. 1$1) Siu Lang SllOi Landfill 

70 

60 

50 

40 

30 

20 carbon dioxide 

10 

0 -
22.12.94 13.1.95 7.2.95 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 9.6.95 5.7.95 1.8.95 

Measun:nenl Time (Dat!!) 

DP214 - Atmospheric Pressure & Gas Relative Pressure 
Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

. Atm. Pressure (mb) Gas Prcssufc (pascal) 
11001 1 40 

gas relative pressure 

1050 

35 

30 

T ( 'f' 'f f5 
1000/ \ - 'f 'f ,. A'ill. ~ •• u.c 'f 20 

950 

15 

10 

5 

900 I ...... ..0 
22.12.94 13.1.95 7.2.95 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 9.6.95 5.7.95 1.8.95 

Measurement Timc (Date) 

r-



..........:J ~ ........ ] , ____ J 
I!:,~!! I.: .... '- ~'.'.J C:,'.·:J r,;._.' ." r:.:.:J b .. J ...:;:.OJ o;;;;;.J b=..l ,. LJ r:1.., .. 1 

, 
~ ... -..... ] 

DP213 ,Composition of Landfill Gas (Field Measurement) DP212A -- Composition of Landtill Gas (Field Measurement) 
Sill Lang Simi Landfill 

COIlt:. (%) 
xu so 

Com:. (%) 
Sill Lang Shui Landfill 

70 70 

60 6U 

50 so t Illethane * A __ 

'" 40 

carbon dioxide 
)U 

30 T • • • • ---->---. ~ 
-+ 2U I carbon dio~de • 

20 

10 

., 
.1 ..... __ -.:1 

10 ~ methane iii ~ U--~~'_--·-,---------t> ~. c< 0" • oxygen. • • "-' • " • _____ ~ 
22.12.~4 13.1 IS 7.2.95 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 lJ.6.95 5.7.95 

Mcasurcm:11l Time (Dalt::) 

DP213 -- Atmospheric Pressure & Gas Relative Pressure 
Sill Lan~ Shui Landfill 

I.H,95 22,12,94 13,1.95 7,2,95 7,3,95 6.4,95 2. -,95 9.6.95 5,7,95 

Measurenenl Time (Dalc:) 

DP212A -- Atmospheric Pressure & Gas Relative Pressure 
Siu Lang SllUi Landtill 

l.B.95 

AUli. Pressun: (mil) Gas Pressure (pascal) Atm. Pressure (mb) Gas Pressure (pascal) 
I IOU 12 1100 I 100 

\0 l'\. I SU 
1050 I I \ \05U 

gas relative pressure 8 60 

T ( "\ ~ 'f 'f Atm. Ilfssure " + 6 1000 10liO I ~ "'- 'f " 'f Atm, pre"ure" t 40 . T 

4 gas relative PL~ssure 20 

95U I \ 950 

2 rIT---~----~ .•• ~~~~------------------------~.~~~--~1 U 
')[Ill I ...... . • .0 900 LI ------------~--_______ _____l ·20 

I.M.95 12.12.94 13.\.95 7.2.1)5 7.3,95 6.4.95 2.5.95 9.6.1)5 5.7.95 1.8.95 22.12.94 13.1.95 7.2.95 7.3.95 6.4.<J5 2.5.95 9.6.95 5.7.95 

MI!;L~url!l1l\!11I Tilll~ (Date) Mca!>un:mclll Tllne (Dale) 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Inchcape Testing Services 
Labtest 

Inchcape Testing Services 
Hong Kong Ltd. 
:l/F .. Garment Centre. 
S 76 Castle Peak Hoad, 
I<.owloon, llong Kung. 
Telepilone (852) 2HG 8GtJU 
l'ax (852) 2786 1903 

TABLE 1 GROUNDWATER/LEACHATE/SURFACE WATER ANALYSIS RESULTS 
FOR THE FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORlNG AT 
NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

DH201 

13 I Pot""iu", (mg/L) - 190 -- - -- --
14 . (mg/L) -- 90 -- - -- --
IS . (mg/L) - 27 -- -- -- --
16 ,(mg/L) -- 700 -- - - -
17 '(mg/L) -- 32 -- - - --
18 Alblinitv (mg CaC03/L) -- 4300 - - -- --

[
: ~_~19~I~ron'(~mg/LL~) ______________ ~ __ --__ +-~7.8~_-__ -4-_-__ -+-~~-~_---4-

20 "" '(mg/L) -- 2.4 -- -- -- --
21 Zinc (mg/L) -- 0.08 -- -- -- --

o ~=~~!==~N~iC~l~'«mm~gg/L/~L)~)==============~==~=~~~:~~=~t=~=~ .. =t=~===t=~=~ 
24 r, L (mg/L) . -- 0.72 -- -- -- --

C' ~~2=-5~L==~d~(mw~LL) ________________ 4-_-__ -+-0~26~_-__ -4-_-__ -+-__ --~_---4-
26 r, "" '(mg/L) -- <0.01 -- -- -- --
27 Solids (mg/L) -- 370 -- -- -- --

[ ~_~28 __ ~C<~~",<~'S~OlidS'~(~/~LL)~ __________ ~~-=--~~<~5~~-~-+-~-~-+-~---+_~--~ 
29 ,Oil& Grca~ (mg/L) -- <10 -- -- - --
30 I Boron (mg/L) -- 1.9 -- -- - --

l~ ~=!tt=~===I~Bariu~mL~7~!~t~)==============~=·==~=l=~0<.~~t=~=~t=~==t=~==~=~==~ 
33 lAg (mg/L) 0 -- <0.1 -- -- -- --

C' ~_~34 __ ~r~'"'~"<'~(mg~/L_~)) ______________ ~_~--~_~<I-+_~---+_~---+-~---+-~--~ 

~==~35~~Ph~MOI.~(mg/~L)~~~========~=='-~-1=~<0"II~~-~-~~--~=~--=r=~--~ 36 , (mg/L) -- <0.1 -- -- -- --

C 
37 ,(Total) (mg/L) -- L5 -- -- - --
38 ,E. coli \lWIlVVnu; . -- Nil -- -- -- --

C. Remark: ... The water depth was measured from the top of bore hole to water surface in the bore hole. 
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Inchcape Testing Services 
Labtest 

Inchcape Testing Services 
I-Ion~ Kong Ltd. 
211"., Garment Centre. 
576 Castle Peak Road. 
Kowloon, !long Kong. 
Telephone (852) 2H6 8600 
Fax (852) 2786 19U3 

TABLE 2 GROUNDWATER/LEACHATE/SURFACE WATER ANALYSIS RESULTS 
FOR THE FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AT 
NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Site Siu Lang Shui Landfill 
Sampling Location DH203A 

IP\jmf~I\~ ... ·················?( •• _: .. ··t.····.· .•.• ··/ 
I Water Level (m)* 6.91 I No water 7.14 No water No water No water 

2 Water Flow Rate (Lis) -- -- -- -- -- --
3 pH -- -- -- -- -- --
4 T, , ( C) -- -- -- -- -- --

5 Total , Carbon (TOC) (mg/L) -- -- -- - -- --
6 · Oxygen i (mg/L) -- -- -- -- -- --

7 IOxyge_n I (mg/L) -- -- -- -- -- --
8 , -- -- -- - - --
9 ITKN lmg-N/L) -- -- -- -- -- -
10 I Total -- -- -- -- -- --

II " -- -- -- -- -- --
12 I Sodium (mg/L) -- -- -- -- -- --

13 10, L (mg/L) -- -- - -- -- --

14 · (mg/L) -- -- -- - -- --

15 M, , (mg/L) -- - -- -- -- --

16 • (mg/L) -- -- -- -- -- --
17 , (mg/L) -- -- - - -- --

18 01" ,;, .. (mg , -- -- -- -- -- --

19 Iron (mg/L) -- - - -- - -

20 lA, , (mg/L) ~ - -- -- -- --
21 Zinc (mg/L) -- -- - -- -- -
22 Copper (mg/L) . -- -- - -- - --
23 Nickel (mg/L) -- -- -- -- -- --
24 L (mg/L) -- -- -- -- - -
25 I Lead (mg/L) - -- -- -- -- --
26 I,,"",,;,,", (mg/L) -- -- - -- -- --
27 I Solids (mg/L) -- -- -- -- -- --

28 • Solids (mIlL) -- -- -- -- -- --

29 IOil & Grease (mg/L) -- -- -- -- -- --

30 IBoron (mg/L) -- -- -- -- -- --
31 I Barium (mg/L) -- -- . -- -- -- --
32 · (mg/L) -- -- -- - -- --
33 Ag (mg/L) ~- -- -- -- -- --
34 r, • (mg/L) - -- -- -- -- --
35 ,Phenol (mg/L) . -- -- -- -- -- --
36 , (mg/L) -- -- -- -- -- --

37 ; (Total) (mg/L) -- -- -- -- -- --
38 IE. coli (NoIIOOmI) -- -- - -- -- --

Remark: * The water depth was measured from the top of bore hole to water surface in the bore hole. 
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Inchcape Testing Services 
Labtest 

Inchcape Testing Services 
Hong Kong Ltd. 
2/F., Garment Centre. 
576 CnsUe Peak Homl. 
Kowloon, llong Kong. 
Telephone (852) 2H6 8600 
Fax (852) 2786 1903 

TABLE 3 GROUNDWATER/LEACHATE/SURFACE WATER ANALYSIS RESULTS r FOR THE FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AT 
NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

[ Site Siu Lang Shui Landfill 
Sampling Location DH204 

C 

G 

C 
[ 

[ 

[ 

C 
C 
[ 

[ 

[ 

[ 

[' 

[ 

.' 
.. , .. , . ........... ,\i 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 
8 

9 

10 

II 

12 

13 

14 

IS 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

[: Remark: 

li("'; ~·~iji0~.~e.~f •. ' •••• ·i·,.·' •• '.· ..• ·'.·.· •• '·./.'.· ••.•.•••..••.• ,., .' '" ./ . n"t~ of,. . . ,A 

"",o'No~Q$> Ill';'.O<. . ... ,. 

IWate, Level (m)' 2A5 2.70 3.05 3AO 

I Wate, Flow Rate (Lis) -- -- -- --

IpH -- 7.5 -- . --

I" (C) -- 26.5 -- -_. 
ITotal O'ganie C"bon (TOC) (mg/L) -- 240 -- --

1 Oxygen 1 (mg/L) -- 880 -- "-
I Oxygen n, '0 (mg/L) -- 94 -- --

IA .(r _NIT' -- 1300 -- --

ITKN (r -N/U -- 1400 -- --

I Total I Nitrogen L) -- 7.9 -- --

" -- 5.2 -- --
,oaium (mg/L) -- 630 - --

I (mg/L) -- 240 -- --

r, . (mg/L) -- 82 -- --
lA, , (mg/L) -- 17 -- --

, (mg/L) -- 970 -- --
, (mg/L) -- 33 -- --

AlbHn;'. (mg ~) -- 8400 -- --

Iron (mg/L) -- 5.8 -- --

lA, , (mg/L) -- 2A -- --

Zinc (mg/L) -- 0.08 - -
Copper (mg/L) -- . 0.08 -- -

i Nickel (mg/L) -- 0.06 -- --

, (mg/L) -- 0.76 -- --

I Lead (mg/L) -- 0.05 -- --

. (mg/L) -- <0.01 -- --
i Solids (mg/L) -- 56 -- --

, Solids (ml/L) -- <5 -- --
IOil & Grease (mg/L) -- <10 - --

I Boron (mg/L) -- 2.0 - --

I Barium (mg/L) -- <I -- -
(mg/L) -- <0,001 -- ~-

Ag (mg/L) -- <0,1 -- --

"yamue (mg/L) -- <I -- --

Phenol (mg/L) -- <0,1 -- --

' ,(mg/L) -- <0,1 -- --

I" ; (Total) (mg/L) -- L3 -- --

IE, coli (No/IOOml) -- Nil -- --

,. The water depth was measured from the top of bore hole to water surface in the bore hole. 
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Inchcape Testing Services 
Lab Lest 

Inchcupe Testing Services 
lIong Kong Ltd. 
UP .. Garment Centre. 
'176 Castle Peak J\oad, 
Ku\vloon, lIong Kotl.!!;. 
Telephone (852) 27016 8600 
Fax (852) 2786 1903 

TABLE4 GROUNDWATER/LEACHATE/SURFACE WATER ANALYSIS RESULTS 
FOR THE FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AT 
NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Site Siu Lang Shui Landfill 
Sampling Location DH205 

•.•••......••. ·Iit ~ ...... i 
•••••••••••••••• .J';;~6 . ····~<b}6. .Mli1 96 I) .. ·.: ... ··:.···· ... · .. 

1 Water Level (m). 24.80 25.10 25.42 25.60 25.70 26.00 

2 Water Flow Rate (Lis) -- -- -- -- -- --

3 .pH -- 8.1 -- -- 8.4 --
4 ,( C) -- 36.0 -- -- 29.4 --

5 ITotal n "'" Carbon (TOC) (mgIL) -- 4600 -- -- -- --

6 · Oxygen . (mgIL) -- 14000 -- -- 17000 --

7 I Oxygen I (mgIL) -- 6800 - - -- --
8 I "mogen (mg-NIL) -- 7100 -- -- 7500 '. --

9 'TKN (mg-NIL) -- 8100 -- -- -- -
10 Total . (, _N IT \ -- 8.4 -- -- -- --

II • (m.-PILl -- 40 -- -- -- --

12 I Sodium (mgIL) -- 2700 -- -- -- --

13 , (mgIL) -- . 630 -- -- -- --

14 (mgIL) -- 6 -- -- -- --

IS (mgIL) -- 8 -- 7- -- --
16 · (mgIL) -- 6800 -- -- -- --

17 I •• n\' , (mgIL) -- 5 -- -- -- --

18 Alblinitv (mg .\ -- 3200 -- -- -- --

19 Iron (mgIL) -- 4.4 -- -- -- --

20 lA, , (mgIL) -- <0.04_ -- -- -- --
21 . Zinc (mgIL) -- 2.7 -- - -- --

22 . (mgIL) -- 0.08 -- - - -
23 Nickel (mgIL) -- 0.24 -- -- -- --

24 rh I (mgIL) -- 3.2 -- -- -- --
25 Lead (mgIL) -- 0.10 -- -- -- --

26 r.rlm;nm (mgIL) -- om -- -- -- --

27 . Solids (mgIL) -- 30 -- -- -- -
28 , Solids (mlIL) -- <5 -- -- -- -
29 . IOil & Grease (mgIL) -- <10 -- -- -- --

30 I Boron (mgIL) -- 16 -- -- -- --

31 I Barium (mgIL) -- <I -- - -- -
32 (mgIL) - <0:0Ql -- -- -- --

33 Ag (mgIL) -- <0.1 -- -- -- --

. 3±- · (mgIL) -- <I -- - -- --

35 Phenol (mgIL) -- <0.1 -- -- -- --

36 , (mgIL) -- <O.~ -- -- -- --
37 ,(Total) (mgIL) -- 3.5 -- -- -- --

38 E. coli (NoI100ml) -- 5 -- -- -- -

Remark: * The water depth was measured from the top of bore hole to water surface in the bore hole. 
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Inchcape Testing Services 
Labtest 

Inchcupe TesLing Services 
Hong Kong Ltd . 
2/F'., Garmenl Centre, 
576 Castle Peak Road. 
Kowloon, lIong Kong. 
Telephone (852) 2H6 8600 
Fax (852) 2780 1903 C 

i' 
l , 

TABLE 5 GROUNDWATER/LEACHATE/SURFACE WATER ANALYSIS RESULTS 
FOR THE FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AT 
NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

[ Site 
Sampling Location 

Siu Lang Shui Landfill 
A2S1 

C 
o 
[ 

C 
[ 

[ 

C 
C 
C 
[ 

[ 

[ 

[ 

[ 

[ 

I 

Fc-;'_I .............. ~.· ••.•. ·• ··U , .. ,"."." '''' ......• ;...... .•... .. .... ...... .. 
l3.W;400 I IWate~ 12.65 13.00 13.30 

2 I Water Flow Rate (Lis) -- -- -- -- --
3 1;;H -- 7.3 -- -- 7.1 

4 ;(C) -- ill -- -- 20.5 

"5 ITotal Organic Carbon (TOC) (mg/L) -- 120 -- -- --
6 :O;y~~~ . (moiL) -- 660 - -- 540 

7 Is. ~ i (moiL) -- 28 -- -- --
8 I , l Nitrogen (mg-N/L) -- 860 -- -- 650 

9 I~~ -- 960 -- -- --

10 [To;;;l ;-; . -- IS -- - --

it . (, _D" , - 1.4 -- - --

12 I Sodium (moiL) -- 520 -- -- --

13 ~ -- !sO -- -- --
14 h.... ~ -- 70 -- -- -

15 1 (m./L) -- 26 -- -- --

16 ~ -- 650 -- -- --
17 , [moiL) -- 20 -- -- --

18 I (mg CaCOJ/L) - 4500 -- -- --
- 19 ~ -- -14 -- -- -
20 ~ -- --0.32 -- - --

21 ,Zinc (mg/L) -- 0.28 -- -- --
22 r (m./L) -- 0.06 -- -- --

23 ~ --
Q.06. -- -- --

. 24 I (mg/L) -- 0.97 -- - --

25 Le;;d (moiL) --' 0.09 -- -- --
26 ;-;;;;;;n:) -- ~Ol -- -- --

2-i ~ -- 270 -- -- --
28 , Solidi (milL) -- <5 -- -- --

29 Ioil& Grease (mg/L) -- <10 -- - --
30 ~L) -- 1.9 -- -- --
3t ~,;;;n:) -- <I -- -- --
3z ~ -- 0.14 -- -- --

33 I Ao (moiL) -- ~ -- - -

34 ~ . -- <I - -- -
35 I Phenol (mg/L) -- . <0.1 -- - --

36 ~;;tl..) -- <0.1 -- - --

37 ~ -- 2.3 -- -- --

38 IE. coli lNollUUmlJ -- Nil -- -- --

Remark: ,.. The water depth was measured from the top of bore hole to water surface in the bore hole. 
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Inchcape Testing Services 
~ Labtest 

Inchcapc Tesling Services 
[[ong Kong Ltd. 
2/F' .• Garment Centre. 
'5 i6 Castle Peak Road, 
/(mvloon, lIong Kot1~. 
TelepllOne (852) 27,16 8600 
fax (852) 2786 190) 

TABLE 6 GROUNDWATER/LEACHATE/SURFACE WATER ANALYSIS RESULTS 
FOR THE FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AT 
NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Site Siu Lang Shui Landfill 
Sampling Location A252 

_ii .............. _ ........... 
i'",. ::: !:?:.:.:::::::::.:: <: (:::.,.: ": ::""!f ,«:.: ::: -'<: 

1 ~ li90 19:IOIi I ·l9.20 I No Water· No Water I No Water 

2 ~ate(Us) -- -- -- -- -- --

3 pH -- -- -- -- -- --

4 ,( C) -- -- -- -- -- --

5 T;;t;;iO;;';;;;~ -- -- -- . -- - --

6" ~ ::j (mg/L) -- -- -- -- -- --

7 1 Oxygen ~. 1 (mg/L) -- -- -- -- -- --

8 , 
" -- -- -- -- -- I' -

9 'TKN (, "'" -- -- -- - -- .-
10 ~ Nitrogen (mg-N L) -- -- -- -- -- -
Ii iO Ll -- -- -- -- - --

12 L (mg/L) -- -- -- -- -- --
13 . 1 (mg/L) -- --

--
-- -- --

14 =. ~ -- -- -- -- -- --
Is ~ -- -- -- -- -- --

16 , (mg/L) -- -- -- -- -- --
17 I •. , (mg/L) -- -- -- -- -- --

Is I~ -- -- -- -- -- --
19 lronC;;;;;;U -- - -- -- -- --
20 , (mg/L) -- -- . -- -- -- -- . 
21 IZinc (mg/L) -- -- -- -- -- --

22 ~ -- -- -- -- -- --
23 ~ - -- -- -- -- --
24 1 (mg/L) . -- -- -- - -- -

2s ~ -- -- -- -- -- --
26 1 (mg/L) -- -- -- - -- -

27 ! Solids (mg/L) -- -- - - -- --
28 ~ -- -- -- -- -- --

29 I Oil & Grease (mg/L) -- -- - - -- --

30 IB~~on (mgiL) -- -- - - -- --
3l ~ -- -- -- -- -- --

32 ( (mg/L) -- -- . -- -- -- --
33 r;;.;;r;;;;;;u -- -- -- -- -- --

34 
r;;- ;c;;;;;tL) -- -- -- -- -- --

35 I Phenol (mg/L) -- -- -- -- -- --
36 ;-(;;;;/1.) -- -- - -- -- --
37 ~ -- -- -- - -- --

38 IE. coli (NoIIUUml) . -- -- -- -- -- --

Remark: + The water depth was measured from the top of bore hole to ,water surface in the bore hole. 

# Insufficient water for analysis. 
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Inchcape Testing Services 
Labtest 

Inchcape Testing Services 
Hong Kong Ltd. 
2/F' .. Garment Centre, 
576 Castle Peak Hoad. 
Kowloon. liong Kon~. 
Telephone (852) 2H6 86UU 
Fax (852) 2786 1903 

TABLE 8 GROUNDWATER/LEACHATE/SURFACE WATER ANALYSIS RESULTS 
FOR THE FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AT 
NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Site Siu Lang Shui Landfill 
Sampling Location A254 

i~ /'F\~ / ...... " .. l!IEi i, . .' . ,.t;, 'ii ·i.> . 

1;~17AO 
", " .. 

1"/'< ,0 
I I Water Level (m)' 16.70 16.90 16.50 17.80 

2 I Water Flow Rate (Lis) -- -- -- -- -- --

3 IpH -- 7.7 -- -- 8.0 --

4 ,( C) -- 35.8 -- -- 26.9 --
• 5 ITotal Organic Carbon (TOC) (mgIL) -- 680 -- -- -- --

6 I Oxygen Demand (mgIL) -- 2500 -- -- 3200 --
7 I Oxygen Oeman" (mgIL) -- 190 -- -- -- -

. 8 AJ (r -NIT' -- 2300 - -- 270~ -

9 TKN Ll -- 2400 - -- -- --

10 Total n· ."" I Nitrogen Imo-NII.) -- 12 -- -- -- --

II " -- 7.8 -- -- -- --

12 .'""" I (mgIL) -- 1300 -- -- -- --

13 I (mgIL) -- 390 -- - -- --

14 I (mgIL) -- 27 -- - -- -

15 I (mgIL) - 21 -- -- -- --

16 I (mgIL) -- 1600 -- - -- --

17 " "" (mgIL) -- 93 -- -- -- --

18 Alkallnitv (mg I.' -- 10000 -- -- - --
19 [roil (mgIL) -- II -- -- -- --

20 \A, I (mgIL) c- 0.20 -- -- -- --

21 I Zinc (mgIL) -- 0.65 -- -- -- --
22 I Copper (mgIL) -- 0.04 -- -- -- --

23 INickel (mgIL) -- 0.12 -- -- - --

24 I"h (mgIL) -- 2.1 -- - -- --

25 I Lead (rngIL) , -- 0.07 -- - -- -
26 I (mgIL) -- <0.01 -- - -- --

27 I Solids (mgIL) -- 330 -- - -- -
28 , Solids (milL) -- <5 -- -- -- --

29 . Oil & Grease (mgIL) -- 25 -- -- -- --
30 . Boron (mgIL) -- 2.2 -- -- -- --

31 Barium (mgIL) -- <I -- -- -- --
32 . (mgIL) -- OA5 . - - -- -
33 ,Ag (mgIL) -- <0.1 -- - -- --

34 Ir. . ,(mgIL) -- <I -- - -- --

35 I Phenol (mgIL) -- <0.1 -- -- -- --

36 I (mgIL) - <0.1 -- -- -- --

37 ; (Total) (mgIL) -- . 2.5 -- -- -- --

38 IE. coli NOIlUUml) -- Nil -- - -- -
. 

Remark: '" The water depth was measured from the top of bore hole to water surface in the bore hole. 
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Inchcape Testing Services 
Labtest 

L 
Inchcape Testing Services 
Ilong Kong Ltd. [ 
l/F., Garment Centre, , 
576 Ca.slle Peak Buad, --,' 
Kowloon, lIong Kong. 
Telephone (852) 2746 8()UU ['. 
Fax (85Z) 2786 190) 

TABLE 9 GROUNDWATER/LEACHATE/SURFACE WATER ANALYSIS RESULTS 
FOR THE FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AT 
NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

[ 

[ 

[ 

Site Siu Lang Shui Landfill 
Sampling Location A255 

\~~~{;l· •• · •••• ·.·.·._I'·"·"·.·····.\'··· •• " 
................ I{.··(}. /<>1i¥) 

1 Water Level (m)' 31.50 32.40 32.80 33.20 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

II 

12 

13 

14 

IS 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 
27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

~ 
36 

37 

38 

Remark: 

Water Flow Rate (Lis) -- -- --
pH -- 8.0 -

,( C) -- 32.2 --
Total n· , Carbon (TOC) (mgIL) -- 1400 --
rh "',,' Oxygen (mgIL) -- 5600 --

. Oxygen . (mgIL) -- 880 --
A . ". "i<rogen \mg-"IL) -- 4600 --
TKN " -- 12000 --

Total ()y'oh .~ . (r -NIt) -- 12 --
• (mo-PIU -- 8.3 --

Sno'", , (mgIL) -- 2200 --
(mg/L) -- 10 --

r.l, , (mgIL) -- 31 --
, (mgIL) -- 21 --

rh , (mgIL) -- 4000 --
1<, , (mgIL) -- 62 --
I A"""" , (mg L) -- 21000 -

I Iron (mg/L) -- 76 --
, (mg/L) -- 1.1 --

I Zinc (mg/L) -- 6.7 --
I Copper (mg/L) -- 0.89 --
INickel (mgIL) -- 0.41 --

. (mg/L) . -- II --
I Lead (mgIL) -- 0.89 --

Ir,,,, , (mg/L) -- <0.01 --
I Solids (mgIL) -- 13000 --

, Solids (mIlL) -- 47 -
IOil & Grease (ing/L) - 200 --
Boron (mgIL) -- 12 --

(mg/L) -- <I --
. (mg/L) -- 0.007 --

Ag (mgIL) -- <0.1 --
rV''''''" (mgIL) -- <I --

I Phenol (mg/L) -- <0.1 --

I <"I, 'do (mgIL) -- <0.1 --
I c •• '0 , (Total) (mgIL) -- 2.4 --
IE. coli -- Nil --

* The water depth was measured from the top of bore hole to water surface in the bore hole. 

tI Insufficient water for analysis. 
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Inchcape Testing Services 
Labtest 

[nchcape Testing Ser .... ices 
Iiong KUlig Ltd. 
2/F., lJurment Centrr, 
576 Castle Peak Road. 
I\o\\'\oon, lIong Kong. 
Telephone (852) 27'~6 8600 
Fax (852) 2780 190) 

TABLE 10 GROUNDWATER/LEACHATE/SURFACE WATER ANALYSIS RESULTS 
FOR THE FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AT 
NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Site Siu Lang Shui Landfill 
Sampling Location L206 

Ii ....•.. ~~((0;\;~· <_. . •.. < ....• 
I. ,·.j;·9~ • Ma<96 

I I Water Level (mi' -- _c' ____ -- --

2 ~ -- -- -- -- -- --

'3 loll 7.4 8.5 8.2 8.5 8.4 8.3 

4 ,( C) 27.7 -24.1 22.7 22.1 20.0 34.3 

5 ITotal ;c;;;;;;;;;-(TOC) (mg/L) 130 180 200 - -- --

6 ~ ~) 480 530 530 690 780 860 

.7 1.:'. I Oxygen I (mg/L) 49 33 32 -- -- --
8 I NItrogen 520 660 790 890 970 1100' 

9 ITKN (mg-NIL) 600 690 830 -- -- --
10 ITo;;;[ :I. _""" <0.3 18 8.0 -- -- --
It . r~._PII' 1.3 2.2 3.1 - -- --

. 12 I SodIum (mg/L) 330 380 420 -- --
--

13 In , (~;;!W 170 170 190 -- -- --
14 I~ ~ ;c;;;;;tL) 62 57 35 -- -- --

15 ~ 13 12 12 -- -- --

16 ;r;;;;;n:) 370 450 600 -- -- --
17 , (mg/Ll II 14 19 -- -- --

18 "'. ·-"r (mg 280 3500 3700 -- -- --

19 I Iron (m~;W 4:6 4.7 4.6 -- -- --

20 ~ 0.20 0.15 0.06 -- -- --
21 ~mg/Ll 0.19 0.09 0.11 -- -- --

22 r (mg/L) <0.02 <0.02 <0.02 -- -- --
23 I Niekel (",gIL) --::o.oJ --::o.oJ 0.03 -- -- --

24 '''lr;;;;;;L) 0.45 0.58 0.65 -- -- --

2s ~) .- <0.04 <0.04 <0.04 -- -- --
.26 1 (mg/L) <001 - <0.01 <0.01 -- -- --
21 ~ 17 <5 10 -- -- --

28 , Solids (ml/L) <5 <5 <5 -- -- --

29 ~ ;W <to <10 -- -- --
30 I Boron (mg/L) 1.1 1.2 1.4 -- -- --
31 I Barium (mg/L) <I <I <I -- -- --

n ;C;;;;;W ~ D.l2 <0.001 -- -- --

n ~ <0.1 -:ctl.I <0.1 -- -- --
34 , (mg/L) <I <I <I -- -- --

35 I Phenol (mg/L) <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 -- -- --

36 ;r;;;;;n:) -:ctl.I ~O:I <0.1 -- -- --

37 - (Total) (mg/L) 1.2 1.4 0.6 -- -- --
38 IE. coli (NoIlOOml) Nil Nil Nil -- -- --

Remark: '" The water depth was measured from the top of bore hole to water surface in the bore hole. 
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Inchcape Testing Services 
Labtest 

[nchcape Testing Services 
Hong Kong Ltd. [ 
Q/F., Garment Centre, ~ 
:5 76 Castle Peak Road, 
Kowloon. (long Kong. 
Telephone (852) 2746 8600 [ 
Fax (852) 2786 190J . 

TABLE 11 GROUNDWATER/LEACHATE/SURFACE WATER ANALYSIS RESULTS 
FOR THE FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AT 
NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Site Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

Sampling Location L207 

....... -- It I.· ••.••• · •.••••.• ·.·•• •• ·· ••• i· •••• • .•••• ·{·.·.·.· •••• · •• • •• ••••••••••••••• •.••• lEi ... ii':: .. d" ... 
I I Water Level (m)· -- - -- - -- -
2 Water Flow Rate (Lis) No flow <10 <10 0.03 No flow No flow 

3 pH 7.4 7.3 7.5 7.6 7.6 7.4 

4 • (C) 28.7 26.5 26.7 25.~ 24.9 37.0 

5 Total Organic Carbon (TOC) (mg/L) 370 330 370 -- -- --
6 I Oxygen n, I (mg/L) 1000 1100 910 1000 1000 980 

7 I Oxygen n, '0 (mg/L) 81 71 77 - -- -
8 Ll 1500 1300 1500 1400 '1300 1300 

9 TKN Ll 1600 1600 1600 -- -- --
10 Total Oxio;7.", L) 4.3 25 10 -- -- --
il' , 5.9 5.7 6.5 -- -- --
12 <0";' l (mg/L) 920 950 780 -- -- --

13 l (mg/L) 310 340 290 -- -- --
14 r,l, l (mg/L) 44 42 39 -- -- --
IS l (mg/L) 24 24 18 -- -- --

16 , (mg/L) 1300 1300 1200 -- -- --

17 , (mg/L) <5 34 23 - -- --

18 . (mg LaLw/L) 660 7000 6600 - - --

19 Iron (mg/L) 5.0 5.0 4.8 - -- -
20 , (mg/L) 0.10 0.06 0.06 -- -- --
21 ,Zinc (mg/L) 0.08 0.05 0.09 -- -- --
22 ICopper (mg/L) <0.02 <0.02 <0.02 -- - --
23 INickel (mg/L) 0.06 0.01 0.Q7 -- -- --
24 l (mg/L) 0.71 1.2 1.3 -- -- --
25 I Lead (mg/L) <0.04 <0.04 <0.04 -- -- --
26 , (mg/L) <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 -- -- --
27 I Solids (mg/L) 20 <5 7 -- -- --

28 • Solids (milL) <5 <5 <5 -- -- --
29 10il & Grcase (mg/L) <10 <10 <10 -- -- --
3D , I Boron (mg/L) 3.3 3.1 3.2 -- -- --
31 0 .. ', l (mg/L) <1 <1 <1 -- - --
32 (mg/L) <0.001 0.28 <0.01 -- -- --

33 Ag (mg/L) <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 - -- --
34 . ,(mg/L) <I <I <I -~ -- -
35 Phenol (mg/L) <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 -- -- --

36 i<, , (mg/L) <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 -- -- --

37 ; (Total) (mg/L) 3.3 1.7 0.6 -- -- --

38 IE. coli (NoIlOOml) Nil Nil Nil -- -- --

Remark: >I< The water ?epth was measured from the top of bore hole to water surface in the bore hole. 
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Inchcape Testing Services 
Labtest 

Inchcupe Tesling Services 
Hong Kong Ltd. 
2/F., Garment Centre. 
Si6 Castle Peak Road. 
[(owloon, Hong Kong. 
Telephone (852) 2nO 8000 
Fax (852) 2i86 190J 

TABLE 12 GROUNDWATER/LEACHATE/SURFACE WATER ANALYSIS RESULTS 
FOR THE FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AT 
NORTH-wEsT TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Site 
Sampling Location 

. Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

W20l 

, mi"" '.i',(,i ...... ' ., 
~"":'~':'.':.i:'::.,:. 

Ii: .... , .. :".:'.' ',':" .: ••.. '.,.'.' '.' ",".' ·".)ti~I;.96 ,. Mar96' 
I IWater Level (m)' -- -- -- -- -- --
2 I Water Flow Rate (Lis) 50 100 <10 24 21 5 

3 IpH 7.0 5.9 5.8 6.3 6.6 7iJ 
4 ,( C) 24.1 19.7 14.7 16.3 II.! 21.9 

5 ITotal Organic Carbon (TOC) (mg/L) 3 2.3 <I -- -- --

6 I Oxygen n, I (mg/L) 42 <7 <7 <7 10 <7 

7 I Oxygen n, I (mg/L) <5 <5 <5 -- -- --

8 <0.3 <0.3 1.2 <0.3 <0.3 <0.3 

9 TKN -"'''-) 7.1 2.0 2.2 -- -- --

10 'j'otal '''mogen Img-"/L) <0.3 <0.3 <0.3 -- -- --

II , I' " <0.2 <0.2 <0.2 -- -- --
12 ,,", . (mg/L) 3 4 5 -- -- -
13 , (mg/L) 1.6 1.0 1.4 -- -- --

14 Ca1cium(",g/L) <2 <2 <2 -- -- --

IS VI, . (mg/L) <1 <I <1 -- -- --

16 , (mg/L) 7 10 11 -- -- --

17 S"lnh." (mg/L) 5 <5 19 -- -- --

18 . (mg ~ ) <2 12 7 -- -- --

19 Iron (mg/L) <0.6 <0.6 <0.6 -- -- --

20 VI, , (mg/L) <0.04 <0.04 <0.04 -- -- -
21 Zinc (mg/L) <0.03 <0.03 <0.03 -- -- --

22 Copper (mg/L) . <0.02 <0.02 <0.02 -- -- --

23 Nickel (mg/L) <0.03 <0.03 <0.03 c_ -- --

24 (mg/L) . <0.02 0.03 <0.02 - -- -
25 Lead (mg/L) <0.04 <0.04 <0.04 - -- --

26 r,o, (mg/L) <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 -- -- --

27 Solids (mg/L) -- <5 -- -- -- --

28 Solids (mIlL) -- <5 -- -- -c --

29 Oil & 'Grease (mg/L) -- <10 -- -- -- --

30 Boron (mg/L) -- <0.1 -- --' -- --

31 Barium (mg/L) -- <I -- -- -- --
32 (mg/L) -- <0.001 -- -- -- --
33 Ag (mg/L) -- <0.1 -- -- -- --
34 r" . (mg/L) -- <I -- -- -- --

35 Phenol (mg/L) -- <0.1 - -- -- --

36 ' (m./Ll -- <0.1 -- -- - --

37 ; (Total) (mg/L) -- 0.7 -- -- -- --
38 IE. coli -- 60 -- -- -- --

Remark: '" The water depth was measured from the top of bore hole to water surface in the bore hole. 
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Inchcape Testing Services 
Labtest 

[nchCHpe Testing Services 
Hong- Kong Ltd. 
111'., (jannent Ct'ntJ'(" 
:5 76 Castle Peak Itoad. 
Kowloon. Hong Kong. 
Telephone (852) 2n6 8600 
Fax (85Z) 2786 19U3 

TABLE 13 GROUNDW ATERJLEACHA TE/SURF ACE WATER ANALYSIS RESULTS 
FOR THE FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AT 
NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Site Siu Lang Shui Landfill 
Sampling Location W204 

li~f ~ ........ 
•••••••••••• 

_ .......................................•............. '.' 

n •.......... '. ....><) ........ ' ··L·""o< 
1 -- -- -- -- -- --
2 IWater Flow Rate (Lis) 2000 No flow No flow No flow No flow No flow 

3 IpH 7.7 7.9 8.0 7.8 7.7 7.2 

4 (C) 24.5 20.8 16.7 17.1 12.3 30.5 

5 I Total : Carbon (TOC) (mgIL) 3 5.3 8.6 -- -- --
6 · Oxygen i (mgIL) 32 17 24 17 10 17 

7 · 0\ Oxygen I (mgIL) <5 <5 <5 -- -- -
8 .\ 29 25 36 23 17 12 

9 I!KN 
, 35 26 37 -- -- --

10 I Total , Nitrogen (mg-NIL) <0.3 0,6 <0.3 -- -- --

II \mg-~/L) <0.2 "Q.~ 0.3 - -- --

12 I Sodium (mglL) 130 99 1100 -- -- --

13 • (mgIL) 17 8.9 67 - -- --

14 (mgIL) 8 8 54 -- -- --

IS · (mgIL) 15 11 740 -- -- -
16 • (mgIL) 260 180 2500 -- -- --

17 , (mgIL) 41 29 300 -- -- --
. 

18 a" ',,;0, (mg , 15 130 190 -- -- --
19 Ilron (mgIL) <0.6 <0.6 <0.6 - -- --

20 • (mgIL) 0.08 0.07 0.10 -- - -
21 IZinc (mgIL) <0.03 <0.03 <0.03 -- -- --

22 Copper (mgIL) <0.02 <O~ <0.02 -- - --

2~ Nickel (mgIL) <0.03 <0.03 <0.03 - -- --

24 rh , (mglL) 0,03 0.04 0.02 -- -- --
25 Lead (mgIL) <0.04 <0.04 <0.04 -- -- --
26 r, ni, '(mgIL) <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 -- -- --

27 Solids (mgIL) -- <5 -- - -- --

28 : Solids (milL) -- <5 - - -- --

29 Oil & Grease (mgIL) - <10 -- -- - --

30 ' Boron (mgIL) -- 0.1 -- -- -- --
31 ,Barium (mgIL) -- <I -- -- - --
32 .. , , (mg/L) -- 0.002 -- -- -- --
33 I AgJmg/Ll -- <0.1 -- -- -- --

34 , (mg/L) -- <I -- -- -- --
35 I Phenol (mg/L) -- <0.1 -- -- -- --
36 • (mgIL) -- <0.1 -- -- -- --
37 1.<, • (Total) (mg/L) -- 0.6 -- -- -- --
38 IE. coli (NollOOml) -- 50 -- -- -- --

Remark: * The water depth was measured from the top of bore hole to water surface in the bore hole. 
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-- Inchcape Testing Services 
LabLest 

Inchcape TesLing Services 
Ilong Kong Ltd. 
2/F., Garment Centre, 
576 Castle Peak Hoad. 
Kowloon, Hong KUIlp;. 
Telephone (852) 2H(j 8600 
Fax (852) 2786 1903 

TABLE 41 LANDFILL GAS ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR THE FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING AT NORTH WEST NEW TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Site Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

Sampling Location DH201 

2 Pressure 1004 1003 

3 Relative Pressure 0 

4 Methane 0.00 0.00 

5 LEL 0 o 

6 C02 (%) 6.20 8.10 

7 6.40 7.60 

Methane 

2 

3 

4 

5 Carbon Monoxide 

6 

Remark: Bold faced values represent the reading exceed the follOWing trigger levels. 

Trigger Level: (a) >20% LEL Methane 

(b) >1.5% v/v Carbon Dioxide 

(e) <18% vlv Oxygen 
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lnchcape TesLing Services 
([ong Kong Ltd. 
2/F., Garment Centre, 
:5 iG Castle Peak Buud. 
Kowloon, Hong Kong. 
Telephone (852) 2HG 8600 
Fax (852) 2786 HJOJ 

TABLE 42 LANDFILL GAS ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR THE FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING AT NORTH WEST NEW TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Site Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

Sampling Location DH203A 

2 Pressure (mbar) 999 1001 

3 Relative Pressure 0 3 

4 Methane 0.00 0.00 

5 LEL (%) 0 0 

6 14.8 6.59 

7 4.70 15.6 

Methane 

2 

3 

4 

5 Carbon Monoxide 

6 

Remark: Bold faced values represent the reading exceed the follOWing trigger levels. 

Trigger Level: (a) >20% LEL Methane 

(b) > 1.5 % v/v Carbon Dioxide 

(e) <18%·v/v Oxygen 
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Inchcape Testing Services 
Labtest 

Inchcupe Testing Services 
Hong Kong Ltd. 
UF .. GUl'ment Centre, 
576 CasUe Peak Road, 
Kowloon. Hong Kong. 
Telephone (852) 2i46 8600 
Fax (852) 2786 t903 

TABLE 43 LANDFILL GAS ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR THE FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING AT NORTH WEST NEW TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Site Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

Sampling Location DH204 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Remark: 

Pressure 999 1003 

Relative Pressure 105 0 

Methane 0.00 1.66 

LEL a 33.2 

(%) 7.30 13.6 

9.70 1.70 

Methane 0.0 

9.9 

11.6 

81.2 

Carbon Monoxide ( 0.7 

0.0 

Bold faced values represent the reading exceed the follOWing trigger levels. 

Trigger Level: (n) >20% LEL Methane 

(b) >1.5% v/v Carbon Dioxide 

(c) <18% v/v Oxygen 
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[ 
Inchcapc Testing Services 
ilong Kong Ltd. [ 
2IF .• Garment Centre. , 
576 Castle Peak Ronu, 
KowloOIl, I long ,Kung. 
Telephone (852) ]i'.H) ,j(j(jO [ 
Fax l852) :27861903 

TABLE 44 LANDFILL GAS ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR THE FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING AT NORTH WEST NEW TERRITORIES LANDFILLS [ 

Site Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

Sampling Location DH205 

2 Pressure 998 1000 

3 Relative Pressure 15 6 

4 MethWle 50.7 48.6 

5 >100 >100 

6 32.6 30.7 

7 '0.50 0.80 

Methane 43.8 

2 Dioxide 29.7 

3 1.8 

4 16.8 

5 Monoxide 0.0 

6 0.0 

Remark: Bold faced values represent the reading exceed the following trigger levels. 

Trigger Level: (a) >20% LEL Methane 

(b) > lo5 % v/v. Carbon Dioxide 

(c) <18% v/v Oxygen 
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3 9 6 

49.7 43.8 41.4 
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J/\NRF.!kLqA~U\NA'=-Y§!~U~ESUTLTS FOR RESTORATION OF THE NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES LAf'!DFILLS 

Sampling Site: Siu Lang Shui LandI!!! Sample Location: Q.P213 

Number Analyical Parameters 

1 22.12.94 1 13.1.95 

!-l\N!2mL G~§ - FI!.;LD_~EASUREMENT 

Sampling/Measurement Date 

7.2.95 I 7.3.95 I 6.4.95 2.5.95 9.6.95' I 5.7.95 ,=1 ==1.=8.=9;;,5="===9 

___ ~. lv1~\~~~~J% LE~) 0 0 0 0 50 >100 32 >100 B2 
____ ~ _~e\~~~.(% v/v) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.5 5.9 1.6 6.6 4.\ 
I 3 .. gQ,J%v/v) 16.6 16.0 14.9 16.1 17.9 lB.6 16.9 15.7 14.8 
___ ~ Q,XYo v/v) I.B 2.7 3.5 4.4 0.4 1.1 1.5 3.3 2.7 

__ . __ !? ~"~I11~~c Pr~sslJ'. (I11~L '1017 1018 1021 1009 1009 1004 998 1000 1005 
______ ~ Gas p!~~~~~!JP-~~9·· "10.0 0 0 0 ( 0 0 
___ .. ~.!_ 9.~~_T.~~e.~~~~~~.Lf) 

LI'lN!.?E!kL GAS - UlBQf.lATORY TEST 

~~~::::'-=f M~\h .. ~~J!,. v!'f) 
___ ._2 lv1~\h.a!,!'.~p...m v/'f) 
_____ ~ .QQ2J% v/v 
_. ____ 4 COdeem_~!~L 
______ 5 Q,J% v!vL-
_______ 6 (), (ppm . .vM _______________ _ 
_ ___ ..... 7 ~L(pp",~M . . 
_~_fl.gQJPP...f!1 v/v) 

~~o..!;l,Jeg~-v/;1"'vk:=-~ 

.. : Absolute atmospheric pressure . 
•• : Pressue relative to atmospheric pressure. 

'f 

" 

I 
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!'!\NQEI!'L9!\~_~N!\L 'r'~!lU'!ESUTLTS FOR RESTORATION OF. THE NORTH-WEST TERRITOR!ES LA!,!QFILLS 

Sampling Sile : ~i!!.1;!!1g Shui Landfill Sample Location: DP212A 
.. _. - .-

Number Analyical Parameters Sampling/Measurement Date 

22.12.941 13.1.95 1 7.2.95 I 7.3.95 I 6.4.95 -I 2.5.951 - 9.6.95 I 5.7.95 I 1.6.95 I 
- ~ANQFI!"L G!\S - FI£!"!L~EASUREMENT 

.------r.:--
___ 1. ~~I~~~~r- L~f) >100 >100 >100 >100 >100 >100 >100 >100 >100 

2 .~elhane (% v/v ' 46.5 45.7 46.7 41.2 36.3 26.3 30.3 6.2 46.0 
3 EQL{% v!!J. 31.2 30.3 30.4 30.2 29.5 26.3 27.5 14.1 30.9 

4_2d~v/vl 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.6 0.9 0.1 5.0 0.4 
5 ~~~0"1!tric Pre~sU'e (m Bar)* 1015 1015 1017 1006 1006 1002 995 997 1000 
6 . .§i!s P~es~ure (Pascal}'" 64 46 2 10 14 13 27 a 12 
7 Gas Temeeralure(OC) - - - - - - - - -

LA!'!QfJ!,,!- GAS - LABQRATORY TEST 

1 t.1~I~~,!,,_{y. vt!t -----
- --~ _~ ~1~~~!.(~p!,,-':1~ 
---~ <2g,_(,"_~Lvl 

4 '-'QL(~"-"!. v/v) -----_ .. -
5 2,_('l!_~M 
6 2l-(el'.'!'..!t!) ----
7 ~,j~pm vlvl 

-----U3-ttiriitjl 
-

• : Absolute atmospheric pressure . 
.. : PressU'B relative to atmospheric pressure. ., 

I'"") r: r- LJ LJ LJ LJ [""""]LJr-1r--JLJLJLJ C""J LJ !l r-J LJ' !l r--
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1.,I\NQE![.,L G~~U~!'lA!-YSIS RESUTLTS FOR RESTORATION OF THE NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Sampling Site: Si!!.1!!!!!l..§...hui Landfill I Sample Location: QP220 
'",-~~"'.-.-='=::O: ,-==--:-:,..== 

Number Analyical Parameters Sampling/Measurement Date 

22.12.94 13.1.95 I 7.2.95 7.3.95 I 6.4.95 I 2.5.95 I 9.6.95 5.7.95 1.8.95 
-=:-.c_-_-::-:-==;: ---- - - -

b!I!'lQm!' GAS - FJELD ~EASUREMENT 
_._. 

1 Melhane (% LEL) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 --_. 
r;1~hi'ri~~v/vi 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 0.0 0.0 0.0 2 0.0 _._."." 
.f9,J% vlv 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3 ---_ ... 

4 .9,.(% '!fvl 21.2 20.7 20.7 20.9 20.9 21.0 20.5 21.6 20.9 --_. 
5 ~~f.9~~tJic Pre~!!.~~ Ba~)" 1021 1022 1023 1014 1014 1008 998 1006 1005 ---
6 Gas Pressure (Pascal)U 0 7 0 0 0 0 ( 0 0 -_._---_.-

~~s:T~~~r~~u~l~~) _____ .~ ____ . 20.7 7 - - " " 

bANQ!:!!,!-_GAS - bA!;!QBATORY TESI 

1 ~~I~,!!,'!.~/V) --_ .. 
2 !'A~lh~~~(ee!!'..Y!~~ ------_. 
3g,Q,~~) 
4 ~Qdep!,,~~) .---.. s 9,.(70 v/v! . -_ .. 
6 9.l.(eem v~) -----_ .. -
7 ,!:!,jel?!" vlv) 
B co (epm vlv) ---_. 

=~~ .!'ldp.p.m y/y) 

.. : Absolute atmospheric pressure. 
u : PreSSlJ'8 relative 10 atmospheric pressure. 

.,' 
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LANDFILL GAS ANALYSIS RESUTl TS FOR RESTORATION OF THE NORTH -WEST TERRITORIES LANDFILLS ---- . .. - ".,._-------"-- .----- . ------. 

Sampling Sile : §!!!.1ang Shui Landfill Sample Location: DH201 

~:~b-~·JO"~~-~aIYiCal Paramelers 

L I 22.12.94 I IJ.l,l;;I:;) 1.;l.lo1;) I.a.l;#;) O,q.l;fO 

k.Jl.N!:lmL G~~-=-E!!;,=D MEASURE~ENT 

I ___ ~ .M~I~~~~!% L~~) 0 
__ ~ r.1~I~~~~{~ v/v) 0.0 
____ ~ .ceQL!% v/v, 7.6 

4 0, (% v/v) 9.61 ""1 '.b I 0." I ".b I 
===-~~. [~~?~!1~C P(e~~~~.{~.!3ar)· - 1023 1022 1024 1015 1012 
____ ~ §~~_Pre~~ura (~~~n'''' 0" 4.. ... ,.. 

___ ? §a.' T.m.~eral~r~!'C) 21.2 

k."N!:l!:!!J,J~~~ - LABOBATORY TEST 

_____ l .M~I~~n-,,-(!" v!~L v v I . 

____ 2 ~~I~~~~(p'p'm vLv) :T 
___ 3 CO~~!~) 8.53 2.66\ 

_____ '!. EQ,J~~~.v!v) 
I ~.Q,J!"v/".l 18.15 ID.<JI 
___ J! . .2l.(eem v/v) J 

I 
? .. !:l,jep.!!'..~M 74.58 87.471 

___ :B. <::Q.!~p'm v/v! 0 0 != 
_ 9 l:l,.leem v/'!1 A A 

* : Absolute atmospheric pressure, 
.. : PresslJ'Q relative to atmospheric pressure. ., . 

. ' 

....--, r--: r--: ~ rJ rJ r1 c:J r1 ~. ~ rJ' ~ rJ rJ rJ ~ ~ ~. rJ ~ 
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!'ANI2E!!,L GAS ANALYS!S RESUTLTS FOR RESTORATION OF THE NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

'. 
Sampling Site: Siu Lang Shui Landfill Sample Location: QP221 

-=-..-:=;--===-=-"' .• -

Number Analyical Parameters Sampling/Measurement Date 

22.12.94 13.1.95 I 7.2.95 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 I 9.6.95 5.7.95 I 1.6.95 
-

!'i'\NQE!!,L GAS - J:!EL!LMEAS!,!!!EI'!!ENT 
. __ ._--_. 

1 'Melhane (% LEL) a a a a a a a § ---~-'. 

~eihane-i% v/v) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 0.0 2 -----
3 COL~/v) 10.2 6.9 7.9 7.9 6.0 10.3 9.7 Covered 2.0 
4 <?d~ v1;') 6.6 12.5 12.5 12.1 12.1 6.6 11.2· by' ___ ,--... 11.4 ----
5 ~~~~!"!1el1ic PressU'Q (~ Bar) * 1022 1021 1024 1015 1013 1006 995 RainWater 1005 
6 .§~!. Pres!~~!JPasca I)"" , 66 a -11 a -3 a ( a ----
7 .§~s T.!-~eerat~~!...(~} _._--
!'ANQE!!,~gi'\S-LA~QRATORYTEST 

1 ¥.~!~~!:!.'!.~!~) --_ .. 
2 . Melh~~~lp'p'm vt!) -----_. 
3 ~2&·v/v) -----
4 ~2L(P.P..'!' v/v) ----

. 5 22 ('Y!.~~) -----,_. 
6 22 (p.P.rn v/v) -----
7 ~L(p.e!!'..~[v) 
6 ~2. (p.P.'!' v/vl ----
9 H,JeMl....w1 

• : Absolute atmospheric pressure . 
.... : ~reSSlrB relative to atmospheric pressure. 

./ 
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I,.ANQF.!!A_9A;;LANAlY~I.~_BESUTLTS FOR RESTORATION OF THE NORTH-WEST TERBlIOfl!!;§...LAl'lQFI1LS 

Sampling Site: m!l_I,.;>!JgJLI!!l! Lapd!i!! Sample Location: Q!:!g03A 
-'=-:--'=';'"':--"-".-.--:;:; '=.-~,:' ---

Number Analyical Parameters Sampling/Measurement Date 

22.12.94 1 13.1.95 7.2.95 '1 7.3.95 1 6.4.95 1 2.5.95 1 9.6.95 5.7.95 1.8.95 -
!"!\NDFJ!"L<.l~~. ~ FJEL!U!lEA~!JBE~ENT 

._._.-'- .. -".-
1 ~~ii~!'!J~1~r---- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ._-_ ... 
2 ~~~h_~~O/O v/v 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3 CO, (% v/v) . 

~ 

11.4 8.7 4.5 4.3 9.4 0.0 5.6 1.9 9.7 
4 0:1% vlV) 11.1 13.0 17.3 17.2 12.9 20.9 13.8 17.6 0.8 
5' Barometric PreSSLrO (m Bar)· 1022 1022 1024 1015 1013 1008 1000 1006 1005 
6 .§~~f~~~~~!J~as£~.I) •• 68 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 ----- . 
7 . ~~~~~p-~~!~~e (0C) 21.8 17.7 18.4 18.8 19 28.2 32, 33.5 28.4 ----_ .. -

!"ANQF.!!:!- GA;;L.:~_!A~QflATORV TEST 

1 .¥.~!~~~-.!..{% v/v) I ----. 
2 1I.1~~h~~~(~~m vlv) - .---
3 .'::'92.(% v/v) ----- -
4 ~9,Jf'p_m v/v) ----. 
5 2dY~LY) ----
6 02.!~~m vLv) 
7_ !:J,Je~~l~) 
8 C..QJeem v/v) 
9 H.JRRm vtv) 

111 : Absolute atmospheric pressure . 
.. : 'Presstre relalive 10 atmospheric pressure. ., 

~~~~~~~~~ri~~~~~~~~~ 11 r 
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l.ANRF.lkLgt\;:;-'\1'!t\LY]IS.B!:;~UILTS FOR RESTORATION OF THE NORTH-WEST TERRITOI11£~LA!'lQFILLS 

Sampling Site: Siu L!!!!9 Shui Landfill Sample Location: DP2g~ 

-:o-"""=..=".""::-"==-- .. - - -

Number Analyical Parameters . Sampling/Measurement Oate 

.22.12.94 13.1.95 7.2.95 I 7.3.95 I 6.4.95 2.5.95 9.6.95 .1 5.7.95 1 1.8.95 

!:.ANQE!LL GAS :- F!ELD MEASUREMENT 

I .fvl~!~~~~l!O LE~) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ---_. 
2 ~~i!'~~~J% vlv) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ----
3 ~2L(," vtv) 9.2 5.0 6.3 5.4 6.2 6.3 7.8 1.9 0.0 
4 9Ll!" vi~ 3.5 15.3 14.3 15.3 13.9 14.3 11.1 17.6 20.7 ._--

1022· 5 Barometric Presslrs (m Bar)· 1022 1024 1015 1013 1008 1008 1006 1005 
-. --·-6 ~~s Press~~!:!_~~~·· 22 11 -8 0 0 0 r 0 0 
_____ L .Q~s T~~eeralur9rC) - - - - - i - -

LA1'!QE!!"~_Gt\S - LABORATORY TEST 

1 .M!:!tt!~~~_y/v) 
2~~~'!.n~p.em v/v) 
3 .QQL(!o v/v) 
4 C01Jep.m_ v/v! -_ .. ---- ---
5 .9.l.~1v) ----
6 OLl!'!'!!' v/v) 
7 NL(!'l'..m v/v) 

___ f!. C.9jep.!!,~~) 
= 9 bl;!,.jgl!!" vi'! 

l1li : Absolute atmospheric pressure. 
*. : PressLXe relative to atmospheric pressure. ., 

r-, 
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!"J\NQE!!'L~J\§ ... N:l!l,L Y'§!~RESUTL TS FOR RESTORATION OF THE NORTH -WEST TERRITORiES L~NDFI!,LS 

Sampling Site: Si!,! La!!9...§.!mi Landfill 
-===~-,,,;-:-.:..-

Number Analyical Paramelers 

!'ANQE!!'L~J\S - t:!!;bP_M!;~SU!:!EMENT 

.1 M~~an. (% L!'.!J .0 
2 ¥.~!t>~~~J% vlv) 0.0 ----
~ .~Q,,!% v/v) 11.4 
4 Qd% v/v) 4.1 
~ ~~~om8tric PreSSlJ'9 (m Bar)· 1022 
~ .Q~~_~!!~~~(Pascal)*· 14 
7 .§"s.I.e.'!'p.ral~r~~). -----
. LANDFILL GAS - LABORATORY TEST 

U 1. t.I~I~~~.!.(% v/v) 
. ___ 2 .. ~~!t>~~~Je~m vLv) 
___ .3. '<::Ql.(!!.':'!~) 
.... ___ ~ .<::gdp.p. ... '!'..':'L"l 
___ ~. g,.!!!~i':'~ 
_____ ~ c:J,Jep-'m v/v) 
.. ____ r t-I,Jep..'!'.!!l~L 

a 
0.0 

10.7 
4.7 

1021 
11 

~ 

a 
0.0 

12.1 
1.9 

1023 
-9 

-

Sample Location: DP2~1 

Sampling/Measurement Date 

7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 9.6.95 5.7.95 1.6.95 

a a a >100 a a 
0.0 0.0 0.0 12.6 0.0 0.0 

12.3 13.2 12.9 15.1 0.0 6.0 
3.6 3.7 5.7 1.2 21.2 12.6 

1015 1012 1009 100e 1007 1005 
-11 0 0 ~ 0 0 

- - - - - -

____ .~ ,<0 (ep.!!'...':'!~l . 
, ~l:hJ~~'I' vN) 

: Absolute ~Imospheric pressure . 
.. : PreSSLr8 relalive to atmospheric prossure. .,. 

-"""l r--1 r--1 r--1 r--1 r-:'l LJ lJ lJ LJ'\ rJ r"J' lJ r1 c::-J r--l lJ :--J r-J II r-
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LAf-.lP.f!I,L9A~L~!,!~LY2!§.l!ESUTLTS FOR RESTORATION OF THE NORTH-WEST TERRITOR[ES LANDFILLS 

Sampling Site: 2!I,!.J,!!!1g Shui Lang!!!! Sample Location: DHgQ1 
-:-=-=:::-~----

Analyical Parameters Sampling/Measurement Date 

22.12.94 13.1.95 7.2.95 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 9.li.95 I 5.7.95 1.8.95 

-IREl'CLGAS - f!SLD J!1 EASUREt..!ENI 

::::T 
hfl 

l~~'!J~_LEl) 0 18 16 0 0 0 4 0 0 

~~~.!JJ;!. v!.'!l 0.0 0.9 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 

.r,!~_Y!,v 12.5 13.9 14.7 5.6 5.8 3.4 9.3 12.0 0.6 
------~I~ 

% vlv! 12.0 0.2 0.0 11.7 11.7 14.0 5.4 2.3 19,8 

)metri~J>...!~~~~~ _(~_~!'!~)~ __ 1022 1021 1023 1015 1013 1009 1000 1007 1005 -'--
f!!:~~~!~J~~~~~" " -46 -20 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 ~l!!P.~~ ~ ~~!!.-"~f~. 20.7 17.8 16.5 18.9 20.5 28 33.7 32.5 30 .- .. __ .-
IQFJ'='=---~A§-=-!,A~QflATORY TEST 

Ih~~~(~~_vlv) .0.0 

i!'~ ~ '!Jee.'!' .'!'!~) 
,J~,,-v0'1. 7.3 
"lep_m vlv] 

--- -11~ 
~=--==11§g 
._----_ ... 

~!!_'fL~ 12.8 

:ep.,!, .'!!~) 
ep'm v/~) 59.3 
_lep.".!.~!v) 0.0 
eem vt!.} 0.0 

- _____ !!jC!l, 
60 

=-=~~!~, 
-------:~; 

Absolule atmospheric pressure . 
... ; PreSSLJ e relative to atmospheric pressure. 

'f 

.' 
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l,A!'JREI!'L9A~L~~A,=-Y1,lill...RES!JILTS FOR I!ESTORATION OF THE NOfjTH-WEST TERslTOmES LAt'!D~LLS 
.' 

Sampling Site: §i!LLangj!hui Land@ Sample Location: D/-jg07 
-:~=-_-·-':'..--o"" .:." --:'--:-~ .. _______ ._. - .. 

Number Analyical Parameters Sampling/Measurement Date 

I 22.12.94 I 13.1.95 I 7.2.95 I 7.3.95 I 6.4.95 I 2.5.95 I 9.6.95 L5.7.95 I 1.8.95 I 
-==\_A.N9E!bL GAS - BELD ¥EASURE",ENT 

----l1.1~lha~'!j% L~lJ.. >100 >100 >100 >100 >100 >100 >100 >10[' >100 

2 ~~I!! .. ~ti% v/vL 58.7 59.4 56.6 54.7 55.2 50.2 53.4 53.6 52.4 

~. <;:2z.~l~ 32.8 30.4 31.5 34.3 31.2 30.4 33.6 31.5 29.0 
4 Oz ~% vivf 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 1.1 0.6 1.1 0.7 
5 Barometric PreSSIJB (m Bar)*' 1017 1017 1017 1008 1009 1003 100~ 999 1001 
6 Ga~Pr~~~ure (Pascaij*· 84 68 3 6 0 10 , 22 20 ------

_ .. __ ...1_ .Q~0.~~~!.!!~~!.L9 21.6 19.1 18.7 19.6 19.1 30.7 33.' 31.5 28.2 

LA.~QB!,L GAS - LABORATORY TEST 

1 ~~Ih. .. ~~j% vjv) 59.02 _.'--" 
2 '-1~lh~".,! .(pp-rn_viv) "-----
3 <;:Q,(!'~iY) 22.4 ---_. 
4 <;:Q,JpelT1~l~) -----_. 
5 Q., If. .v tv) _ 3.01 . __ ._--
6 Q,lPPrn~iY) ----_. 
!.1>!,jP.e..m v{v) 19.93 

---l!.gQ.. (P.P'!'..!'~f) 0 

. 9.4;I,JIlRf!1 vlv 0 

.. : Absolute atmospheric pressure . 

... : Presstxe relative to atmospheric pressure. .,' 

---, 11 11 C---"] 11 r-J C"l C:-J L1 ri r1 L1 r-J CJ 11 ·11 r-J \"l -
r:J \"l' 
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~AN~E!k!o..QA~JI,Nll!-YSIS RESUTLTS FOR RESTORATION OF THE NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Sampling Site: §!!! La!!g Shui Landfil! Sample Location: DP219 

·~-C-_"-'o·c_:=-. 

Number Anatyical Parameters Sampling/Measurement Date 

".~,_'=_~ ,~~ ___ . n -22:12:[fr13,1.95 7.2,95 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 9.6.95 [5.7.95 I.B,95 r 
~AN~E!'=!- GAS - fl!;!'QJ!lEJI,SUREMENT 

----_ .. --- - -
_____ .1 ~~I~"!'~% LEl) >100 >100 >100 >100 >100 >100 >100 >100 >100 
____ ~ M~t!'~~~% v/v) 29,1 2B.4 24,1 24,1 27,5 3,2 24,5 17,1 10.1 
___ ~.<eQL(% vlv) 25,0 23,7 23,8 24,1 25,6 19.6 23,5 18.3 18.3 
__ ...! o,.lr- vlv) 0,3 0.2 0,3 0.4 0,3 1.2 0.4 1.1 0.3 

. __ ...:5=1 Baro"'-~tric Press"e (m Bar)" 1018 1018 1018 1009 1009 1004 1000 1000 1003 
_____ ~ .C3.a~.~!~~~~,!jPas~~I)"" 38 21 1 0 3 0 2 3 0 
___ .2 ."'<ls Tell1p'era~'!.("<:;1. - -

'=-AN~E!LL GAS - !-ABORATORY TEST 

____ ~ .. ~~!~~~~% vi'!] 
_ _ __ ? .~~I~~n~p'p'm vlv) _ 
____ ~ .. <:;Q,.(% vly) 
___ i <eQ,jp'~m vlv) 
___ .? .Q,JY!..vLv) 
___ 6 2L!ee"!.~!vJ 
. ____ .!. f>I,(PP.!" v/~) 
. ___ ~ <:;Qjpp_m_~!~) 
~==9. ti,Jep.,!, v/~) . 

'" : Absolute atmospheric pressuro. 
U : PressLXe relative to atmospheric ~essure. 

'r 

r-
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!.J\NQE!~l GtlS ANt\!-Y~!S RESUTlTS FOR RESTORATION OF THE NORTH-WEST TERRITOBIES LANDBllS 

Sampling Site: §iu la!!g..§!!!!Llandfi!! 

Number Analyical Parameters 

22.12.94 

!,.,t\ NQ!'AL9t\S - E!!;!,o ~EASURE~ENT 

~- fl~ 
__ ~4~1~ 
___ 5 _~ 

____ 6 ~ 
_____ .:L~ 

!,A 

=-~--H~ 
~=--=;Ig 
-----.--

-- -iii 

1~~~~Jggb) > 100 
I~~~~.(!,_vl':') 64.3 
z.(% V!'1 32.8 
(% v/~l 0.3 
~~~~c Pr!!~~~~~!t Bar)" 1019 
; Pr~~~~~.!JPasc:~I)*· 708 

~-.!~~P.~~_!~!_Lf) 
~DFlll GAS - LABORATORY TEST .. '-' _ ... --- '," ------_.---.-- --_ ... -----------. 
~~~. (% v/vl 
~~~~Jep.!!CY!~l 

(O/O.."lv) -- -
L (p.l'm..."Ct) . 
I!!Y!~) 
leelllv/vl 
[ep.'!'Yl~l 
Jee~~l'1' 
g~m v/'!J 

" : Absolute atmospheric pressure . 
... : PreSSLre relative to atmospheric pressure. 

13.1.95 7.2.95 

>100 >100 
45.0 61.5 
26.5 31.6 
0.2 0.3 

1019 1020 
56 49 

r--; rJ c--lr-Jr-Jc-l["'"':Jr-JrJ 

.' 
Sample location: QP21.I 

Sampling/Measurement Date 

7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 9.6.95 5.7.95 1.8.95 

>100 >100 >100 >100 . >100 >100 
61.3 49.1 56.6 49.2 59.8 55.4 
31.1 26.8 32.0 29.0 34.3 30.5 

0.4 0.5 0.9 2.6 1.4 1.7 
1010 1011 1006 999 1006 1005 

49 27 36 29 8 32 
- -

-_. 

.( 

c-J rJ r:--lrlrJ rJrJ 

, 

1:-:--1 r-



----: rJ rJ r-J rJ rJ [) c::J rJ r::l r:J r--l [). [) CJ [) rJ ~ r:::-J rJ 
t. '.:J ~ '. ,~ -"':::~·J,'d ~ ~~-:-.1 __ ..b!:.;.~ ~";_""<~ --.1', ,eIo ......,l.,.: •. ~.~J ~,~~,gj --L...:...:.",,,,,, ~-"~ ... --t-;,,_ .... ""-'-- .. ---' .'-'-_.- -.-.-

'=~NQE!'=L9A~_H:JALYSIS RESUTLTS FOR RESTORATION OF THE NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Sampling Site : ~!u Lang Shui Landfill 

Number I\nalyical Parameters 

22.12.94 _----_==~-'o-
L,AN E!,=L GAS - E!EI.,!LM~A~UREMENT 

llMeth 
2 Meth 

-~~~~~~.~Q;
___ ~. <:lL(% 

5 Bara 
---6 Gas 
----- ----

7 Gas 1 ---_._.---

~.!o~L) 
(% v/v) 
'~T 
I 
Ie Pre~Lr e (~ Bar)· 
~~~(~~caij·· 
~~!~!~!~.J°C) . 

0 
0.0 

15.0 
2.3 

1019 
14 

-
loAN ~L G~S - LA!:!Q!'IATORY TEST 

---··-1· Moth 
----2 M.iii 

~=----=---=~gQ;:: 
____ ~ ~~1 

_ .. ___ ~ Qd% 

~~% v/v) . -
!_(rR~Lv) 
.~l~) 
~"'-'1~) 
t:!L __ 
, v/v) 
, v/~) 
"!.'!iY) 

____ ~ QL(P. 
____ ? kI,Je 
___ ~. «QJ 
6==9 H,Je c.f!l.:!LYL-

: Absolute atmospheric pressure. 
u : Press1I8 relative to atmospheric pressure. 

13.1.95 7.2.95 

0 0 
0.0 0.0 

14.9 15.6 
2.2 5.5 

1019 1020 
-127 0 
-

Sample Location .: QP215 

Sampling/Measurement Date 

7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 9.6.95 5.7.95 I.B.95 

0 0 0 0 0 4 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 

14.5 14.7 15.3 14.4 15.3 0.5 
4.6 5.1 2.6 4.3 5.B 21.3 

1011 1010 1005 999 1004 1002 
30 0 20 0 0 0 

- - - - - -

--

./ 

,----, 
L i 



~ '"- '"- L- ~ --oJ - ~ 

L.oANQFRL GAS ANt\LYJ:1I.§.l!ESUTLTS FOR RESTORATION OF THE NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Sampling Site: §i!'LLarr9 Shyi Land@ Sample Location: QP214 
-::",:"~:.:,,,·~'::."'-C,,":=-="- =-==_ -
Number Analyical Parameters Sampling/Measurement Date 

22.12.94 t 13.1.95 t 7.2.95 t 7.3.95 t 6.4.95 t 2.5.95 t 9.(,.95 I 5.7.95 I 1.8,95 I -
L.oIINQEI!o!:",9A;?-=-JI!;!-'Q_M!;l\;?!J.R!;M!;~I 

•• '_ •• _, •• __ 0-

1 MOth~~';lr~~q_-:--' >100 >100 6 8 78· 2 14 0 0 -- --_._-_ .. 
2 ¥~Iha~~~ v/v) 10.9 5.4 0.3 0.4 3.9 0.1 0.7 0.0 0.0 

.. 3 COL (% v/v) 18.0 15.6 15.9 12.8 15.8 7.8 7.5 7.6 8.1 ---_. 
~ 92 (% v/V) 0.3 0.2 0.6 3.4 0.3 11.0 5.2 12.6 11.9 
~ .. ~~~~!!,.elric PresslJ"e (f!l.Bar)- 1018 1018 1020 1010 1009 1005 999 1004 1004 
6 Gas P(essu~!J~~~i!I)·· 148 34 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 --------

_Q~s Te~p_era~~_!.rff 7 - - - - - - - - --------
Lf\NQ.E!LL Gt\S - LA!!PRATORY TEST 

1 ~e.1h~~~!1_'![V) ___ ----_. 
2 ~~~l~n.!..Jp.e!!!..~!vL ------. 
3 .QQLl% vlv1. ----_ . 
4 .QQ,,(p.I)m vL~) --i ------ • 5 91J!" vIJ) ----
6 glJr.em v/v) 
7 NLlepm v/v) 
8 ~O leem v/vl 
9. H,.!p./?'!!..'!lYl 

* : Absolute atmospheric pressure. 
,.. : PreSSlJ'8 relalive to atmospheric pressure. 

'j' 

~ r--: c----; r-J r-J r-J rJ r-:J rJ r-:J r-J r-J r-J CJ c-J c--l rJ r-J ["'""""J rJ ~ 



--=--"1 La:'1 .L .. ~ LL~)l! _c'. d:'! L. :~ L.;;~ L.J~ J....ll L . .JJ;L 1.: . .1.. lJ L...J3:.Jr I . J1 l ... .1: r-,J 
• ,__ _.l J _ }l .~) .l"].1 .r--J 

!-1\NQ!::!~L q~§-'~!,!l\LYS!S RESUTLTS FOR RESTORATION OF.THE NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Sampling Site: §!!! La!lg.§!l!!i LandfiU Sample Location: QP20.l! 

=--=--

Numb er 'ical Parameters Sampling/Measurement Date 

22.12.94 13.1.95 7.2.95 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 9.6.95 5.7.95 1.8.95 

GAS - FI~~!L~EASURE~ENT 

1 J..I.I~~~%L~ >100 >100 >100 >100 .>100 > 100 > 100 >100 >100 
2 .t..I~I!'~~~ viVl 48.8 49.4 43.2 45.8 45.7 43.1 43.3 45.3 40.1 
3 !e9L(% vlv) 32.8 30.5 30.6 31.6 31.5 30.9 32.8 29.7 29.5 
4 ()"(~_,!!v) 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.9 0.8 1.0 0.8 
5 ~~!~~~tric Pre~~lJe {~ Bar)· 1015 1015 1016 1007 1007 1002 997 1001 1001 
6 §~~.f~!~~~~~JPas~9·· -22 30 -1 7 20 35 If 32 30 

_.!. ~as_T~~p.~!.~~~~~.e9.L _______ .. - .. .. - .. .. .. 

kAN!2E!LL GAS - LABORATORY TEST 

~ f;1~lh~n~.l"k_"i'!L .. 
? ~~Ih.~n. Jp~rll..'!'!~) 
J !::Cll'(~!..'!'M . 

I. !e9L (~p_I11..'!'M 
, Cll.(% v!~) . 
i C:>L(P.P.11l v/v) 
~ I'Idppm vf:;) 
~ .gC:>Jp'pm v/v) -
~ J:!,Jel!m v[y) 

• : Absolute atmospheric pressure . 
.. : Pr-essl,.I'e relative to atmospheric pressure. 

'r 



- ........ - L...._ ---' ~ --- ......J -"'-

!N,!QB~l GAS ANALYSIS RESUTlTS FOR RESTORATION OF THE NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES LANDFillS 
I 

Sampling Site; Siu lang Shui landfill Sample location; DH208 

':,mb:J--~~,y"., '.,.m.' ... 
-

Sampling/Measurement Date 

22.12.94 13.1.95 I 7.2.95 I 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 I 9.6.95 I 5.7.95 I 1.8.95 

'=ANQE!ll GAS - FIELD MEASUREMENT 

1 ~~h~".~% LEl) >100 >100 >100 >100 >100' >100 > 100 >100 >100 
2 .""~I~~".!.(% vlv) 64.1 63.5 63.8 62.9 65.0 58.3 57.5 56.4 56.7 ----
3 .fQ,J% vlv) 35.2 35.3 34.6 35.3 35.0 35.9 35.3 34.6 36.4 
4 QLl!!.II[~) 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.9 0.2 0.6 0.4 

, 

------ 1015' 1 5 Barometric Press .... a em Bar) "" 1016 1016 1007 1007 1002 996 1000 1000 
-----6 ·Q~~.~~~~~Pas£~ij *'. 2490 112 204 227 161 167 107 158 154 I ------ I ____ 7. ~as Te~p-~~!!ure (0C) 26.3 24.7 26.1 29.1 25.6 33.4 32.8 32.5 30 

'=-f\NDFlll GAS - LABORATORY TEST 

1 ""~!~~~j!!~~) 63.0 
2 1.1~lh~~~p.e.rn -"!~) •.. -.-~---
3 <::9l.(% v/v) 36.0 ----
4 C::Ql.(ep_m v/~) - -----
5 O,.(!o vlv) 
~ .Ql.(eem vM 

1.0 

7 _/IIl.(ee_~M 2.0 
___ ~QQJee.rn_v!y) . , 0.0 

._~~~~".H,,(RRm-~(yt _ 0.0 _. 
11 : Absolute atmo~pheric pressure . 
... : Presslf8/elalive to atmospheric pressure. ., 

I r1 r1 r1 r:1 rJ L:""1 c:1 c-J c-JrJrJr1rJc:::::JC'J r1 r1 rJ r1 r--i \ ---



, 
r; r; r; r; r; r; c:-J r; C-:J .. J r:-J c-l 

1:1 •• :"l "--I:" . -i ~--!.!..., .. ; LL;..~"71 ,,--1.-.:. :5 _.lL~ i ----L.... ; --.!- .. , ~ ~ --h... .. ~.J ~,~ -l-.. ~ -L .. h • .i 
c-J c:l Ll n .r; 

' .... - j n 
~'. ---J 

LANPr:I~L c;AS!lf\jA~,(§!~L!1!;;~Hn['JS FOR RESTORATION OF THE NORTH-WEST TE~RITORIES LA!'lDFI,=,=~ 

Sampling Site : ~!!LLa!lg_§!lUi L!!!l!!H!! 
~~=-----=------

Number \nalyical Parameters 

==='':::'=-:::.!..:=~ 
~= ____ . ___ ~ill·94 I 

bANQ t!b,=-gl\~-=..t!!;;b~M~"'§UREM£NT 

1 Moth. 
----2 Melha 
====_~ gQ;T70 
___ ~ QL(!~ 

5 Baram 
----6 Ga's'Pr 
-·----7G00 
-----_. --""" 

bANQ 

.=--==m,,1~th~ 
2 Melha 

- --5 CO,.(I\ 
.-- --4 CO,J~ 
--'-56-(% 
·-·---sc(!i'e 

. ..1. . 
---- '7 N,Jel'. 
-- '-8 CQ.l~P. 
~--9~8,3Q"-

,,-!% tEL) >100 

.~Jr!..vt') 57.5 

"-i~). . 36.7 

!y) 0.3 

~~~~,~!!!~ ~~ ~ (~J~~~O * 1017 
~~sure (pascal)" 344 

rT1P'!':~t~~~.C'9 23.5 

:!bL GI\§ - LA~Qf!ATORY TEST 

o.J!',,--'1~L 
~~P--'!'.Y!y) 
.v{v) 
'rn_v!'!! 
Iv) 
"-'!(V) 
~ v/v) 
m v/v) 
n vtv) 

* Absolute atmospheric ~ressure. 

13.1.95 7.2.95 

>100 >100 
57.2 55.0 
34.5 34.5 

0.1 0.2 
1017 1019 

43 38 
18.9 20.1 

, 
Sample Location : Q!::!~Q~ 

Sampling/Measurement Date 

7.3.95 6,4,95 2.5.95 [ 9.6.95 5.7.95 1.8.95 

>100 > 100 >100 >100 >100 >100 
53.2 55.3 51.6 51.8 52.4 54.8 
35.6 34.3 34.4 35.5 34.9 36.1 

0.3 0.3 1.0 0.3 1.3 0.6 
1009 1009 1004 99i 1000 1001 

12 23 25 23 15 12 
22.5 20.7 30.9 33.6 33.5 30.3 

4.89 

9.58 

20.06 

74.48 
0 
0 

., 

c--l r; 

I 
I 

I 

I 



L • ~ ",,','ll r::' t! tl· ;1 I' 1 , , .1 I....J 

OP220 - Composition of Landfill Gas (Field Measureent) 
COliC. (%) Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

1L.,.w~.J .... ...J ,-~J • , 1 

OH20 1- Composition of Landfill Gas (Field Measurement) 
Siu Lang Shui Landfill . 

HO r. -.:....:.-----------------

Cone. (%) Gas Tempc:raturc= (e) 
80 i I 35 

70 70 

60 60 

50 

40 40 

50 'tJ."... ... O. 
·,·····'0·········· 

30 30 
oxygen .. . .................................................. -.-.-.-.----.. 

20 20 

III 

u • • • • melhan. carbjn dioxide. • • 
22.12.~4 13.1.95 7.2.95 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 9.6.95 5.7.95 

III ................ . 

Mcasun.:Ilt.:1It Tilllt! (Datt!) 

gas temp. 
0·0 

/ 
./" 

/" 
/ 

.0 0/ 

,\,\'!.wn 

0,., 
./ ''''''ED 30 

25 

20 

15 

10 -~5 

DP22P .. Atmospheric Pressure & Gas Relative Pressure 
Siu Lang Shui Landtill 

DH201 .. Atmospheric Pressure & Gas Relalive Pressure 
Siu Lang Shui LandJill 

AUIl. Pressure (mb) Gas Press un: (pascal). Aim. Pn:ssure (mb) Gas Pn:ssurc:: (pascal) 
1100 I 8 1100 20 

7 

1050 6 1050 15 

r /" \" " " Aim. pressure t 5 1000 'f_ 'f' " 4 1000 10 

3 

950 2 950 5 

'as rdative pressure 

900 • ••• ~s leiallv.."eSSUle • • 0 900. ii ;;.....1. 0 
22.12.94 13.1.95 7.2.95 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 9.6.95 5.7.95 1.8.95 22.12.94 13.1.95 7.2.95 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 9.6.95 5.7.95 1.8.95 

Mcasurt:IllCl1t Tilne (Date) Mtasun:llIl!nt Time (Date) 

......... " r-1 r-: rl rJ L"J LJ rl c-J c-J rI r-J rl r-J C"1 rl :-l rI r-1 r-:-l rI 



) r: r; r: r; ,~ L J II II II II r:-l r-l II c-J Cl CJ r; rJ CJ II 

D P221 . Composition of Landfill Gas (Field Measurement) DH203A . Composition of Landfill Gas (Field Measurement) 
COliC. (%j 

Siu Lang Shui Landfill 
Sli 

Siu Lang Simi Landfill 
80 

COIIC.{%) Gas Tcmperature: (C) 
35 

7() , 
60 

50 

4() 

3D 

10 
uxy~t.:Jl --...--a········--·,-· . '" .. . 

I() 
I '" carbon dio idt! : ~ mCll,ant! 

r () 

.!:!.Il.IJ.t 13.1.95 7.1.95 7.3.9j 6.4,95 2.5.95 9.6.1J5 5.7.95 

Measurcllcnt Tim\! (Dale) 

70 

60 

50 'Y .... 
40 

30 

2U 

/0"/ 0.''-' ... 0. .... 

./ 
gas telllp. 

·'·,ou ... u.e......e ,,0/ 

_--il----

..... q> 30 

25 

20 

15 

\0 

I 
--, 

5 

0 

IOt- .~llxygcn 
!=::arbon dioxide ~ ---------

o t t nelll.ne ~ 
1.8.95 22.12.94 13.1.95 7.:95 • 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 9.6.9.:> 5.7.95 1.8.95 

Measurenelll Tinlt' (Dale 

* Dm.: 10 tilt: I..:llvcmgc of the sampling wdl. nn measurcmclllllala cuuld bl! uhlaint!d in July, 95 

DP221 . Atmospheric Pressure & Gas Relative Pressure 
Siu Lang SllOi Landtill 

DH203A - Atmospheric Pressure & Gas Relatire Pressure 
Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

.as Pressure (pascaw. Arm Pres"ure (mb) Gas Pressure (pasca~ 
1100 Ii· .... · . "Ii''' , ..... , • ". 0 1100. . .. •• III • • 0 

-2 ·2 
1050 1050 

-4 t \ f ~-4 T ,. '\ .. / 'f 'f + 'f \" ~'f~--' . ~ld'reSSUre 6 '" 'f'p" '.""'" 'f 1000 - .. - 1000 . . ...... -6 

-8 \ I 1 -8 
950 I \ I 950 

gas relative pressure -10 gas relative pn:ssurl! 

900 ' '-12 900 
22,12.94 13.1.95 7.i.95 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 9.6.95 5.7.95 1.8.95 22.12.94 13.1.95 7.2.95 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 9.6.95 5.7.95 

Measurt!Jllelll Time (Dale) Measurenu:1ll Time (Dale) 

-10 

-12 
1.8,95 

i) 



t ..... -.-1 g..~ 1· ... ~:~·J e. ~ ij >. .1 • ",.J ... ~ .. ,..J L". .1 i· 
__ .J ... ~.~,] , 

J . ." ....... , ...... J _.. . J _ .. J ,"-,".J .. 

DP223 - Composition of Landfill Gas (Field Measurement) 
Cum:. (%) 

80 

70 

60 

50 

40 

30 

20 

10 

Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

--... ____ .-11 oxy~lI. • ______ 

o ~ ;.. c"Abpn dIP,~e A A A =l • 
22.12.~4 13.1.95 7.2.95 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.9~lelhljl.1G.95 5.7.95 

Mcasurcllcn( Timt! (Datt:) 

DP223 - Atmospheric Pressure & Gas Relative Pressure 
Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

1.8.95 

DP224 - Composition of Landfill Gas (Field Measurement) 
Cone. (51) Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

8U 

70 

60 

5U 

40 

3U 

20 xygt:n 

10 ta 
_ .. --II--

OK A 
22.12.tJ4 13.1.1)5 7.2.1)5 7.3.1)5 6.4.1)5 2.5.1}5 9.6.95 5.7.95 

Measurenent Tim!! (Oal!!) 

DP224 .. Atmospheric Pressure & Gas Relative Pressure 
Siu Lang SllUi Landfill 

1.8.tJ5 

Atm. Prcssurt: (mb) Gas Pr~ssure (pascal) Atm. Prc:ssure (mb) Gas Pressure (pascal) 
1100 15 llOU 15 

1050 
10 

10 105U 

1000 Alnf. pressure 
T / "\ "-" + 5 .., "A4w. P¥S!![!' • 

III \ JI.... '0 
5 

IOOU 

0 

95U 
950 ·5 

gas rdativt! press un:: 
-5 

90U ·10 900 LI ____________________________________________________ ~ 
·to 22.12.94 13.1.95 7.2.95 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 9.6.95 5.7.95 1.8.95 

22.12.9~ 13.1.95 7.2.95 7.3.95 6.4.95 2.5.95 9.6.95 5.7.95 ) .8.95 M!!aSUf!!ment Tim!! (Oal!!) 

Mcasure;:mcnt Time;: (Oat!;!) 

.... ] 

irJr-JrJr;c-JC'Jc::Jc-Jc-:Jr:Jr"'lrJr-:JC'1CJr-Jr-Jr-JrJr-J 
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Inchcape Testing Services 
LabLest 

Inchcape Tesling Sen'ices 
lIong Kong Ltd. 
l/F., Garment Centre. 
576 Castle Peak Honu. 
Kowloon, lIong Kong. 
Telephone (852) 2H6 8600 
Fax (852) 2i86 1903 

TABLE 45 LANDFILL GAS ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR THE FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING AT NORTH WEST NEW TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Site Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

Sampling Location DH207 

2 Pressure 996 1000 

3 ID.I .... ". Pressure 53 3 

4 60,S 54,S 

5 (%) >100 >100 

6 C02 29.1 29.9 

7 02 0.60 0.40 

2 Dioxide 

3 

4 

5 Carbon Monoxide 

6 

Remark: Bold faced. values represent the reading exceed the following trigger levels. 

Trigger Level: Ca) >20% LEL Methane 

(b) > 1.5% v/v Carbon Dioxide 

(c) <18% v/v Oxygen 

Page 50 of 95 

1008 1013 1014 1009 

5 2 96 5 

54.1 49.3 48.1 44.9 

>100 >100 >100 >100 

30.2 30.7 29.9 31.0 

0.70 1.00 1.00 0.90 



Inchcape Tes ting Services 
Labtest 

(nchcupc Testing Services 
llon~ Kong Ltd. 
2IF., Garment Centre, 
576 Castle Peak Road. 
Kowloon, Hong Kong. 
Telephone (852) 27W RGUU' 
Fax (852) :2786 19U3 

TABLE 46 LANDFILL GAS ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR THE FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING AT NORTH WEST NEW TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Site Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

Sampling Location DH208 

2 Pressure 1002 999 

3 Relative Pressure 232 147 

4 Methane 58.5 57.6 

5 LEL(%) >100 >100 

6 C02 (%) 29.1 30.3 

7 02 1.10 1.20 

3 

4 

5 Carbon Monoxide 

6 

Remark: Bold faced values represent the reading exceed the following trigger levels. 

Trigger Level: (a) >20% LEL Methane 

(b) > 1.5% v/v Carbon Dioxide 

(e) <18% vlv Oxygen 

Page 51 of 95 

27.8 

1007 1016 1013 1005 

174 221 158 183 

64.5 59.5 59.8 56.7 

>100 >100 >100 >100 

29.5 31.4 32.2 34.6 

0.90 1.30 0.60 1.00 
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Inchcape Testing Services 
Labtest . 

luehcapc Testing' Sen icc.s 
Hong Kong Ltd. 
lIF., Garment Centre, 
576 Castle Peak Hond. 
Kowloon, I-long Kong. 
Telephone (85:2) 2746 8GUO 
l~ax (852) 2786 1903 

TABLE 47 LANDFILL GAS ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR THE FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING AT NORTH WEST NEW TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Site Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

Sampling Location DH209 

2 Pressure 997 1000 

3 Relative Pressure 0 0 

4 Methane 38.5 21.6 

5 LEL (%) >100 >100 

6 CO2 23.1 14.8 

7 3.60 10.6 

3 

4 

5 Carbon Monoxide 

6 

Remark: Bold faced values represent the rcading ex.ceed the follOWing trigger levels. 

Trigger Level: (a) >20% LEL Methune 

(b) > 1.5% v/v Carbon Diox.idc 

(e) <18% v/vOxygcll 
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1008 1012 1013 1006 

5 ·28 

30.6 15.5 15.3 19.3 

>100 >100 >100 >100 

22.0 15.2 16.4 17.9 

2.70 11.7 7.90 6.10 

0.9 

45.5 

0.0 

0.0 



Inchcape Testing Services 
Labtest 

Inchcape Testing Services 
lIong Kong Ltd. 
21F' .. Garmenl Centrr, 
5 iG Caslle Pcnk l\oad. 
Kowloon. lIonp; Kong. 
Telephone (852) 2H6 8600 
Fax (85:2) 2;86 [DO] 

TABLE 48 LANDFILL GAS ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR THE FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING AT NORTH WEST NEW TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Site Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

Sampling Location DP212A 

2 Pressure . 998 1000 

3 Pressure 4 3 

4 3S.0 28.6 

5 >100 >100 

6 22.7 18.4 

7· 5.20 6.50 

Methane 

2 

3 

4 

S Monoxide 

6 

Remark: Bold faced values represent the reading exceed the follOWing trigger levels. 

Trigger Level: (a) >20% LEL Methane 

(b) > 1.5% v/v Carbon Dioxide 

(c) <18% v/v Oxygen 
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a a 3 a 
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Inchcape Testing Services 
Labtest 

Inchcape Testing Services 
Hong Kong Ltd. 
2IF., Garment Centre. 
576 Castle Peak Road, 
Kowloon, Hong Kong. 
Telephone (852) 2746 8600 
Fax (852) 278G 1903 

TABLE 49 LANDFILL GAS ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR THE FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING AT NORTH WEST NEW TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Site Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

Sampling Location DP213 

2 Pressure 999 1001 

3 Relative Pressure 0 0 

4 Methane 0.00 0.00 

5 LEL(%) 0 0 

6 CO2 9.60 10.5 

7 02 1l.9 8.90 

2 Dioxide 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Remark: Bold faced values represent the reading exceed the following trigger levels. 

Trigger Level: Ca) >20% LEL Methane 

(b) > 1.5% v/v Carbon Dioxide 

(e) <18% vlv Oxygen 
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1010 1013 1013 1008 

0 0 10 0 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0 0 0 0 

12.1 8.33 9.70 10.8 

6.40 1l.6 8.60 6.00 



Inchcape Testing Services 
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L 
Inchcape Testing Services 
lIong Kong Ltd. [. 
2/F., Garment Centre, ,~ 
576 Castle Peak Road. 
[{o\,'iloon, Hong Kong. 
Telt:'pitone (8~)2) :27,Hl8uIJU [ ... 
Fax (85Q) 8786 H.lOJ 

TABLE 50 LANDFILL GAS ANAL YSIS RESULTS FOR THE FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING AT NORTH WEST NEW TERRITORIES LANDFILLS [ 

Site Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

Sampling Location DP214 

2 Pressure 998 1001 

3 Relative Pressure a a 

4 Methane 0.00 0.00 

5 LEL a a 

6 C02 (%) 5.90 7.39 

7 02 (%) 12.7 1l.9 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Remark: Bold faced values represent the reading exceed the following trigger levels. 

Trigger Level: (a) >20% LEL Methane 

(b) >1.5% v/v Carbon Dioxide 

(c) <18% vlv Oxygen 
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1009 1014 1013 

a a a 

0.00 0.00 0.00 

a a a 

11.3 6.24 10.1 

6.20 13.0 8.50 

1008 
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4.84 

13.5 
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Inchcape Testing Services 
Labtest 

lnchcupe Testing Ser .... ices 
lIong Kong Ltd. 
:2/F .. t;nrment Centre, 
S 76 Castle Peak Haad. 
Kuwloon, I long KO!lp.:. 
Telephone (852) 2n"G SGUU 
Fax (H')2) 2786 UJ03 

TABLE 51 LANDFILL GAS ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR THE FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING AT NORTH WEST NEW TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Site Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

Sampling Location DP215 

2 Pressure 999 1001 

3 Pressure 0 0 

4 Methane 0.00 0.00 

5 LELC%) 0 0 

6 C%) 9.60 9.09 

7 4.90 8.30 

4 

5 Carbon Monoxide 

6 

Remark: Bold faced values represent the reading exceed the"following trigger levels. 

Trigger Level: Ca) >20% LEL Methane 

(b) >1.5% v/v Carbon Dioxide 

(e) <18% v/v Oxygen 
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1008 1014 1014 1008 

0 0 0 0 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0 0 0 0 

9.70 6.75 8.06 7.42 

9.40 13.7 ll.8 12.3 

0.0 

6.3 

12.1 

80.3 

0.9 

0.0 



Inchcape Testing Services 
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L 
Inchcupe Testing Services [, 
IIong Kong Ltd. 
~/F'., Gal'ment Centre. 
576 Castle Peak Road, 
Kowloon, Hong Kong. 
Telephone (85:2) 27-~6 86UO C. 
Fax (852) 2786 1903 

TABLE 52 LANDFILL GAS ANAL YSIS RESULTS FOR THE FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING AT NORTH WEST NEW TERRITORIES LANDFILLS [ 

[ 

[ 
Site Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

Sampling Location DP217 

2 Pressure 1003 1002 

3 Pressure 46 23 

4 (%) 46.5 46.6 

5 >100 >100 

6 29.9 28.6 

7 0.70 1.00 

Methane 

2 Carbon Dioxide 

3 

4 

5 Carbon Monoxide 

6 

Remark: Bold faced values represent the reading exceed the follOWing trigger levels. 

Trigger Level: (a) >20% LEL Methan 

(b) >1.5% v/v Carbon Dioxide 

(c) <18% v/v Oxygen 
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1009 1017 

31 17 

39.9 27.3 

>100 >100 

23.9 15.2 

0.80 9.60 

1016 
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21.6 

>100 

16.0 
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1010 
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Inchcape Testing Services 
Labtest 

Inchcape Testing Services 
I-long Kong Ltd. 
2/P' .. Garment Centre, 
S 76 Castle Peak Hoad, 
Kowloon, Hong Kong. 
Telephone (852) 2H6 8GOO 
Fax (85:2) 27861903 

TABLE 53 LANDFILL GAS ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR THE FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING AT NORTH WEST NEW TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Site Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

Sampling Location DP219 

2 Pressure 996 1001 

3 Relative Pressure 5 

4 Methane %) 18.6 7.05 

5 LEL (%) >100 >100 

6 16.0 7.55 

7 4.60 14.0 

4 

5 Carbon Monoxide 

6 

Remark: Bold faced values represent the reading exceed the following trigger levels. 

Trigger Level: (a) >20% LEL Metha. 

(b) > 1.5% v/v.Carbon Dioxide 

(c) <18% v/v Oxygen 
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14.8 24.4 

1008 1011 1016 1009 

2 0 24 0 

15.4 63.4 9.50 3.64 

>100 >100 >100 72.8 

18.3 8.22 12.8 9.60 

1.20 14.1 7.30 8.80 
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Inchcupc Tesling Services 
I [()II~ KUllA" Lit!. 
~/F., Gat'[IIClil Ceuln', 
576 CasLle Peak Road. 
Kowloon, Hong Kong. 
TclclJhone (85:2) 2H(j 8600 
Fax (852) 2786 190) 

TABLE 54 LANDFILL GAS ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR THE FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING AT NORTH WEST NEW TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Site Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

Sampling Location DP220 

2 Pressure 1000 1003 

3 Pressure 172 10 

4 0.00 0.00 

5 a a 

6 0.00 0.00 

7 20.9 21.4 

Methane 

2 Carbon Dioxide 

3 

4 

5 Monoxide 

6 %) 

Remark: Bold faced values represent the reading exceed the following trigger levels. 

Trigger Level: (a) >20% LEL Methnne 

(b) >1.5% v/v Carbon Dioxide 

(c) < 18% v/v Oxygen 
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1008 1018 1015 1008 

a 21 a 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

a a a a 

0.00 a 0.00 0.00 

21.3 19.8 20.1 20.0 
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Inchcape Testing Services 
Lublesl 

Inchcape Testing Services 
II{)n~ Kong- Lid. 
21F.. earllll'nl Ct'lltrt'. 
'370 CasLle Peak Hoau, 
!\O\v[oon, lIong Kong. 
Telephone (852) 'J'n{j 8600 
[·'ax (852) 27SG tOO] 

TABLE 55 LANDFILL GAS ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR THE FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL C MONITORING AT NORTH WEST NEW TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

[' 

r
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-' 
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Site Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

Sampling Location DP221 

2 Pressure 999 1002 

3 Pressure .0 o 

4 0.00 0.00 

5 LEL o o 

6 10.0 7.94 

7 8.10 13.1 

Methane 

2 Dioxide 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Remark: Bold faced values represent the rcading ex.ceed the following trigger levels. 

Trigger Level: (a) >20% LEL Methane 

(b) >1.5% v/v Carbon Dioxide 

(c) <18% v/v Oxygen 
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1009 1013 1016 1008 

3 o 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

o o o o 

17.5 5.86 7.58 9.46 

2.60 15.5 14.0 12.1 



Inchcape Testing Services 
Labtest 

IllchC<lpc Testing Services 
Hong Kong Ltd. 
2/f., Garment Centre, 
576 Castle Peak I\oad, 
Kowloon, Hong Kong. 
Telephone (852) 2746 8600 
I'ax (852) 2786 190J 

TABLE 56 LANDFILL GAS ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR THE FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING AT NORTH WEST NEW TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Site Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

Sampling Location DP223 

2 Pressure 999 1002 

3 Relative Pressure o 

4 Methane 0.00 0.00 

5 o o 

6 25.1 13.6 

7 1.20 10.9 

4 

5 Monoxide 

6 

Remark: Bold faced values represent the reading exceed the following trigger levels. 

Trigger Level: (a) >20% LEL Metl,.ne 

(b) >1.5% v/v Carbon Dioxide 

(e) <18% v/v Oxygen 
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Inchcape Testing Services 
Labtest . 

[nchcape Testing Services 
Hong Kong Ltd. 
2IF., Garment Centre, 
S 76 Castle Peak Road, 
Kowloon, Hong Kong. 
Telephone (852) 2H6 8600 
Fax (852) 2785 1903 

TABLE 57 LANDFILL GAS ANAL YSIS RESULTS FOR THE FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING AT NORTH WEST NEW TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Site Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

Sampling Location DP224 

2 Pressure 1003 1004 

3 Pressure 0 0 

4 0.00 0.00 

5 0 0 

6 10.9 6.99 

7 7.70 12.3 

Methane 

2 Carbon Dioxide 

3 

4 

5 Carbon Monoxide 

6 (%) 

Remark: Bold faced values represent the reading exceed the following trigger levels. 

Trigger Level: (a) >20% LEL Med,.ne 

(b) > 1.5% v/v Carbon Dioxide 

(c) <18% v/v Oxygen 
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1007 1004 1016 1008 

2 Ii 0 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0 0 0 0 

13.5 5.60 4.84 3.96 

2.20 13.7 15.0 13.1 



Inchcape Testing Services 
Labtest 

rnchcape Testing Services 
Hong Kong Ltd. 
:2/1"., Garment Centre, 
576 Castle Peak Road, 
I\.o\\'\oon, Hong Kong. 
Telephone (852) 2746 8600 
Fax (852) 2786 190) 

TABLE 7 LANDFILL GAS ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR FURTHER 
MONITORING AT NORTH WEST NEW TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Site 
Date of Measurement 

Weather 

DH207 28.2 

DH208 35.4 

DH209 37.9 

DP212A 33.3 

32.4 

DP220 

DP221 

DP223 

DP224 35.7 

998 

998 

998 

997 

997 

997 

Siu Lang Shui Landfill 
02 May., 1996 
Sunny 

31 43.7 >100 31.7 

170 52.4 >100 32.5 
0 4.26 85.2 3.65 

0 0.00 0 0 

1 61.8 10.4 

55.8 8.86 

o 0.00 o 
o 0.00 o 

Remark: Bold faced values represent the reading exceed the following trigger levels. 
Trigger Level: (a) > 20% LEL Methane 

(b) > 1.5 % v/v Carbon Dioxide 
(c) < 18% v/v Oxygen 
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Inchcape Testing Services 
Labtest 

Inchcapc Testing- Sen ices 
I long- Kong Ltd. 
2/F .. G,lnl1ent Cl'lltn'. 
lin Castle PC<lk Ho;ul. 
l'i.owlwll1.llol1!! !\(Hl!!. 
Tt'Jt'p!H1Il(' (S-)']) 7·ui- S(j()() 
Fax (8"12) 786. [903 

TABLE 4 GROUNDWATER/LEACHATE/SURFACE WATER ANALYSIS RESULTS 
FOR THE FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AT 
NORTH-WEST NEW TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Site 
Date of Measuremen 
Weather 

Water Level 

2 Water Flow Rate 

3 

4 

5 Chemical 

6 Ammonical 

Siu Lang Shui Landfill 
02 May" 1996 
Sunny 

8.7 

27.1 

Demand 470 

550 

No Flow 54 

7.3 7.5 

27.8 29.1 

480 <7 

740 <0.3 

Remark: * The water depth was measured from the top of bore hole to water surface in the bore hole. 
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48 

7.4 

30.3 

to 

3.1 



Inchcape Testing Services 
LabLcst 

TABLE 10 LANDFILL GAS ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR 
FURTHER MONITORING AT 
NORTH WEST NEW TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Remark:· 

IMethane (%) 

I Calrbc)ll Dioxide (%) 

IUxllgen (%) 

itrogen (%) 

I('~rh(m Monoxide (%) 

Hydrogen (%) 

SLS = Siu Lang Shui 

MTL = Ma Tso Lung 

NTM = Ngau Tam Mei 

38.6 

26.8 

2.2 

29.3 

0.0 

0.0 
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[nchcape Tesling Services 
Hong Kong Ltd. 
2/1" .• Garment Cenlre, 
576 Castle Peak Boau, 
[(owloon, lIang Kong. 
Telephone (852) 2716 8500 
[,'ax (852) 2786 ltJU3 
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Inchcape Testing Services 
Labtest 

Inchcape Testing Services 
Hong Kong Ltd. 
2/F., Garment Centre, 
576 Castle Peak Road, 
Kowloon, Hong Kong. 
Telephone (852) 2746 8600 
Fax (852) 2786 1903 

TABLE 7 LANDFILL GAS ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR FURTHER 
MONITORING AT NORTH WEST NEW TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Site 
Date of Measurement 
Wealher 

DH208 35.3 

DH209 33.4 

29.8 

32.2 

29.6 

DP223 29.4 

37.3 

991 

991 

998 

991 

992 

Siu Lang Shui Landfill 
31 May., 1996 
Sunny 

46.8 29.8 
161 54.3 >100 36.5 
5 18.1 >100 17.1 
0 22.8 19.8 

4.28 
0 0.11 

0 0.00 

9 0.00 0 0.00 

0.00 0 0.00 

Remark: Bold faced values represent the reading exceed the following trigger levels. 
Trigger Level: (a) > 20% LEL Methane 

(b) > 1.5 % v/v Carbon Dioxide 
(c) < 18% v/v Oxygen 
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8.50 
4.80 

0.60 
0.90 
0.50 

8.90 

4.50 

3.90 
0.70 
11.5 

19.4 

19.1 

19.2 

19.6 



Inchcape Testing Services 
Labtest 

[ 
Illcllcape Testing Services 
HOllg KOllg Ltd. [, 
Z/F., Garment Centre. 
576 Castle Peak Road. 
Kowloon, Hong Kong. 
Telephone (852) 2HG 8GOO r,. 
Fax (852) 278G 1903 L 

TABLE 4 GROUNDWATER/LEACHATE/SURFACE WATER ANALYSIS RESULTS 
FOR THE FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AT 
NORTH-WEST NEW TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

[I 

Site 

Date of Measurement 

Weather 

2 

3 

4 

5 Chemical 

6 Ammonical Nitrogen (m,,-NII 

Siu Lang Shui Landfill 

31 May., 1996 

Sunny 

3.10 6.10 2.45 26.50 14.10 18.95 

6.3 7.4 8.1 7.2 

25.5 26.6 39.0 30.2 

26 210 490 

4.5 480 8200 800 

Remark: * The water depth was measured from the top of bore hole to water surface in the bore hole. 

n Insufficient water at DH203A. A252. A254 & A255. 
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Inchcape Testing Services 
Labtest 

Inchcape Testing Services 
Hong Kong Ltd. 
2/F" Garment Centre, 
576 Castle Peak Road, 
Kowloon. Hong Kong. 
Telephone (852) 2N6 8600 
Fax (852) 2786 1903 

TABLE 7 LANDFILL GAS ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR FURTHER 
MONITORING AT NORTH WEST NEW TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Site 
Date of Measurement 
Weather 

35.6 

DH207 29.9 

DH20S 36.0 

15 29.4 

DP217 3S.9 

DP219 32.0 

DP220 

DP221 30. 

DP223 30. 

DP224 

1005 

1006 

1006 

1006 

100S 

1007 

1007 

Siu Lang Shui Landfill 
28 Jun., 1996 
Sunny 

13 38.6 >100 31.3 
1 46.S >100 29.0 

130 51.5 >100 35.3 

2 0.00 0 12.0 
14 53.1 

0.29 

Remark: Bold faced values represent the reading exceed the following trigger levels. 
Trigger Level: (a) > 20% LEL Methane 

(b) > 1.5 % v/v Carbon Dioxide 
(c) < IS% v/v Oxygen 
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1.90 
0.90 
1.20 
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Inchcape Testing Services 
Hong Kong Ltd. 
2/F., Garment Centre, 
576 Castle Peak Road, 
Kowloon, Hong Kong. 
Telephone (852) 2746 8600 
Fax (852) 2786 1903 

TABLE 4 GROUNDW ATERILEACHATE/SURF ACE WATER ANALYSIS RESULTS 
FOR THE FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AT 
NORTH-WEST NEW TERRITORIES LANDFILLS 

Site 
. Date of Measuremen 
Weather 

4 

5 

6 

Demand 

Siu Lang Shui Landfill 
28 Jun., 1996 
Sunny 

29.1 

150 

200 

28.5 31.0 

650 <7 

910 <0.3 

Remark: • The water depth was measured from the top of bore hole to water surface in the bore hole. 
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AnnexC 

Response to Comments 



- ~, ~. 

CJ469/42079/SDW/wk 
4 September 1996 

No. Department 

1. EPD / TAG, 
To m Ta m 

2. 

3. 

r---- r-: r--: r-: L"l L"l .---, """"""J ~ r-' --, --, --, .---, 

Response to Comments 
River Trade Terminal at Tuen Mlm Area 38 Detailed Env ironmel1tal Impact Assessment - Draft Final Report 

Reference Comments Consultants' Response 

() in EP 1/ TM /38/5 Air Qunlity 

i) Section 4.5 .2, in order to obtain reali s ti c dust concentra tion a t Cons truction act ivities during nig httim e! (d red g ing .:m d fil li ng) 
the receptors (which covering the conserva tive a re not dust gcner.) ting acti vities. Ma jo r d us t gene ra ting 
meteoro logica l cond ition of Fl t the Cons ul tan t should use activities s uch 3 S bulldoz ing w ill be carried o ut day time 3nd 
the actua l meteoro logica l da ta to de termine the ho urly and therefore wors t case d ayti me meteoro log ica l condi tions (D1) 
da ily dust concentra tion a t the receptors. were used in the model. 

ii) Section 4.6.2, 3rd pa ra., would the Consultant please specify Noted and relevant sections o f va rious s tud il:!s w ill be specified. 
relevant sections of the vario us Shld ies quo ted which have Tra ffic flow of Lung Mun Road , w ith ~lI1d w itho ut the RTT, w ill 
assessed the air quality impact due to tra ffic related to the be compared , but this comparis ion w ill not a ffect the 
proposed RTT. In addition, the Consu ltant should a lso conclusion presented in the ELA Study. 
present and compare the predicted tra ffic fl ow data and 
traffic mix a t some major road transport netwo rks nearby 
with and w itho ut the RTI scena rios. 

Waste 

i) Section 2.3.3 Dredg ing The revised volume ofdred ged mud has bel:!n rev ised to 
The 2,400,000 m3 of spoil genera ted from dredging for the 3,300,000 1J1

3
. follow ing completion of the Site In ves tiga tion 

cons truction of va rio us ma rine structures and for Works o f which 900,000 m3 of dredg ing is fo r Government 
main ta ining the navigation depth is very s ignificant. The Entrusted Works. The eng ineering design has ta ken a minima l 
consultant should explo re the feaSibili ty of a lterna tive d redge a pproadl to minim ise the amo un t o f ma ri ne mud to be 
construction method i.e. d eep founda tion to support dredged prior to recla mation. The vo lume of dredged m ud 
breakwa ter or quay wall in o rde r to reduce the volume o f hase been kept to a m inimum by only dredging the required 
dred ging required. a mo unt below the seawa ll and reprovis ioned o utfa ll and ill 

I a rea w ithin the RlT basin to a llow safe naviga tion of ma rine 
traffic. Dred g ing has been includ ed below sea wal ls and 
quaywalls to ma inta in s tability. Deep fo unda tion des ign b n lJt 
suitable fo r the type of vessels envisaged. 
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No. Department 

4 . 

5. 

6. Land Dept., ) .5. 
Corrigall 

7. Marine Dept., 
).5. Lambourn 

~ r--J ,----, c:--:; 

Refe re nce Comments 

ii) Section 6.4.6 P.S, Section 6.5.5 P. 14 P. lS Cons truction 
Was te, Genera l Refuse and lndus tria l Waste 

WENT currently does not rece ive cons truction waste a nd 
privately co llec ted was te. Public d ump is the appropria te 
outlet for the disposa l of suitable cons truction was te. 
Disposa l o f priva tely co llected was te & cons truction was te 
with less than 20% inert ma teria l should be diverted to o ther 
strategic landfills. 

iii) Section 6.4.2 PA, Section 6.5 .4, P.1 2, P.1 3 Forecas ts on 
quantities of was tes 

Construction was te (20m3 per month), genera l refuse (1 5m3 

per day), was te from ma rine vesse ls (24m3 per day), 
indus tria l waste (20 to 30m3 pe r day) are genera lly 
measured in weight W1it in Hong Kong. The consultant 
should ma ke use of the waste genera tion rates provided in 
the repo rt "Monitoring of MW1.icipal Solid Waste 1993 a nd 
1994 Hong Kong" to forecast the va rious w aste gene ra tion 
qua ntities during the li fe o f opera tion of the River Trade 
Termina l (RTf) an d make necessa ry adjus tments in light o f 
his knowledge on the waste gene ra tion at RTT. Without the 
deriva tion of these was te p rojection figures, it is not sure 
whether they a re rea lis tic or no t. From past experience, 
these estimates appear to be on the low s ide. The consultant 
is therefore ad vised to review their estimates aga in. 

(81) in LD I have no comments to ma ke on the above. I think it inappropriate 
2/TM / LS/96 VI for me to say that r endorse it as it dea ls with matters which are 

outside my expertise. 

(24) in Please note that I endorse the ElA Report. 
PA/S909/111 /7(11) 

--. .. , L"'J 

I feel the Sens itive Receiver Section 3.4 of the Water and Sediment 
Quality Chap.ter would be in comple te jf the live fish s torage 
vessels anchored o ff Tuen Mun Area 27 a nd the associated live 
fish selling business in Area 27 w hich draw seawater from Area 
27 were no t mentioned . 

----- ---- -_ .. -

,----, - c-:J c-J r--:-
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Consultants' Response 

No ted . The re fe rence to WENT w ill be changed lo SENT ,:m d 
NENT. The exis ting tex t of the ScCliulI 6 1ll 3 ke~ the 
recomme ndation tha t a ll s uitable construction WJ5te::. ..,hLl u ld bt.: 
ta ken to public d umps. 

The estima ted qua ntities of waste a ris ings a t the RTT have 
been based upon informa tion obtained from the opera tion t)f 
o lher contai ner handling facilities in Hong Kong :lIld a rc 
considered to be rea lis ti c. The vol umes of was te gene rated a l 
the RTI w ill be directly rela ted to the conta iner th roughput, th l! 
extent of the packing and unpacking of conta iners, the n umbl! r.., 
of s ta ff emp loyed a nd the ma in tena nce activi ties unde rta ken in 
the RTf. However, in response to your comments we w ill 
rev iew these fig ures in the context uf the report, "Monih)ring uf 
Municipa l Solid Waste 1993 and 1994". 

Noted. 

No ted . 

Wa ter Sensitive Receivers (WSR) have been identi fied in strict 
accorda nce wi th the Hong Kong Planning Standa rds 3nd 
Guide lines which do not include such pOSSibly te lll por.:t ry ur 
po ten tia lly non-fi xed commercia l fi sh selling bus ine>s octiv itie' I 
as WSR's. 
---- _ ... -- ----~---- . ---

c:::l =-:l C"J 
,--
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No. Department Reference Comments Consultants' Response 

8. AFD () in AF DVL 11 / 6 Chinese White Dolphins 
3 Sept. 1996 

Section 7.3.3 
(i) Although more than 12 species of marine mammals have Agreed. 

been recorded from Hong Kong, most of these a re known 
only from s trandings and have never been seen alive in the 
territo ry . The majority of these are deep-water animals that 
would no t likely live in Hong Kong. 

9. (ii) Until the extent of the range of the Chinese White Dolphin is Agreed , the report will be revised to indica te tha t the fi g ure .... 
known, and some s ighting rate information from quo ted are an abwldance es tim.1tes not popubtion e~ till1 :.l h.'~. 
througho ut that range is available, we ca lUlo t really es timate 
a population s ize of the animals. The estimate made by 
SWIMS or Dr. Jefferson is an abundance estimate fo r the 
number of d o lphins in a particular area (North Lantau) 

10. Section 7.4 .3 
(iii) Does RTT cons truction activities invo lve pUing or blasting It is presently unders tood that the RTT marine cons truction 

operations e tc.? . will involve no blas ting or piling activities; the repo rt will be 
clarified accordingly. 

11. Section 7.5 
(iv) If percussive piling or explosive operations are to be See response to AFD comment on Sec tion 7.4.3., Sec tion 7.5 

involved in cons truction, the use of a bubble curta in for indicated that a bubble curtain could be employed to red Lice 
dolphin noise mitigation should be considered . This piling impacts if piling was identified as necessary. 
apparatus has been shown to be very effective for the AFRF 
construction. 

12. Section 7.6.3 Agreed. The informa tion is provid ed to ensure ad eguate 
(v) Information about sewage disd1arge seems unnecessarily coverage but as s ta ted by AFD, this issue will be addressed in 

excessive and is more relevant to a later EPD s tudy than this the forth coming EPD "Baseline a nd Perfo rmance Verifi ca ti on 
study. Monitoring o f the Pilla r Po int Sewage Outfa ll" Study . 

13. I have passed a copy of the report to my colleagues fo r comment Noted . 
from the fis heries and marine conservation point o f view . I shall 
be let you know about their comments once available. 
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No. Department Reference Comments Consultants' Response 

14. Port (3) in PDB Section 4. Table 4.6. Noted. The Table 4.6a wi ll be revised fl!structured .:IS 

Development 11 /50/90/3 IX suggested. 
Board 4 Sept. 1996 I understand that the data shown on this table is ex tracted from 

the RTI Traffic Impact Assessment. However, the way it is 
presented is not lmdersta ndable and may ca use confus ion . I 
suggest the tab le be restructured a nd you may need to specify the 
loca tion of the traffic volume. 

15. DLOTM Lands DLOTM I refer to the Draft Final Report and would rather let those Noted. 
Dept. 221/CPD / PA/66 environmen t exper ts put forward their commen ts on the same. 

V IJI 
4 Sept. 1996 I agree with D of Lands that it is not appropriate for this office to 

endorse the repo rt as what is conta ined there in is outside o ur 
expertise. 

16. EPD EP 1/TM/38/5 Section 6 The a mow1t of uncontaminated and contaminated mud kh 
5 Sept. 1996 been addressed and deal t with in Section 3. Cross ndc rence 

I note the amount of uncontaminated and contaminated mud was will be mad e in Section 6. 
mentioned in the "Water Quality" section. Grateful if you can 
insert this piece of information in Section 6. Please also s tate the 
recomm ended disposa l s ites fo r both of them. 

17. Section 8 

You have focused on the study of landfill gas below the ground Noted & Agreed. Due to the la rge seperation dist.:lnce between 
leve l. According to Section 3.7 of the Finaiin ception Report, yo u the proposed RTT and both landfill sites, "above g rOtUld 
sho uld consider the likely "above ground pathways" of the pathways" wi ll not pose air qua lity impacts on the 
landfill gas tha t might pose air quality impacts on the atmosphere. development. 
However, based on the separation distances between the 
proposed RTI and both s ubject landfill s ites, it is W1likely to have 
major air qua li ty impacts on the development. 

----
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No. Department Reference Comments Consultants' Response 

18. AFD 5 September 1996 para 7.9.3 

The p resent EJA study pred icted that prey species of Sousa would Studies in the Moray Fi r th (UK) o f T"rsiops f /'l/JIcn /JlS indi c.J tL' 
be abundant in the wa ters around the Pilla r Poin t sewage outfa ll tha t they are frequently seen in the vicini ty o f Lo ng ma n 
due to the high level nutrient level there. However, this statement sewage o utfa ll (Highla nd Regiol1 J. 1 Counci l, I nverne~~ fvbi n 
should be subs ta ntia ted by conclus ive d ata . Drainage Sche me, Env ironmen tal A~~cssmcn t. Fina l Study 

Re po rt, Appen d ices - Volume U ( 1 ~~() )). Ob::.c rv.J ti on ::. frnrn 
o the r parts of the UK a lso suggest tl\ ::I [' dolph ins spend 
cons id erab le time close to outfall pi pl!s, po:>s ibly bCGllIsl! thc .... c 
a ttract fi sh (Lockye r, C a nd Morris R J (1986) Tht:! his tory a nd 
the behaviour of a w ild, sociable bottlenose d olph in (Tul"siops 
truucntus) off the nor th coast o f CormV'a ll. ACJua tic Ma mma l,:>, 
12: 3-16. and Morris, R j , Law, R j , Allchin, C I~ , Ke lly, C A & 
Fileman, C F (1989) Me tals and organochlo rines in dolphins 
and po rpoises of Ca rd iga n Bay, Wes t Wa les, M.:l rill c Polluti llll 
Bulle tin , 20: 512 - 523). 

19. Heavy metals, o rganochlorines (e .g. PC B) a nd pathogens present Agreed, reference has been made of the fo rthcoming EI)D 
in sewage discha rge will definitely .:l ffect the health of Sousn. consultancy s tudy entitled Baseline and Perform.:lllce 
Measures in reducing such po llutants entering the waters is very Verification .Monito ring of the Pilla r Po int O utf.:l ll . This s tudy i .... 
important . The consultants should ma ke reference to the Baseline scheduled to commence in la te 1996. 
and Performance Veri.fication Monitoring of the Pillar Point 
Sewage Outfall when results are ava ilable. 

. __ .... -
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No. 

20. 

2l. 

22. 

23. 

- ,..........., 

Department 

AFD 
(Fisheries) 

---

r-- ,...--. 
~ 

Reference 

5 September 1996 

C"""""""J c-:: 

Commen ts 

I recaU that in the Area 38 EIA completed in 1994 covering the 
general a rea and d eve lopments the principa l fisheries/ ma rine 
ecological issue was considered to be loss of coastal ma rine habita t 
on the coastline from Black Point to Tuen MLU1, and Second ly the 
di rect loss of fi shing grounds. 

Section 7.1 does not seem to build logica lly on thjs earHer work, 
completely omitting the marine habitat loss and introducing 
terrestrial issues w here none exis t. 

Benthic faunal issues are not a key concern, litto ral ones may be . 

The b8:sic conclus ions 7.9.1 &: 7.9.2 are acceptable, though for the 
latter probably for the w rong reasons. The s ignificant gap is 
failure to address habita t loss and th us address mitiga tion 
possibil iti es. 

The approach to fi sheries assessment is novel but no t necessari ly 
unaccep table . The main omiss ion is 7.4.2 is no mention of the 
possible va lue of the sha llow sandy areas to be los t as fish nursery 
habitat. 
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Consultants' Response 

Both the Expanded Development Study (EDS) for Tucn Mun 
Area 38 and the b rief for the Area 38 SlA EIA did no t identify 
ecologica l impacts as an issue to be addressed in the Arc;] 38 
SIA EIA . Neverthe less, in response to an A FD cUIl1Ill l!n hm th,,' 
draft Area 38 SI.A EtA the endo rsed Fin.:11 Area 3H SIA EtA 
report included a preliminary eco logica l revie w. Thi ::. st:lh.:d 
tha t "the rdat ive qll~ lity of the these nun-prb-tine ~n:~~ b 
conside red low due to d~gradatiun J ~ ~ result o f thl! .:ld j ~ cl!nt 

industrial la nd uses. In view of this pe rceived low rcbtivl' 
quality it is conside red that these a rl!'")S m.:ty h.Jve alread y 
suffered damage to the ir ecolog ica l po tential fo r nur';;l.! ry and 
spawning of m:lfine bio ta." The revil.!w concJ ud l.!d th .JI " ... it i ... 
."l nticipated that the proposed d evelopment \Vurk~ w ill h,:1Vl! 
minimal impact on the mari ne eco logy of the s tudy Jre.:t." N~ ) 

reference was made in the endorsed Fina l Area 38 SIA Eli\ 
repo rt of direct loss of fishing grounds. We believe th ."lt th e 
Final Area 38 SLA EIA s tatements on eco logy are sti ll v.:t lid J nd 
thus do not feel discuss ion of habitat loss, beyond that 
provid ed in the RTT document, is wa rran ted . 

We agree w ith your conside ra tion tha t terres trial impacts d u 
not exist. However, the SOOm loss of "littora l" hab it.)t was no t 
considered of conserva tion s ignificance as the lubi t3t h .:1~ 

already suffered severe damage due to degradation .)s 3 result 
of the adjacent industrial land uses and thus has, as rcported in 
the Area 38 SLA EtA, a lready has significan tly reduced 
ecologica l potentia l in terms fo r nursery and spaw ning of 
marine biota. Therefore, as no littora l habitat loss impacts 3rl:: 
p redicted , mitigation is not conside red approp riate .. The Fin .:tl 
RTf EIA report w ill be amended to reflect the 3buvc issue . 

See response to AFD comment 19. As s tated in response tl) 
comment 20, as no litto ra l h~bitat loss impacts are p red icted , 
mitiga tion is no t considered appropriate and thus the Fill ':" 
RTf EIA report wi ll be a mended acco rding ly. 

As sta ted in the response to to AFD comment on Secl il)1l 7.1, 
the litto ral habi tat (sha llow sa ndy f rocky coas tline) wh ich w il l 
be directly lost has a s ign ifica ntly reduced ecologica l po tent i.:11 
in terms fo r nurse ry and spawning ot ma rine bio ta . Thl! Fi n.:1 1 
RTf EIA report wil l be amended to renect the abuve b ::' Ul! . 

c:-:l C":1 :.--J C"J C'l r:I 
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No. Department 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. EPD, Evan K. 
S. Yung 

r--; r-: 

Reference 

5 September 1996 

IJ ... ---_. c::::J c-J r-J r:l LJ r:--J 

Comments 

As regards loss of fishing grounds the report needs to indicate to 
what depths the reclamation will extend. It seems likely that it 
may extend to beyond P.o -4m meaning it will restrict the 
operation of shrimp trailers and hang trailers that are the major 
commercial operations in the deeper waters of Urmston Road. 

The last sentence appears to confuse biological productivity with 
fishing productivity. 

Section 7.6.2 

It seems likely the RTT will increase marine traffic in the area and 
thus adversely affect safe fishing operations. 

No evidence presented for a potential bioaccumulation impact 
arising from the RTI such as is inferred from the second 
paragraph. I suggest this be deleted as irrelevant to this EIA: 

Please incorporate the above points in your reply also seeking 
SAFO's comment on the last bullet in 7.2 which is I think quite 
erroneous: there is nothing statutory or legislative about the 
values listed. 

Section 3.5.2 

Would the RTT construction be concurrent with SIA reclamation 
work (stage lor II)? If yes, why are they not included in the worst 
case scenario? 
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Consultants t Response 

The RTf will extend beyond -4mPD :lnd thus there could be 
some interference to any commercial fishing operations in the 
deeper waters of the Urmston Road. However, it should be 
noted that these waters are heavily trafficked by non-fishing 
related marine traffic and thus are unlikely to contain preferred 
fishing grounds due to the navigational hazards involved in 
trawling in this area. Therefore, reclamation in this arc.:J. is 
unlikely to impact key fishing grounds. 

Agreed, the sentence will be modified in the Final RTT ElA to 
acknowledge that the productivity in the area may not be able 
to be fully exploited by the fishing industry due to navigational 
issues associated with fishing in a highly-trafficked area. 

As described in Section 2, the RTT will not directly increase 
marine traffic, in fact the numbers of Pearl River (PRC) vessels 
east of the RTT will be reduced by approximately 10% as a 
result of the consolidation function of the RTT (ie, the container 
cargo of approximately 10 small PRC vessels will be unloaded 
at the RTT and loaded onto a large marine "shuttle" vessel 
which will take the container cargo to the container port at 
Kwai Chung). Section 7.6.2 of the Final RTT EIA report will be 
revised accordingly for clarification purposes. 

Agreed, the referenced section will be deleted. 

Agreed. Section 7.2 will be amended to state that this refers to 
limits set for ex-gratia purposes at the Ma Wan mariculture 
zone. 

The worst case construction scenario for the RTT is predicted 
after December 1996. At this time, the final part of Stage 1 of 
the SIA construction filling of behind a formed seawall will be 
carried out at the same time. It is considered that as the SIA 
filling activities will be occuring behind a formed seawall, they 
will generate a negligible contribution to local SS levels. 



No. Department Reference Comments Consultants l Response 

30. Section 3.5.3 Noted. It will be included in OUf revised fin.J.l report, but is 
approximately 700 m in length. 

Should mark the newly extended emergency by·pass outfall on an 
appropriate figure. 

31. Section 3.6.1 Noted. It will be included in OUf revised final rcport, but is 
approximately 2000 m in length. 

Should indicate how long the new outfall. 

32. Should elaborate how "zero discharge can be achieved. Any Domestic Sewage from the RTT operations will be taken to the 
domestic or commercjal discharge? Connection to PPSTW? PPSTW for treatment. 

33. What is the volume of material that will be excavated during Maintenance dredging will be carried out at a minimum of 
maintenance dredging? every 5 year;:;_ 

34. More information about the extent of marine sediment Agreed. The Consultant will include this information in the 
contamination should be included in the report for completeness. Annex A of the revised report. 

35. Transport NR 157/161/TMTL- No comment. Noted. 
Department 393 

5 Sept. 1996 

36. Planning Dept. SPD/TM/005 Fig.2.la This Figure is only used to show the relative location of the 
5 Sept. 1996 RTf in context of the NWNT. 

A large scale should be adopted to improve the readability of the 
plan. 

37. Para 9.2.2 The impact assessment stage included a field study of which 
photographic record was taken. The methodology for this 

Please clarify what approach or methodology has been adopted in .stage is clearly outlined in 9.2.2 "Assessment Methodology" 
the Impact Assessment stage. It is noted that a viewpoint analysis including the establishment of the baseline condition and the I 

approach has been adopted in assessing the residuallandscapt:: assessment of the likely changes to the baseline condition. 
and visual impacts. 

38. Para 9.3.1 Due to the pOSitioning of the RTT site slightly to the west of the 
headland at Pillar Point, with Tuen Mun in the' foreground, it i~ 

The Study Area should be expanded to cover the residential not anticipated that the RTT will be visible from Pearllsbnd, 
development at Pearl Island as the residents there would be able The text will be amended to include a paragraph elimin;)tipg 
to view the proposed RTI and these residential developments are Pearl Island from the study area. 
also located more closer to the proposed RTT than the new 
residential development of Tung Chung. 
--- - _ .. _---- ---
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No. 

39. 

40. 

4l. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

r-: r-' r-' r-J 

Department Reference 

r-J C'J r-J C"J c:-J CJ C":J 

Comments 

Para 9.3.2 

Residential development at Pearl Island should be added. 

Appropriate annotation should be incorporated in Fig. 9.3c to 
illustrate clearly the points made in the main text. 

Para 9.3.3 

It is noted that the overall quality of the existing view would have 
some bearings on the visual impact of a new development, but the 
cumulative visual impact of the new development still need to be 
addressed. 

In considering the visual obstruction, visual intrusion and visual 
quality~ it would appear that subjective rather than objective 
professional judgement would be based. Please clarify what 
would determine the existing visual quality. 

For the sensitive viewpoints, adjustment would have to be made . 
with the inclusion of the residential development at Pearl Island. 

Para. 9.4.1 

Please cl<.lrify whether some or all the existing trees and shrubs 
within the Study Area will be removed. ~, 

Para. 9.5.1 

Please specify the maximum levels that the heights of storage 
materials and stock piles should be maintained. 

Please also clarify what are the statutory limitations that the 
night-time working and floodlighting should be kept. 
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Consultants'Response 

Refer to previous response. 

Noted. 

The overall quality of the existing view is taken int 
consideration when assessing visual impact, in order to 
establish the extent to which the baseline condition is changed. 
For example, positioning a power station within an area of 
undisturbed cOlmtryside will have a greater visual impact than 
if the same power station were positioned in an industrial 
zone. Of course, in addition to considering the change to the 
baseline condition, the cumulative visual impact of the new 
development has been considered (Refer section 9.4) 

As stated in para 9.2.2 "Assessment Methodology", in 
considering the visual obstruction, visual intrusion, and visual 
quality, a balance between objective and subjective professional 
opinion is required. This is also the case when assessing the 
existing visual quality. By using photographs, drawings, 
photomontages, and based on our previous professional 
experience, we have striven t achieve as objective an 
assessment as possible. 

Refer response to para. 9.3.1 

It will be necessary for all of the vegetation within the site area 
to be removed. This is predominantly scrub and young trees. 
compensatory planting will be included as part of the proposed 
RTf. 

It will be necessary for construction work to be carried out at 
night-time. The report will be revised to address this issue. 

Noted. 

,-



No. Department Reference Comments Consultants' Response 

47. Para 9.5.2 The proposed plant material able to tolerate the extreme 
conditions experienced in a coastal situation, is as follow!':> and 

The appearance ~f the breakwaters should also be soften. will be included in the report: 

48. Please specify what plant materials that are considered well Trees: Cerbern manghas/ Ficus fUrl/phii, Hibiscus ti[iacetls. 
adopted to the extreme site conditions experienced on coastal Shrubs: Nerium indicum, 5cnevo/a sericea, Thevetia peruvimw. 
sites. Herbaceous Plants: Crinium asiatiet/nt. 

Groundover Plants: Wedelia trilobatn. 

49. Please indicate the effectiveness of the bitumen being used for the Bitumen is a dark coloured and non reflective material. Dark 
surface of the RTT in reducing the surface glare in particular coloured materials absorb light instead of reflecting it as lighter 
during the night time operation of the proposed RTf. coloured materials such as concrete do. 

50. Please indicate on a plan where planting would be incorporated Noted. 
within the site (not along the site boundaries) to soften its 
appearance. 

5!. Please also indicate the effectiveness of the anti-glare reflectors in Due to the long throw of the floodlights, it is anticipated that 
eliminating horizontal phasing. anti-glare reflectors will not be required. 

52. Para 9.6.2 Noted, however a table may be too black and white where 
many contributing factors must be considered in assessing the 

It may be useful to present all the impacts in table form for ease of overall impact. 
reference. 

53. It is considered not acceptable if the visual impact would be It is not suggested that people will be prevented from going to 
further reduced by making people not coming to Butterfly Beach. Butterfly Beach, simply that they are there for shorter periods 

of time than a resident wound be. 

54. Para 9.7.2 As stated in section 9.5.1, storage materials and stock piles 
should be maintained at low levels, and the site should be 

Please clarify what control of the construction practices would be enclosed by hoardings to screen it from Lung Mun Road. 
required. 

55. NTWest NTW/TM5/4/38 The. RTf developer should address on how to prevent floating It is considered, as reported in Section 3.6.1, that accumulation 
Development RIT Pt. 6 rubbish being washed out from the site to the Urmston Road and of any solid and liquid waste within the RTf is not expected, 

6 Sept. 1996 possibly crossed over to the Chek Lap Kok/North Lantau during provided the zero discharge can be ensured during RTT , 

construction stage. Floating rubbish will attract birds to feed in operation. As described in Section 6 strict control of solid 
the area which will affect the operation of the new airport. waste will be implemented in both the construction and 

operation of the RTT such that floating rubbish arising from the 
project will not in any way affect the operation of the new 
airport. 
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10 Sept. 1996 

AF DVL 11/6 
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. 
Comments Consultants'Response 

The developer should address on possible embayment due to the As the referenced box culvert comprises stormwater no adverse 
possible late completion of the box culvert (Government impacts to water quality are envisaged from the la te 
entr.llShnent works). completion of the box culvert (Government entrusted works). 

Para. 3.5.3 - Dredging (page 17) Agreed. 

It is noted from the last paragraph on page 17 of the report that . 
suggestion was made to limit the speed of the working vessels 
near or within the construction site and to prevent boats Of vessels 
from cruising near the vicinity of the construction site. In view of 
the busy marine traffic near the River Trade Terminal Site, I 
consider such a suggested measure to be highly impracticable 
which would be very difficult to implement. I suggest that you 
also seek D of M's view on this matter. 

Para 3.5.4 - Management of Marine Spoil Disposal (page 20) Agreed~ however the disposal site has still to be confirmed 
by FMC. 

Please be reminded that the mud disposal site should be allocated 
by the Fill Management Committee of CED. WBrC No. 22/92 I 

refers. 
I 

EM&A Manual- ecological monitoring; Noted. Text will be amended. 

4th bullet: The activities of the Sousa should be closely 
monitored by trained observers until they leave the 
"exclusion zone". 
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